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PREFACE 
The aims of this study are to review the main features of Chinese rural development and 
changes in agriculture in recent times, identify new terminology and explain differences 
between Chinese and socialist development patterns, particularly divergences from the 
Soviet model. It was found when first embarking upon research into Chinese agriculture 
that few sources of information existed which could help explain Chinese economic and 
social concepts, especially those which had developed specifically in China as distinct from 
socialist economic practice elsewhere. Accordingly, an effort was made to compile a listing 
of annotated terms on several levels of economic, political and social development. 
The method used was first to select and scan a group of 'core' journals published in 
the relevant field in China since 1949. To this group of core literature was added many 
peripheral journals and newspapers relevant to tlie study of China's rural economy. A card 
index was then built up (see Appendix I) and the arrangement followed that used by 
Mathews' Chinese-English Dictionary. Definitions of main items were slowly built up from 
one-line definitions to enlarged abstracts of meaning, where applicable, and revision of the 
input gradually reduced the size of the dictionary from 15,000 total entries to some 9,000 
specialist terms. 
Identification of plant names is a problem since many scientific plant names have no 
agreed international equivalents. Some Chinese plant names are blanket terms, in the 
absence of scientific agreement, e.g. 'Chinese cabbage' occurs in several different places in 
the text. This name has been given to several species by western seientists to include 'head' 
and 'non-head' varieties classified as Brassica pekinensis and B. chinensis, the former grown 
in the north and the latter more in the south. Much of the research into scientific plant 
names was done at the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, Hongkong and at the 
University of Hongkong, but the main authorities used to standardize the terms, as far as 
possible, are Willis and Purseglove. 
In the same way, many general terms can be translated in various ways, e.g. 'incentive' 
has at least three translations. But the most frequent usage in People's Daily and other 
communist publications is generally indicated, with crossreferencing to other entries. 
Pinyin1 latinization is used for all compound phrases throughout the dictionary, 
including main headings which are also given in Wade-Giles. Journal titles, however, are 
given in Wade-Giles romanization to assist those not yet familiar with Pinyin. This is 
because most libraries and other institutions outside China still use the Wade-Giles system 
for classification and documentation ·of Chinese materials. Standardization of tones is 
according to the Xinhua Zidian. 
1 China officially adopted Pinyin, as from 1 September 1975, as their standard form of latinization of the 
script [NCNA, 31 May 1975]. 
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Agricultural Producer Cooperative 
Cantonese 
Current Background 
Chinese Communist Party 
Cultural Revolution 
China News Analysis 
Far Eastern Economic Review 
Foreign Languages Publishing House 
French 
German 
Great Leap Forward 
Jen-min-pi People's Currency (RMB) 
Japanese 
Joint Publication Research Service (U.S.) 
Modern Standard Chinese 
New China News Agency 
People'.s Liberation Army 
People's Publishing House 
Renminbi People's Currency 
Russian 
Supply and Marketing Cooperatives 
Selections China Mainland Magazines 
Survey China Mainland Press 
Union Research Institute 
Union Research Service· 
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Cheng-chih-hsileh-hsi [Political Studies] 
Ching-chi ta-pao [Economic Daily] 
Ching~chi yen-chiu [Economic Research] 
Cheng-fa yen-chiu [Political and Legal Research] 
Chi-hua ching-chi [Planned Economy] 
Che-hsueli yen-chiu [Philosophical Research] 
Chi-hua yil t'ung-chi [Planning and Statistics] 
Chiao-hsileh yil yen-chiu [Teaching and Research] 
Chung-kuo ch'ing-nien [Chinese Youth] 
Chung-kuo chin-yong [Chinese Currency] 
Chung-kuo-hsu-mu-hsileh tsa-chih [Chinese Journal of Animal 
Husbandry] 
Chung-kuo nung-k' en [Chinese Agriculture and Land Reclama-
tion] 
Chung-kuo nung-pao [Chinese Agriculture] 
Chung-kuo nung-yeh chi-hsieh [Chinese Agricultural Mach-
inery] 
Chung-kuo nung-yeh k'o-hsueh [Chinese Agricultural Science] 
Chung-yang ho-tso t'ung-hsiln [Central Cooperative Bulletin] 
Hsin-chien-she [New Construction] 
Hsin-hua pan-yueh•k'an [New China Bi-monthly] 
Hsin-hua yueh-pao [New China Monthly] 
Huakung hsueh-pao 
Hsin-min ts'ung-pao 
Hung-se chiang-hsi [Red Kiangsi] 
Hsing-tao jih-pao 
Jen-min jih-pao [People's Daily] 
Jen-min kung-she chien-she [People's Commune Construction] 
Jen-min shou-ts'e [People's Handbook] 
K'o-hsiieh t'ung-pao [Scientia] 
Kuang-ming, jih•pao 
Min-tsu t'uan-chieh [Nationalities Units] 

















Nung-lin kung-tso t'ung-hsun [Agricultural and Forestry Work 
Bulletin] 
Nung ts'un ch'ing-nien [Rural Youth] 
Nung-ts'un chin-yong [Rural Finance] 
Nung-yeh chi-hsieh [Agricultural Machinery] 
Nung-yeh chi-hsien chi-shu [Agricultural Machinery Tech-
nique] 
Pei-ching jih-pao 
Shih-p'in kung-yeh [Food Industry] 
Shi-shi shou-tse [Current Events] 
T'ung-chi kung-tso [Statistical Work] 
T'ung-chi kung-tso t'ung-hsun [Statistical Work Bulletin] 
T'ung-chih yen-chiu [Statistical Research] 
Ta~kung-pao 
Ti-Ii chih-shih [Geographical Knowledge] 
Ti-Ii hsueh-pao [Acta Geographica Sinica] 
Wen-hui-pao 
xi 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
China has now officially adopted standard metric measurements for most calculations though 
traditional terms are still assigned to some units. The following are some of the most important. 
Pinyin Wade-Giles English Standard English/US Pre-1959 
equivalent metric measurement 'market 
measurement system' 
JT jin chih catty or 
Chinese 0.5 kg. 1.102 lb 0.605 kg. 
pound 
:J:E!. dan tan picul 50 kg. 110.23 lb 60.5 kg. 
mt! dun tun' metric ton 1,000 kg. 2,200 lb 
iffij liang liang ta el 50 g. 1.764 oz 37.8 g. 
g shao shao 10 ml. 0.352 fluid oz. 
u si szu/ssu milli-candareen. 0.5 i:ng. 0.007716 grains 
4 dou tou peck· 10 1. 2.2 galls 316 cubic 
inches 
i~ qian ch'ien mace (1/10 5 g. 77.2 grains 
Chinese oz.) 
~ hao hao 5mg. 0.0772 grains 
A he ho 100 ml. 3.5195 fluid oz Cl 
00 Ii Ii thousandth of a 
Chinese tael 50mg. 0.772 grains 
31:: zhang chang Chinese yard 3.333 m .. 3.645 yds 141 inches 
~ cun ts'un inch 33.33 cm. 1.3123 inches 3.58 cm. 
~ Ii Ii Chinese mile 0.5 km. 0.311 mile 
83 mu mou 0.067 ha. 0.165 acre 0.084 ha. 
~ pi p'i bolt 36.58 m. 40 yds 
'!R chi chih foot 0.3333 m. 14.1 inches 
l;jjl qing ch'ing 6.667 ha. 16.4737 acres 15.13 acres 
i~ ma ma yard 0.9144 m. 3 feet 
i3 I yin yin 33.33 m. 36.45 yds 
00 Ii Ii thousandth of a 0.333 mm. 0.0131 inches 
~ hao hao Chinese foot 33.3 micro- 1.3 milli-inches 
metres 
~ lei lui/lei 500m. 546.8 yds 646-681 m. 
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USER'S GUIDE 
The categorized listing of terms, phrases and variants are arranged phonetically. The 
modern structural pattern of the language is stressed and the polysyllabic nature by use 
of compounds given with Pinyin equivalents beneath each entry. The arrangement followed 
is similar to that of Mathews' Chinese-English Dictionary. The main phonetic divisions are 
listed in both Wade-Giles and Pinyin. The key characters at the head of each new section 
are given first in traditional, next in simplified script. The tone and any variations are listed. 
A stroke count inde~ for the key simplified characters listed at the head of each section 
is provided at the back of the dictionary. This lists the simplified characters (in the example 
given above the character is located at the right-hand margin) in order of increasing number 
of strokes. An English index of the main items in the dictionary is also listed alphabetically 
and can also be found at the end of the dictionary. However, it does not exhaustively list all 
dictionary entries, where two or more entries occur for a particular term the main entry 
is italicized. Cross-referencing is provided, especially where there are alternative or 
abbreviated terms. This is especially important where vegetable and other crops are 















pistachios [Pistachia vera L.] 




also::tt~penzai [Jap. bonsai] 
~m. 
y -azgua 
aubergine (egg plant) [Cant.] 











short white string bean 
dwarf wheat 
short-stemmed sorghum 
~Jl!P 1!!!t~ ~ banana (dwarf variety) 
ai;{fio xiiingytijiiio 








The original term for 'economy' was a transliteration. The 
1 
AN 




lit. 'patriotic grain' 
A CR term (1967) meaning grain given to State as a tax 
or by sale, over and above state procurement, some of 
which was given to Vietnam as food aid. 
see also: m~:m:~*li!· [yutinyue kdngmeiliting] Aid 




patriotic labour brigade 
In order to mobilize the underemployed rural labour 
force, a series of mass labour-intensive projects were 
undertaken around 1950. One such project was flood 
control of the Huai river in Anhwei and North Kiangsu 
provinces. Such organized labour was called 'patriotic 
labour teams' or 'brigades' because labour was usually 
given freely apart from daily keep. [R. Murphey, 'Man 
and nature in China', Modern Asian Studies, 1,4 (1967), 
-p.329]. 


















to resettle (establish a home 
in the countryside) 
and 163~.A.5'ftp chOdui'luohU 
resettlement expenses, allo-
cation fees 
A sum of cash made available by the R,esettlement Bureau 
to both resettled youths and peasants in villages taking 
urban youths, to buy tools and personal effects, as well 
as to provide a supplementary income for a transitional 
period during resettlement. See G.D. White, 'The politics 
of hsia fang youth', China Q. 59 (1974), p.505, where 
examples of the amounts of such fees are given. 
'*'00: !f.1-~ '.¥'. 
anzhi bangongsh i 
Resettlement Bureau 
AN 
Became a feature of the countryside after the xiiifang 
campaign. 
an 
1tC 1tl=- 'El I 
dnjidn biiogong 
piece-work contracts 
To contract production by piece-work. The total work-
days required for a specific job was calculated and points 
allotted for it. The job was then divided up among 
brigades, each of which contracted it out to its members. 
Each brigade guaranteed to complete its share within a 
given time. [See Socialist Upsurge in China's Countryside 
(Chinese ed. Peking, 1956), vol. 1, p. 50.] 
see also: ~**iW 8 ilben ldodimgrl basic labour 
day and: ~5t~ii.~ sifen huopfng fixed points with 
flexible assessment 
1teftf:i.2 I assessment of remuneration 
dnjidn jigong by piecework 













to price according to quality 
to reward according to labour 
to allot land according to 
labour 
'to each according to his 
labour' (distribution 
according to labour) 
taxation according to acreage 
annual variation 
tg~~fil(;_:<f>:}t.lf. GNP at factor cost 
.JY-Joo ~~f"'" =em 






















Grannie Smiths (apples) 
ZHA/CHA 
fertilizers (made from refuse); 
waste fertilizer 
The utilization of local supplie.s of refuse, viz. fertilizers 
found in waste matter refuse of all kinds from industry, 
agriculture and households. 'Along the coast of China 
fertilizer is mixed from sea water, in pasture is found 
hair and bone, in hill areas gypsum and lime' [CCYC 2 
(1975), p.14]. The old linings of stoves are also suggested 
as sources of fertilizer and peasants have been urged to 
utilize these when new stove linings are fitted. [See Sun 
Yung-ch'uan. 'The fertilizer accumulation and production 
methods of T'ai Yang production brigade', CKNYKH 4 
(1966), p.60.] Floor sweepings of factories, containing 
organic matter, dead fish, stagnant water, and mud can all 
be used, and 'the quantity of organic matter impregnated 
in the mud floor of the toilets in factories, offices and 
dormitories is immense'. The importance of urine is also 







~* milk cow (milch cow) zhaniu 
The general term for a cow in milk, i.e. only when milking. 
see also: 11L4=- roniu 
~m 
zhanai 








hiring out of labour 
A system under which poor peasants and landless 
labourers work for rich peasants in the busy season. 
:tL~ slaughter pig 
zhdzhii 
:tL4=- slaughter cattle 
zhdniu 
:tUR take root 
zhdgen 
This phrase is often used figuratively in an adoptive sense, 













a dam, a watergate 
This refers to the water channels and reservoirs affected 
by the manipulation of one particular 'lock'. Lock, in 
this sense, is a term used on the N. China Plain for the 
integrated water management and reservoir control system 
which functions independently of the village. In N. China 
3 
ZHA/CHA 
water management, apart from wells, was usually outside 






Tea was mentioned in Chinese works from the first 
century BC to 800 AD under a multiplicity of names. 
Szechwan seems to be the original habitat of the cultivated 
tea plant and where tea drinking originated. Other irn- -
portant areas are. Fukien, Chekiang and Kwangtung, but 
especially Fukien. The Shuo Wen Chien Tzu by Hsii Shen 
(c. 100 AD) had the chuan style of writing (standard in 
Han Dynasty): ~ t'u, defined as 1=5~ k'u t'u (bitter 
tea), or t'u Hi (chicory). But this latter term came to be 
synonymous with poison and therefore was non-preferred 
usage. The Erh Ya lexicon (Han period) had ~ chia; 
i.e. k'u t'u (bitter tea), but t'u was identified principally 
as k'u ts'ai (bitter vegetable), =55R [Sonchus oloraceus] ). 
The Erh Ya of Kµo P'o (d. 324 AD) gave an accurate 
description of the tea plant, as well as its other names: 
chuan (~), t'u (~), mfng ~~), and k'u t'u (=5~), 
the local. name for tea in Shu (W. Szechwan). He also 
distinguished between early-plucked tea leaves (t'u) and 
late-plucked tea (ming). 
The t'u plant referred to in Shih Ching seemed to be 
· weeds [Sonchus sp.-sow thistles] or reeds or other herbs, 
none of which could be identified precisely as the tea tree 
[Camellia sinensis]. The word ch'a (~)was derived from 
K'ai-yiian Wen-tzu Yin-yi (K'ai-yiian = 713-7 42 AD). 
[F. Hung, 'When did tea usage begin?' Tea Quarterly, 




The first treatise on tea written in the T'ang Dynasty by 








tea seeds (herbal remedy for 
coughs and headaches) 
tea seed cake {a fertilizer) 
Tea seed cake has also been used successfully as a pesticide 
against snails. Control was achieved by spraying wheat 
and green manure crops with a solution made from tea 
seed cake. By soaking 6-8 chin of tea seed in 10CH50 chin. 
of water for 8 hours, a kill rate of 95% was obtained. Said 
to be more economical than calcium orthoarsenate. [See: 






































tea tax legislation 
tea tax 




tea, leaf tea 
tea plantation/garden 
audit accounts 
land survey, land .investigation 
land investigation drive 
This was first conducted in the central Soviet area in 1933 
in order to discover and expose landlords and rich pea-
sants, and was not a survey of land ownership or land 
distribution as such. [See C.M. Wilbur (ed.), Chinese 
Sources on the History of the Chinese Communist 




























boats used in transplanting 
rice 
to hoist the red flag 
A symbol of achievement (1967) [see below]. 
tm~if-:ffi".~ 
chiibiiio bUd1an 
to set up targets and designate 
units 
A campaign of progressive improvement. Communes were 
urged to set up a target. in: (1) political studies; (2) 
production techniques; and (3) farm management on the 
basis of a more advanced model; and then instruct sub-
ordinate brigades on how to attain the target. Following 
the successful introduction of such a campaign, the 
commune had to continue until the most backward team 
had caught up. 
see also: .L::J.F.ai$i6iyTahin daimian 
and :1:.g.~ A~ peiyang dianxfng 
tm~X~? 
chiidui luohu 
absorbed into the countryside 
This refers to _the xiafang resettlement campaign. The 
use of chii (t£f3) meaning 'inserted' indicates that the 
rusticated youth and intellectuals have become full 
members of the brigade. The character luo (~)meaning 
'settled' emphasizes that this is a permanent arrangement 
lasting throughout active working life. 




~~ the common Chinese farm 
chdij[ chicken, free-range poultry 



















crop yield plan 
verified output 
The working out of detailed means designed to ensure 
fulfilment of the state plan for a particular commodity or 
group of commodities. 
also: ~~{"'- ~· heshi chOnliiing 
f"'-'!11: 1?i 
chOnfeijfn 
productive expenditure fund 
There are tluee interpretations of this term: (1) the actual 
amount of capital turnover; (2) collective annual pro-
duction expenditure; and (3) the productive expenditure 
capital share fund of the collective. According to the 
Agricultural Bank of China, only the f'Jrst definition is 
correct. [See, CKCJ 7 (1956), p.1. 'How to manage pro-





f"'-111' ~lj)lij $ 
ch'Oniid lirunlli 
rate of production 
value of production 
value of production profit rate 











f"'-~ =-1'~ 111' :Mi constant product prices 
chOnpln bUbian jiiige 
Used in planning computations and statistics of total 
output of industrial and agricultural products in China. 
[Ho Chiang, 'Comment on the use of constant product 
prices', CCYC 8 (1963), 50-54.] 
see: Ei ~l.t l'J $ zh{jie jtsuan/Q 
f"'-~3C~ 
chOnpfn jwohuan 
exchange of goods 
f"'- ~i.Stl.t:¥,: ifll 'products-designing revolution' 
chanpln sheilgeming 
Copying of western designs of industrial products is 
rejected. 'Let us break the foreign frames ... We must 
not crawl behind others. We oppose the "crawling 









range of products 
f"'-~~ if/JV!i:lf product life-cycle 










In earlier economic texts in China the terms chOnye 
({"'-~) and gongye CI~) had the same meaning. 
Thus, industrial revolution was rendered: {"'-~~ t.J 
chanye geming. . 
{"'-~~ 
chanyeshui 
f"'-~ .g-w f-t 
ch~nye MiThua 
property tax 


















.F ~ji]iiilJIY-.Jta-~ ready-to-lay pullet 
chanluanqitin de mujt 
.Ftni 
chanjiii 
okra [Hibiscus esculentus] 




cha~wu peie dizii 
product, commodity 
metayage 
The system of paying a fixed proportion of crops in 








Ceylon spinach [Basel/a 
rubra] 
ZHANG/CHANG 
upward swing (in prices) 
!Jllflti ~:tm · accounts (farm) 
zhdndiin (n6ngchang) 
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accounts (classification of 
farm) 
income 
accounting record method 
entry in account book 
fields, the produce of which 
was devoted to charity 
land measurement (usuaily IO 
feet approximately) 




*M~.m~ long-term right of use 
chtingqtshfyongqutin 
This is a reference to the role of private plots in farming. 
The private plot is not owned in perpetuity by peasants, 
but they have a long-term right of use. Ownership is 
retained by the collective, and the peasant cannot rent, 
sell or alienate the plot in any way. [Kuan Ta-t'ung, 
writing in Ta Kung Pao, Peking, 5 July 1961.] 
.*M~~IY-.J~ii:IJ long-term flow of capital 
chtingqi ziben de liudong 
*!E* 
chtingshengguo 
peanut [Arachis hypogaea] 











* ~ "§. Il}Jfill 




long grain rice 
long grain type 
long grain glutinous rice 
long staple cotton 
[ Gossypium barbadense] 
long root variety 
long-term mutual aid 
organization (1951) 
A field, hence a market place. 
(In Szechwan and Yunnan, 
the traditional term for market.) 
farm fields 

















changtdi fenpei quxidn 
m-m :JN~ 5:t: 
chtingyong zui~hifa 
farm operators' earnings 
a wide market 
constants 
price regulating granaries 
normal distribution curve 
method of maximum likelihood 
[J. Agric. Economics, Taipei 
2 (1963), p.138] 
7 
CHAO 
1F: ~~ll-T-~ ~ normal annual production 
chtingnitin sh{ji chanlidng 
'Normal annual production' means 'barn yield' (ciingkU 
chanliilngft$~:lit. i.e. the actual amount of grain 
that goes into storage after harvest. From about 1930 
to 1960, however,· this was not the case and statistics 
of production relied on 'biological' output ~~~:It 
shengwu chilnlidng), i.e. actual field output mums losses 
in the harvesting process. The traditional peasants' attitude 
to 'treasure each single kernel of grain because it 
represents several months hard labour' means that the 
losses between field and store were so small as to be 
insignificant. However, following collectivization, lack 
of incentive, hording and speculation began to assume 
sta i:istical significance, and on the basis of. experiences 
in Anhwei. province where it was the practice to ·verify 
what actually went into the barn against what was 
produced, the State Statistical Bureau recommended the 
'gradual adoption of barn yield' for estimating the actual 
amount of harvested grain at the Chengchow Agricultural 
Conference in July 1959, ·and in 1960 the govemrnei;it 
formally authorized its use. 
[See: 'Report on the national meeting of Directors of 
. Provincial Statistical Bureaux', CHYTC 8 (1959), 1-4; 
Huang Chien-t'o, 'The main tasks of the agricultural 
statistical work programme for 1960', CfJYTC 2 (1960), 
18-21; and Chang Chen, 'Several sampling problems in 
agricultural output surveys', TCYC 4 (1958), 27-31.) 
















small red pepper 
[Capsicum annum L.] 































hired hand on private plot, a 
day labourer 
to boost trade in agricultural 
products 
bog soils, marshland 























surplus grain production 
returns over cash expenses 
to exceed quota, above norm 
lmfm9EnX: fulfil in excess of quota 
chiioe wdncheng 
lmi.iii9EP.X:i.t:!GU to fulfil in excess of the plan 




A household which is in debt to the brigade in the sense 
that it did not earn sufficient labour points for its basic 









































to convert currency 
discount 
discounting and compounding 
:tJT'fll,iji! ~~Wll.cil*discounted cash flow 
zhekOu xiilnjln liudong jizhang 
This differs from its western application in that it is 
confined to the addition of investment payments occurring 
over a long time scale, and not to the whole problem of 
choice of investments. This also differs from Soviet 
practice where modem discounted cash flow methods are 
applied to all investment criteria. 
:tJTi:j:Q,ijil_ 1~ 
zhekou xianzh{ 
present discounted value 
:tJT 18 depreciation, amortization 
zhejiu 






amortization funds (Taiwan) 
. depreciation fund (Comm.) 
This comprises: (1) a basic depreciation fund for repay-
ment _of debts; and (2) a major repair fund for equipment 
and machinery. 
:tJT 18 :J:i:i II* 
zhejiu kouchU 



























'cart-ize' (north. coll.); 
To liberate production and put transport on wheels; to 
change from carrying goods on human shoulders. 
It also means to modernize existing carts by replacing 
wooden wheels with rubber tyres. 
$Mlit. 
cheqidncao 







plantain [Plantago major LJ 





~la:~A.±. thoroughly carry out the land 
it!!.!fi sp revolution 
chedl shenrU tUdtgeming 
:j:Jl: (Pron. chai) 
:tll=~ 
c/Wijiii 
secondary wholesaler [chaak 
ka--Cant} 
Acts as compradore in Hongkong vegetable and livestock 
markets, and covers the risks involved in granting credit 
to retailers. Vegetables are further sold through the chaak 
ka to the retailers. [See R. Silin, 'Marketing and credit in a 
Hongkong wholesale vegetable market', in W.F. Wilmott 
(ed.), Economic Organization in Chinese Society (1972)~] 
zhi!n 























~~RJ fflpff~~ real disposable income 
zhenshik~yongsuode 
10 






A subdivision of a qil 
in urban areas. 
a market town 
In many parts of N. China such a town would serve the 
needs of about S',000 rural households and would in effect 





towns and villages (rural and 
urban) 
rural/urban relations 

















maize [Zea mays L] 
pearl barley [Hordeum spJ 

























iE 1F; 1¥.J~ 1iJ 7c~ ~Jlhegular Markov chains 















crown lands (Hongkong) 
government consumption 
political department of the 
communes 
political economy 
The study of the .economic characteristics of all social 
relationships and the effect of economics on social (class) 
relationships. [Fang Hai, 'Learn some political economy', 
Hung Ch'i 7 (1972), 35-42] 
iJ&j3~fJA 
zhengzhljidndui 
'politics govern the communes' 
This is a reference to the need to combat capitalism and 








The integration of commune and government admini-
stration, an idea first mooted in 1958 with the establish-
ment of the commune system and. since shelved, at least 






rectification of the communes 
Rectification Campaign 
(April 1957) 
Aimed to silence voices of discontent following '100 
flowers' movement. A previous campaign was held in 
1942. Its principal aims were: anti-factionalism, anti-
bureaucratism anti anti-subjectivism. ['The widespread 
movement of Marxist .education', Speech at the Chinese 
Communist Party's National Conference on Propaganda 






















degree of unifonnity 
package deal 
land preparation, i.e. 
ploughing and tilling 
soil tillage system 
integer programming 














requisition and purchasing 
tasks--sale and delivery of 
grain to the State 
state procurement and 
purchase (allocation of tax and 
procurement of quota work) 
fil~ll~ procurement grain (grain sold 
zhenggouliling to the State) 
also called: ~ ~*~ shiingptn liling commercial grain 
All the above terms are used to refer to grain 
distribution. Lit. 'tax, purchase and · distribution 
work'. This was designed to reform the whole system of 
cereal production and supply. The character ID:! (zheng) 
refers to the old grain requisition tax, and ~ (gou) is the 
Communist measure of state purchase of grain. The whole 
phrase simply means 'state procurement and purchase'. 








ingredient, component [Jap. 
seibun] 
social status, class background 
[Communist terminology] 
I.e. a person's political status. The breakdown of classes 
in China has had important influences on society. The 
classification of rural society dates back to the Kiangsi 
period, but the breakdown of social classes was elaborated 
more finely with the 'Decisions concerning differentiation 
of class status, 4 August 1950', issued as an annex to land 
refoirn law. Even after land reform, a person's chengfen 
formed the components of his political status and it lost 
its economic meaning. It indicated a person's degree of 
political reliability and determined the attitude the 
authorities adopted towards the individual. 
Distinguish from: ~ffi shenfen status, personal 
record. 









cost, volume and profit 
analysis 
to be transformed into new 
men (by forced labour) 
Technical jargon for reform through hard labour. 
nl(:;tg~,a: 'made into farmers' 
chengwei nongm{n 
i.e. landlords who became full members of the collective. 
nlt:;f;: 
chengben 
prime costs [Russ. 
Sebestoimost'] 
In farming terms, 'prime costs' means the total value of 
all production expenditure including depreciation allow-
ance. Because there is no definite commune or kolkhozy 
wage system in China or in the Soviet Union, prime costs 
are determined on the basis of a comparison between 
state and collective farm costs and wages paid out on 
state farms. Another method is to assess the value of 
actual payments in cash and in kind over a given period. 
Note: The terms 'costs', 'expenditure' and 'outlays' have 
no general distinction in Chinese or Soviet usage, and tend 
to be used synonymously. 
nlt:;f;:tft?W cost-push 
chengben tuidong 
nlt:;f;:~ljjjjj$ cost-profit rate (ratio of profit 
chengben li'nlnlil to production costs) 




nlt:;f;:tt~ cost accounting (a component 
chengben hesudn part of economic accounting) 
see also: ~~ttJJ zijin hesudn 
nlt:;f;:~it cost accounting (Western 
chengben kudiil meaning) 
nlt;;t;;:~mllmt costs and returns 
chengben yu baoch6u 
nlt:;f;:.1:1::$.fl comparative costs 
chengben bliiao 
nit :;f;::!fj ~~it~IJ cost reduction programme 
chengben iiijtan jfhua 






P.X:*~~ ix stages of growth 
chengzhang jiedudn 








urban and rural (Comm.) 




:9«~m'*_::f::J( urban and rurai capitalism 
chengxiiing ztb~nzhuyi 
:9«5' 1[ EIJJ 
chengxiiing hUzhU 
:9«5' :x.t .tr. 
chengxiiing duiti 
mutual aid between rural and 
urban' areas 
rural urban contrasts 
:9«5'l.6.A.~:;t;;:~J( urban and rural private 
chengxiiing siren zib~n capitalism 
zhuyi 
_:9«5'&1.JIJ~)$}i~11'to reduce the rural/urban gap 
chengxiiing chQbie 
zhUjidn sUXWO 








exchange of goods between 










orange [ Citros sinensis 
(L.) Osbeck] 
orange [ Citros aurantium] 
This refers to the species common in S. China and has 
been commonly called the 'coolie orange'. Also used as 






























division of capital 
construction 
basic industries 
basic funds; subscribed capital 
reserve fund 
base map 
basic farm system 
basic farm 
JI/CHI 
Portion of farm set aside for intensive cultivation and 
capital construction. 
£/.f:J:.?'CHX: 'basically completed' 
jfbenshdng wdncheng 






basic crops--i.e. maize, wheat, 
rice, cotton 
basic key point area 
An area of land set aside for intensive application of 




A brigade-level experimental station. 
see: 1#.J .~~* wangdtlznffi 'net and points' method 
£/.f:DfG! 
jiben koulidng 
basic food, basic ration 
In China, each household receives a basic food ration, 
plus an extra distribution according to workpoints. Basic 
food is determined according to an individual's needs and 
is not uniform throughout China. For instance, a person's 
political status has an influence on the basic ration as 
well as family status, health and record. 
£/.f:~Mi=i 
jfben ldodongrl 
basic working day 
A system of labour management introduced in 1966 
which obliged peasants to complete a specific number of 
working days per month. Generally, this amounts to 26 
days for males and 24 days for females. Alternatively, it 
meant members of the collective had to accrue 2,500 
workpoints annually (approx. 250 days) for males; 
2,000 (200 days) for females. This was called accumu-
lation of 'basic points'. 
£/.f:~Mi!llJ~ 
jiben ldodong zhidu 
basic labour (assignment) 
system 
The requirement for all members of the collective to 
report daily for assignment. In addition the peasant was 
required to put in 8 hours daily minimum work; During 
CR it was common for those whose political status was 
suspect to do extra work (wqrking one day out of every 










A term synonymous with 'basic labour', i.e. those working 






capital investment (see below) 
capital construction 
This is synonymous to 'state construction' and in western 
terminology 'capital investment' (see above). It is the act 
of increasing, repairing and purchasing fixed assets. In 
agriculture it includes construction and repair, water 
conservancy and purchase of livestock, etc. Cf. Soviet 
term Kapitalnoe stroitelstvo, from which the Chinese 
definition is derived. 
Economic development and industrialization are usually 
referred to as 'basic construction' in China. The term has 
also been used to mean 'infrastructure', since in use 'basic 
construction' covers a wide range of public works. The 
Finance and Economic Committee, on 9 January 1963, 
promulgated a temporary regulation for capital construc-
tion. In this document it was defined as: 'the name given 
to the erection, adjustment and repair of engineering works 
and to such other works connected with this as are 
provided with fixed capital and are designed to increase 
production.' 
£/.f:~l.9'.m'~ 
iz1en jidnshe jijY°'iz 
capital construction fund 
(primarily for purchase of 
labour tools) 
The most important source for funds for expanded 
reproduction h1 the communes is public accumulation. 
This calls for economies in production expenses and 
reduction in 'non-productive expenditure. The fund re-
quirements for basic construction are met by production 
teams by drawing on the reserve fund. The state also 
provides help h1 the form of annual advances. These have 
to be repaid in annual instalments from the reserve fund. 
The main principle is: 'Rely primarily on one's own 
reserves and only secondly on the State.' Even purchase 
of small-scale equipment is difficult, e.g. if 2% of the 
reserve fund is set aside for purchase of irrigation 
equipment, it can take more than ten years before the 
team can accumulate such funds. The state can, however, 
extend non-repayable loans to teams with special diffi-
culties. [Yang P'ei-hsin, 'The problem of capital in the 
modernization of our agriculture,' CCYC 6 (1963), 
p.12.) 
£ * ~l.5t :t!tm' 
jfb~n jidnshe t6uzi 
£/.f:*#f1=%1J 
jfben gengzuozhi 
investment in capital 
construction 
basic tillage system 
£/.f:~JJiP. f:!l: basic accounting unit 
jiben hesudn diinwei 
Since 1966 the production team has been the basic 
accounting unit. But see comment on Tachai Brigade. 
JI/CHI 
~*~1irw$ basic balance deficit 
iib~n pingheng chizl 
~;;$:7ki1Et}f-i.c benchmark 


































basic level commune 
guinea grass [Panicum 









probability and statistics 
mechanized well. 
mechanized farming 
farm machinery promotion 
campaign 
mechanized farm 
mechanized farming acreage 
15 
JI/CHI 
tJL* I~ g fl= at.I 7J:r.t inter-agency approach 




tJL~ ~ll~ 11i 
jfq{ h~ shebei 
tJL~~ll.IJ!l, 
j{q;' he gongju 
tJL~ * tttJL J}"i!i 
jfq{ tuola jfzhim 
(agricultural) machinery 
sub-station 
machinery and equipment 
machinery and tools 
tractor stations (MTS) 
In 195 8, management was transferred to the collective as 
was attempted in Russia, but it appeared village cadres 
could not operate them successfully. A fixed sum was 
paid for use of machines from the MTS. If the actual 
cost was below the" fixed sum, 50% of the money saved 
went to the Great Brigade, 30% fo the substation, and 
20% to the station at the county (hsien) centre. If the 
cost was higher, more was then d!)manded from the Great 
Brigade, not exceeding the fixed amount by more than 
20%. 
A change in the administrative system for the MTS came 
about in 1963. Farm machinery was attached to Great 
Brigades and operators were put under the management 
of the brigade. In 1964, new management measures were 
again introduced. Previously there had been a three-grade 
organization with the station at hsien level, substations 
and teams. After 1964, there was a two-grade organization 
with repair and tractor stations put under the same 
administration. [See CNA 621 (1966).] 
tJL~fl§l:il!iC/ machine repair and assembly 
jfq{xu{peichang plant 
tJL~fil mat1~ machine utilization time 
jfq{yunyong shqiiin 
m~film:t~~ machine utilization index 
jfq{yunyong zhtshu 
m~w"*r mechanical rice hulling mill 
jiql nianmfcha'fzg 
tJL$tatf~ machine running time 
/iihuan sh{jiiln 
tJLl7t'Jatf~ machine idle time 
jfxitln shqiiin 
tJL~P.l<:;;$:L!it!i!IJ the principle of opportunity 
iihul chengb~n yuanze costs 
t[Liti.~i:;ff~1\i power drainage and irrigation 
jididn paigudn shebei equipment 
JI/CHI 









Before 1959, only state farms were mechanized. In 1959 
there were about 59,000 standard tractors (counted in 
15 h.p. units) available. Total h.p. in villages amounted 
to 6 million h.p. and 5% of all arable land in China was 
cultivated by machinery [Ch'en Cheng-jen, 'Speed up the 
technical transformation of agriculture', Hung Ch 'i 4 
(1960), p.6]. The number of tractors available in 1965 has 
been estimated at 135,700. Mechanization has not been 
at the forefront of agricultural policy in China and in 
spite of great advances since collectivization in 1958 
only about 15% of arable land is mechanized (A. 
Donnithorne, China's Economic System, p.113]. In 1964, 
China was reported to have about 2,000 'mechanized' 
farms, i.e. large farms usually about 20,000 ha. The 
majority of these farms were located in Heilungkiang 
[P.H.M. Jones, 'Machines on the farm', FEER, 10 Sept. 
1964, pp.479-80]. 
See also: 










*JLL.1.1~ Cl ffl 
jtaong jinkoushui 
*JL ~ 4'-*l"I~ .g. 
jf.m"lr-niu xiiingjiehe 
JI/CHI 
variable import levies (EEC) 
coordination among machinery, 
horses and cattle 
This means the integration of modern and traditional 
methods of farm power sources. Heilungkiang Committee 
of CCP policy on draft livestock in support of machines, 



















The idea of machinery pools was adopted from Soviet 
practice. First set up in large numbers in 1953-57, they 
were rejected in 1962 following the Sino-Soviet split. ~ 
At that time there were estimated to be about 2,000 
such stations, in addition to the commune stock of j[ 




Cash "'hich can be used in a flexible manner by brigades 




· collective grain 
Grain reserve kept by commune for unspecified purpose. 
Sometimes called 'flexible grain', i.e. the commune's 
mobile grain reserve, or 'emergency grain' [ CKNP 10 
(1956), 22-25]. 
*Jl. L.1J I H.A. 
jidong xiaodui 





























'chicken heart' persimmon 
(small species) 
trademark 
registrar of work points 
work record sheet 
to evaluate farm work and to 
determine work points 
work-point recorder 





work record card [ CKNP 24 
(1955), 15] 
score <;:ard, record card 
A tally of work points kept by officials, on a rate-for-the-












work recording book 
credit account, charge account 
deposit or credit buyer in 
wholesale markets (HK) 







































technician, expert (Comm.) 
skilled worker, craftsman· 
skilled labour 
technology transfer 
For transfer of technology in agriculture see: Wu Yuan-Ii 
& R.B. Sheeks. The Organization and Support of 







jishu xishu juzhen 
tt*~*1il*~ 




· technical coefficients 
matrix of technical 
coefficients 










This means the introduction of modern machinery for 





1958 term. Refers to small changes in primitive producer 
goods, such as equipping old hand-carts with rubber 
wheels. 








technical transformation (of 
agriculture) 
It consists of four parts: (1) land technology (irrigation, 
drainage, water conservation, soil conservation and 
reclamation); (2) capital formation (use of improved farm 
tools, semi-mechanization, . improved livestock); (3) 
industrial inputs (plant protection measures, pest control 
fertilizer use); and (4) improved cultural practices 
(improved seeds, increasing area of high-yielding land, 




Refers to changes in production, distribution and manage-
ment with the aim of increasing economic efficiency. 
1.3?:* 1¥.JJB ~if!; _technological inertia 
jishu de chtdun 
t?:*fd.H'F technical coordination 
jishU xiezuo 
see: ~~fi jingjlxiezuo economic 
coordination 
13Z*mM technical aid 
jishu yudnzhu 
:BZ*1!!i.@ technical guidance 
jishU zhfdao 
:BZ*~Cl technological gap 
iishu quekou 






technical (industrial) crops 
Sometimes referred to as 'economic crops' in China. A 
technical crop is a crop grown for cash or for industrial 
processing, i.e. cotton. ' 
1.3?:*1'F~ll*;S- technical crop combine 
Jl~tl::m 



















l.t:!GU plan, project [Jap. keikaku] 
jihud (short term) 
Contrast with :m!:JGIJ giiihud which is a long-term 
plan. 
l.t:!GU.ffli.t~tQ ~ planning and statistical 
iihua tongjlweiyudnhui committee 






















planned food consumption 
A campaign first noted in the north (Liaoning province 
1957 /58) to get brigades to economize. In 1972, ihis 
slogan was repeated throughout China. The general idea 
was to get families to save from their allotment of grain 
and use all food sparingly. ['Food grain given to commune 
members to be used sparingly', JMJP edit., 21 Oct. 1964, 
p.1] 
l.t:!GIJ m*li!'i'i~~ food must be consumed 
jihua yongliling jieyue economically and according 
to plan ( 1972) 
l.t:!GIJ P.l<:* 
jihua chefzgben 
1.t :!GIJ 1* .l:t f91J:&: Hi 
IY-J ~5lJif~!f~ 
jihua an btli fiizhOn de 
keguiin giiilii 
project cost 
the objective law governing 
planned and proportionate 
development 
This law is usually ascribed to J.V. Stalin who believed a 
planned economy was not possible outside socialist 
countries. [See Economic Problems of Socialism in USSR 
(1952).] 
1.t :!GU$! >.J 5Z: 
jihua xuex{fa 


















iilidng ifngjixu e 
system of planned management 
[CHCC 9 (1957), p.20] 
programme evaluation and 
review technique (PERT) 
time rate system, 
time payment 
























In socialist agriculture there are differences in soil 
fertility, distance in farmland from markets, in pro-
ductivity, etc. There is also superior and inferior land. 
Different land rents exist because of the collective 
ownership of the means of production: Some have held 
that, due to the collective ownership of means of 
production, differential land product obtained from 
superior land could only belong to the collective who 
worked the land and not to the State who represented all 
the people. Thus differential land expressed itself as a 
physical form of commodity production in a collective 
economy. The cause of differential land rent is related 
to the role of commodity production and law of value. 
Others argue that the state land monopoly and collective 
land ownership create the conditions for differential 
rent; whilst others suggest that the basic cause of 
socialist differential rent lays in socialist monopoly of 
land as an operational object. ['Discussions of the 
problem of socialist differential rent in the economic 
world of our country last year', .CCYC 3 (1962), 68; 
and Ibid. 2 (1962), 35-41. See also: CCCCH (1964), p.176 





















prickly pear [ Opuntia ficus-
indica (L.) Mill.] 
granary, silo 
grain stored against famine 
accumulation 
This covers: (1) state investment in both productive and 
non-productive capital; (2) monetary funds in farm pro-
duction, communes and supply and marketing cooperatives 
(SMCs); and (3) private business investment. In the 
Chinese context this ignores western items such as 
invisibles, services, etc. Accumulation in agriculture com-
prises the following: farmhouses, machinery and tools, 
water facilities, bridge and road repairs, land reclamation 
. and improvement, drainage, livestock, primary production 
reserves, and all cash. [Wang Shu-pen, 'A review of 
preliminary analysis of the accumulation in the Lien-pau 
APC, Fukien province', TCYC 7 (1958), p.13.] For an 
estimation of accumulation in agriculture, see Nai-ruenn 
Chen, Chinese Economic Statistics (1967), p.18. 
fR~$ 
/{!Mil 
rate of accumulation 
When calculating the rate of accumulation in agriculture 
in China, certain problems arise out of the way of 
dealing with certain categories: (1) livestock-since these 
are used for work as well as meat, confusion has arisen 
over working livestock (fixed assets) and non-working 
livestock (working capital); and (2) labour-there has been 
a tendency to disregard labour inputs as a part of 
accumt:lation, and this can lead to serious error in 
estimates of, for example, national income. [Yueh Wei, 
'The principles and methods of studying the problem of 
accumulation', TCYC 5 (1958), 19.] 
fR~l=J~W~ 
ifmi yu xiiiofei 
accumulation and consumption 
The ratio of accumulation to consumption in the 
communes reflects: (1) state, collective and individual 
relationships; (2) speed of expanded agricultural pro-
duction; and (3) peasants' present and future interests. 
[Shih Ch'e, 'Accumulation and consumption in people's 






see also: ll~IY-JfRf& 11: qunzhong de ji}fxi'ng 
j{ 
'accumulated'--means that 
goods are overstocked 
~m rural trade fair 
j{shl 
see also: ~m xiishi, and 1:!'<*1~m n6ngciinj{shi 
~mM~ 
jfshlmouyi 
village fair trading 
A post-CR term synonymous with 'free markets'. 
~ ~:si i:t-fr centraiized grain storage 
j{qutin gl'iciing 





~1* the collective 
j{i{ 
~ 1* ~ !il: 5:Z: collective approach 
j{i{ tdnjiii ra 
~1*{-t collectivization 
jitthud 
~1*J'iff~ffilj collective ownership 
j{t{ suoyouzhl 
The main difference between this and socialist ownership 
is that collective ownership implies that the principal 
means of production belong to the collective and confer 


















collective fann (kibbutz, etc.) 
collective fann (kolkhoz) 
. This is a translation of the Russian term kollektivnoe 
khozyaistvo, commonly rendered as kolkhoz. It is a 
specifically Soviet form of cooperative orgaillzation which 
should be distinguished from the commune ( ). 
In the kolkhozy the means of production are owned by 
the farmer members as a group. A committee is elected 
to run day-to-day affairs and farm operation, with a 
chairman at its head. After fulfilling the state procure-
ment quota, produce above the planned targets may be 
sold to the state above established prices, as well as on 
the kolkhoz market at free prices. [E. Schinke, 'The 
organization and planning of Soviet agriculture', in 
Centrally Planned Agriculture: China and USSR (1972), 
K.P. Broadbent (ed.), p.35.] · 





















~jJ.( *1§1~ . .g. 








collective breeding of 
livestock 
brainstorming 
the principle of combining 
collective leadership with 
individual responsibility 










•t".J '1:1o~ =:f 
j{yuexing iiiichu 









• i:fi :t~ .!@ 
j{zhong zhtaao 













concentrated application of 
fertilizer 
• i:fi ~ "~ !& concentrated breeding, raising, 
51-ttfie~5t with dispersed employment 
jfzhong fanzh{ yucheng 
fensidn shty{ 
See 'concentrated breeding with dispersed raising' (below). 
In the case of large livestock the animals are finally 
placed at the disposal of production teams. 
• i:fi .~" 51-tt 
wm~ 
j{zhong faflzh{ fensdn 
yufei 
concentrated breeding with 
dispersed raising 
In order to raise quality of certain livestock such as pigs, 
production speciality teams were set up in 1962 with 
the breeding done at special centres and the young pigs 
sent to grain production teams for raising. [Ting Lii-shu: 
The rational management of state-operated farms', CCYC 
12 (1963), p.20.] 
• i:fiit :!GIJ ~~:ff 
j{zhong jihud jbigj;' 
•. i:fi®! .!@51-tt 
~~ 
if.!ho~g ltngaao fensdn 
jingying 



































ceteris paribus-- 'other things 




















also: --F~m kltte'er 
~~i.cm.&5t;f:JT 
qtye jilu j{ fenxi 
enterprise recording and 
analysis 
~~'i!ffWi:j:i1L' management centres 
qfye guanlf zhongxfn 
~~ft-Jm:t¥ selection and combination of 
~Qfill ,g. enterprises 






completion slip (for wholesale 
market transactions) [Canton] 
bench mark 
Date for a specific time scale used as a base for com-










to leave agriculture to go into 
business [NFJP, 12 March 1963] 
contract curve 
The poh1ts where any change in incomes or resource 
allocation cannot be made without affectmg others h1 a 






Considered an important constraint on agricultural pro-
duction, China has calculated climatic effects as follows: 
Years of basically normal climate - 1950, 1951, 1952, 
1955 (no calamities). Years of lack of normal climate -
1953, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1961. Years of abnormal 
climate-1954, 1959, 1960 (serious disasters). [Jao Hsing, 
'Preliminary views on meterological work to serve agro-






















cashew nuts [Anacardium 
occidentale L.] 
turkey 
seven field rotation 
'seven guarantees' 
In 1958 some communes announced they would provide 
food, clothes, lodging, medicine, maternity benefits, 

























weighted arithmetic mean 
weighted aggregate of value 
:l:Jll':sl .zp:tS)jjf * weighted average cost of capital 
P.lt* 









.. - - • y 11agong nongpm 
:l:Jll.I$Lflm 















:l:Jll.Ii®1i1!ffl value added tax 
jiiigong zengzh{shui 




:l:JIJ~jjf *:iJ!!~ to accelerate capital turnover 







1.JlltiVJ .ti:: El El3 '.00'. 
~Uh~ 





Caribbean Free Trade Area 
(CARIFTA) 
a home, relatives, family 
(in the narrow sense) 








domestic bee, honey bee 
[Apis mellifica] 
a natural village grouping of 
between 100-200 households 
This was used in Red areas prior to 1950 and immediately 






home economics, housekeeping 
master home economist 
~i&~~~ home economist 
jiiizhengxue zhuanjiii 



















jiatf ng gu'fznllyuan 
~~~){!1j 








home management technician 
chickens raised on private plots 
pigs raised on private plots 
household planning 
family budget 
also: ~~7f :3Z: jiiitfng kaizhi 
~~Jj~$[~ * family budget survey 






domestic sideline occupations 
These include: (1) raising pigs, poultry, silkworms and 
beekeeping; (2) processing home products; (3) carpentry; 
(4) handicrafts; and (5) occasional work such as weeding 
for various bureaux. [Socialist Upsurge in China's 




~~~:l:m?Ji~~ family farm income 






family farm earnings 
cottage cheese 





~i.t :3Z: l::l:Ht-J ?Ji 
~~5~·11: 
iiiiilzhichu de suode 
dtinxing 
~* jiiichu 
farm privileges [J. Agric. Econ., 
(Jan. 1963), p.80] 






















In China the ox is usually taken as the livestock unit. 
Other livestock are calculated by an equal amount of 






















clan system, caste system 
domestic labour, 
family labour 
socialization of the household 
(family life) 
i.e. eating in mess halls, creches for babies, nursery 
education for pre-school children and women's work. 
A measure of feed requirement to maintain one animal jia 
unit for a period of 30 days. 
livestock unit conversion factor 
jiiichu diinwei hudnsudn 
;- y 
ymzz 
A numerical figure which permits conversion from one 
kind of class of animals to another. -
~*IY-1~~ 





density oflivestock population 
husbandryman 
domestic poultry 
Comprises chickens, ducks, geese, pigeons, quails, etc. Of 
these chickens and ducks are the most important. Prior 
to 1949, the poultry industry was very much a backyard 
business. Farmers kept, if they were lucky, 10-20 
chickens for home consumption, and the surplus were 
sold for cash. Specialized poultry enterprises are now most 
commonly found in conjunction with i such established 
commune enterprises as nurseries and orchards. Poultry 
are kept on poorer land. Chickens are still a private 
plot favourite. Where there is an adequate water supply 
all the year round, duck production is intensively carried 
on. The most common combination 'is to find ducks, 
pigs and fish-farming as an integrated whole. This 
combination has proved successful and economical in 
many parts of China. Specialized geese and pigeons and 























jute [ Corchorus acutangulus 
Lam.] 'false' jute 











In determining prices the following points should be 
taken into consideration: (1) the socially necessary 
labour consumption to produce products; and (2) the 
political and economic task of the proletariat in a given 
historical period. Prices must be (a) advantageous to the 
correct arrangement of the relationships between 
agriculture and industry and development of production 
generally; (b) advantageous to the consideration and 
development of socialist ownership; (c) advantageous to 
the ultimate extinction of capitalism; and (d) advantageous 
to the leading position of the proletariat and the alliance 
between workers and peasants. 
Under socialist conditions, price should approximate to 
value and exchange should follow parity of value. Value, 
that is, in the sense of consumption of necessary 
social labour, under the condition of equalization 
throughout society, and not simply original value. Price 
is an important factor in socialist countries, but there is 
no such thing as a price policy. 




The relative price level of commodities between wages, 
capital and consumption goods. 
111" ~*~ P.lt price formation 
jiilge xingcheng 
111"~~* price discrimination 
jiilge chiiyi 
111"~~~ price structure 
jiage jiegou 
111"~!1:$ price ratio 
itage bilii 
111"~7.ki1t price level 
jiilge shutzhun 
111-~JW~ price inflation 
/it'Jge pengzhizng 













111"1~$1* law of value 
iiazh{ ra1a 
also: 111"1~~1* ifazh{guila 
'The value of a commodity is determined by the amount 




















in terms of value 
value transformation 
The term embraces both transfer of value and replacement 
value. When organic composition (capital to labour ratio) 
is the same, the prices corresponding to a uniform rate 
of profit are proportional to labour values. Compare, for 
instance, the western macro theory of distribution in 
which the relative prices of commodities are of secondary 
importance. Cf. Marx: 'The difference (between working 
capital and fixed capital) depends only on whether the 
transfer of value, and consequently the replacement of 
value, takes place piecemeal, gradually or in bulk.' That 
is to say, the value of fixed capital gradually is transferred 
into the value of the product. Then, the replacement 
value develops out of product value, which is then 
converted into money. The value of working capital is 
transferred at once into product value, and the value of 
working capital thus transferred undergoes spontaneous 
replacement. [K. Marx, Kapital, II (1957), p.218.] 
111-~!t~~ 
jtalian wlimei 





a neighbourhood (10 families) 
a tithing 
A subdivision of ~ or 1.9! ; 10 Efl = 1 ~ or 1.9! . 












village headman (head of a 10-
family neighbourhood) 
JIE/CHIEH 
neighbourhood (Cant. kaifong) 
neighbourhood association 
neighbourhood industries 
delivery of grain to government 
~41D!:~ 
jieftingjiin 
People's Liberation Army'(PLA) 
The role of the army in agricultural work is peculiar to 
China. Since 1960, land cultivated by the PLA has 
amounted to 1.66 million mu. The aim is to be self-
sufficient in food supply. In 1967, work of the PLA in 
the countryside intensified as a result of the_ CR. This 
movement became sloganized as .=.~ (siinzhi). In 1967 
the amount of food grain produced for and by the PLA 
was 60% (approx. 1966 total) and subsidiary production 
(vegetables and pigs) also increased. In addition to a 
military role, the PLA produces its own tools and 
machinery, and does medical work in the villages. 
~41Dl.:r~m 
jzefting giinbU 
liberation of cadres 
Party and government officials who have been reinstated 










There are over 1,5 80. rivers whose area of drainage 
exceeds 1,000 sq. km. and whose average over many 
years of total amount of water is 26,800,000,000 cubic 
metres. Most famous are the Yangtse, Yellow, Huai, 
Han, Pearl, Liao and Sungari rivers. ['Our rich sources of 

















see: !:f'-li niUdou 
river basin 
ginger and other aromatic plants 
[Zingiber officinale Rose.] 
turmeric [ Curcuma longa] 
ploughing (lit.) 
to talk and use discussion 
(farmers' participation in the 
diffusion process) 
bargaining power 

















to lower production costs 
to reduce the quota, 
to reduce the norm 
amount of rainfall 
bonus, premium, dividend 
premium funds 
incentive wage system, pay-
ments in excess of earnings 
over and above the prescribed 
wage 
In USSR these are: (1) progressive piece-rate system 
where workers are paid at a higher rate for that part 
of their output which exceeds the norm; (2) premiums 
paid for (a) quality (b) economy of use, or (c) economy 
of time; and (3) bonuses paid for plan fulfilments, etc. In 
China, they are referred to as material incentives and 
have been condemned since 1966 as the equivalent of 
'putting money in command'. [J. Adam, 'The incentive 
system in the USSR; the abortive reform of 1965', 
Industrial and Labour Relations Review 27 .1 (1973), 
84-92; Liao Nung-ko, 'Material incentive is a poison to 
the revolutionary masses' NYCHCS 6 (1968), 8.) 
see also: ~~~OJb heltjiangli reasonable premiums 


















This is a result of lack of goods on the market, not 
excess cash. In free markets it is a result of disequilibrium. 
In centrally planned economies such as China, where free 
markets do not operate on a wide scale, the conditions 
for continuous forced saving operate. [M.H. Dobb, 'A 
note on saving and investment in a socialist economy' 









i.e. planting the second crop to enable it to have the 
















~~*JH~ffilj~ alternate farming system 
jfaotf gengzuo zhfdu 
~~.IJ'l.~il!icftf: transportation, equipment 















pivot, pivotal figure 
exchange of experience 
lit. 'acting in a dishonest 
manner' [kau waat--Cant.] 
In the market this term denotes dishonest dealings, i.e. 
sending goods of lower quality than bargained for, 










~ :tlt-1¥.J ®:RX: 
jiliohao de shoucheng 
watercress [Nasturtium 
officinale R. Br.] 
wild rice [Zizania aquatica 
L.] annual variety. 
relatively good harvest 
The standard term for failure. There's no worse term in 
the vocabulary of agricultural economists. [ CNA 894 
(1972), p.4.] 
~ ~ ffri¥.J!& ~ better off peasants 








education [Jap. kyoiku] 
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JIAO/CHIAO 
This term now often has the meaning in mainland China 
of thought reform or education through hard manual 
labour rather than education in the institutional sense. 
"The education of young people should give first place 
to a firm and correct political orientation"-Mao Tse-tung 
speech at a meeting awarding prizes to model youths 
[HCHP (New China Daily), 6 June 1969; quoted in 




(1) An open door policy by sending teachers out into 
the fields to study livestock husbandry problems peculiar 
to their own locality, viz, a study class for the improve-
ment of sheep and artificial insemination of livestock was 
held in the field for two months. In this case students 
and staff alike participated in production, integrating 
theory with practice. 
(2) Reform of teaching methods, practical experience 
taJcing priority. Teaching is divided into four stages: 
a) contact of students with basic principles of veterinary 
science;b) contact with sick animals, epidemic prevention, 
combined with basic theory; c) in the third stage, students 
bring their problems back to the classroom where they 
are discussed with teachers who finally help sum up and 
consolidate field knowledge; and d) a spirit of inde-
pendence fostered by having to treat minor ailments 
themselves. 
(3) Reform of textbooks. This is considered an important 
part of the new educational system. The question is 
posed. 'For whom is the curriculum written?' All 
textbooks and manuals are organized on this basic precept. 
['Carry out the Cultural Revolution and transform the 









jidoyU yu xi:mlidn 
~w ~ 1::.f"°* 
z;jj;f.§~g -




level of education 
education and training 
to combine education with 
productive labour 
'Education must serve proletarian politics and be in-
tegrated with productive labour'. Mao Tse-tung, a ·talk 
delivered in Peking in 1958 and quoted in Current 
Background 888 (1969), p.7. 
~~¥~~ 
jidochiio jiiioxue 
'alternating teaching' (mixed 
grade classes with the teacher 































infertile Ian d 




a pickling onion [Allium Chinense 
G. Don (A. Bakeri Regel)] 
xiangqidoctii 




















a small orange, 
a mandarin orange 
freezing process 
final product, end product 
surplus 
combined contract 
This contract speeded up the establishment of rural 
cooperatives in place of farmers' mutual help groups 
(1952). [JMJP, 10 April 1952.] See also: 'actively and 
steadily extending the combined contract is one of the 
most powerful measures· for promoting socialist trans-













birth control campaign 
A revised schedule of import duties in January 1962 
permitting free importation of contraceptives began the 
modern campaign for planned population control in China. 
From 8 March·lO April 1963, an exhibition of planned 
parenthood was held in Canton with 10,000 attending 
during the first 2 weeks. Other exhibitions were then 
JIE/CHIEH 
staged in other parts of China. By 1965, over 1,000 
mobile health centres toured the countryside to publicize 
the meaning of planned parenthood among peasants and 
to propagate knowledge about birth control and distribute 
devices. [SeeNCNA, 7 Dec.1965.) 
'i)~~ 
jieyiie 
economy, to economise 
[J ap.--setsuyaku] 
'In order to achieve a rapid restoration and development 
of agricultural production we must ... do our best to 
preserve all usable means of production and means of 
subsistence, employ means to resolutely oppose the 
destruction and waste of any means of production and 
means of subsistence by individuals, oppose lavish eating 
and drinking and pay attention to the practice of 








regulation of capital 
control of capital 
to save on food and clothing 
24 solar terms 
see: ~ ~ ~B JjJ n6ngmfn yang Ii 
jie 
:tl'~'if i:j:i 'L' 
jiedai zhongxtn 


















egg plant (North. coll.) [Salamon 
melongena L. var. esculentum 
Nees] 
31 










see also: imt~im"£ naijiushiingptn 
mFt ~f"' £ naijiu chil npln 
;~ 
jilm 
;~ .filiE z;jJ 
jfanzii yungdong 
;Ji£ fil ~ ¥11 
jfanzii tuiyii 















the movement for reducing rent 
to reduce rent and repay the 
land rent deposit 
to reduce rent and interest 
part-time farming 
part-time farm households 
break crops 
intercropping--viz. sugar cane 
intercropped with wheat 





effect of two crops grown side 
by side; interplanting 
l~f~©trn: 
jiiinzuo miz{ 









indirect computation method 
This is used mainly in the West to calculate total 
quantity output. The indirect method uses a product 
quantity index by adjusting a total product value index 
calculated on the tiasis of current prices with a product 
price index. The method is relatively simple. First the 
formulation of a product price index can be based on a 
selected group of representative products and their 
calculation can be made with existing accounting data. 
[See Ho Chiang, 'Comment on the use of constant 











ffi':j~:jij:~f"" simple reproduction 
jilindiin zuishengclilm 




A socialist term for unskilled labour. 
see: E::rt"*iV.J tushlltiodong , and 
"*iW~;J'.¥ kiodong guocheng 




jumdiin bUp°uin iUii 



































justified selling price 
cocoon 
silk pongee 
Silk from worms fed on oak leaves, its natural colour 
being greyish-brown. The world 'pongee' is derived from 












































This is the gap between what the farmer earns from 
production and what he must pay out for inputs, i.e. 
the difference between agricultural and industrial prices. 
When the Chinese People's Republic was fast established 
in 1949, in addition to collecting agricultural taxes the 
33 
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State took a portion of farmers' incomes in the form of 
the 'scissors differential' in order to meet state expenses. 
It has been argued that this differential should be 
suppressed because the burden on the peasantry is 
already too heavy and, therefore, the more the peasants 
sell to the State the heavier their burden will be, and 
consequently the less they will be willing to sell in the 
long run. An alternative would be to raise agricultural 
taxes. But agricultural taxes are not as easy to collect and 
are unpopular. Therefore, the scissors differential has 
been defended on the grounds that the State is guaranteed 
a safe and greater income from collective property though 
at some sacrifice imposed on land owned not by the State 












crop failure, poor harvest 
lean years 
thousand catty 
thousand catty ~ian (county) 
A county whose annual cereal production equals 6,600 
lbs per acre. 
T-JTEEi 
qiiinjtnmu 
thousand catty mu 
A 1957 slogan which called for an output target of 1,000 













































money and property 
cash association, 
revolving credit association 
Revolving credit in which a small group of individuals 
voluntarily band together to provide reciprocal loans. 
These were banned after land reform. [See: 'The land 
law', article 24 in T.L. Hsiao, The Land Revolution in 
China, p.134.] A description of these associations is given 
in S.D. Gamble, Ting Hsien: A North China, Rural 
Community (1954), pp.268-70, and R.A. Burton, Self 
help Chinese Style, American Universities Field Service 














Youths 'sent down' to the countryside. A phrase used to 




educated youth centres 
Resettlement centres where rusticated youths are as-
sembled in the countryside before being placed in 
brigades or teams. Each youth' centre contains not less 
than ten persons. These centres are set up in selected 
brigades which possess 'good productive conditions, 
great potential for future development and high labour 
income'. ['To seriously improve the manner of ad-
ministrative educational work of intellectual youth', 





sesame [Sesamum indicum] 
Sown between Y angtse and Yellow rivers after summer 
harvest, and south of Y angtse after early beans and 




hank (measurement for yarn) 
hank= 1 yard of cloth [2.74 
Chinese feet] 
Yarn is described by the number of hanks to the pound 
(0.907 catty). The higher the number of hanks the 
finer the yarn. Anything below 19 hanks is rough; 
20-29 hanks medium; and above 30 hanks is fine. 





(military) assistance to 
villages 
Although discipline in China's rural areas is dealt with 
at local level by cadres and village militia, a para-
military organization which goes under the title of 
People's Armed Forces ( A~'iE\;:~~m renmfn 
wuzhuangbu) is organized at xian level. At the time of 
the CR much of their autonomy faded away. The PLA 
then reorganized the militia, but the job of establishing 
discipline in villages became a PLA role in 1967. Whilst 
in rural areas, the PLA carry out farming tasks, viz. re-
clamation work. After 1969 this slogan became more 
generalized and became applicable to the whole country 
and, in particular, industry. 
1i:1:XR.\ 
zhtnongdian 
support agriculture centres 
An overall plan originating in Chuchow, whereby per-
manent ties were established between government 
factories and brigades. In 1971 it was reported that 
factories in Chuchow had set up factory-run schools in 
conjunction with the local communes. Graduates from 
the factory-run schools were then sent to the support 
agriculture centres where they were assembled and 
orientated in agricultural techniques before being re-
settled in the countryside where they would be expected 
to utilize their industrial training and knowledge for the 
benefit of agriculture. [JMJP, 12 June 1974, p.1] 
1i:1-i::~.li!.@ 1J'fill an 'aid the left' leading team 
zhizuo zlngdao xiaozii 
A team advanced in ideology and technology. 
1i:l±la9.PJT~~~¥·1:1: income elasticity of expenditure 
zhkhii de suode diinxing . 
The responsiveness of personal expenditure on goods and 





The use of the silk radical in this character has given rise 
to philological speculation that raw silk was first employed 
in paper manufacture in China. Silk cloth was used 
before paper was invented and this may explain the 
radical's use. Technically, silk fibres do not possess the 
necessary properties which contribute to the binding 
qualities of vegetable fibres, and no actual paper made of 
pure silk fibres is known to have existed. Silk fibres may 
have been used with other fibres. Floss silk from cocoons 
has been used and there are several references ill 
literature to the use by cal~raphers of silk cocoon paper: 
~Stif!B: (clinjianzhz). [Tsuen-hsun Tsien, 'Raw 
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materials for old paper making in China', J. American 




The manufacture of paper in China has a long history 
and is believed to have originated from pounding rags in 
water, after which the wadding was collected on a straw 
mat. Prior to this, it is generally believed that writing was 
done on bones and silk or cloth of various kinds. 
When vegetables began to be used, large-scale paper pro-
duction became possible. Accordillg to the literature, 
Chinese paper makers traditionally used a wide variety of 
materials, many of which are still in use: bark, grass 
stalks, bamboo, and rattan. Hemp is the oldest traditional 
plant, followed by paper mulberry. Rattan was very 
popular in south-east China but supplies ran out after 
the Sung dynasty. Rice and wheat straw, seaweed and 
certain other plants came into use, but the use of cotton 
and silk is controversial. Wood pulp is a relatively modern 
invention coming only in the nineteenth century. [J. 
Needham, Science and Civilisation in China (1954), 





























an indicator, a target 
[CKNP 13 (1958), 22.] 
leader, director-from Soviet 







also: H~ Jl1J m.! zhlfangzhl 
H~Jl1Jfl' iE~L 
zhlfang bUzhengru 
fat corrected milk 
sesame; in some areas it also 
denotes linseed 




















An equation used to signify the effects of changes to 





i!ilJ;ffi~ flour industry 
zhifenye 
ililJ~~ tea industry 
zhichiiye 





ifiij P.X: ifti 
zhichengpin 


















zh{ye yuxiu ximlidn 
IIR~~>JWl!1.f. 
zh{ye sh{x{ xunlitin 

















Prior to 195 8 this term referred· to those categories of 
employed persons called 'wage labour'. After 1958, it 
meant all personnel working for collectives and state 
institutions. (Ch'en Chih-ho, 'Problems concerning the 
statistical enumeration of the labour force', CHYTC 11 
(1959), 27 .] 
l!RimfdJ· 
zh{gong yundong 
see: I~ gonghul 

















direct cost method; or method 
of constant prices or comparable 
prices 
The direct method employs two devices for calculating 
total product output value. One is to use the existing 
prices of a certain point in time. The other is to use 
average prices of large groups of products as 'constant' 
prices which are based on the existing prices at a certain 
point in time. 





direct conversion method 
direct method of observation 
Eitfl1*f~1*~ 
zh{jiao zuobwo tfxl 







E:i:~;H:J=*~~ linear correlation coefficient 









zh1~ilin filhuf gulfang 
chengshi 
linear homogeneous equations 
linear homogeneous production 
function 
multiple linear regression 
equation 
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linear first order differential 
equation 
vacuum silage 




the plant kingdom 
plant production 
:fili:!lo/.11¥ff' plant protection 
zhtwU baohu 


























5311.l 537}( 531i/ii to regulate mountain, water and 







water channel for 
flood dispersal 
mess hall, dining hall 
also: Jitlm~ shishantdng and i.&Mf~ fanshtlntdng 
pZ: :7t :5t :7t 
chlguiing fengguang 
'to eat up everything and 
distribute everything' [NFJP, 
7 Jan. 1965] 
chtgonglidng 
'eaters of public food'--a Chinese 
term for public employees 
llZ:i.&~~tt 
chifrin bUyrioqitln 
eating rice without need of 
money/ eating without paying 
(1958 slogan) 
llZ:f~~~1* to rely on the collective for 
:ft:tt ~ 13 c food and on oneself for cash 














coarse grained rice 
red cabbage [Brassica oleracea 
var. capitata] 
brown sugar 







The term 'barefoot doctor' first appeared in conjunction 
with the Chiangchen commune near Shanghai when, in 
1965, it began to dispatch groups of medical auxiliaries 
to the countryside outside Shanghai to treat the sick. The 
movement became a mass movement in 1968 following 
publicity in JMJP (14 Sept. 1968), 'Barefoot doctors' 
then began to appear in most rural areas of China. The 
term refers to peasants trained in rudimentary medicine. 
After one or two years training (the actual length of 
training has never been formally stated), these medical 
personnel are sent out to cope with common ailments 
and carry out preventative medicine, especially during the 
slack season. Each brigade now has a few such 'doctors', _ 
and the system has been greatly extended and is helping 
to reduce the gap between health standards in rural and 
urban areas. [' "Barefoot doctors" giving medical treat-
ment while taking part in farm work', Peking Review 
16.21 (1973), 15-18; Training Manual for Barefoot 
Doctors (1970).] 
jt-Jjt;fl~9m 
chif iao l!zoshT 
barefoot teachers 
The origin af this term is also considered to have been in 
1968, but in Kiangsi province where the part-study/part-
work middle school in Wuyuan xian referred to the type 
of 'three in one' writing method they had adopted as 
'barefoot teaching'. The county was chiefly concerned 
with plantation crops, mainly tea, and the barefoot 
teachers were tea plantation workers who were placed in 
the tea gardens and processing plants to show the whole 
process of tea production from cultivation to manu-
facture, integrating instruction in other crops as far as 
possible. [See Hung Ch'i 4 (1968), 27; and 'A new type 
of school where theory accords with practice', Peking 




An attempt to extend veterinary services throughout the 
countryside on the same lines as the barefoot doctor 






kumquat orange (used mainly 













cinnabar orange (loose skinned 
variety) 
a variety of peach (S. China) 
carrot (Canton) 
[Daucus carota L.] 









HYV rice, Shansi province; generally rated second quality. ~ 
(JMJP, 11Nov.1961, p. 2.] 7T 
ii'imil!:ll::::!GIJ financial entrepreneurship 
jfnr6ng qihud 
ii'imil!~~i&m deflationary policy 










circulation of money 
money income 
full income 
theory of general equilibrium 
putting money in command 
This means growing cash crops rather than cereals and 
the cultivation of private plots in preference to the 
collective. 



















China has tended to regard imports as a means of re-
moving supply bottlenecks and for buying commodities at 
. bargain prices. Therefore, in order to understand import 
planning, analysis must be made of industrial and agrarian 
structure and planning priorities. [See Feng-hwa Mah, 
A Monograph of the Committee on the Economy of 
China of the SSRC (1971).] See Fig. 4. 
* i::im 
jinkoushul 




)ft 1±1 i::i 2¥ ftj balance of trade 
jinchukou p{ngheng 
lft CJ 3.m1l!~I* imported inflation 
jinkou t6nghuo 
pengzhdng 
lft ~flfl up-cradling 
iinyuzhong 






~ oriental celery [ Oenanthe 
q{n stolonifera D.A.] 
Cultivated as a leafy vegetable in rice fields. 
QIN/CH'IN JING/CHING 
:Ff 5R celery [Apium graveoleus L. 
q{nclii var. dulce D.C.] 
JING/CHING 
Sometimes referred to as:11f:Ff~ /Onqfnclii,~f£ttinghao 




coolies and ordinary workers 
JJJf& A~ miscellaneous service personnel 
qfnjian renyutin 





to manage communes with 
diligence and thrift or with 
industry and frugality 
'thrift great brigade' 
This refers to a brigade in Chiang-shan county (~I LlJ.£!,) 
Chekiang province, close to the Kiangsi border. It rated 
a two-page article in Hung Ch 'i in April 1972 because its 
members, through studying the thoughts of Mao, came to 













family or kinship law 
kinship 




economy [Jap. keizai] 
Classical Chinese expression taken from Sung Sh[ ( 5f;; 5e ) 
and used by Japanese to translate the western term. 
Originally a transliteration was applied-aikangnubmi 
( ~Jllti.fi=*)-until the Japanese usage of the Sung 
concept returned to Chinese usage as a loan word. 
~jif~ 
iTngjixue 
economics [Jap. keizaigaku] 
The sum total of all organization operating for the 
material benefit of society that is carried out within a 
given area or within a defined political boundary, or a 
particular social unit bound together by explicit or 
implicit rules for making decisions over a definite 
territory. [P.L. Wagner, 'qn classifying economies', in 
N. Ginsberg (ed.), Essays on Geography and Economic 
Development (1960), p.52.] 'Economics' has been defined 
in the Chinese context as the study of the efficient 
allocation of resources . according to the dictates of 
society or social needs. [Fang Hai, 'Learn some political 













Attributed to Lenin who gave this phrase to non-
revolutionary organization or workers. It means putting 
money not politics in command, and an ad hoc interest 
in individuals and not the proletariat, making workers 
the eventual slaves of capitalism, and the desire among 
peasants to earn money above all else. The Chinese 
leadership came out strongly against this tendency in 
1967 in an editorial in JMJP: 'Oppose economism and 
and crush the new counter-attack of the bourgeois 
class reactionary line' (JMJP, 12 Jan. 1967]. Economism 
was also condemned because its supporters favoured 
increasing wages, giving workers fringe benefits, attempting 
to use material incentives to corrupt the masses 
['Economism-a counter current in a new phase of the 
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution', Current Back-





























~ ~* t9J. 1"1= 
jingj{xiezuo 















Coordination in the sense of labour cooperation in re-
lated production processes. Marx pointed out in Das 
Kapital the labour relationship in which many workers 
in the same production process, or in different but 
mutually related production processes, carry out their 
work according to plan and in a mutually coordinated 
and interrelated way, and called this coordination. [Das 
Kapital I (1953), p.389.) 
Economic coordin.ation is split into: 




Of which there are broadly five categories: (a) co-
ordination of production and supply of raw materials and 
fuel; (b) coordination in area of production and supply 
of machinery and spare parts; ( c) technological co-
ordination; (d) joint use coordination-this refers to joint 
use of equipment, resources, power, etc. and benefits 
rational use of manpower and finance; and (e) co-
ordination in maintenance of equipment. 
(2) *Zi1.1t9J.1"1= labour coordination 
ltiodong xiezuo 
The direct coordination in production among workers in 
the same production process or in the various stages of 
manufacture of a single product, of which there are three 
basic types: (a) unit coordination ( i3i1 fTI:tID-1"1= gangwei 
xiezuo), referring to coordination between workers 
engaged at the same time in carrying out a similar task 
in the production process, and is based on mutual 
cooperation between workers; (b) coordination between 
successive labour processes; and (c) coordination between 
shifts. 
(3) t3Z * t9J. 1"1= 
jishu xiezuo 
technical coordination 
Coordination between workers to solve certain key pro-
blems in production technique. Can be a subdivision of 
labour coordination. It has four main aspects: (a) ex-
change of experiences; (b) technical guidance; (c) technical 
research; an4 (d) technical education. 
[See Hsiao Liang, 'Several problems of economic co-
ordination relationships under the socialist system', 
CCYC 6 (1963), 1-9.) 
~}1f s!ffJ.J~:I:~ cash-grain fann 
jfngj/g'Uwil n6ngchang 
alJ>O: f.w. ~ s!ffJ.J~ ~A farm oil which maize, sorghum, 
xianjin gUwU etc. accounts for.at least 50% of 
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business cycle analysis 
economic structure 
Leontief star.ted with technical material production from 
which he abstracted various socio-economic relationships, 
reducing the concept 'economic structure' into a broad 
technical structure. Economic structure is the technical 
structure of production in a national economy. Marx, 
on the other hand, states: 'Economic structure is formed 
JING/CHING 
by the sum total of production relationships, including 
legal and political relationships and certain social forms.' 
[Selected Writings of Marx and Engels (1962), vol.13, 
p.8.] 
~~1f:j:~~ 






principles of economics 
economic development 
Economic development not only includes efficient utili-
zation of natural resources but also the development of 
human resources. This is central to the current Chinese 




A term embracing all government budgetary allocations 
to departments, institutes and organizations. A major 
proportion of these allocations make up fixed capital 
investment and working capital needs. It also makes good 
losses incurred by state enterprises, pays for trial manu-
factures, research and training ventures and day-to-day 
operating expenses of various economic organizations. 





In China the production rate per work hour in agriculture 
is computed on the basis of the 'man-day' or the 'work-
day'. In general, state farms use the 'man-day' and 
communes the 'work-day' method. The use of the 'work-
day' has its shortcomings. It has been pointed out, for 
example, that because of different standards of re-
muneration in various areas, the same number of work-
days do not always include the same number of work-
hours. This places considerable restriction on the system 
when it is used in different areas or in different years. 
Its usefulness lies in its ability to show various types of 
complicated and simple labour in a uniform pattern. This 
has a significant bearing in correctly expressing the 
actual amount of labour expended for a particular job. 
[Ts'eng Ch'i, 'Problems concerning index systems for 













economic accounting system 
42 
JING/CHING 
A translation of the Russian hozrascet, which is a system 
emphasizing the autonomy of the enterprise within the 
state plan, guaranteeing correct use of fixed and cir-
culating capital, low cost prices, correct use of funds of 
the enterprise retained from income; therefore it reflects 
the status of socialist enterprise. The same system is 
applied to state farms, to collective farms and tractor 
stations in a form adjusted to conditions of these units. 
Economic accounting is not concerned merely with 
fmancial departments of the administration. The precise 




The production team is now considered an independent 




~~1ft]?(E: economic rehabilitation 
jTngji huT/u 
~~1f:tX:1:~15tl.t economic farm planning method 
"jj_~=Ji-. 




~ ~tf tdJ. {'F~ 
jTngjlxiezuoqu 
~ ~tf ~ ~ EEi j:i!! 
itngj{guanlT titindl 
economic survey 
economically coordinated regions 
commercially managed farms 
~~tf~~.:r::r commercially managed factories 
jlngjiguanlt gongchang 
This means the temporary employment of capitalist 












In addition to the general meaning of output per unit cost 
of resources employed, in China measures of economic 











economic management cadr~ 
The member of the commu.ne Management Committee 
(Revolutionary Committee) responsible for day-to-day 
farm management decisions. 
i2~1fmM economic aid 
jTngji'yudnzhU 





i2~1flfil»* economic lifeline 
jTngji mlngrruli 
i2~1f 1ffm economic crisis 
jTngji weiji 
i2 ~:ff ;t!\!*~ economies of scale 
/fngj{gu5n6 
~';lit~ current expenditure 
jTngchdngfei 

















































operations research (OR) 




~ *'1~2f£1ir competitive equilibrium 
iingzhengxing pfngheng 



















construction (especially where 
labour is given freely) 







* EEi ffiJj 131£ 
/Tngtitin zhidu 
groundwater 
the well field system, 
square field system 
The square field system was first initiated in the Chou 
dynasty (1122-255 BC). Arable land was divided into 
square units as in the character ching, each covering 
900 mu. These units were further divided into nine 
smaller squares each consisting of 100 mu. The square 
in the centre was considered a 'public field' and was taken 
care of by the eight households owning the eight 
surrounding squares. From this square division of land 
came the main taxes. 4 x 900 mou (ching) formed a yi 
( E9 ), and 4 yi· a chiu ( IifI ). Each chiu had a horse 
and three head of cattle (oxen). Four Chui formed a tien 
(iii]), which had four horses, a cart and twelve head of 
cattle. Thus an area of 100 Ii could be divided into 
10,000 ching. (See Hsii Chung-shu, 'A study of the well 
































net residual value 
net tax rate--% of net farm 
receipts paid out in farm 
property taxes 
llfi:i"""1W! net output 
jtngchanzhf 
That part of gross output ( ~i"""1W! zongchanzlii) nor-
mally called national income. This is derived by deducting 
expenditure on materials, depreciation, seed, feed and 
fertilizer, etc. from gross ·output; net output minus wages 
gives profit. In the Marxist sense, this is v + m = net output 
and profit is part of m. 
see: !$i"""1W!1 zongch'Onzhf 
/lfi:~:l:~J&.A net farm receipts 
jingn6ngch0ng shouru 
Includes net farm profit or loss, capital gains or losses on 








net oper.ating profit (return to 
land and capital) 
partial regression coefficient 
net accumulation 
The difference between gross use and the depreciation of 
fixed assets. 











static economy [Jap. seitai keizai] 
stationary Markov chains 
QING/CH'ING 




















~:~IH~ green fruited fig 
qTngguorong [Ficus chlorocarpa Benth.] 












garlic [A Ilium sativum] 
cucumber (Cant.) 
bullfrog (Mandarin) 






Green Crop Association 
An organization to assist in crop drying, etc. 
Wf* 
qTngke 






'green circle'--land adjacent 






green string bean [Vigna sinensis 
var. sesquipedalis] 
also: li :ft:! doujiOo 
w*51'oiEf.f~ 
qTngguo he shucdi 
Wi1'li6.I ;j£1-
qlngchu silitlo 




fruit and vegetables 
silage 
a situation where last year's 
crop is exhausted and the 
current crop has not yet ripened 
duckweed [Lemna spp.] 
A wild aquatic plant with high N content. It is said to be 
more effective in providing steady fertility than chemical 
fertilizer. It propagates easily, and ata suitable temperature, 
output of duckweed can be doubled every three or four 
days. Experience in Kiangsu, one of the main rice growing 
areas, has shown that where duckweed is grown in rice 
fields the rice shoots thrive and grow to a uniform height 
and thickness with sturdy stalks and a full complement of 
grain. Every ha grown with duckweed added some 
three.quarters of a ton of rice yield. Replacing chemical 
fertilizer with duckweed was found to reduce production 
costs by about one-third. Other advantages are that it 
helps improve soil quality, reduces other weed growth 






the Green Revolution 
tiise geming 
youth 
'All between ages of 15 and 25 considered youth in China 
without regard to family origin, nationality sex or 






youth guerilla squad 
This was a production unit designed to activate land 
distribution and get production going in liberated areas 
in the initial stages of land reform. [Socialist Upsurge in 
China's Countryside (1957), p.292.] 
see also: ±:ti!!~* t'Udlgaige 
~Yif°. youth 
qingshdonitin 












This . tenn is a modification of the 'four clean-ups' 
( fil;l)j!j siqlng) and implies a shift of emphasis away 
from the relatively narrow and concrete realm of squaring 
accounts, granaries, properties, work points, to the more 
inclusive goal of rectifying general socio-economic in-
stitutions as well as political ideology. The important 
feature of this campaign was the official clamp-down 
on private plots. [Quoted by Chou En-lai, 'Report on 
government work', National Peoples Congress, 21-22•Dec, 




Canton version of the above campaign to combat capitalist 
tendencies among the peasants. 
5-jlfI7t • 5-Jlf J~,:*l!. cleaning up work points and 
qlnggongfen, qlnslxiang ideology 
As a part of the above movements, this attempted to 
comba.t peasant attitudes to work points, especially where 
they had tended to put work points 'in command' and 






to clear an account 











relief work in villages 
;J.lJ1:~1f ~ relief funds 
iiuiikuan 
also: ~j1f :;9i i jiuiifln 
~jjf..g..f'i=U Central Bank for Cooperatives 
i:j::i9c~rr 




'save the wheat and ensure the 
harvest' (1953) 




advanced cultivation technique ~ 
for peanut production (not des-
cribed) [Hung Ch 'i 12 (1972), jiu onion, scallion, leek, 
chives [Allium ramosum L.] 72] 
"' qmg 
i.w~* • 5J.iH:f::l /J~ invitation and going-out method 
qingjinltii, pdichu 
fongf'fi 
A method of extension which 'invites' technic;ians from 
advanced agricultural units to come and demonstrate their 
innovations, after which the brigades send out groups to 
their own teams to pass on the improved techniques and 
methods of production. [See 'Central, south and east 
China use method of "invitation and going-out" to 
rapidly popularize advanced experience', CKNYKH 8 
(1965), 53-55.] 
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The Chinese leek as distinguished from the European 




scallion [A. tuberosum Rattler] 
n=* , '92' rice and '81' flour 
/\-~liD 
jiuermi, baylmdimidn 
For instance, 92 catties of rice or 81 catties of flour 
must be milled from every 100 catties of unhusked 
grain throughout China. As a result of natural disasters, 
JIU/CHIU 
resulting in poor harvests in 1950, ori 24 March 1950 
the government issued this slogan together with the order 
for mills to stop producing higher quality flour. This 



























a farm yard 
farmyard manure 
alcohol 





















:f.:k ll~ ~fip lE iW 
qiushou dongzhong 
yundong 









autumn harvest and winter 
planting campaign 
black fallow land 
'accounts will be settled after 
the harvest' 
Accounts in this sense means 'revenge' against landlords 
and government officials. 





qiii titin guanlf 






autumn division of labour; 
autumn share-out of work 
autumn tribute (a grain levy of 
the Ming period) 
field management of autumn crops 
distribution of autumn harvest 
QIONG/CH'IUNG 
impoverished teams--production 
teams low in technology and 












shoe string approach 
ZHUO/CHUO 
to give up farming 
ZHOU/CHOU 
alluvial fields 
period cycles [Jap. shuki] 
In the western agricultural context, cycles consist of 
alternating good and poor harvests due to natural con-
ditions. Socialist theory sees this condition as a mani-
festation of the contradiction in capitalist economics, 
i.e. reproduction and underproduction as a result of the 












revolving funds, circulating 
capital 






The expenditure of human labour power. Abstract 
labour, which is a major determinant of commodity 
value, is turned into concrete· labour through the process 
of exchange. 













tm ~ 1i5 f"" *tH! 







output estimating by sampling 
Xian-level organization to check degree of accuracy of 
figures of estimates of overall output submitted from 
basic level. [Sun Shih-cheng, 'On agricultural-output 
investigations', CCYC 9 (1963), 35 .] · 





draw on the fat to make up 
for the lean 
draw on the plentiful to make 
up for the scarce 
Both these expressions are to be found in documents 
relating to land problems in the Kiangsi period (1930-33). 
The fust of eight clauses in the Kiangsi proclamation 
referred to the use of these two principles when distri-
buting land. [See Hui Wen, 'The rich peasantry in the 




water pumping station 










A term originating in the T'ang dynasty to distinguish 
tenant settlers, migrant households and hired farm 
labourers for taxation purposes .. 
also: ';f£. .P kehu 
::E:f~ :r.t 
zhum6shi 
:3:: ~ 5i5" :h 
zhuydo Moll 
primal model 
main labour force 
Those employed on fixed tasks connected with the 
production of- staple crops. 








:::!::: ~ fi=!fm 
zhuydo zuowu 
staple crops, i.e. totalling more 
than 10% of acreage in given area 
:::!::: ~fM R; ( ::E:)fM) staple food 
zhuydo liangshf 
(zhUliang) 
::E:~fMf"-12S: staple food producing area 
zhuydo liangchOngqu 
:::!::: ~ P.X:~ 7.)-~ key result analysis 
zhuydo chengiT fenxT 
::E:fM • ~fM 
zhulidng, xilidng 
'staple food, fine food' 
The traditional way of referring to rice and flour. Other 
grains (maize, millet, sorghum, beans and potatoes) are 
called 'coarse food' c !fllfM , ~fM culiting, zaliang). 
This term was abandoned by CCP in favour of 'dry 
grains' ( 1¥-fM hdnlidng) because 'coarse' had class 
overtones. 
see also: 1¥-fM hdnlidng 
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zhu 
!li "1' m fa.J 
zhUshou tianjwn 




also: fdl-T y6uzi 
*~ zhiijii 
ZHU/CHU 
guarding the fields 
pumelo [ CTtrns grandis Osbeck] 
3t _§_ wenddn 
red tangerine [ atrus erythrosa 
Tanaka] 




maize [Zea mays] 







The pig, together with the dog (traditionally eaten), 
were the earliest domestic animals of China, first ap-
pearing in North China along with Kaoliang in Neolithic 
times in the first half of the third millenium BC. 
Currently over 100 breeds occur in China, of which 
about 40 are of economic value. [H. Epstein, Domestic 
AnimalsofChina (1969).] In aggregate, various communes 
and production teams and individual commune members 
raise on average four pigs to one peasant household. 
Pig raising makes a major contribution to the economy, 
providing fertilizer and foreign exchange from exports. 





~~ pig pen, sty 
zhujuan 
~~ pig shed 
zhushe 
~)iJli liquid pig feed 
zhushiio 
~~- pig manure zhufen 
'The pig is a fertilizer producing machine. Some comrades 
say that chemical fertilizer factories would be better. 
They are wrong.' [Ch'en P'ei-hsien, Head of Shanghai 
Party Secretariat, writing in Hung Ch 'i 3 (1960), p.3.] 
'To win high output, fertilizer fs indeed a big problem. 
To get more manure we must keep more pigs.' [Kwang-




Twenty-seven kinds of drugs for pigs are manufactured to 
cure such things as porcine enteritis. They are said to be 
as effective as penicillin and streptomycin in terms of 
the function of anti-phlogistics and fungicides, yet they 
cost only one-third of the price of western antibiotics. 
[NCNA, Peking, 4 Jan. 1972.] 
~~i6J lj£j. . 
zhusilitlo 
also: ~iiiJ zhusl 
pig feed 
To feed a pig for 10-12 months, in order to reach a 
weight of 150 lbs giving 100 lbs of pigmeat, the pig 
must consume 100-200 lbs of grain and about 3,000 lbs 
of coarse fodder and greens. [Liao Lu-yen (Minister for 
Agriculture), 'All people get in motion to help agriculture', 
Hung Ch 'i, 1 Sept. 1960.] 
Pigs are fed on fermented fodder, grass, wild vegetables, 
tree leaves, maize and sorghum stalks, potato vines and 
vegetable wastes. For instance more than 200 million 
catties of garbage and 2,000 million catties of garbage 
water and left-over food were gathered from factories, 
mines, restaurants, dining cars, households and schools 
and were utilized as pig feed in 1972. [JMJP, 21 Feb. 





god of swine (invoked in the 
event of porcine enteritis, etc.) 
pork, pig meat 
In October 1953 it was pointed out that the 'supply of 
frozen pork to brother nations [i.e. communist bloc] is 
important ... to pay for ... urgently needed industrial 
machinery.' Pig purchasing, however, it is noted is 'far 
from satisfactory' and whilst no statistics are available to 
show whether or not there is a shortage of pigs, it is 
regretted that purchasing techniques are imperfect. No 
unified standard exists, and local arrangements are too 
50 
ZHU/CHU 
complicated to follow. Purchasing agents were urged to 
select according to estimated yield and not merely the 
living weight of the animals. Those who judge pigs by their 
reaction to hefty kicks need 'political ideological edu-
cation'. [Ta Kung Pao, 11Oct1953.] 
According to a 1963 report, owing to a shortage of good 
quality fodder, pigs were normally only reaching 56 kg. 
Pork is usually eaten only at New Year and special 
festivals. Pigs are purely a monetary enterprise. [T'an 








pig bristles (an important by-
product and export commodity) 
'pig and cow mansions' 






The fruit of the oak tree is considered a nutritious pig 
feed. [Chao Li-chih, 'The processing and utilization of 
acorns',NYCS 9 (1964), 46-47.] 
zhu 
~­zhurrui 
ramie [Boehmeria nivea Gand.] 
A fibre plant commonly called 'China grass'; the leaves 






ramie meal (livestock feed) 
grain reserves 
to store grain, storage 
ZHU/CHU 
zhu bamboo 
Bambusa anmdinacea has great economic use in China. 
The roots serve as a food, the pulp for paper manufacture, 
the stems for furniture, the leaves for rainwater thatch, 
whilst the seeds are used for medical purposes. The 
plant itself is an emblem of longevity owing to its 
durability, its evergreen nature and its ability to thrive 
in winter. It grows throughout China and hardy varieties 
flourish in the north. There are about ten species and 
several varieties. The Chu P'u ( 'r'J ~· ) or Bamboo 
Treatise, published in the third century; gave the first 
detailed account of bamboo and its use in China. 
also: :f*¥r zongzhU coir bamboo--solid stemmed, 





also: ¥r~ zhUsi'in 
glazed cotton cloth 
bamboo shoots 
bamboo ware 



















bamboo and rattan products 
bamboo fans 
bamboo chests 


















sequential decision theory 
CHU/CH'U 
starter ration 
initial taxation on farms 
This policy was introduced in 594 BC in the spring and 
autumn period of Warring States in the state of Lu. The 
policy effectively recognized the private ownership of 
land in China and was a fundamental change of that 
period. As a result landlords and tenants emerged along 
with farmers who tilled their own land as free individuals, 
thereby commencing the development of the individual 
peasant economy. [See Yang Chung-kuo, 'Social change 











initial processing (of farm 
products) 
lower primary school 
elementary cooperative; lower 
level agricultural production 
cooperative (APC) 
The pooling of land, unified management and distribution 
of income, 1953-55. [See Lia.Q Lu-yen, 'Agricultural 
Collectivization in China', in The Socialist Industrialization 
and Agricultural Collectivization of China (1964), p.28.) 




basic level production 
primary industry 















first difference method 
propensity to save 
over-saving 
grain reserve 
The importance of building up large grain reserves has 
long been a feature of socialist policy both in USSR 
and China. 'A reserve food stock provides the real basis 
for economy.'Without such a reserve political power of a 
state would be reduced to nothing. Without such a 
reserve, a socialist policy would be nothing but an 
aspiration.' [V.I. Lenin, 'A report on the work of the 
People's Committee at · the All-Soviet 8th Congress', 
Collected Works of Lenin, xxxi, p.406.] 'We must have a 
reserve grain stock on hand and store up a bit every 







to store grain and fodder 
reserve foodgrain fund 
stocking rate 




~:!it forage, fodder beet, but also 
chucao a general term for weeds in 
parts of China 































management level cadre 






The participation rate for whole male labour in communes 
is relatively high. It is relatively low in many areas for 
whole female and part-time Jabour. For instance, based 
upon investigations of the Agro-economic Research In-
stitute, Shensi branch, of the Chinese Agricultural College, 
the Liang Chai Po production team at Shensi's Han 
xian showed average participation in 1962 of 274.5 days 
for men full-time workers, while the figure for female 
full-time workers was only 95 days. [Chia Wen-lin. & 
Hsu En-po, 'Concerning certain problems of the seasonal 





In 1949 China's birth rate was estimated at 43 per 1,000. 
This is thought to have remained unchanged until 1955 
as the factors promoting a high birth rate cancelled out 
opposing factors. Then, over a four-year period, the rate 
fell to as low as 38 per 1,000, remaining at that level 
throughout the GLF and falling even further after 1962 
to a current rate of 32 per 1,000. [See L.A. Orleans, 




China regards exports purely as a means for paying for 
imports, although from time to time surplus production 
in excess of domestic demand has been disposed of on the 
international market. Chinese planners often speak of the 
need to determine a 'proper ratio' between export and 
domestic consumption. In practice, priority between ex-
ports and domestic consumption have tended to alternate 
in relationship to economic and political conditions. 
[See Feng-hwa Mah, A Monograph of the Committee on 
the Economy of China of the SSRC (1971), p.8.] See 
Fig. 4. . 






total value.of exports 
'full attendance' 
This refers to attendance to field work by farmers. 
Those who have not absented themselves from field 
work once in a whole year are awarded this distinction. 
l±lJm 
chuchao 
excess of exports over imports, 
favourable balance of trade 
[Jap. shutcho] 







~7J animal power 
chull 






















ZHU AN/CHU AN 




livestock housing, cattle shed, 
pig sty, stable · 
livestock industry 
animal husbandry 




to take a firm hold on production 
-i.e. to pay close attention to the need to increase production. 
tJl\:!lj[$ ' 1*~f"'" 
zhuagemlng, 
baoshengchan 
to grasp the revolution and 
guarantee production 
A phrase that evolved in 1966. In the countryside this 
was taken as ·an official statement that the CR would not 




ZHU AN/CHU AN 
~~ specialization 
zhuanye 




index of specialization 
The relationship between 1002 and the sum of the 
squares of the participations of different kinds of products 
expressed in percentages of total market production. 
~~II.A 
zhuanyedul 
specialized brigades [Russ. 
specialiazacija brigada] 
In 1958 a commune in Chinghai province formed so-called 
specialized task brigades to deal with sideline occupations 
or agricultural supporting roles [JMJP, 9 March 1958, 
p.2] . Variations, by province, have included ¥ .:r:~ 
(shougongye ziiUanyedui)-specialized handicrafts brigades 
-which were described in JMJP (6 Feb. 1961, p.2) as 
operating only during the slack season to make best use 
of labour and provide extra collective income. 













~~f-t~:t~ specialized farm 
zhuanyehud n6ngch0ng 
~~51-Ii:t-Jml!i!IJ 
zhuanye fengong de 
yutinze 
~ l'l f1H._ .A..95. 
zhuiinmen tu{guang 
renyutin 
principle of division of labour 
based on specialization 
extension specialist 
~ .A..51-I:!Jl.~ division of labour and fixed 




From Soviet theory, this means a detailed analysis of a 
social institution, usually a model type for propaganda 
purposes. It is used frequently in cases of leading 
kolkhozy and sovchozy in preparation, for example, of 




~~ tea bricks 
zhuanchti 
Tea dust steamed and compressed into hard cake-like 
bricks. Formerly used as currency in parts of China and 
Tibet. 
ZHU AN/CHU AN 
chuan or zhuan 
f~~~~ traditional farming 
chutintong nongye 
'A system possessing certain cultural values, patterns of 
personal relationships, or any number of other 
characteristics.' Economists like to distinguish further 
between 'modem' and 'traditional'. The former relies on 
massive inputs of capital and technology, the accent being 
on specialists rather than on the farmers themselves. 
In traditional agriculture reliance is placed on the peasant 
and improvements stem at the grass-roots level from the 
peasant himself or from other peasants. Sometimes there 
is government involvement but the original source is the 
peasant tinkering with available methods. [Dwight D. 
Perkins, Agricultural Development in China 1368-1968 













village or farm, a cottage; 
















also: l±iie zhuangyudn 



















a fortiori analysis 
CHUl/CH'UI 




The combination of the main economic branches in 
production, processing, marketing and distribution of 
farm products. Combined agricultural production with 
control usually in the hands of a single financial· or-
ganization. In socialist countries such an organization is 
called: 
=i5<I.ir €i:IY-.JI.~ an agro-industrial complex 













also: 1HH~ gongjljln 
acreage reserve 
zhunbei mushU 
































Ambari hemp, kenaf [Hibiscus 
cannabinus] 
state livestock products company 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
and Forestry Sciences (first esta-
blished in 1957, under direction 
of Ministry of Agriculture, as the 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences) 
i:f:!IE~~tlirr Chinese Agrarian Bank 
zhonggu6 n6ngye 
ytnhting 
also: i:f:!IE~~~f'Ftlirr zhonggu6 n6ngye hezuo ytnhang 
ZHONG/CHUNG 
of latifundia, each comprising over 10,000 mu of land 
and a great number of industrial production units. Also 
many labour brigades have been sent to work on water 
conservancy, etc.' This labour is unpaid and subject to 



















herbal medicine--i.e. Chinese as 
opposed to western medicine 
western medicine 
to weed in between rows 




i:f:i IE lf!~ ~)Iii n~ 
1±1i:J0E'J 
zhonggu6 litinggu 
y6uzhT chukou gongsT 
state food grain, oil and fat export i:f:ila:J f'F~ intercrop 
company zhongjian zuowil 
i:f:!IE ~ift.1±1 i:J state food exporting company 
0E'J 
zh°onggu6 shtpfn chiikou 
gongsi 
All China Labour Congress 
zhonl{gu6 qutingu6 ltiodong 
diihui 
i:f:!OO ~IE g I~ 
zhonggil6 qutingu6 
zonggonghui 




All China Federation of Trade 
Unions 
Regulation on corrective labour 
in the PRC (26 Aug. 1954) 
'During the past four years many agrarian labour-refonn 
camps have been established, among them a large number 
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This concept refers to that state of development where 
modern industrial production represents a significant 
proportion of the national product but a high percentage 
of the population (more than half in the case of China) 
still pursues agriculture and related occupations. 
i:f:ila:Jff :&IE* intermediate income nations 
zhongjiiin kiiifii guojw 
Those countries where a growing portion of income 
is derived from export-orientated industries, but where 











Products utilized in the manufacture of other products 
and not merely destined for final consumption, though 
some farm products such as milk and eggs are utilized 
for both processing and consumption. 
~(13] I~~ intennediate technology 
zhongjian gongyixue 
The concept of intermediate technology was first for-
mulated by E.F. Schumacher in 1963. The basic concept 
argued that the source and centre of world poverty lies 
primarily in rural areas of poor countries which are 
largely by-passed by aid and development as currently 
practised. These areas will continue to remain impoverished 
unless self-help is stimulated. The application of inter-
mediate technology to agriculture is essential for di-
versifying and upgrading rural life. The main aim is to 
provide a 'package programme' of technical methods that 
can be widely reproduced within the means of the rural 
area involved. Innovations usually include low-cost 
mechanization, improved ox-carts and use of common 
but untried materials and techniques. 
i:f:i_~~.!7.l ~ , central committee (Politbureau) 
zhongyang weiyudnhui 
i:f:i~:l'Jt.fi~.!7.l ~ central executive committee 
zhongyang zhfxing 
weiyudnhul 
i:f:i ~ IW~z~ :tl!i ff! &Bll'll i:f:i ~ ~rr- IW Ji! 
zhongyang fdngfan zongzhfhuzbU 
he zhongyang shengch'On fdnghan 





iTngil h esuanju 
i:p IL•11Hil 
zhongxln iidzh{ 
Central National Economic 
Accounting Administration (a 
USSR tenn) 
central value 
i:f:i 1t"ti!itliH~ central information station for 








medium density (stock) 
middle-grade work (tasks com-
pleted by male or female--










secondary vocational education 
secondary agrarian school 
Not to be mistaken for agricultural middle school 
(~~i:p~) (nongye zhongxue). S~condary agrarian 
schools are vocational schools with 2- or 3-year-long 
courses and limited enrolment. In 1964 at the beginning 
of the CR, eleven provinces had only 5,161 students in 
these schools, taken mainly from commune members, 
cadres needing extra technical knowledge. After 1964 
the·se schools became defunct educational institutions and 
were transferred into the half-work, half-study pro-




i:f:i1:i:it?f!~311: neutral technological change 
zhongxfng jishu gaijin 
i:f:iI]jpp: nm Wii ~ 
zhongxidng p{ngfdng 
genpiiinchii 
root mean square deviation 




i:f:i~H®i.@=f &B middle-rank leadership cadre 
zhongj{ lfngd'Oo ganbU 








Central American Common 
Market (CACM) 
heavy industry [Jap. jukogyo] 
key point 
In communist usage this term also serves as an adjective 
or an adverb meaning 'discriminate' or 'discriminatively'. 











discriminative area, keypoint 
administrative village 
A village in which particular importance is given both 










to emphasize subsidiary occupa-
tions and neglect the main agricul- flfl:titl.t:!GIJ 
tural tasks. [.IMJP;ll Jan. 1970 I zhongzh{ jihutl 
crop plan 





a reference to those who 'em-
phasize welfare and neglect pro-
duction' [.IMJP, 200ct.1953] 
to emphasize cash and neglect 
(production of) food grains 
[.IMJP, 11Jan.1970] 
This is a reference to the farmer's preference for economic 
crops such as cotton at the expense of basic food grains. 
~Jr replication 
ch6ngfu 
~E:UJ¥; repetitive process 
ch6ngfu chengxu 
~E:Ml:f'F repeated sampling 
chbngfu chouydng 





fltl-TEEI seed plot 
zhongzitian 
fltl£l~ breeding pig 
zhongm~zhu 












also: flfl:titlZE zhOngzh{yudn 










!OR~~~~ insect pests and plant diseases 








~ a;5!1f ~ residents' consumption (esti-
jumin xfiiofei mates of household budgets) 
see:$1'Jft~~ xiaofeijTjTn consumption fund 
JiS ~1'-A$1'Jft 
jumin geren xfiiofei 
JiS ~~IZfl $1!Jft 
jumin j{tudn xfiio[ei 
residents' personal consumption 
(estimates of peasants' own 
budget) 
residents' collective consumption 






also: ftll* shuzhen 







The value of all material and fixed capital used in 
building equipment and plant production and expressed 
as units of working time, wages, cash or kind. Embodied 
labour is also known as material labour, past labour or 
concrete -labour. Put simply embodied labour is labour 
embodied in producers' and consumers' goods. It creates 
use values. 
also: #11-t*~ wUhua Modong 




[Russ. zatraty material 'nye] 
The sum of expenditure on production less wages in cash 
and kind but including an allowance for depreciation. 
ju 
.F.iJ g~-4i: 00 ~ i:~ 
jubu p{ngheng mun 
}.ijjg~:tSJ007t;f:.fT 
ju bu /unheng fenxl 
ju 
partial equilibrium theory 

















l2S: ~ .g-11= 
quyu hezuo 
























Sometimes also used to translate 'ecology'. 
iu 




a variety of artichoke--commonly quwei tltun 
called Jerusalem artichoke 
[Helianthus tuberosum] l2S: itl:tiS:f'1!J 


































locational production patterns 
block variation 
district budget accounting 
segmentation analysis 
district cadre team 




tapping (rubber, etc.) 
JUAN/CHUAN 
silk mill 
cabbages (coll. for savoy 
cabbage) [Brassica oleracea] 
rolled leaf lettuce (endive) 









In South China the dog was traditionally fattened by rice 
and eaten. At one time there were many dog farms in 
Manchuria, where the longer haired varieties were reared 





The enclosure in Chinese agrarian history was introduced 
by the Manchus. The process began with an edict on 20 
Jan. 1645 for the countryside around Peking. There was 
a great deal of land distribution at this time, especially 
of land confiscated from farmers who fled during wartime. 





















whole corn with lysine ration 
~gB"iiJFi8~* all possible samples 
quanbU keneng ya'ngben 
~ li!Fl~1tJW.1:~ general equilibrium theory 





national ration card 
~00~.1&£k 
qutinguo zongshouyi 




nation-wide farm management 
surveys 
In China two kinds of natio·n-wide farm management 
surveys are undertaken: CD ~00 ~ ~.!&]![ ~ ~ 
qutingu6 n6ngjiii shouzhi didochti nation-wide survey of 
income and expenditure of farm households (conducted 
by .State Statistical Bureau by random sample); (2) 
~00~~~~ ~1-'FU .1&£i5}~~~ qutingu6 
n6ngye shengchOn hezuoshe shouy{ fenpei didochti 
nation-wide survey on the distribution of revenue of 
agricultural producer cooperatives (also by random 


















the entire party and people 






grain deficit area 
grain deficit household 
to find substitutes for 
materials in short supply 
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JUN/CHON 
Economy of use has become a watchword in China 
since 1969. But mere economy is not enough. Peasants 
and workers are now· expected to go beyond simple 
economies and actively search out suitable alternative 
sources of supply and use substitute materials. Sometimes 
great ingenuity has been shown as, for instance, with the 




a lame brigade. 
Reference to this first appeared in an article in Hung 
Ch'i, no. 8 (1972), in which an account was given of a 
production brigade in a· Peking commune (Ching shang 
[shun-i-hsien]) said to have 'one long leg and one short 
leg', i.e. badly managed. But it was pointed out that 
lameness in the legs was not the root cause of illness 
which was psychological. This emphasizes the importance 
of part)' line and government policy since production 
was not orientated in accordance with current agricultural 







royal beetroot [Beta vulgaris L. 
var. cicla Moq Chenopodiaceae] 
-·a variety of Swiss chard 
date plum [Diospyros lotus] 
A kind of kaki or persimmon; a wild fruit; now used as a 
food in China. Food was a term formerly applied only 
to rice, wheat, millet and kaoliang: [Ta Kung Pao, 20 






military land reclamation 
expenses 















land allotment system 
equal land allotments 
A system of proportional allotment in the Tang .dynasty 
and Northern Wei dynasty. More recently it has meant 
equal ownership of land. 
!SJ~P.X *~ iso-cost line 
jun~ng chengbenxidn 














· an earlier term for 'sociology' 




tFF1*rr~ group behaviour 
qunifx{ngwei 
tfF~f(-JfRm·I~ activism of the masses 
qunzhO-ng de jljfxing 
















=:7[;1.~ dualistic theory 
eryuanlun 
=5Jft-T a loafer 
erliuz 
=;flJJf.I 'the two utilizations' 
erliyong 
This term means to resolve the competition for land 
between cereals and technical-crops. 
see: l!9 fi~i] {1= sTiianzuo 'four intercropping' 
erjizaipei 
double cropping 






square foot function 
also: zp. "jj m ~ ~ plngf anggen hanshu 





=;.x/Jf.¥:rtl.1tl.t quadratic programming model 
ercifangchengshi sheji 





xit6ng suif i chouydng f6 
=--$1] 
er-yT-yT-zhi 
two-stage stratified systematic 
random sampling method 
'two-in-one system' 
ER/ERH 
The Anhwei province. version of the 'two-five system' 
(see below), in which half the cadres are transferred to 
the lower level, one-<juarter go on inspection, and 
another quarter remains to work in officer roles, changing 




A division of work originating in Hopei province in 1960 
consisting of two days of meetings and discussions, 
study of work and theory and five days of work in a labour 
brigade of a rural commu.ne. Under this system cadres 
spend two days a week on administrative and political 
work and the other five in the fields. During the five days 
cadres spend the early morning on inspection, the main 
part of the day in manual labour, and the evening 















national currency (issued by 
nationalist government) 





A planned programme designed to improve national 
living conditions, i.e. induced or instigated change in 
order to alter existing socfal structure. This kind of 
development should be distinguished from change or 
development in the rural sense, as for instance in techno-
logical change or peripheral movements like the emanci-
pation of women. [See J.P. Leagans and C.P. Loomis, 
Behavioural Change in Agriculture (1971).] 
see also: U~®:g'.'£ shehulg°!libitln social change 









Myrdal believes that the only logically tenable definition 
of development planning is the 'movement upward of the 
entire social system'. The social system is taken to include 
all economic and non-economic factors, consumption by 
various groups, consumption provided collectively, edu-
cational and health facilities, distribution of power in 
society, i.e. the superstructure as it is called in China, to 
which should be added as an exogenous set of factors, 
induced policy measures applied in order to change one 
or several endogenous factors. [G. Myrdal, 'What is 
development?', Journal of Economic Issues, Amherst, 
Mass. USA 8.4 (1974), 729-36.] 
~Hi:IY-1+~ 
fazhan de shtnitin 
Development Decade 
The programme of development initiated in 1960 by the 
UN. 
~Hi:~~fH*~ 'develop the economy and 
#t~ guarantee supply' 
[Qzh'fin jfngji: baozhting 
- .Y gongJz 
The general policy of all economic and financial work. 
[Mao Tse-tung, 'We must learn to do economic work', 
Selected Works, vol. 2, p.1019.] 
~ Jjt!(5< ~ ~ ~ policy directive on loans to 
IY-J:t:~~ agriculture (July 1953) 
fazh'fin n6ngye dtiikuan 
de zhTshi 
Contained in : 
*T--:tt.li.1!9~*~ 
~1Dl:!i5<~:&t~.I f"FIY-J:t:~~ guiinyu yi-jzu-wu-si:nitin 
btinnitin ratting nbngye dtiikuan gongzuo de zhishi in-
struction for agricultural loans (first six months) of 
1954-Issued by Central Office of Peoples Bank, it gave 
clear indication of the distribution and use of agri-
cultural loans. [Hsinhua Monthly (Oct. 1954), 149-50; 








.&~$ response rate 
~ ffmyinglil 
&~~I§ lags in response fan 
flmying luohOu 
~5l to propagate (plants); 
&~Etti!ii; response curve fanzh{ to breed (livestock) 
fenying quxitln 
~5l~:t~ breeding farm 
&11'1~ dissaving [J. Agric. Econs, fanzh{ n6ngchting 
fenchuxu Taipei, 3 Jan. 1964, p.220] 
~5lm~ to raise draught animals 
&11Wf~ lit. 'anti-revisionist grain' fanzh{ gengchu 
fanxiulidng 
~m*WJ labour intensive 
see: ~~f~ aiguoliang 'patriotic grain' fangzhong ltiodong 
&WJ1¥=J~m:::EX reactionary economism (squander- ~~~~fl 
ffmdong de /[ngji zhuyi ing state capital and resources) fanr6ng /[ngji 
to promote economic prosperity 
&'lfi. S'll~m: ::EX counter-revolutionary economism 
ffmgeming /[ngji zhuyi 
A 1968 term which simply emphasizes official opposition 
to free spending of public money, illegal wage increases, 
bonuses and premiums and all forms of waste. 
&'M~i&~ anti-rich peasant policy 
fen [Un6ng zhengce 
A policy designed to neutralize the political power of rich 
peasants. The basic means of this policy was to 'rely 
on the poor peasants and unite with the middle peasants'. 
The resulting legislation was the division of rural class 
(1950). 
&'M~~lll~ 
fen fun6ng celile 
anti-rich peasant tactics 
Opposition to rich peasants to curb their political in-
fluence and economic exploitation, but not to liquidate 
them. The most effective way of opposing rich peasants 
was to organize poor peasant corps and hired farm-hand 
unions. 
&P.X:~~5$: anti-growth school 






also: Jfil~Jl~;f£1. shangye feiliao 
and: Jl~*4 fdliao 
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fen 
:Z::hti tomato [Lycopersicum 
fanqie esculentum Mill.] (Canton) 
. also: g§*.Itrll shlh6ngshi (north. coll.) 
sweet potato [Ipomaea batatas 
(L.) Poir.] 
**~ papaya [Carica papaya L.] 
fQnmugua 
also: Jj"~* wanshouguo ahd *~ mugua 
**~!¥=JM~ 









guava [Psidium guajava L.] 
squash [ Cucurbita maxima 
Duchesne.] 
maize [Zea mays] 
to turn over (the old social 





'turned-over peasants', i.e. 
peasants who have overthrown 
landlords' rule (1952); 
liberated peasants 
This term relates specifically to the early period of land 
reform and means peasants who had overthrown the land-
lords and were in the process of reforming their own 
individualist outlook. The fanshen movement, best 
described in Hinton's book about this intricate process 
in the village of Longbow in 1952, was Jed from above 
and had the objective of stimulating peasants to co-
operate and organize mutual aid teams ( 11.JlJJfil'l hUzhUzu 
q.v.). [See W. Hinton, Fanshen. A Documentary of 
Revolution in a Chinese Village (1968).] 
FANG 
feng square, cubic metre 
viz. -71 = 1 cubic metre of earthwork; -71 = 1 









also: 715*.i.~ fangfQlun 
71$*1;)1J! methods design 
fQngffi gouxiang 
see also: 715*.l&ti.t fQngffi sheji' 








the crime of interfering with 
agricultural production and 
policy 
the crime of interfering with 
water resources 










This is taken from the western sense; mo st Chinese 
translations would use "IDl:ff (fangren)--viz. Jnl:ff~~ 
fangren zhengce. 
tt4 to herd cattle 
fangniu 
tt!l:t pastoral farming 
fangmu 
tt!l:tWl grazing season 
fangmu q{ 
tt!ft:tm pasture, grazing land, 
fangmuchang pastoral farm 
JN !ft 1fl" 1rn! grazing value 
fangmu jiazhi 





lnl:!Mcffl pastoral 'tax 
fangmushul 
A proportional tax levied on all livestock. This tax 
chiefly applies to livestock ranches in northern China 















m~.R~tftifilJ~ textile and fibre products 
ffmgzhT xianwei zhiptn 
tJ.i!RBl¥*;t=;t 
ifil]~ 














textile, leather and wood 
products 
flood control 
flood control army (peasants 
drafted into large groups to · 
combat severe flooding) 
epidemic prevention station 
to keep animal diseases under 
control 
preservatives 
M~:f';f:; MJXl:tt!!rm; shelterbelts, wind barrier to 





rainproof store (for seeds 
and grain) 
FEI 
~l=:~f"" '1:1:: non-productive 
fei shengch'fznxing 
~l=:~f""·l:i:*?W non-productive labour 
feishengch'fznxing 
kiodong 
~l=:~f""·l:i:'!!r ffl non-productive expenses 
lei shengch'fznxing 
feiyong 
~!=:~~'*~ non-farm families 




lei n6ngch'fzng jiuye 
non-farm employment 
~i=::&:tmJ&J\ non-farm income 
fei n6ngch'fzng shouru 
~F~~*?W unskilled labour 
lei shUlidn kiodong 
~!=:~~IA unskilled worker 
fei shUlidn gongren 
~!=:~~!If"" 1±1 unpaid output 
foi sh0uch6u ch'fznchu 
~l=::tll:l;f."/f~~ non-sampling error 
fei chouyang wi'lchO 
~l=:;fJL$Ml*1f non-probability sampling 
fei jTlli chouyang 
~l=:~*:li::~ non-competitive enterprises 
fei jingzheng·qiye 
~1=:1Qffl 'l:i:]li~ non-monetary gold 
fei huobi'xing hudngjln 
~1=:1Qffl 1¥.Jls!:J;t~~non-monetary over-investment 
lei huobi de guodu 
t6uzT 
~!=: .1:1:: 19tl ::7t ~2 5Z: 
fei btlltenpeife 
~l=:~~IJIZflf* 
fei y{ngll tuanti 
disproportionate allocation 
non-profit organization 
~l=:~i§~·l:i:txW+ non-alcoholic beverages 
fei fuiflngxing yTnlido 
~!=:~~~~ discontinuous variation 
fei lidnxu bidnyi' 
~1=:1¥iiE.rJ-~ non-certified wheat 




~~IJ ti-:!!JT Eli!~ 
feilipusi quxidn 
Phillips curve 
The concept first put forward by Prof. A.W. Phillips in 
Economica 25 (1958), in which the relationship between 
aggregation, unemployment and aggregate money wage 
rates was examined using UK data from 1861 to 1957. A 
FEI 
significant and stable inverse relationship between the two 
varieties was noted, such that higher money wage rates 
were associated with lower rates of unemployment, 
and vice versa. The regression curve whicn described the 
relationship became known as the Phillips curve, gradually 
acquiring the status of an economic law. The concept 
has since been extended to cover the relationship between 
the level of unemployment and price changes rather than 
wage changes. This occurred because of an assumed 
casual link between increases in wages affecting prices, 
and conversely between price increases, especially con-
sumer prices, influencing wages. As the curve showed a 
trade-off between unemployment and price changes, it 
appeared to provide policymakers with a quantitative 
tool for choosing between various levels of full employ-
ment and price stability, two key national economic 
policy objectives. China does not have the Phillips curve 
dilemma since she follows the old pre-Keynesian budget 
orthodoxy. The note issue is confined to the needs of an 
expanding amount of transactions at stable wages and 
declining prices. Full employment exists (although there 
are categories of non-employed persons; see :(:if .I 
diiigong). China follows the principle that as productivity 
increases it should be translated into real wages by 
falling prices rather than by rising money wages, as is 
the case in capitalist economies. 
#tx~ 
fei yfnsh{ 
coarse food and simple drink; 
low quality food and drink 












Fertilizer application is considered as 'capital con-
struction'. In 1961 when the construction of many 
irrigation works was completed, chemical fertilizer plants 
began to be operated on the policy of self-reliance. In 
order to assist the accumulation of fertilizer, pig pro-
duction was stressed; as was the planting of green 
manure crops. Communes were urged to set up and 
operate small /fertilizer plants, and to dredge rivers for 
mud. The accumulation of miscellaneous soil fertilizers 
was also emphasized. Starting in 1962 'thousands of mu 
of green fertilizer crops' were planted. For instance, in 
S. China in 1965 green fertilizer crops had expanded to 
nearly 2,000,000 mu. Annual output of small chemical 
67 
FEI 
fertilizer plants operated at the xian level was more than 
73,000 tons. [Li Tso-chi, 'Pearl River Delta-production 




The three principal guidelines for distribution of fertilizers 
in China are: (1) they should depend on crop and soil 
conditions; (2) give consideration to planting of economic 
crops; and (3) yield maximum benefits through proper 
blending in use of all types of fertilizer. [Shen Tsu-p'ei, 
'An opinion concerning use of phosphate fertilizers in 
Kangsu', CKNYKH 8 (1961), 28-31.] The use of both 
chemical and organic fertilizers is stressed. 'But in the 
long term farm fertilizer will continue to be the principal 
one in use.' [Liang Hsin-feng, 'An exploratory study of 
the essentia~s of Chinese Agriculture and steps towards 
its technological reform', CCYC 9 (1963), 22.] 
see also: f-tllE hua[ei, ~~ fenbidn, 





fertilizer unit ( 1 % or 20 lbs of 
a ton of fertilizer) 
fertilizer funds 
Funds set aside from public accumulation funds for 
purchase of fertilizer. 'Some production teams waste 
funds because of ignorance in the technical aspects of 









fertilizer corporation (Taiwan). 
fertilizer response 
China has an estimated 120 million mu of land which 
needs phosphates. If only 20 catties per mu were applied, 
1.2 million tons would be required. In 1959, the per mu 
average application· was only 0.33 catties (this figure 
probably did not include imported fertilizer). If by 
1959 each mu got an average of 10 catties (2 catties 
counting as effective part of the manure), then the need 
for 1.6 million mu of cultivated land would be 8 
million tons. ['To get 1,000 catties of grain requires 
100 tan of fertilizer', Fukien Radio, 20 Feb. 1973.] 
llE7k5ff~$ 
feishuf guiingiiifa 
water with high mineral content 
fertirrigation 
FEI 
llE #~ m ( llE ~) · fertilizer effectiveness 
feilUlo xUloyong (see above) 
(feixUlo) · 
















efficiency of fertilizer use 
(see above) 
fertile field turnip (Shansi var.) 
fat lamb (Canton) 
a large variety of peach native 





ft m ~m SHJT cost-utility analysis 
feiyong xidoyong fenxz 
ftm~*SHJT 
feiyong xidoguo fenxl 
ft m~~:7t:1=1T 
feiyong gandu fanxl 
cost-effectiveness analysis 
cost-sensitivity analysis 
ft m ii!iiii:7J-:1=JT cost-benefit analysis 
feiyong bidnyifenxl 
ft11::13<::1e 'small expenses, great results' 






abolition of debts 
Following land reform, all debts to landlords were 
abrogated. Hence the expression below: 
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FEN 
to write off usurous debts 
feichu gaoliddi 
[See: 'The land law promulgated by Revolutionary Military 









productive use of waste 
Waste Corporation 
Established in 196 3, this state concern is said to have 






'To give more support to farming and forestry, plant 
protection, sowing, fertilizer application and for making 
artificial rain, aerial surveys, etc.' In 1957 the volume of 
work of this nature increased 8.5% over 1952 and 16% 
more by 1963. In 1972 aircraft flew over 800 missions 
in aid of agriculture and industry. [See: Lin Sheng, 
'Rapid development of civil aviation', Current Events 9 
(1964)-(SCMM 419); and NCNA, 23 Nov. 1973.] 








division of family property 
document for partition of 
property 
In Hongkong vegetable markets this term refers to 
sorting buyers' baskets. 
:}}I 
fengong 




division oflabour and 
coordination (of activities) 
Assignment of individuals to specific tasks according to 
(a) their ability, and (b) the collective requirement. 
[Socialist Upsurge in China's Countryside (1957), p.40.] 
~I1'l.m 
fengong fuze 
division of labour and 
responsibilities 
Distribution of manpower by assigning members in 







land redistribution [Mao Tse-
tung, Investigation of Rural 
Districts (1946), p.84] 
zoning 
sharecropping 
There are several terms for sharecropper in Chinese, but 
the meaning is close to that of the West-a. farmer who 
farms land for a share of the crop; the landlord provides 
the land, housing, credit for food, tools, part or all ex-
penses, and the tenant gives his labour for a share of the 
returns. It is particularly attractiVe to tenants in areas 
where returns are uncertain because of weather or other 
factors, since the landlord shares in any crop reduction. 
Sharecropping was common to N. China, the tenant was 
dependent upon the landlord for all means of production, 
including seed and tools as well as the land itself, and 
he•normally only received 2 or 3/10 of his harvest. In 
effect, this was a primitive form of cooperation between 
landowners who provided the capital and the peasant 
who provided raw labour. 
sharecropper 
fengengn6ng 




fensan juzhu . 
~mr1¥.J~~ 
























to pay by instalments 
FEN 
To repay a debt in a sequence of equal payments. Part of 
each payment is used to pay the interest due at the time 
it is made, and the balance is applied to the reduction of 
the principle. 
see also: =!JTIB zhejiu 
~wi1-t~1~m 




to divide the wealth of the 
collectives (among members, on 
formation of a new labour brigade) 
In. 1966 there appeared in certain parts of China a strong 
movement to form new agricultural relationships based 
on the rights of individual households. New production 
teams sprouted, formed out of the wealth of the old 
collective. [See, for instance, JMJP, 20 May 1968, p.1; 
and Honan PBS, 19 May 1968.] 
~(13] ~ Wi ~$: discrete programming 
feniian dingcefQ . 




also: 5*±.l£ z{uyu 
~*~~!.!. watershed management _ yv v y 
fenshu1ling guanl1 
~7.l<~ititi.t watershed planning 
fenshutltng sheil 
~~cim~ channel of distribution 
fenpei t6nglu 
~~cffi1Jf1f distribution system 
fenpei zhidu 
~~clill~ distribution curve 
fenpei quxitln 





to supply direct to each 
household 
~~;""'-£Mfi.t statistics of distributed 
fenpei chanliang t6ngjl products 
The compilation of statistics on crops harvested and 
in store. The amount stored in barns is considered the 
final standard of measure in agricultural production. 
Various communes keep records of what has been 
reaped, threshed and weighed; others do not. The pro-
vincial level can verify figures of crop storage on the basis 
of weather, production measures, acreage projections 
based on harvested area, proportion of distribution, and 
taxes and purchases. [Sun Shih-cheng, 'On agricultural-













~ ~lj?j' 1j~ '11: 
fenge Mnengxing 
split samples 
to divide up land 
indivisibility 
This term is taken from western usage. In modem 














to fix price according to 
quality 
analysis of the class problem 
annual trend 
dusting equipment 
Kudzu vine [Pueraria phaseoloides 
Benth] 
Usually interplanted with taro and ginger; edible root; 






Staple food in northern China; noodles manufactured 
from wheat and beans. Best quality is said to originate 
in Shantung. A coarse variety is made from rice flour. 
also: ~ ~ xiiinfen 
fen 
land occupied by graves 
(some of which are on arable land) 
The common practice is now to remove the graves in the 






This refers to fertilizer to be found in the farmer's house-
hold and is also called village fertilizer or indigenous 
fertilizer. It includes livestock and human manure, green 
manure, mud, ashes, etc. Nightsoil, for instance, yields 
0.8% N, 0.26 P, 0.27 K and about 5% organic substance. 
Livestock manure contains 0.25 N, 0.5 P, and 25% 
organic substance. It is estimated that at present Chinese 
fields receive on average 2,000 catties of such fertilizer 
per mu. A great effort is being made to increase this by 
increasing the number of livestock. Most peasants rely 
on nightsoil to support optimum crop yields, and most 
communes have nightsoil maturation tanks or pits. Raw 
nightsoil is transported from houses in the vicinity and 
from urban areas to these tanks, and thereafter for distri-
bution in the commune. The commune took over night-
soil distribution in 1950. With the increase of water-borne 
sewage systems in urban areas of China, supplies of 
nightsoil have diminished in some places and at present . 
farmers can only use a small quantity of nightsoil collected 
from the villages. The addition of livestock or general 
farmyard manure is considered of the highest importance 
in raising and maintaining soil organic content. Practical 
experience in Thailand, for instance, shows that organic 
waste from urban areas is a most useful source of organic 
matter and that after processing into compost it may. 
serve as a most effective fertilizer. [See: Campost Process 
and Uses, compiled by the Refuse and Nightsoil Disposal 
Organization of the Bangkok Municipality, 1964, mimeo.] 
Fields treated with such compost require less frequent 
watering and this effect is most pronounced on poorer 
soils. Green manure or soil-improving crops and plant 
residues are still the best materials for making a major 
addition to the organic matter in the soils of East Asia. 
However, the problem here is getting peasants to devote 




manure and nightsoil manager 
Collection and sale of nightsoil is a lucrative sideline 
occupation for peasants. The commune nightsoil manage-
ment weigh collections and payment is included as an 






















feudal society [Jap. hoken 
shakai] 
feudal system 
closed class system 
style, manner, 
collective spirit 
This term has evolved since the CR. It has its origins in 
one of the plays ofChiangCh'ing,fengge~huf ( J3<lm7J< ). 
Its literal meaning is 'stylish water' and this is derived 
from the name of the chief character in the play, the 
Party Secretary of a small production team who permits 
the village to be flooded in order that agricultural pro-
duction can be carried out on a large and more modem 
scale. The phrase is now used to denote any unselfish act 









habits and customs 
landscape planning 
lit. 'wind and water' 
This term is used to define the geomantic system by 
which the orientation of houses, graves, etc. is determined. 
It is believed that every locality has special topographical 
features, both natural and artificial, which modify cosmic 
forces. The forms of the hills, directions of water and 
prevailing winds are so important that alteration of th.ese 
natural forms can have serious effects according to the 
forms produced. This basic environmental theory was 























a wind break 
maple syrup 
pineapple [Ananas comusus (L) 
Merr.] 
pineapple bran (a cattle feed 













$ f"-~ 1$b iB!: ~ 
fengchan jfangli 
zhengce 
high yield tract 
[JMJP, 25 Jan. 1960, p.4] 
high yield plot 
[JM.IP, 25 Jan. 1960, p.4] 
high yielding land 
[JMJP, 25 Jan. 1960, p.4] 
policy for encouragement of 
bumper harvests 




l:f.f ~ pongie (a kind of cloth) 
fUch6u 
also: $:~ jfanch6u 
FU 
$a.'i;:~Jit 
fengyf zushi food and clothing (a basic ~ 











balance of payments 
sub-group 
also: llf.t mi: l2fl 1* fush'U tuan if 
llf.t:1m ffl: surtax 
fUiiashul 
llf.t:1Jaf11-f~ value added 
fuiia iiazhi 
value added tax 
JUjiii jiazhishul 















We should let all government workers understand that 
corruption and waste are major crimes.' [Mao Tse-tung, 
'Our Economic Policy', Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, 






fermented bean curd 
humate 
A salt made from coal, peat or lignite. China has large 
reserves, 7 mill tons were produced in the first half of 










A society characterized by the pre-feudal status of wealth 


































sideline production (usually 
small livestock, pigs and 
poultry, on private plots) 
by-products feed, i.e. wheat bran, 
soybean, meal, etc. 
non-staple foodstuffs 
Subsidiary food products, supplementary foodstuffs 















rural subsidiary production 
deputy commune director (com-








fu jlngguan ganbU 
deputy economic management 











N: ~ IY-JJ( ~..ww.i 




rich peasant (kulak in Soviet ter-
minology )--see Fig. 5. 
rich peasant household 
better-off peasants 
rich peasant problem 
rich peasant economy 




Jnmf~::f:.1:1::$ debt-equity ratio 
[Uzhdi zlp~n btzfl 
Jn i.lffl negative taxes 
[Ukeshul 
!Q•l1:11l~ negative loans 
JUxing ddikuan 
Jn.A.}ii!,ffl negative income tax 
· [Uru xishul 







The mobilisation of women has contributed significantly 
to production. Women were used in Kiangsi period to help 
solve manpower problems. In any case, women in 
China have always constituted a major proportion of the 
personnel both in the Party and in other organizations, 
at all levels, Each county was encouraged to provide 
women without farming experience with training, and 
help was given in the organization of brigades and 
production teams with experienced· farmers providing the 
instruction. Later, as a result of the more ex tensive use of 
women on farm work, day nurseries were set up to cater 
for woi:king mothers. [Wang Kuan-lan, 'Information on 
the spring planting drive in the Yun-chi district of 
Tui-chin county', HSCH 165 (1934), p.3; cf. also 'Two 









welfare fee, welfare expenses 











A socialist term for skilled labour. 'The distinction 
between skilled and unskilled labour rests on pure 
illusion, or, to say the least, on distinctions that have 
long ceased to be real, and that survive only by tra-
ditional convention' [Capital I (Lawrence & Wishart ed.), 
p.197). Skilled labour counts only as simple labour 
intensified, or rather as multiplied simple labour, a given 
quantity of skill being considered equal to. a greater 
quantity of simple labour. A commodity may be a 
product of the most skilled labour, but its value, by 
equating it to the product of simple labour, represents a 
definite quantity of the latter labour alone [ibid., p.44]. 
see also: *iW~~~ laodong guocheng labour process 
74 
FU 
E::rt~f""~~ multiple production functions 
fushl shengcMn hanshU 
E::rti.ciJl!i:~ 
fushl iizhdng/Q 
double entry system 
In economic accounting the double entry system is used 
to control enterprises by reflecting records and activities. 
It reflects use and sources of capital. All accounts are 
based on uniform government accounts. Each debit and 
credit reflects changes in capital and shows where it has 
gone. [Chu Hsin-ch'eng, 'A discussion on the double 




complex brigades [Russ. 
kompleksnaya brigada] 
A multi-product, mixed-farm type of enterprise co-
operatively managed. Such brigades are engaged in both 
crop and .livestock production and usually have a high 
degree of mechanization and other inputs, and in some 
cases possess processing plants and are thus a rudimentary 
form of vertical integration when linked with supply and 
marketing cooperatives (SMCs). Contrast with 'specialized 







Multiple cropping is the practice of growing more than 
one harvested crop in sequence on the same piece of land 
in the course of one ~ear. It is sometimes known as ~ouble 
( f.jq *:f!P llangjizhOng) and triple ( .=. f'F sanzuo) 
cropping. Recent technological advances in China have 
aimed to: (1) broaden the area where multiple cropping 
is possible; and (2) increase the number of crops which 
may be grown in current multiple cropping areas. But 
to take advantage of multiple cropping adequate water 
control must be available, along with farm chemicals and 
improved farm management. The point at which it is . 
economically and socially desirable to leave traditional 
single cropping methods and to shift into multiple 
cropping has not been easy to determine in China's case. 
As early as the T'ang dynasty China engaged in forms of 
multiple croppingo [See M. Elvin, The Pattern of the 
Chinese Past (1973), p.121 ff.) In the West, both social 
and private factors have to be considered. The government 
planner will be concerned whether multiple cropping 
makes the best use of resources from society's point of 
view; while the farmer is concerned with profitability. 
Many different questions will have to be answered before 
multiple cropping can reap maximum benefits. In the case 
of China these cannot be fully answered yet, because 
research on modem multiple cropping techniques has only 
recently begun to get underway. 
E:'iflmH.R 
fuzhOng midnj[ 
multiple cropping area 
MULTIPLE CROPPING PAITERNS FOR VARIOUS CROPS AND AREAS 
Cropping Pattern Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June I July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Area Crop 
Double Cropping I Maize, kaoliang-
Uplands 
~ maize or millet ~ wheat or barley winter wheat and 
millet. Maize-winter 
/ / soybean or sweet potatoes // wheat, barley or peas wheat areas 
// , cotton // wheat or barley 
~~:~~~~~~~=~~~~:~~~----~-.:::::~------t--".'.'..~~~::z~--t-----~--~~-~~~~+~~---- ------------
/ / rice / / wheat or barley 
Rice-winter wheats. 
Lowlands Rice-tea, Szechwan. 
broad bean or green manure ---r- ~ rice ~~ rapeseed, peas Rice and double > y 
cropping rice areas 
early rice ~ late rice ~ 
I 
Inter Cropping 
---- I I wheat ?r bar!~-- Rice-winter wheat __.. -- and rice-tea areas Uplands 
broad beans, rapeseed or peas ---- cotton, soybean or peanuts ~ wheat or barley 
maize~ 
-- soybeans, peanJs, kaoliang lor millet -----
1------- ------1---------------+----- -----1------t------ -----1-----~----- ----- 1-------------,;_ Lowlands Rice-winter wheat. 
---- early rice ---- Rice-tea, Szechwan. -- soybean, jute, tobacco or s~eet potatoe1-- Rice and double J- cropping rice areas ear1y rice late rice --T I I I 
Mixed Cropping l- I maize, kaolia~millFt or cotton Rice-winter wheat Uplands areas soybean 
-~ ----- ------ ------- -+· ·-+· -~· ·t --t ----- ------------Lowlands early rice Double cropping ~ -- late rice --1 rice areas 
Ratooning System 
~ I Rice-winter wheat Lowlands !st rice and Szechwan rice 
~ ratoon rice ----1 _). I areas !st rice ~ ratoon rife.,.,,. _,,,,......- mung bean or soybean 
~--
I 
!st rice (;/ ratoon rice late_rice' 
Triple Cropping Rice-winter wheat. 
Lowlands rapeseed or peas // early rice /V millet, sweet potatoes or vegetables / / wheat, barley Rice-tea and double 
I I I I I I cropping rice areas 
rapeseed, sweet potatoes/ / early rice // late rice / / wheat, barley 
of green manjre I 
Source: Peter Kung, 'Farm Crops of China-3. Multiple Cropping, World Crops' (London, 1975, Sep./Oct.), p. 236. 
Figure I 
FO 
The area of land subject to several sowings per season 
Note, it does not always refer tO crops sown in sequence, 
and green manure crops sometimes may not be included. 
l[flfl:ti~~ 
[Uzhong zhfshu 
multiple crop index 
This is a method designed to measure land use by re-
1ating the area under multiple cropping to cultivated area. 
The following formula is used in China (but see note 
above). 
Index of multiple cropping = 
total sown area 
( + area under green manure crops) 
-'-~~~~~~~~~~x 100 
total cultivated area 
[Handbook for Agricultural Statistical Work (Peking, 
1956), p.14. See also Yin Shan-shou & Chu Feng-shu: 
'Views on methods for. calculating the annual output of 
food grains per mou', TCKTTH (Statistical Work Bulletin) 
13(1956),15-17.] 
E:flfl ~~;j-*JT multiple discriminant analysis 
fuzhongchayffenxi 








broad beans [Vicia faba L. ] 
see also: ~R hUdau, ~R. ctindou and ~R. htindou 
fM:-=F 
f6shou. 
a lemon [Citron medica var. 
digitata] 
Colloquially called 'Buddha's hand'; also called 'fragrant 









raspberries [Rubus tokkura 
Stels] · 
cover crop, mulches 












cherry apple [Pyrus spectabilis] 
--common to N. China 
Hereford cattle 




;m;~ljl:f7;:*1j:it!! sponge farmland 
haimUinzhudng gengdl 
Soil noted for its surface layer of little over one chih of 
soil and manure mixture forming a sponge-like coating to 
land-suitable for growing corn crop. Developed at Ta 
Chai. [Kuan Sung-yin 'Of the sponge farmland of Ta 
Chai production brigade and its effects on the growth 







In Fukien province the Lien-chiang xian supply and 
marketing cooperative began in 1958 to produce marine 
fertilizer. 'In the past six years they have taken out of the 
sea a total of 280,000 tons of fertilizer.' This type of 
fertilizer has been applied to over half the total arable 










fat content (the percentage 
of butterfat contained in milk) 
fat test (test to determine fat 











'hon chim' (Canton)--upland 
drought-resistant variety of rice; 
poor economic proposition as it 











dry food--a euphemism for 
coarse grains 





air photographic survey, 
aerial survey 
Jitit~!l.~Jt aerial photography 
hdngkong zhdopidn 
HEI 









wear and tear 
area and triple the wheat area. [JMJP, 6 Feb. 1966, p.2) ~ 







also: ~.fi. candou, 
*jt 
htinshi 
bad harvest due to drought 
or flooding 
to guarantee the harvest (in 
spite of natural disasters) 
broad beans [Viciafaba L.] 
-- (Wu dialect) · 
and ffll.It f6dou 
'cold food' 
Traditionally, in addition to being a time for worshipping 
the ?eparted and welcoming spring, the Spring Festival 
( :jw af.I: Ch 'ing Ming) was a time for rekindling the 
cooking rues, which were supposed to be extinguished for 














a village ditch 
Filled with fish and aquatic plants, these ditches fulfil a 






core force--a specialist 
labour group 
HEI 
Used to help unite masses to do a good job of spring 






accounting unit, i.e. the 
production team 
An accounting unit carries out independent accounting 
and is responsible for its own profit and loss. It organizes 
production and distributes income. The Fourth National 
Congress, Peking, 'January 1975, confirmed the team as 
the basic accounting unit. [See Li Choh-ming, The 










In March 1973, the Chinese government pur-
chased an initial 43 head of pedigree Herefords for stock 
improvement. China is intensifying beef production (a) 
to satisfy the needs of the Mohammedan population, and 
(b) to develop an export market. Apart from carcase 
characteristics, the great value of Herefords to China is 
that they are adaptable and do well on the type of grazing 
area there is in abundance. By 1974, China had a nucleus 
of 200 breeding stock. The aim seems to be to pro-
gressively build up beef herds to about 6,000 over the 
next few years. 
also: ;~iiilii4=- haifuniu 
he 
paddy fields (Canton) 
~m 
heizao 


















--used for grafting] see: ID EEi dt1otidn [msc] 
blackmarket 
black bean [Glycine hispida 
Maench var.] 
black.language, i.e. anti-Party 
speech, criticism of government 
policy 
black storage, i.e. materials 
s~ored but not recorded 
rye [Secale cereale] 
blackcurrants and currants 
generally [Ribes spp.] 
black-and-white lowland cattle 
blackland, i.e. land not declared 
on tax rolls; also poor soil low 
in nutrients 
black earth zone 
78 
~lt straw (Canton) 
hecao 
see: ID 1it daocao [ msc] 
~i:t cereals/grains (Canton) 
hegu 










Considered a table delicacy in South China. 
5DJl#.l f.I:: 
hewanghua 









garden peas (Canton) [Pisum 
sativum] 
Holstein cattle 
a system of communal ownership 
and equal family distribution of 
farmland (Hallam dialect) 
The tenn is now used to describe common land. Each 
piece of hemu was In fact owned by one family or 
lineage group composed of 20 or more interrelated 
families. Localised to Hainan Island. 
15-~*Jl::f'P 
heyfng gengzhong 















rational application of 
fertilizer 
rational distribution of 
burden 
reasonable premiums 
A form of incentive introduced during CR to increase 
cooperation and production as opposed to material 
incentives for the peasant. 
see also: ~.WbI~ililJ iffmgligongzizhl 
15-w Yem 'WWJ:tJ rational utilization of the 









At the outset of any work a contract must first be drawn 
up with the approval of the higher authority, viz brigade's 





The Chinese contract system is complex and complicated 
because of the several uses to which .it has been put in 
China at different times, as well as the various inter-
pretations of the system both inside and outside Chfua. 
The influence of recent Soviet practice in this matter is 
also important and ~inese adaptations of the contract 
system to its own earlier system should be clearly under-
stood, The tenn is currently used to imply a variety of 
economic devices. It has been pointed out, for instance, 
that 'in situations where "contracts" serve primarily to 
break down the plan to lower levels ... the nature of a 
"contract" appears to be assimilated to that of an 
administrative order. In these situations it js difficult to 
distinguish .between ·plan and "contract".' Moreover, 
'the predominance of the element of authority to the 
point of almost complete absence of the element of 
minimal freedom in such "contracts" prevents 
characterizing these devices as contracts in the western 
sense.' [R.M. Pfeffer, 'The institution of contracts in the 
Chinese People's Republic' (2 parts), China Quarterly 14 
(1963), 153-77; 15 (1963), 115-39; idem, 'Contracts 
revisited', China Quarterly 28 (1966), 106-29. The passage 
quoted is from Vol. 14 (1963), p.177 .) 
There are basically two kinds of contracts in agriculture: 
(1) the advanced purchase contract ( f.ii!!i!~ .g. IE] yilgou 
hetong) and (2) the combined contract ( t;Sg 15-l'iiJ jiehe 
hetong). Both, in fact, are concerned with the advanced 
purchase of primary produce or subsidiary products 
despite the difference in tenninology. The fine distinc-
tion lies in the fact that in the advanced purchase con-
tract the buyer is not obligated to purchase but is given 
priority rights. Under the temis of the combined contract, 
however, both sides are compelled to purchase and offer 
for sale. According to Pfeffer [28 (1966), p.110] the 
advanced purchase contracts appear to be 'replicas of 
state plans' for various products, fixing area planted and 
production targets, and the corresponding portion to be 
sold to the State. 'Actively and steadily extending the 
combined contract is one of the most powerful measures 
for promoting the socialist transformation of agriculture.' 
[JMJP, 28 June 1954] 
see also: 1~FFifi1Jg[ baoganzhidu responsibility 
system 
15-l'iiJt!l>iSl 1'J contractual agreement 
( 15-l'ii11'.i ) 
hetong xieyi~hu (hetongshu) 
15-l'iiJI contract labour 
hetonggong 




[See F .W. Crook, 'Chinese Communist agricultural in-
centive systems and labour productive contracts to house-
holds 1956-1965', Asian Survey 13.5 (1973), 470-81.] 
See also below. 
ft[S]:::r::;_wz;:t.JffilJ~ contract labour system 
hetonggong ltiodong 
zhidu 
In order to meet the labour needs of industry China has 
from time to time employed a contract labour system 
whereby surplus agricultural labour is sent to work in 
industry. Contracts between brigades and factories are 
concluded, requiring the former to supply a set number 
of either long-term or short-term (seasonal) labour. The 
basic idea is to create a labour reserve and reduce 
migration. [JMJP, 7 June 1958, p.3; and Chao Jung-an & 
Wang Chao-Jin, 'A labour system mutually beneficial to 
industry and agriculture',JMJP, 28 Aug. 1964, p.5] 
ftnlt~~ 
hecheng xuydo 
ft nit tf ;tr 
hecheng xienweichang 










synthetic fibre plant 




cooperative (consumer) store 
cooperative enterprise 
also:ftf"Fiii±~:Ji::~ hezuo shey{ng qfy~ 
ft{"!= f-t.-=F-I~ 
hezuohud shougongye 
cooperative handicraft industry 
ftf"F~fiffil]~ cooperative medical service 
hezuo yTlitio zhidu (1968) 
see: ~Hftf"F~fi n6ngcun hezuo yTlitio rural co-
operative medical service and: 
"UFJl!ll~~ chi]fao yfsheng barefoot doctors 
ft{"!=~~ 
hezuo n6ngjia 
ft{"!= f-t.3E z;jJ 
hezuohud yundong 
ftf1=Jl~5t£~ 
hezuo gu]en filin 
cooperator 
cooperative movement 




see: ~~ ~ qitinhul 
he 
mutual loan and savings 
societies 
m~!llii±.!:F- Brown Swiss cattle 
hese rnishiniu 
~fS;t¥ ~ Brown Leghorn 
hese ltiihengjl 
or: ~fS*m~ hese ltii~tingjT, m ts* mt~ hese ltiihtingjT, 







Fc~ after effect 
houxitlo 
FcM'i:iiJ;jSl.f"J=~ after feed 
houql silido zuowu 





A second crop in the harvest year on the same piece ofland. 

















mutual aid society 
mutual aid team 
The first collective scheme, was a grouping of a small 
number of peasant families into cooperative units based 
on· traditional methods. It began in 1951 with the main 
surge of development taking place in 1952 as the pro-
duction cooperative. The basic idea was to group or 
re-group existing farmers into large more viable units by 
amalgamation into mutual help groups. It was an attempt 
at more business-like management and to overcome 
problems of seasonality. After experimentation, grain 
from cooperative effort was distributed not according to 
area of land offered to the cooperative, but according 
to the amount of work done, counted by piecework or 
by a fixed amount of labour. Facilities provided for 
farmers were: grain for sowing, welfare, selling op-
portunities and loans. The background to mutual aid 
teams may be found in Compendium of Materials on 
Agricultural Cooperation during the Period of 
Rehabilitation of the National Economy (Peking, 1957), 
2 vols. 




broad beans [Vicia faba L.] 
In Chekiang these beans are called: *P;l~ El yuyaobdi 
and 'T' 5J1l~ nfngbojian. In other parts of China 






cucumber [Cucumis sativus L.] 
coriander seeds [ Coriandrnm 
sativum L.] 
sesame [Sesamum indicum L.] 
HUA 
chemical fertilizer 
The term 'chemical fertilizer', as officially defined in 
China, is similar to the international F AO definition: 
fertilizer manufactured by chemical processes. According 
81 
HUA 
to this definition, ammonium sulphate, superphosphate, 
and urea clearly are chemical fertilizers, while farm 
manure, oil cakes, green fertilizer and bacteria fertilizer 
are not. In some cases, however, the Chinese and the F AO 
definition are at variance. For example, according to the 
FAQ definition, granulated phosphate and phosphate 
powder are chemical fertilizers if they are manufactured by 
chemical processes, but the State Statistical Bureau in 
Peking excludes phosphate powder and granulated pho-
sphate from its definition of chemical fertilizer, although 
they are sometimes included in statistics. [J ung-chao Liu, 
China's Fertilizer Economy (1971).] Usually shortened to:· 
1-t DE huafei. 
see also: DE:fEI. feiliao 
1-t~DE:fEI.~ 
huaxue fei/itioye 
chemical fertilizer industry 
A phosphate fertilizer industry did not exist in China 
before 1956 when a plant was established with Russian 
aid at Nanking, producing calcium superphosphate. Since 
1958 local fertilizer industries have been set up. Up to 
1961 there were few buyers and it was poorly received by 
peasants who 'thought it was just crushed stone. It was 
not good quality. [JMJP, 17 April 1962, p.5] 
chemical control 
huaxue fangchU 






also: 1E~ huiicai 
1E• 
huiijiiio 
cauliflower [Brassica oleracea 
var. botrytis] 
pepper plant [Zanthoxylum 
bungei] a thorny shrub 
The true Chinese pepper is grown in most parts of China 
but especially in western China. The fruit is ground into 
pepper. 
huasheng 
peanut [Arachis hypogaea L.] 







groundnut meal--a livestock feed 
peanut cake 
peanut cake meal--a mixture of 




'white face soil', i.e. alkali 
soil 
also called: Z;~it!! yilncaidl 'cloudy soil' 
1EJll!-T 
huiiyiioz 
a variety of high-yielding 
rice 
A variety ~ghly recommended for planting in first crop 
season. Under favourable conditions it can yield up to 
500 catties of dry paddy per dau chung (4,000 lbs per 
acre). Best table variety, selling at high market price; 







overseas Chinese landlord 
overseas Chinese new village 













badlands (land type) 
HUAN 
buffer stocks 




As between fertilizers and rice. [See Terry Yu-hsien Yu, 
Jie-fang Chi and Tou-an Yeh, 'A study on the relation-
ship between fertilizer-rice barter ratio and farm income 







environment [Jap. kankyo] 
The question of environment and modern farm tech-
nology has been summed up by Mao as follows: 'Socialism 
has not only liberated labourers and the means of pro-
duction from the old society, but also the broad realm 
of nature which could not be utilized by the old society.' 




if ±j[ ~~fi ~ 
huanjing jlngjixue 
ecology 
econology (economic ecology) 
The natural environment in China is very complicated and 
peasants are used to careful and intensive cultivation. 
Funds are limited and methods are suited to the farmers' 
tradition of careful and intensive cultivation. [Fang Yao, 
'Concerning the chemicalization of agriculture', WHP, 




The new emphasis placed on public health in China began 
in 1970 and culminated in 1971/72 around the time of 
the Stockholm Conference, Provincial committees were 
urged to speed up improvements in the rural medical 
service (cooperative medical service) and improve living 
conditions by cleaning up wells, building lavatories in 
village houses, storing manure in more hygienic conditions, 
and preventing cattle from straying through manure and 
crops, as well as to seek the removal of domestic livestock 
from peasants' houses which has long been a tradition in 
China. The term <*) 'household' is, significantly, 'a pig 
under a roof', implying the keeping of pigs and other 
livestock in family living quarters. Since this helped spread 
countless disease, the recent directions to stamp it out have 
special importance when likened to the emphasis on 




Among crops and even between one animal and another 
there is also 'internal equilibrium with interdependence' 
[Wu Wei, 'The objective inevitability of multiple under-
HUAN 
takings with grain as the basis', KMJP, 6 J)ec.· 1965, 
p.4]. Because agriculture is concerned with the production 
of living things, there are divergences in the laws of 
breeding and rates of growth for plants and animals. 
There is an intricate coordination 1?etween agriculture's 
'economic process of reproduction and nature's process of 
reproduction' [ibid.]. This is demonstrated in the seasonal 
nature of production. The seasons, that is to say the 
labour process, on one hand, is subject to restriction of 
farm seasons and natural conditions; on the other hand, 
limitations of length of period of the breeding of living 








In 1969 the Shanghai Municipal Committee 'declared 
war on the polluted Whampoo and Soochow rivers' 
[China Reconstructs 20.11 (1971), p.41], and before 
1949 the Yiting river was said to be 'a channel of 
stinking black sludge'. Since 1964 a campaign has been 
carried out to clean up this and other rivers [ibid.] and 
a report recently gave details of the existence of an 
Office of Environmental Protection in Peking [NCNA, 
22 Sept. 1974, and Cu"ent Scene 12.11 (1974), p.20]. 
~.l:ti'liili chain index, link index 
huanbl zhtshU 






pay back method 
HUANG 
m~ crop failure, 
huangnitin bad harvest 
m:tt!! uncultivated, waste land 
huangd{ 
also: m~ huangmo 












crown land (Hongkong) 
Jii± huangtu (or Jlij~hudngn{) loess 
The yellow soil (loess) covers nearly 100,000 sq. miles 
of NW China, often to depths of up to 300 ft., and 
provides an extremely fertile farming area. The low 
rainfall in the area has also meant the soil has retained 
much of its mineral content. Drought, however, has been 











yellow pear (Shansi) 
jute [ Corchorns capsularis] 
Jii.R. all soybeans and sprouts 
huangdou [Glycine max. L.] 
also: *.fl. dtidou, Et .fl. bdidou, * R3f5R dlidou yacdi, 
=€;.fl. mdodo.u 
Jii-* oxen (lit. 'yellow cow') 
huangniu 
This traditionally includes female cows as well as castrated 





also: ~ J1\ hUgua 
Jii ~ ~ 17'J Hlii AA 
huangse tfnei zhzfang 
the common goat 














'Hwang Ngau' orange (Canton)--










crop damage due to locusts 
HUI 
return Qivestock) to the pen 
returned to villages 
Now rarely used, this term refers to students sent back to 
their villages after completion of their studies. 
@J 3'-11-~Bf~ 
hulxiang jieshdoxin 
authorisation papers for return: 
to one's original village 
Usually in the form of a letter of introduction. 
@J:f1Ht-.11ft~ 





@J V3 51-:f:Jr regression analysis 
hu{guT fenxT 
@JV3/J:f.i:&t regression equation 
hufgut[iingchengshi 
@JM£5:\:;;ff )t't sprinkler irrigation 
hufxuanshtgudngdi 












keeping, an accountant (Canton) 
[Jap. kaikei] 
A village or production team is supposed to keep books 
on (1) income and expenditure; (2) production; (3) labour 
points; ( 4) cash; (5) monetary transactions; and (6) 
collective funds. 
also: ~l.c Mil 









a countrymen's association, 
congregation (Fr.) 
A gathering place for fellow countrymen or clansmen 
outside their home village, but especially during the 
French colonial period when the Chinese in rural Indo-
China were ruled indirectly through a system of con-
gregations. These were based on linguistic groups or in 
some cases combined speech groups~ and all Chinese had 
to belong to one. Currently, the huiguan of S.E. Asia are 
more legal in structure and tend more towards voluntary 
associations, though they form in some countries the 
political and economic power base of overseas Chinese. 






The terms 'data collection' and 'data processing' are used 
in a gross way. The former includes questionnaire and 
testing, sample definition interview and several other 
activities; whilst the latter term simply means the mani-
pulation, handling and calculating procedure. 
see: fJL~)C~ iTqihuizong 
)C~ 
huizong 







The traditional marriage in China is arranged through a 
middleman ( VJl;:A mdiren). This Chinese view of 
marriage is set out in the Book of Rites ( ~U.c ilm: 
'Marriage is to make a union between two persons of 
different families, the object of which is to serve, on the 
one hand, the ancestors in the temple, and to perpetuate, 
on the other hand, the coming generation.' [ J. Legge, Li 




Since 1949 and the establishment of the CPR, the laws 
and regulations on marriage have undergone fundamental 
changes. On 1 May 1950 the new marriage law was pro-
mulgated, which together with the land reform law passed 
on 2 June 1950 were the two most important instruments 
of change in rural China during the first few years of 
communist rule. Fundamental changes gave rights to both 
sexes and provided a degree of security not available 
previously with regards to property and family life. The 
basic conditions for marriage are: (1) complete willing-
ness of the parties involved; (2) minimum ages 20 for a 
man and· 18 for a women; (3) marriage between close 
relatives is foroidden; and (4) sexual and health rights are 



















abbr. to: 5mi6J hUnsi' 
5m.g.JIEJ!!4 
hunhe feilido 





5m.g.mm~:l:t!! mixed tenancy 
hunhe zuyong n6ngdi 
mixed farming, mixed cropping 
hUnhehua n6ngzuo 
abbr. to: 5mf'F hUnzuo 
5m .g. ~ f'F:l:t!! I& mixed cropping areas 


















blended woollen products 
HONG/HUNG 
safflower (false saffron) 
[Carthamus tinctorius L.] 
safflower seed oil 
kapok [ Ceiba pentandra Mill.] 
radish (European) [Raphanus 
sativus L.] 
red spinach--lit. 'red vine 
vegetable' (var. of Ceylon 
spinach); Malabar spinach 
[Basel/a rubra L.] 
beet [Beta vulgaris L.] 
hunhehua (de) n¥ sweet potato [Jpomoea 
batatas L.] see also:~'1P ( aq )duozhong (de) which is the usual h6ngshu 





red cowpea [Vigna sinensis 
(Torner) Savi] 
red rice [ 0. sativa var. praecox] 
--a hardy upland (dryland) rice 
red pepper [Capsicum annum L.] 
h6ngfanjfQo 
also: U~• h6nglajiao 
us~:t:m~ 
hongbdi dldiniu 










red and white lowland cattle 
red heart guava 
advanced group 
advanced brigade 
an advanced worker 
'red and expert', 
advanced 
'Red' in the sense of indoctrinated, and 'expert' meaning 




Red Flag unit 
An advanced production team; from the custom of 






Red Flag field--i.e. a high-
yielding field 
three 'red' personnel 
Commune members engaged in accounting, workpoint 






In the 2,142 years from 206 BC to 1936, there were 1,031 
major floods and 1,060 major droughts, averaging 1 flood 
or 1 drought per year. According to incomplete statistics, 
in 1928 thirteen provinces in N. China, N.W. and S.W. 
China had harvests. amountirig to only 20% of those for 
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normal years. The great drought of 1931 damaged 
120,000,000 mu of farmland in the Yangtse and 
Huai river valleys alone. [Wang Shu-ch'un, 'Place irri-
gation in an important position in hydraulic engineer's 













flood disaster area 
This is originally from a proverb meaning 'collecting 
taxes, but doing nothing', or simply 'a distressed area'. 
Modern standard usage is: ;~7k~l2i h6ngshut ziiiqii, 










flame cultivator; to destroy 
field weeds by flame throwers 
1Jf 5jjji commodity supply 
huoyuan 
1Jf+E3E~ container transport 
huogulyunshii 
1Jf~l:;j*~l&5[ goods and services 





Money in socialist economies is regarded as a result of the 
need for commodity production and is an effect of the 
law of value. In the USSR it is a means of payment as in 
the· West for wages, salaries, etc. and the accounts of 
HUO 
socialist enterprises are settled in money. In China money 
refers to both currency and various types of bank 
commodity assets, there being no market for commercial 
bills, private securities or government bonds. Gold cannot 
be sold on the open market or used as a means of 
payment. Money is provided as part payment in commune.s 
as a share in the income, but is' paid as wages and 
salaries in factories. In both countries money still acts as 
a means of circulation in the purchase of household 
necessities and 'luxuries', and in the sale by farmers of 
the produce of their private plots. [Cheng Cho-yuan, 







The response to changes in the amount of money in 









flow of money 
money supply 
The amount of money circulating in an economy at any 




Measures designed to increase or decrease the flow of 
money in an economy. 
1lf rn m ~~ monetary gold 
huobiyonghuangjtn 






This refers to any centralized action or actions taken 
deliberately for the regulation of the money supply 
without regard to the form these actions assume. Thus, 
while it is true to say that China has no monetary 
policy when the term is used in the narrow western 
sense, China does have a monetary policy in the broad 
sense. [Finance and Economic Commission of CPR, 
Collected Laws and Regulations on the Central Govern-
ment's Financial and Economic Policies, 3 vols (1950-52); 
and Huang Ta, Currency and Currency Circulation in 
China's Socialist Economy (Peking, 1964).] 
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1lf rn 1Y-rt~~~Jil monetary over-investment 
huobidet6uzTguodu 
~'i!i":ii bask farmwork, day-to-day 







Funds used for current production and in stocks etc. as 
opposed to fixed assets; synonymous with the tenn 
'working capital'. 




Cash in hand and on deposit, together with cash-con-




The broad application of linear programming which 
estimates the most profitable of all possible combinations 
of a number of sub-activities subject to resource limita-
tions without the assumption of constant returns to scale 





topsoil (lit; 'living soil 
layer') 
lit. 'living wages' 
Payment of premiums, increases in salary and other 
undefined items. Condemned in 1968 as counter-revo-




A socialist tenn which defines the amount of manual or 
animal work spent in the completion of a specific task, 
measured in time, money or in kind. In China this tenn 
has also been used synonymously as 'supervised labour'. 
Also synonymous with labour in the western sense. 
see: ~1J"*zro jlandu ldodong 
$i.:f~ it.$; 


















~m!Mim tm~ * systematic random sampling 





matrices of coefficients 
llli-T- a small plot, or parcel 
qiz (North coll,), but esp. 
~l!li(caiqi)--a vegetable plot 




American celery [Apium 
graveolens L. (Dulce group)] 
water melon [Citrullus vulgaris 
Schrad.] 
sago; lit. 'western rice' 
iffl'~~ watercress [Nasturtium officinale 
xrytingctii R. Br.] 
also: 7l<~'shulcai, 7kEE3f shuftitinjie, or 


























bacterial fertilizer (see below) 
· bacteria rooms 
These are small laboratories set up in brigades to cultivate 
bacteria through self-reliance.·One such brigade in Chang-
Tai county spent only 15 yuan to cultivate 274 test tubes 
and 115 bottles of bacteria. No. 6 Production Team in 
Chang-Tai also dried excrement. of pigs and cows in the 
sun, ground it into powder and used it in place of 39,000 
catties of phosphorous fertilizer to turn out 39,000 
catties of bacterial fertilizer [URS 70.20 (1973), 282]. 
Every brigade is taught that 'manure is a great treasure, 
every bit of it must be delivered- to the field and should 
not be wasted' [ibid., p.284]. 
ml~'!~ 
xilidng 








fine staple cotton 






shrimp fertilizer (made from 
crushed waste) 
shrimp meal 
A livestock feed manufactured from the under-composed 








a lower peasant 
A derogatory term, usually referring to a non-clansman, 
an outsider, or a hired hand. 
"""F i:f11'< 
xit1zhongn6ng 
lower middle peasants 
[See Fig. 5] 
"""F B3 'to go to the fields', to 
xitltidn do farmwork (north. coll.) 
"""F:J.D!: 
xitlftlng 
to send down (to a lower level); 
lit. 'downward transfer' (of 
labour); to disperse; also to 
decentralise, to resettle 
A movement to transfer intellectuals and urban cadres to 
rural areas. The system as it has developed provides for 
the participation in manu31 labour by members of China's 
student, intellectual and management groups. This re-
presents the Chinese application of Marxism for purposes 
of economic development (development Marxism). It is 
derived from Marx's vision of a society in which the 
'difference between mental and manual labour has been 
eliminated'. Hence the policy of sending down in-
tellectuals, cadres and leadership groups to the country-
side to perform farm tasks is regarded in China as being of 
the greatest strategic significance. 
Hsia fang has been translated into English in various ways: 
(1) 'release to the lower' [see Li Chi, 'The use of figurative 
language in Communist China', Studies in Chinese Com-
munist Terminology 5 (1958), 84pp.]; (2) 'decentrali-
zation of cadres'-a movement to transfer urban cadres 
to rural areas [H.F. Schurmann, 'Organizational principles 
of the Chinese Communists', China Q. (Apr-June 1960), 
p.50]; (3) 'sending down'; and (4) 'downward transfer'. 
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Mao is first thought to have used the term in his 
speech on 'The correct handling of contradictions' (Feb. 
1957) and later at the National Prop~ganda Working 
Conference held in Peking on 12 March 1956. [JMJP, 
19 June 1959, p.4; see T.A. Hsia, 'A terminological study 
of the hsia fang movement', Studies in Chinese Communist 
Terminology 10 (1963).] 





The total number of 'sent-down' youths now equals· 
about 60 million. [See China Youth Daily, 9 Dec. 1964, 
where the figure was put at 40 million.] To this must be 
added figures after the CR which, according to a report 
on Anhwei Radio (1 March 1973) referring to a 'rally for 
mobilizing educated youths to go the mountains and 
rural areas', amount to a further 7 million. In 1973, 
some 9 million more educated youths were reported to 
have gone to the countryside. [Ch'iu K'ung-yiian, 'Current 
social problems in mainland China', Issues and Studies 
10.4 (1974), p.72] 
"""F:J.D!:f!lljg[ 
xitlftlng zhidu 
the system of 'sending down', 
resettlement system 
The system began in 1954/55 to coincide with the for-
mation of the Advanced Producer Cooperatives (APCs). 
Editorials in People's Daily at the time called for a mass 
movement to the countryside of technicians and in-
tellectuals as well as 'the mobilization of primary and 
middle school graduates for productive labour'. 
"""F:J.Dl:W-~~ 
xitlftlng btlngongshi' 
'sending down' bureaux 
Resettlement offices set up c.1964 to deal with re-
settlement of intellectuals and managerial staff in pro-
ductive labour in the villages. 
also: :ti:'OO:W-~~ (iinzh{btlng0ngsh1). 
"""F:J.Dl:~f"" 
xitlftlng zTchan 
decentralization of capital, 
lit. 'downward transfer' of 
capital 
This means with finance, trade and credit made an integral 
part of rural life, a closer tie with industry and agriculture' 
is possible. Planning is more accurate and financial work is 
brought down to the level of the ordinary peasant. [Hung 
Ch'i2(1959),1-8.] 
"""F ~ l.t :!GU 
xitlxlang jihutl 
'going down to the village' 
This early reference to going into the villages refers to 
cultural troupes and is an indication of the Party's early 
concern with urban-orientated life and the alienation of 
rural populations. [KMJP, 23 Sept.1953] 
"""F ~~ Sfii.~ 
xitlxlang dujinlun 
'to go down to the village and 
have a marvellous experience' 
XIE/HSIEN 
This was a 1964 slogan to advance the idea of re" 
settlement in rural areas and the need to do farmwork 
among educated youth and the intelligentsia generally. 
T.3'-itt~ 
xidxfiing zuoguan 
'to go to the villages and 
become Mandarins' 
A 1957 doctrine ascribed to Liu Shao-chi. This differed 
from the later movement ( T::I.& xidfdng) in that the 
Liu programme called for agricultural labour for up to 
five years, after which the student would became a cadre 
and later a provincial dignitary. This was anathema to Mao 
as it pertained to training village elites. [JMJP, 8 Nov. 
1957, p.4] 
T~1=.f"-£1fi fund for production in the 






ii.!& f "F !#I.I 
xidshou zuowu 









summer harvest--winter crops 
harvested in summer 




summer stubble fields (stubble 
left throughout the summer 
season) 
summer legume 
Legumes sown from seed each year, produces seed in the 





Uplan'll meadows where grazing is only possible during the 










A system of summer ploughing and cultivation sufficient 







This term is often used in texts in pre-revolutionary China 
referring to disputes among villagers over water rights, 
especially where villages were organized along lineage 
lines. lrngation disputes have tended to escalate into more 
serious confrontations where water is in short supply or 
where access is limited. For instance, the present problems 
in Tiawan have been explored by C. Vandermeer, 'Water 
thievery in a rice irrigation system in Taiwan', Annals of 








fragrant pear (northern variety) 
[P. pyrifolia][Jap. nakai] 
mushrooms [Agaricus sp.] 
also: ~M xiangjun 
~11:~ 
xiiinghuacdi 
spearmint [Menthe spicata L.] 
~~ citron [Citrus medica L.] 
xiangyuan 









fragrant beans (green manure 
crop--IMAR) 
spices 
oats [Avena spp.] 




coriander [ Coriandrum sativum 
L.] 
~~:i\[ lemon grass {l}'mbopogon 
xiangmaocao citratus Staph.] 
also: ~*~ xtangshulmao [Cymbopogon nardus] 












rE:J roin~i!I! ::& * 
xitlngqitin litinsuo 
xitloguo 
rE:J Fc ~i!I! :.'&:!JJ!: 
xitlnghou lidnsuo 
xiaoguo 
oil of citronella 
banana (the so-called 'coolie' 
banana) [Musa paradisica] 
parsley [Petroselinum crispum 
(Mill.) Nym.] 
balsam [Harms.] 
[Myroxylon balsamum (L.)] 
vector-·a row or column of 
numbers 
forward linkage effects 
backward linkage effects 
rE:llll12S:l.!!:¥ 'to march to mountain areas' 
xiangshanqu jinlun 
A 1957 slogan meaning to raise peasants to go and do 
reclamation and conservation work in marginal areas. 
xiiing 
A lang measure of uncertain dimension which seems to 
vary from province to province. In Yenan, for example, 
it means the equivalent of 3 mu, in Homan just over 1 
mu, whilst in Liaoning it equals 15 mu (1.96 acres). 
xiiing 
A district of not more than 50,000 inhabitants and with a 
minimum of 100 families; rural as opposed to urban. 
An administrative village was usually created from several 
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(10 or more) national villages. This unit served as a unit 
of land tax and corvee assessment, and was the primary 





rural gentry, village head 
An hereditary post, later replaced by xiiingzhang or 
cii.nzhang (see below). 
~T 
xtangdlng 
see also: f:tl! Ef'I difia 
~* xiangzhang 
village employee (1932-49); 
hence, a peasant 
village headman--an elected 
position during period of 
Japanese occupation 1938-46. 
~~".) village (mutual improvement) 
xiangyue contract 
In Shansi province this term was also used to refer to a 
village official. 
~ ;f1:1t A village elders 
xiangcun ffzoren 
se~: =.:it sanlQo 
~ff[l'J~l.t village budget accounting 
xtangyusutln kutiiil 
'village soil teaching material' 
xtangtu jitlocai 
Indigenous textbooks, loc3.I manuals, school textbooks 









~ :IJ£#J'.!'t~5.itf rural-urban interflow of goods 
xtangcheng wuzT jtaoliu 
~~u~ 
xiiingm{n shehu{ 
folk agrarian society (part 
hunting and gathering and 
part settled farming) 
~~1l:*~ congress of village masses 
xiangqunzhOng dahu{ 
An administrative village level meeting to discuss village 
matters, rural leadership and day-to-day village affairs. 
XIANG/HSIANG 
xiiing the lowest administrative unit 
consisting of one or more 
villages 
mxt!li.iii~ relative frequency 
xfangdui pfnshU 
also: mxt!li.iiigr xfangduipfndu, 





relative growth rate 
mutual replacement of work 
i.e. exchange of job; for example cadre in a bank helping 








m*5t*fi correlation analysis 
xiangguan fenxT 
m*P.X:* associated costs 
xfangguan chengb~n 
A term now commonly used in water resource develop-
ment projects. These costs include the value of goods and 
services needed over and above projects costs to make the 







coefficient of correlation 
supplementary enterprises 
Any part of farmwork which adds to production in the 
form of extra income without interfering with the main 
farm occupations. A good example of this in China is 
mulberry production. 
m~~f""~~ complementary enterprises 
xfangfU shengchOn yewu 











rubber tree {HeveaJ 



















A method of feeding young livestock by use of enclosures 
or barriers. which prevent the entry of larger livestock. 
, J '::F:tiiJ ~Eii~ creep budgeting 
xioyang siyu yusudn 


















small local products 
A term synonymous with sideline occupations; usually 
the produce of private plots. 
1J_•±it!! 1±1 ffl• small leaseholder 
xiaotudl chiizuzhl 
1J•~f"" small-scale production 
xflzoshengcnan 
1J•~f""• small producer 
xfaoshengcnanzh"e 
1J•~f""·,~~ small producers' ideology 
xfaoshengcnanzh"e 
sfoang 
1J•JS small households 
xfaohU, 
1 J-!iJ.& pedlar 
xfaofan 
1J•tk.®: small autumn harvest 
xflzoqiushou 
The traditional peasant practice of gathering wild local 
plants and hunting, usually after autumn harvest for extra 
income. It was criticized during CR but in 1971 a move-
ment was launched at official level to encourage activities 
of this sort and the 'small autumn harvest' was included 
in the collective economy of the production team, 
although peasants were still allowed to retain some 
products gathered for their own benefit. By the end of 
1972 the total value of the 'small autumn harvest'-the 
collection of wild plants, hunting and aquatic culture, 
the production and gathering of medicinal herbs, col-
lection of material for compost and the use of fibres, oils 
and resins, wild birds, birds eggs, snakes and insects, to 
supplement agricultural production-in the three provinces 
of Heilungkiang, Kirin and Hopei alone was RMB 100 
million. [JMJP, 15 March 1973] 
1J•*il:~ 
xfaogengnong 




The freedom to cultivate a private plot, to engage in 
private dealings and to be able to sell private produce 
in free markets. 
small farmer, peasant, 
smallholder 


























association of small farmers, 
union of small landowners 
(koshchi jn Soviet usage) 
small-scale farming 
small peasant economy, 
peasant farming 
small farm management 
smallholders' association 
cubicle system--a livestock 
feeding system 
sman collective (unit)--
an undesignated work force 
veal 
small commodities-fibre pro-
ducts, birds eggs, medicinal herbs, 
small bundles of spices, etc. 
farm loan for small-scale 
capital investment 
Minor loans to peasant households, usually for supplies 
and inputs. 




The name triticale is a compound of the generic names 
for wheat (triticum) and for rye (secale). This new grain 
is a cross between breadwheat and rye. Research goes 
back to 1876 but serious work was not carried out until 
1931. The University of Manitoba first developed it 
as a commercial crop in 1954 and the International 
Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYn, Mexico 
followed up this research. Hungary was the first country 
to grow it on any scale in 1970. Current trials ari 
taking place in China from CIMMYT seed [Acta Botanica 





wheat [Triticum sp.] 
wheat processing 



















wheat producing area 
wheat belt 
lamb's lettuce fValerianella 
olitoria L.] --a winter vegetable 
in S. China 
broiler 
winter crop 
to emphasize small-scale 
production units 
cottage industry 
small-scale water conservancy 
project 
1MM!:i:J.1if:t!!~L4=-~msmall dairy pilot farm 
!lti~ (upland area) 
xi'Ooxf ng pO<il roniu 
shifan muchang 
1J'm!.~A small farm tools 
xi'Ooxf ng n6ngju 









1J'~~~i~ small-scale farm 
xiaogulin6 n6ngch'Ong 
1J,~t:l~~ small-scale farming 
xiOoguTm6 n6ngye 
1J'~~ small domestic livestock 
xzaojfiichu 
1J-:f:R;a~ basin irrigation 
xiaokuai guangai 






small specialized groups 
These are usually set . up to carry out specific tasks of 
extension, education or remedial work. 
viz: M~~1L,,1J,fill. 1pfnn6ng hexin xiaozu poor pea-
sants' core group, or ~1'(~1Jlt1J'fill llzon6ngciinm6u 







In western terminology a team can mean: (1) two or more 
draft livestock; (2) a small group of specialists. In Chinese 
terminology a team is a production unit of undesignated 
size below a brigade. In the Soviet Union, the smallest 
production team is called a Zveno or link, which is a small 
team of farmworkers (as opposed to big units such as 
brigades). Variations introduced more recently have been 
the beznaryadnoye mekhanizirovannoye (unregulated me-
chanized link)~ which is a small team of tractor drivers 
operating on a permanently assigned plot without detailed 
work assignments and with pay based on final production 
results. In China in 1960 production teams were rede-
signated brigades and much smaller production teams 
comprising about 40 households were organized. In 1961, 
the accounting unit was transferred from the brigade to 
the team [Cumnt Scene, Hongkong 9.5 (1971), p.18]. 




production team leader/head 






production team cadre 
petty leadership cadre (low 
level of management) 
1J'$~-e!.I short-term plan for field work 
xi'Ooduan baogong arrangements 




daolu, zeren daoren 
contracts for short-term work 
for squads with individual 
responsibility 
First set up in 1954 [Socialist Upsurge in China's 
Countryside, vol.3 (1956) p.48], it fell out of favour 
around the time of the GLF and was revived in 1961 
[JMJP, 26 Feb. 1961, p.2]. The idea was that pro-
duction work was to be divided up into sections ( $~.duan) 
whilst at the same time the team split into· squads (fill. 'zu) 
XIAO/HSIAO 
which contracted for work. All work was then done 
collectively by the squad or by individuals within the 
squad. An inspection system also operated to see the work 
was carried out satisfactorily. The general idea was to 



















Includes farmer's personal income, handicrafts, state 
expenditure on health, admirilstration, defence, welfare 





consumer buying power 
[Jap. shohiryoku] 
consumer goods 
5111ft1'?*4 means of subsistence, i.e. 
xiaofei zuiao consumer goods 





- consumption areas 
consumer 
see also: ~ .P kehU 
5111ft~m~ 








5111ft~ffi" ~ consumer prices 
xfiio[eizhe jidge 
also:5111ft~!ff;Jffi" xiaofeizhe wujitl 
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5111ft~!ff;Jffi"tlif:1r index of consumer prices 
xiiiofeizhe witjitl zhtshu . 
5111'-l:~xl±I consumer outlay, consumer 
xwofeizhe zhTchu expenditure 









5111 ft i§ f:1i 
xwofei htinshU 








5111 ft ,g. f'F u 
xwofei hezuoshe 
5111ft~~~ 
xwofei chu[en 'l 
consumer protection 
consumer preference 




unit of consumption 
under-consumption 
propensity to consume 
consumer cooperative 
consumption disposal 
5111ft·l~1¥.J~'..ii:'. fixed assets used in consumption 
1'f {"- process 





This is made up of residents' consumption (,@ ~5111ft 
jiumin xwofei-estimates of household budgets), which in 
turn consists of residents' personal consumption 
( -,@ ~1' A5111ft jiumin geren xiao[ei), residents' col-
lective consumption ( ,@ ~ ~12fl 5111ft jiumin jftuan 
xiao[ei-sanitation, education etc.),, and_ social con-
sumption ( U~·l~5111ft shehuixing xiao[ei). Social 
consumption tends to be what is known in the West as 
government consumption and consists of material con-
sumption of non-productive enterprises. [Chen Yi, The 
Commodity Turnover Plan of State Commercial Enter-























sales profit rate--ra tio of 
profit to silles incorp.e 
XIAN/HSIEN 
salted eggs 
'ham mun' (Canton) 
A variety of paddy which is salt tolerant; rice grown in 











The maximization of the potential of society within the 
limits set by the goals and the fundamental structure or 
forms of society. 
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~ t\:I~iBm modem industrial urban society 
u~ 








~~J&1;f-i.c~$ cash flow method 
xidniln shoufu jizhdng 
fo 
~~~fdli.c~ cash flows, discounting and 
tfi:tll.&~~lj compounding 
xidniln liudong jizhdng 
zhekou ii fuli 
~~i~1~J&@] discounted cash flow analysis 
~tFT 
xidnjln jf!mzhi shouhuf 
fenxT 
see: tfi:tll~ ~ ~J!Efdli.c ~ zhekou xitlnifn liUdong iizhdng 
~ ~ l±I ~1.t :!tlJ 










out-in moving cash plan or 
balance method [Russ. balansovyi 
metod] see p.97 
record of cash payments and 
receipts 
present value method 
hedging; buying or selling 
futures against losses and gains 
due to price changes 
Chinese spinach [Amaranthus 
gangeticus L.] 
Six varieties of which are: 
(1) ~11t jwnye 'pointed' leaf 
(2) Im llf yilanye 'rounded' leaf 
(3) ~J.llt h6ngye 'red' leaf 
(4) silt btliye 'white' leaf 
(5) Wilt qlngye 'green' leaf 
(6) .Q,tg macht 'horse's teeth' 
In Taiwan there is also: 




xiilnj[n chuna ;ihua 
This is an important instrument of cash control; the principle was taken from the USSR which strikes 
balances for every input or commodity, including labour, for every output product. Individual balances 
can be coordinated in an input-output matrix. It is arranged as follows: 
IN 
1 . retail selling 
2. wholesale selling 
3; commodity transport 
4. culture 
5. posts and telegraph 
6. government bonds 
7. taxes 
8. savings deposits 
9. APC deposits 
10. privatefarm deposits 
11. currency exchange 
12. repayment of farm loans 
13. credit cooperative deposits 
14. specialized bank deposits 





level of significance 
~ ~1:i:;ffl! ~ tests of significance 
xtlmzhuxing jwnding 










2. purchase of foodstuffs 
3. purchase of industrial and agricultural plant 
and products 
4. purchase of industrial products 
5. post and telegraph 
6. repayment of government bonds 
7. administrative expenditure 
8. repayment of savings deposits 
9. repayment of APC deposits 
10. pay out private farm deposits 
11. currency exchange 
12. farm loans 
13. credit cooperatives 
14. specialized banks 






~HW5&ffl marginal utility 
xitlnjie xiaoyong 
also: in!W-~m bianilxitloyong 
xi an 
!!A~~U xianPeople's Commune 
xitln renmfn gongshe 
see: im,g.u litinheshe 
!ill*U County Federation of 
xianlitinshe Communes 
see: im,g.u liOnheshe 
.§±qf(IZfl 
xian t'Ugaitutin 






The original meaning of this term was 'preceding' or 'the 
one who goes before'. Recently great importance has been 
attributed to this phrase by the Communists who use it to 
describe progressive institutions, methods or techniques. 
The opposite is ~Ji§" luohou (backward). 











9citt~~:f5i:* advanced agricultural technique 
xianjin n6ngye jishu 







peaches, lit. 'fairy fruit' 
[Prunus persica L.] 
!¥lllm non-glutinous (common) rice, 






























!;:X·~~:!GIJ ( 5$: ) linear programming (method) 
xidnxing gufhuti (/lz) 
Linear programming is a branch of mathematics not an 
econometric technique·. But like ·Other mathematical 
methods (e.g. game theory) it is commonly used in 
econometrics. Linear programming is also synonymous 
with the term 'activity analysis'; In Chinese there are 
several ways of translating this term. This is the standard 
Communist term; another used in Taiwan fa: 









surplus land (land owned beyond !;£~ ~$: 


















new hands, i.e. those lacking 
in technical experience 
improved farm tool 
new high-yielding varieties of 
rice 
China has been pre-eminent in world rice technology for 
many centuries. Rice improvement dates back to 1000 
AD 1when a new variety called 'champa' was introduced 
from Annam into Fukien province. This was an early-
maturing drought-resistant variety. A decade later it was 
being cultivated in the lower reaches of the Yangtse and 
Huai rivers. By the mid-nineteenth century the area under 
early-ripening varieties significantly exceeded traditional 
seeds. [See P.T. Ho, 'Early Ripening Rice in Chinese 
History', EconomicHistory Review (1956), p.200.] 
The major production characteristic, as. in other parts of 
the world, was peasant experimentation in selection and 
gradual elimination of poor strains in a local environ-
mental context. Stalk strength was an important factor 
because of typhoon hazards. Early accounts of successful 
plant breeding in the CPR first came in 19 59 and again· 
in 1963 when, according to reports published. by the 
Canton Academy of Agricultural Sciences, six new 
dwarf strains were introduced in the province, probably 
from parent TN-1 and IR-8 seed. Distribution nationally 
did not get under way until 1964 and in 1965 a figure of 
4.3 million ha of land devoted to new strains was reported. 
[See B. Stavis, China's Green Revolution (1974), p.20.] 
The role of the International Rice Research Institute, 
Los Banos, The Philippines in the spread of NHYV in 
China in the 196 Os is not clear. It has been suggested, for 
instance, that IRRI seeds arrived in China .Yia inter-
mediaries in Pakistan and Nepal [R. Hughes, 'China 
samples the Rockerfeller Rice', Sunday Times, 15 Feb. 
1970]. The question, however, became largely irre-
levant when in 1973 the Philippine Head of State, 
President Marcos, ceremoniously presented a visiting 
Chinese delegation with gifts of IR-20 and IR-26 seeds. 
In 1976 an official visit was made to the lRRI at Los 
Banos. The situation with -regard :to wheat is not known. 
see also: jfi61¥fi xinplnzhom~. 
~f"" ii~~ gaochanliang ptnzhong, 
g{(.t'l61¥P gailiting-ptnzhOng 




jfi ~Hi it!! l2S: 
;in[Och'fz~ diqii 
XIN/HSIN 
newly developed countries 
newly developed area 
When an area first fell under communist control during 
the communist revolution, it was declared a 'newly 
developed area'. The first tasks were to (1) confiscate all 
land, (2) redistribute land on a crude basis, (3) conduct 
a land investigation drive, and (4) commence land re-
construction and carry out all programmes of land 
reform. An area then became known as 'an advanced 










New Hampshire chicken 
new style rich peasant 
new style draft plough 
new land reform (1965) 
new flying leap (in agriculture) 
A post-CR expression (1969). In effect this was a renewed 
policy of 'self-reliance' both in mechanization and in 
distribution of incomes and marketing. 
j)f~;f:1 the new countryside 
xTnn6ngcun 
A socialist term referring to the land revolution and 
high-yielding agriculture. 






















limit of confidence 
trust, credit [Jap. shinyo] 
The original expression is taken from the Tso Chuan 
( 7-i::i~ ) and used ·by the Japanese to translate the 
western term 'credit'. In current usage it refers to a 
person's credit rating, and it is an informal test of 
reliability and confidence in a market/commercial sense 
as well as of a person's ability to meet his financial 
obligations. Without good xinyong a purchaser would be 
unable to raise credit. This concept is an important aspect 
in agricultural marketing outside mainland China. [See 
M. Topley, 'Capital, savings and credit among indigenous 
rice farmers and immigrant vegetable farmers in 
Hongkong's New Territories' in R. Firth & B.S. Yamey 
(eds), Capital Savings and Credit in Peasant Societies 
(1964 ).] 
i~Jfl tm credit department--a commune 
xinyongbu level organization 
see below and: ~Wf ft1"FU gongxiao hezuoshe 
Supply and Marketing Cooperative (SMC) 
i~ m ft 1"F u 
xinyong hezuoshe 
credit cooperatives 
In S.E. Asia these are sometimes called cooperative credit 
societies or associations. Rural cooperatives were first 
established in China in 1951. Originally the State Bank 
was to be responsible for granting credit to farmers. It 
was soon realized however that the State Bank was not 
capable of this task and so after some experimentation in 
Shansi and Kirin provinces [JMJP, 10 June 1953], where 
it was proved that rural credit cooperatives were a 
feasible proposition, policy was reversed. In 1951 there 
were 97 cooperatives; in 1952 this had risen to 1,764. 
In addition there were 5 ,200 mutual aid cooperatives 
operating credit schemes and 1,100 SMCs had credit 
departments. Thus, in total there were over 8,100 credit 
cooperatives of one form or another, with 2,600 located 
in Shansi province. With government and party backing, 
27 ,000 credit cooperatives were flourishing by 1953. 
The credit cooperatives are, in theory, self-supporting 
units based on the share capital of members. In the first 
half of 1953 a report claimed there were 6,800 co-
opeiatives with share capital amounting to 878 yi (1 yi 
= 10 million yuan (VS $4,400 m.), i.e. on average each 
credit cooperativehadyuan 1.27 m. [TKP, 12 May 1954]. 
By 1964 there were about 100,000 rural credit co-
operatives [JMJP, 28 Jan. 1964, p.2] employing 150-
160,000 full-time cadres [TKP, 28 March 1963, edit.]. 




Credit is granted by the banks in China within the general 
framework of the State Plan, and is primarily designed to 
eradicate inequalities between the planned requirements 
100 
of production and the source of commune funds. 
Communes should generally be self-supporting; however 
credit may be' given to perform three basic tasks: 
(1) to support the State Plan; (2) to strengthen the 
currency; and (3) to control productive efficiency. Credit 
is normally restricted to those units which have a good 
record for keeping to the terms of the State Plan, and 
who also have a reputation for rapid results in securing 
raw materials and prompt loan repayment. The function 
of credit is redistribution of money to the national 







guild system . 
Prior to 1949 all buyers of agricultural produce were 
organized into powerful guilds. The guilds controlled 
market prices and provided a brokerage service and credit, 
advancing cash for all transactions, paying sellers and at 
the same time selling on credit to buyers (retailers). [I.S. 
Burgess, .The Guilds of Peking (1928).] 




An administrative village covers the area and scope of a 
production brigade. No clear definition of this term has 
ever appeared in the Chinese press, but it is generally 
reckoned to be equivalent to a production brigade. This 
term first appeared in 1965 during the CR. Formerly, 
the administrative village was the !f;, (Xiang), its place 
being taken in 1958 by the commune. The term 'admini-
strative village', then, is now usually taken to be 








This has been attributed to an article by Ting Pao which 
was released over IMAR radio on 15 Feb. 1973, in which 
it was stated that as early as 1929 Mao Tse-tung said that 
analysis of the situation must be based on Marxist-
Leninist principles since economic setbacks are always 
XING/HSING 
only temporary. The terms 'bad harvest' and 'crop 
failure' do not exist theoretically in current terminology. 
When climatic conditions oi: otherwise affect the harvest, 
'situation education' is introduced and intensified amongst 
the masses. Put simply, this means the peasants and 
cadres are taught to say that the 'situation is excellent', 
and a bad harvest is disguised by the careful wording 












broccoli [Brassica oleracea 
var. alboglabra (Bailey)] 
apricot [.Prunus armeniaca L.] 
apricot plum (Shantung) 
[P. simonii Carr.] 
greengages [P. domestica] 
apricot kernels 









almonds [P. dulcis (Mill.)] 




Apprentices in China usually serve a three year term 
and obtain, in addition to training, a monthly stipend of 
between Yuan 18-24 plus board and lodging where 
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applicable. After serving a successfulapprenticeship youths 
are promoted to grade I worker. A main objective of the 
apprenticeship system, especially after the CR, has been 
to provide trained operatives for rural areas, and there 
has been some resettlement of apprentices in accordance 
with the policy objectives of resettlement of urban youth. 
('Sources of labour discontent in China: the worker-
peasant system', Current Scene 6.5 (1968), p.20) 
also: ~~f!ill~~ xueruzhixi'tong 
~~lJll~ apprentice training 
xuetu xunlidn 
~~:!iE#!f!ilJJJ[ apprentice exchange system 
xuetu jiaohuan zhidu 
The shortage of craftsmen following collectivization meant 
that the training of apprentices had to be handled in an 
organized way. Some skills and trades were not allowed 
to take on further apprentices to encourage transfer to 
priority crafts; in other cases, some crafts had apprentices 
assigned to them by the Labour Department, which were 
reassigned after a period of time. [JMJP, 21 March 1962, 
p.3; Shang Chien-ming, 'Some problems in the organization 
and development of rural handicrafts production', Ta 






'Learn from Tachai, reach Kuo 
Chuang, surpass the programme.' 
xue ddzhdi, gan •· 
guozhuang, chao gangydo 
An Anhwei emulation movement, the Kuo Chuang 











This means discontinuance of grazing livestock on an 
area for a specified period of time during the growing 



















periodic fair, village market, 
market day 
There have been such fairs in China for many centuries. 
Their origins can be traced as far back as 265-420 A.D 
(fsin period). The term for rural market varied in 
different parts of China. In northern and central districts 
they were known simply as gatherings ( ~ ji}, in west 
China, especially Szechwan and Yunnan provinces, they 
were known as :I:~ (chling). In South China, notably 
Kwangtung and Kwangsi, the term :1J1i (xu) was used. 
Smith notes that the terms are not interchangeable. 
Distinction must also be made from "*' (hiu). In 
Chekial).g province, village markets were simply known as 
m (shz). The times at which markets met also varied but 
generally they met at regular intervals based on the 
lunar month. This is still the case in Hongkong and parts 
of S.E. Asia. For a description ·of traditional village 
markets in China, see A.H. Smith, Village Life in China: 
a Study in Sociology (1899). 
see also: ~H*m nbngcunjfshi 
. :IRi!I! 
xull 





~~~~ law of demand 
xuyao ding/ii 

















also: ~&~~~ guangai xuyao 
System of water delivery where each farmer requests 
water at the time needed and in the amount required. 




~*IY-.IJ5Ji'~-~B!ii'1:1: income elasticity of demand 
xuqiu de suode tanxing 
~*IY-11fl":Mi5¥'1:1: price elasticity of demand 
xuqiu de jiage tanxing 
~*;fill{# ~IY-J 
~~·1:1: 








stochastic variability in 












deep pit manure, 'hole' manure 
This consists of a· deep pit, usually holding 2 tons of 
manure and covered with a layer of earth, especially near 
urban areas. [See Ch'en Kuang-chih & Ch'en Wen, 'A 
production brigade abundant in grain, flourishing in 
animals and densely forested', CCYC 2 (1965), 29.] 















snowy pear (northern variety); 











circuit investigation teams 
Teams sent to villages to investigate such activities as 
black-marketeering, illegal trading or misuse of land or 





remuneration according to output 
A piecework system which fixed the amount of work-
points earned agauist an individual's daily output [CKNP 
13 (1958), p.22]. 
.l.:.J..$~1-1* 
ytfeng bUqiiln 
to make up for poor harvests 
in years of rich harvests 




cultivating land with land 
Crop rotation by natural selection of crops and livestock 
to increase fertility of soil • 
.l.:.t I t'CWW 
yTgong dtiizhen 
work for relief 
Employment of disaster stricken farms on flood control 
and related measures (1954 ) . 
.1.:.l,~rlffiim 
yTa,Tan dtiimidn 
'let one unit guide the whole 
area' 
A slogan designed to urge advanced units· to assist back-
ward ones. 
see also: :fi§tif. :$ .~ chabfiio budian 
.l.:.t~~~ 
yTqian weigang 
to take cash as the key link 
A reference to undesirable tendencies to promote side-






to regard agriculture as the main 
element with subsidiary farming 
providing the stirn ulus 
YI/I 
Production of cereals is the basic task in the commune; 






to regard farming with joy and 
glory 
A slogan aimed at educated youth, presenting farming 
as a happy and vital occupation and one worth talcing 
up as a vocation after school. 
.L:J.~.ll.!E 
yfn6ng ligu6 
to take agriculture as the 
foundation of the economy 
The idea that agriculture was fundamental to the economy 
has a long history in China and many writers have referred 
to it. As early as the Chou Dynasty, Han Fei (280-232 
BC} wrote emphasizing the development of agriculture 
advocating that with the 'strengthening of the foundation 
and practice of economy, there will be no poverty' 
[Hsuri Tzu 'Tien Lun' chapter, and quoted recently by 
Yang Chung-kuo, 'Social change in Yin and Chou 
Dynasties analyzed', Hung Ch 'i 12 (1972), p.52]. Much 
later Marx said 'Agricultural production is the natural 
foundation on which all productive sectors of the 
economy gain their independence' [Capital, III, p.829]. 
.L:J.:m M: ~it::.@ 
ylliangsh{ weizh'Udlzo 
to take cereals as the leading 
factor (in the economy)--1960 
.L:J.!ff&~~~fitt~~~iii~Jiii: 
y{iiangweigang duozhOng jTngyfng qwinmidn fazhan 
'Treat grain as main principle, 
diversify the economy and 
develop generally.' 
This slogan first appeared in a JMJP 
editorial on 3 Feb. 1960 and has been referred to con-
stantly ~ince that date. It is usually shortened to 
.L::l!ff&~~ <ylziting weigang). It has been attnbuted to 
Chou En-lai, and stresses a basic policy of increased 
food 1•roduction with the additional cultivation of eco-
nomic crops such as cotton, tobacco and silk [JMJP, 
6 June 1961]. 




to treat grain as the main 
principle and develop the five 
occupations simultaneously 
[JMJP, 8 Feb. 1960] 
YI/I 
~J~f"'"lf.A~~* three grade ownership of the 
~lflP.f:!L 1¥JA~ communes with the production 
~U- ~HJ5JT~fttl brigade as the basic accounting 
yt shengch'6n duiwei unit (1962) 
jTMn Msuan danwei 
de renmfn gongshe sanj{ 
suoyouzhl 





A cross between local Kazack and Russian Orel trotter 
and rachaynskaya. It is the largest horse among five 






to clear the fields 
to clear and cultivate the 
fields 
~!l[~i:15f:f'ffi/}~ commodity exchange and 




The barter system 'can overcome the kind of trade 
restrictions that difficulties with foreign exchange pay-
ments create and, at the same time, avoid the wavering 
influence on trade that comes with the use of capitalist 
currency'. China used barter trade between 1950-1955 
to break the western blockade and embargoes. Currently 
barter is used in trade with some third world countries. 
[Liaoning Fiscal Institute, Primer on International Trade 
(Peking, 1973). Translated by T.I. Mathews, in Chinese 
Economic Studies, White Plains, New York (1974/75), 
vol. 3(2), p.14.] 
also: X;:t~M ~ duihuan mdoyi' 
.L:J.51li'.O'!~ EHiF 
1¥J~~:ff 
yt xfliofei weimubiiio de 
jTngj{ 






















changing habits and trans-
forming customs 
Many old practices concern death and fengshui. Respect 
for the dead and for one's ancestors is still a deeply felt 
obligation in China. A coffin and family grave a.re still 
considered essential, but cremation is now more common 
in the cities [NCNA, Canton, 25 Oct. 1965]. However, 
the building of common cemeteries in the villages to 
save land has been urged. In one Shansi village scattered 
graves occupied 170 mu. When, in 1958, the graves were 
concentrated in one place many peasants grumbled, 
saying it would disturb the fengshui [JMJP, 6 July 1964, 
p.2]. But the new measures taken are not uniform 
throughout China and there are still some individually 
owned graves. The general practice seems to be that 
when a site is needed a notice is put in the newspaper 
asking owners to remove the remains [NFJP, Canton, 










yicun gu6iw de 
zTbenzhuyi 
dependent variables 
fixed rate taxation 
dependent population 
dependent state capitalism 
see: (;i!I ~1¥.J'.i5f;;f;;:3::)<. gu6jw de zTberizhuil 
~~~ ~!2H ti!i 
~~ 
yTkdo pf nn6ng tudnjie 
zhongn6ng 
rely on the poor peasants, 
unite with the middle peasants 
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This phrase was widely used during the initial stages of 
land reform. After the conclusion of the agrarian reform 
programme, the term also began to be used in con-
junction with the setting up of agricultural cooperatives. 
yl 
ill~~ progeny testing 
yi/f!mding 
















son adopted out of 
charitable motives 
charity wells 
These are traditionally provided by monasteries and 









free grain stores (for relief) 
public land association 
public field association 
voluntary labour 
This really means compulsory labour without remunera-
tion. 















-~m~ double cropping 
ytnitln lfOngshU 
see:=~#.tf!ierilzaipe{ and lHlfl fuzhong 
-~.:=:.f"i= 
ytnitin sanzuo 







yearlings (can ton) 
primary employment 
lit. 'one whip' 
A system of simplified taxation introduced first during 
the Ming Dynasty (1573-1619) which integrated all 












generalized average productivity 
-J¥-l.Sl 
y{shiy{yi 
'everything must be discussed' 
Everything that goes on in a production unit must be 
discussed and it is one's duty to criticize. 
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ytda sanf!m yundong 
YI/I 
'one blow and three anti move-
ment'; lit. 'hit one and oppose 
three' campaign-a cleansing of 
the ranks 
This means to cast a blow against counter-revolutionaries, 
whilst at the same time opposing corruption, extravagance 
and speculation (3 antis). A rectification campaign was 
launched first in Canton in the first half of 1970, later 
spreading to other parts of the mainland. 
see: .:=:. .& sanf!m 
-oott 
y]Z{qitin 
one-tenth of a cent 
A phrase coined to promote the utmost frugality in order 
to lower costs of production. 
- 00 ~'Ii fr!l-1$ 
ytlfqitin jlngshen 
'the one-tenth cent spirit' 
A slogan for economy and thrift. 
-~=El 
yfqi6ng erbtii 
'poor and blank' (poor in 
economics and blank in culture), 
i.e. poverty and backwardness 
This quotation taken from Mao underlines the philosophy 
of the socialist transformation. The outstanding thing 
about China's population was that they were 'poor and 
blank'. This seemed a poor attribute yet in reality it is 
a good thing since 'poverty gives rise to the desire for 
change'. 'On a blank sheet of paper free from any mark, 
the freshest and most beautiful characters can be written.' 
(Mao Tse-tung, 'Introducing a cooperative', Quotations 







equalization and transfer 
to make a big profit out of a 
small investment, i.e. the 
capitalist way of doing business 
the theory that 'one divides 
into two' 
Marxist dialectic according to which one must always 
consider two sides of an argument, a person or item of 
work or a task. It stresses both the positive and negative 
nature of things. By overcoming defects and stressing the 
positive one may progress and· achieve uninterrupted 
development. It is in effect the basis of self-knowledge .. 
By appreciating another's abilities and less of their 
shortcomings, one can pinpoint one's own feelings and so 
'catch up with and overtake the more advanced'. This 
theory can be applied to any problem, hence there has 
been much discussion recently of this theory with re-
gard to the pollution problem, i.e. transforming the 
harmful into the beneficial. Waste is seen as a con-
tradiction which, if not resolved, can lead to shortage. 
Waste and environmental deterioration are the same 
problem. This is in contra~t to capitalist countries where 
YI/I 
it is stressed that environmental deterioration rather than 
waste is the problem. China believes that the pollution 
problem can only be tackled effectively when all waste 
is properly utilized. [Wang Chung and Kuo P'ei-heng, 
'Discussing the question of "combination of two into one" 
with Comrade Yang Hsien-chen', JMJP, 17 July 1964. 
Also P'an Hsiao-yuan, 'The law of contradiction should 
be a dialectical unity of "dividing one into two" and 
"uniting two into one"', Hsin Chien-she (New Con-
struction) 7, 20 July 1964; and Hsiao Shu, 'Anti-
dialectical sustenance of the "uniting two into one" 
theory', JMJP, 14 Aug. 1964.] 
-rffti= 
yfdaier 
'one guides two' 
This refers to the principle of one advanced unit leading 
two backward units in production and turning them into 
advanced units. The newly advanced units then convert 
two more backward units in turn, and so on until the 
whole collective is transformed. 




'one skill but wide ability' 
Aim to be a specialist but be able to fulfil a variety of jobs, 
i.e. flexibility in one's approach to work. This means 
flexibility in its widest sense in that everyone must be 
a Jack-of-all-trades. The peasant must be able to do in-
dustrial jobs and the industrial worker must be able to 
switch to farming. Teachers must become farmers and 
farmers teachers, and each and everyone must be a 
soldier. Mao further believes that the masses will achieve 
the correct attitude only through continual struggle 
against adverse conditions. Short cuts, by way of aid or 
technical assistance, are therefore disavowed. This is 
principally tied to the belief that China's main resource 
is the people and that sheer weight of numbers will have 




This is a grouping of various schools under one roof, and 
may include a half-farming primary school, or a full-time 
day school for adults. It makes maximum use of scarce 
teachers and equipment. 
-'-!ii;Iil.' • 'one red heart, two 
~'1P i~1'- preparations' 
yfke h6ngxfn, iiangzhong 
zhunbei 
A reference to students about to enter higher education. 
Without a 'red heart', i.e. political consciousness, a student 
failing to gain entry to university might be unwilling to 
do farm work. 
-*f~i±f~'~ single payment loan 
ytci chtinghutin jiekuifn 
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-~73:3::~'1P diversification centred on 
~~ff main occupation 
y{ye weizhu, duozhong 
flngyfng 
This means to take grains as the key link in agricultural 
production. All grain farms must concentrate on grain 
whilst at the same time developing subsidiary industries 
so far as local conditions prevail. [Ting Lii-shu, 'The 
rational management of state-operated farms', CCYC 
12 (1963), 20.] 
-l.W ~ *5tfill 
~91]$ 






This is generally applied to women living permanently and 
cohabiting legally with more than one man; and women 
who have been or are married temporarily to more than 
one man or a group of men. The former, true polyandry, 
is a pastoral tradition in the north-western and. central 
asiatic parts of China, including Tibet. The latter state 
is really semi-polyandry and was formerly common in 
many parts of China but is no longer tolerated. Polyandry, 
by not encouraging permanent settlements and offering 
the best security against bandits and warlords, was 
common amongst the nomadic herdsmen. Polyandry had 
important implications for property since it prevented the 
division of herds and grazing. The Marriage Law of 1950 




yinitin duoci shengzhang 
zubwu 




'workers as well as peasants' 
A reference to the availability and use of underemployed 
industrial labour which can be used for farming during 
the busy season; also the use of peasants in the factories 
during the slack farming season. This presupposes the 
proximity of industrial undertakings in the countryside, 
and it has become a feature of recent policy to disperse 









The lack of animal power in China, especially in the early 
stages of cooperation, was a negative feature of the rural 
economy, Most peasants had neither the necessary capital 
to purchase livestock nor sufficient land to feed under-
employed animals throughout the year. Population pressure 
meant that little land was available for fodder or grazing. 
The uneven distribution of livestock added to the 
problem. The scarcity of draft livestock led to cooperation 
and the joint use of livestock. [See J.L. Buck, Land 
Utilization in China (Chicago, 1937), p.253.] 


































dying and tanning 
RANG/JANG 
wild ginger [Zingiber mioga Rose.] 
--native to China 
" RE/iE 
calories 











ginseng [Panax quinquifolia] 
A dried root used in herbal medicine and consumed for 
its properties of longevity. It grows mainly in the 
Changpai area of north-east China. The cultivation of this 
plant dates back 2,000 years. The plant takes six years 
to produce a saleable root. There are, in addition to 
production teams specializing in this crop, three state 
farms, which is a good measure of its importance as a 
productive crop. Large quantities are exported. [Chi Sung, 





On state farms the man-year can be calculated on the basis 
of the total number of persons on a farm, or the average 
number of workers on a job. In communes, the man-year 
REN/JEN 
can be calculated on the basis of the total productive 
force (regardless of whether or not the individuals worked 
or how much work they did). Although the man-year 
can reflect the utilization of the labour force and the 
technical level of a commune, it has definite limitations. 
It does not and cannot reflect the production rate per 
work-hour or per other units of measurement. 




A1J 1.t :!tlJ & :&: Jiit 
renlliihua iT /Qzh"fin 






manual labour, artificial 
man-day [Russ. chelovekoden 1 
Each day worked regardless of the length of any given 
working day. In farming it is the same as the Soviet 
vkhod na rabotu- 'appearance work' - and is the equivalent 
of the western concept of 'total hours'. 




The number of workers in terms of the equivalent of one 
man labouring for a twelve month period. 
A.I~~ ( :It ) man-year equivalent 
rengong nitinaeng (liting) 
The amount of labour that can be supplied by an able-
bodied man in one year. 
A.I~.I 
rengong biangong 
or: ~.I bitingong 
human labour exchange 
Only the rich and middle peasants could afford to hire 
labour. The poor peasants 'exchanged' their services. 
This has been the economic system operating in the 
labour market in China for centuries. It was done by 
staggering dates of planting to avoid the simultaneous 
arrival of the harvest. A loose cooperative agreement took 
place among peasants of similar economic and social 
standing so that equal amounts of labour could be 
exchanged without the danger of exploitation. Kinship 
was important. The communists were quick to grasp the 
political potential of this system and it formed the basis 




This basic form of cooperation (also called 4=-lti ~I 
niuchu bidngong) was simply the hiring of draft livestock, 
with the terms of rental being repayable in human iabour. 
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Poor peasants lacked draft livestock and cash, and rich 
peasants often had a surplus of livestock but lacked 
labour. The unfavourable man-livestock ratio in China, 
which in some backward areas was 7: 1 [Shih Ching-t'ang, 
Compendium of Materials on the Cooperativization Move-
ment in China, vol. 1 (Peking, 1957), pp.5-6], placed 
non-livestock households in the weaker bargaining position. 
This form: of cooperation, while similar to the human 
labour exchange system described above, differed in the 
tendency to cut across traditional class barriers. [See J. 
Wong, Land Reform in the People's Renublic of China. 
Institutional Transformation in Agriculture (New York: 
Praeger/London: Pall Mall Press, 1973), pp.213-14.] 
labour-livestock unit 
rengong niugong danwei 
Following Buck's calculations, a labour-livestock unit may 
be taken as: one adult yellow cow (ox) is equal to one 
unit, a water buffalo is equal to one and one-third units. 
1n the double-cropped rice areas of southern China 








also :A .I~ f.iirengong shbu/ing 
A.I~~'g~Jlgr labour intensity 
rengong j{yue Chengdu 
For the Marxist definition of this term, 





People's Money, the paper 
currency of China (non-
convertible); yuan 
People's Communes 
These were launched in 1958 to mobilize total resources 
and available potential. The existence of a large under-
employed rural labour force suggested factors of pro-
duction were under-utilized and the existence of disguised 
unemployment. The maximum use of land, labour and 
capital accumulation was stressed. The economic rationale 
of this development strategy has been recognized by 
many economists, notably A.O. Hirschman, The Strategy 
of Economic Development (1958): 'Development depends 
not so much on finding optimal combinations for given 
sources and factors of production as on ... enlisting ... 
resources and abilities that are hidden, sca~tered or badly 
utilized' (p.5). The communes have made an attempt to 
combat inertia, tradition, family life and structure, so 
strong in Chinese society, and to faunch a new modern 
rural society. The communes could 'take risks', 'invest' 
etc. which the peasant alone could not do. They also had 
the goal of arousing innate 'entrepreneurial' ability in the 



















(i) village health station (vi) tractor team 
(ii) creche (vii) livestock supervisor 
(iii) test plots (viii) sideline undertakings 
(iv) factory teams (ix) smithy 
(v) accountant 
a. Reading Rooms 
b. CrCche/Nursery 
c. Commune Dining Rooms 
d, Laundry 
e. Clinic 
f. Public Health Supervisor 
g. Irrigation Supervisor 
h. Tailoring Team 




n. Political Stnff 







I Commune J 
....,.------1 Supervisory I 
:~I: 
I Brigade j 
-a---------1 Supcrv!sory I 
L~mm1t~_J 
r- ----, 
I Team I 
~------~ Supervi.sory I 
L~~~::J 




I. Conimune-run Mines, Factories & Fields 
2. lnduslry & Communications 
J. Planning Committee 
4. Culture & Education Dept. 
5. Defence Dept. 
6. Accountanc~ Dept. 
7, Dept. of General Affairs 
8. Forestry Dept. 
9. Conimerce Dept. 
10. Water Co'ns'ervancy Dept. 
11. Sideline Occupations Dept. 
12. Agriculture Dept. 
13. Political Dept. 
14. Civil Affairs OffiCc 
15. Supply & Marketing Dept. 
COMMUNE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 
Figure 2 
16. Livestock Dept. 
17. Finance & Food Dept. 
18. Library 
19. Primary Schools 
20. Peasants" Primary Schools 
21. Pan-work Part-s!udy Schools 
22. Experimental Research Station 
23. BroadcaSting Station 
24. Cultural Work Group 
25. Health Office 
26. Retirement Homes 
27. Internal Labour Dept. 
28. Cottage Hospital 
29. Cemetery 
REN/JEN 
Basically, a commune is an organization of cadres and 
peasants consisting, on average, of 5 ,000 households. It 
is a form of rural government as well as a farm production 
unit. Communes were first established by combining 
agricultural producers' cooperatives. 26,000 communes 
were formed from 740,000 such cooperatives in Tucember 
1958. The communes were later split into production 
brigades and again into production teams under pro-
duction brigades. This reduction in size was to create 
great flexibility and efficiency. By 196 3 there were 
74,000 communes, according to Liao Lu-yen, Minister 
for Agriculture, writing in Cuba Socialista and reprinted 
in Peking Review 44, 1 Nov. 1963. Others now state 
between 50-10,000. See Fig. 2. 
see also: ~1*~l± j{tt n6ngzhuang 
A.fV~.A 
renmin shourn 














material welfare of the people 




[Jap. jinko mondai] 
human resources 
A Cl iEi:FR.i: median point of population 
renkou zhengzhongdwn 
ACl1fi~~ 








Socialist theory is basically opposed to Malthusian theory. 
It was held, for instance, that China is capable of feeding 
any increase in population and that the increase, far 
from being a weak.ness, is a national asset [We have 
a population of 600 million .•. and that is our asset'-Mao 
Tse-tung, On the Correct Handling of Contradictibns 
among the People (Peking, 1956), p.27]. 
Chinese theory follows Marx's theory though Marx wrote 
little about population problems except to condemn 
Malthus and variants of his theory. He called the theory of 
population 'the dogma of the economists', and he saw no 
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value in adopting this method of squaring the theory of 
value with commodity labour power. Joan Robinson has 
pointed .out that 'in his anxiety to combat the reactionary 
views of Malthus he [Marx) refused to admit that a rapid 
growth of population is deleterious to the interests of the 
working class. This seems to be an aberration, inconsistent 
with the main line of his theory' [Joan Robinson, An 
Essay pn Marxian Economics (1966), p.xiv]. 
A Cl ::E.)<. 
renkou zhuyl 
populationism 
From 1949 to 1953, both the State and Party officially 
followed the so-called 'populationism' thesis, a term 
roughly equivalent to Marx's proposition that the numeri-
cal size of the population is a problem only in a malad-
justed social system. This concept is based ori the pro-
ductive power of a large population. Populationism 
reappeared in 1958 to coinCide with the launching of the 
Great Leap Forward (GLF), and after 1962 official 
opinion leaned towards population planning. [Cheng 





Any measure formulated and implemented by any social 
institution, which whether intended or not may influence 
the size, distribution or composition of human popu-
lation. China has never had any definite population policy, 
but efforts have been directed at population control from 
time to time. Traditionally, population has been limited 
naturally by famine and disease. Presently there is a move 
to widen birth control education and limit the age at 
which young people marry. Following the GLF when the 
record 600 million figure was thought to have been 
achieved, a brake was thought necessary, and in a state-
ment at the First National People's Congress, July 
1957-'The new principle of population'-Ma Yin-chu 
questioned orthodox Marxian population theory, con-
tending that China's rapid growth in population was 
slowing economic growth. [JMJP, 5 July 1957; also 
Current Background 469 (1957), 1-18.) A mass pro-
gramme of birth control was urged, together with large-
scale mechanization and investment in agriculture. By 
1965, planned parenthood and late marriage were esta-
blished. The recommended age for marriage is 23-27 for 
women and 25-29 for men [NFJP, 14 April 1965). 
A Cl :ltl* 
renkou zengzh'6ng 
population growth 
The total population of China (1953 Census) was given as 
580,000,000. The estimated figure in 1973 was 
760,000,000. Current figures now tend to be based on 
the 1953 census figure, since whatever faults it had would 
have led to inaccuracies in both directions, which tend 
to . cancel each other out. Current estimates based on 
these facts put the rate of natural increase at 1.5 or 1.6%, 
giving China a population of about 800 million. [See 
J.S. Aird, 'Population Policy and Tumographic prospects 
in the People's Republic of China', in People's Republic 











overpopulation (which is likely 
to lead to disaster) 
A.7:Ji;t-J~f"'"=Ft~ · artificial means of production 
renwei de shengchOn [Ger. produktionsmittel]; 
shoududn non-factor inputs (minor inputs) 

























renzdo xUinwei zhipTn 
margarine 
synthetic silk 
synthetic silk products 
synthetic cotton 
synthetic fibres manufacturing 
industry 
synthetic fibres products 
A.~ itl!-a.t ' 
itl!~A.-* 
ren 'wzl 'dlyi~h{, dl'wu 
ren ytjT 
'If man neglects his land for an 
hour, the land will elude man all 
season' (traditional saying). 
A.i;t-,i~~M­
ren de yTnru di'' yT 
· human factor comes first 
[JMJP, 18 Mar.1966] 













table of random numbers 
perilla [Perilla frntescens 
Britt.] 
perilla seed 
perilla seed oil 
tu.1El~~11=!J:tJJ fibre crop 









a good year (abundant harvest) 
harvest 
RUO/JO 
weak labour force, i.e. old 
farm labourers, older peasants 
ROU/JOU 











A measure of the intensity of stocking. The cow-day 
(CD) on any single farm is related to the adult animal of 
the breed kept. It represents the amount of bulk feed 
that the average lactating cow in the recorded herd will 
eat in 24 hours. CD reflects utilized output per acre, 
without any indication of the proportion of the animal's 




The grazing needed to maintain a mature cow in good 









also: !fLf"'-~ ruchanpln or !fL~ rupTn 














butter; can also mean dried 
milk and cheese 
milk substitutes 
or Wi~Jl:I naiyou cream 
butterfat 












!fL~1.m.I.g.1'FU cooperative dairy 










import surplus--an unfavourable 
trade balance 
cinnamon [ Cinnamonum loureirii 
Nees] 
~.fl. asparagus beans [ Canavalia gladiata 
roudou (Jacq.) DC] 
also: 7J .fl.. daodou (Cantonese) 
~1it 'fleshy grass' (S. China) 
roucao 
A fodder crop used as a. substitute for sweet potato and 
water lily. ['Build fodder bases and develop fodder pro-











canned meat and poultry 
meatmeal 
Meat processed from inferior carcasses or flesh unfit for 





store cattle, beef cattle 
National per caput beef production in China is low. In 
1974 Britain produced about 1 million metric tons 
compared to China's estimated 2.2 metric tons in spite 
of a vast population. However, beef has never been a 
major product in China's economy compared with pork 
or mutton. There are indications, however, that China 
wishes to increase beef production and has purchased 
breeding stock for this purpose. 
see also: {RJ{iJl:l:F hef6niu 
~$ mutton 
rouyang 
broilers, table hens 
roujT 











slaughter pig, pork, hog 
meat grader 
meat and dairy industry 
RUAN/JUAN 
soft wheat 













- ------- - ----
GAi/KAI 
In 1957, in some areas of the Pearl River delta, 80-90% 
of farmland was changed from two-season intermittent 
cultivation to two-season continuous cultivation. However 
yields fell. Peasants ascribed this to the change of 
farming system. Between 1950-59 the delta imported 
tens of millions of chin of non-glutinous rice seeds and 
of·dwarf varieties seeds from north China to plant in 
large areas of the province. At this time, a dispute was 
raging on technical reform. Lack of irrigation and use of 
fertilizers were blamed in some areas for the failure. 
Environmental factors were not understood. Subsequently, 
small-field cultivation experiments were carried out under 
local conditions and when successful spread to larger , 
areas. [Li Tso-chi, 'Pearl River delta-production bastion 
for grain and sugar', JMJP, 18Jan.·1966, p.2] 
also: ~f"-:fi:~f!P gaochOnlidng plnzhong 





improved farm tool 
'the reformed p~ough' 
The 'reformed plough' first appeared as an item on 
display at the 'Duo Revolution Exhibition', Honan in 
1966. The plough is an improved version of the existing 
5-furrow plough. It is of stronger construction, is un-
affected by soil conditions, gives an even depth of furrow 
and is simply and cheaply built. ['The Reformed Plough', 





Chinese kale [Brassica 
alboglabra Bailey] 
s 1E btiihuii white leafed kale if-..I 1E h6nghuii 
red leaf and Mf P·t zhi>uye crinkled leaf 
In Fukien arid Taiwan there are: 
IffilPt s :re yuanye btiihuii white rounded leaf 
~Pt iii. 1E yuan ye hutinghuii yellow rounded leaf 





kohlrabi [Brassica oleracea var. 
gongylodes L.] 









to build an irrigation canal 
to build a dam 
to reclaim land, 
reclamation 
7f Jil~it!! to open up virgin lands 
kiiik'l!n huangdi 
commonly abbreviated to: mm k'l!nhuang 
:ff I~~ 
kiiigong Mzu 





















to operate below capacity 
to promote rural-urban trade 
reclaimed land 
development finance 


















static models for an 
open economy 
open class system 
















k'lziensTpai j1ejue fang an 
i!!IJ.,l!il,M~~ H.ll:z 
~~1f~ 















This is taken from the proverb § it!'it~~ . ~igan 





sweet potatoes [Jpomaea batatas 
Poir] 
also: il ¥ h6ngshu 
sweet olive [Olea europaea L.] 
gantan 
see: wm gantan (below) 
it:ilf cabbage, 'sweet blue' [Brassica 
ganltin oleracea L. var. capitata]; 
komlaam--Canton. 
it1it liquorice root [ Glycyrrhiza 
gancao . glabra L.] , 'sweet herb' 
gans'Un 
carrots [Daucus carota L. var. 
sativa DC] 





sugar cane [ Saccharum 
officinarum L.] 
sugar cane residue 
it~ plantain, banana [Musa paradis-
ganjwo iaca L. var. sapientum 0. Ktze] 
also: ~ ~ xiangjiao 
sweet corn [Zea mays] 
giinweizhOng yumi 
























or: em paak laam 
or: JlJtID; san laam 
GAN/KAN 
canned citrus fruits 
Chinese olive [ Canarium album] --
an edible fruit and drug; 
gam-laam (Cant.)--from 
Vietnamese cand (Burkill) 
(Cant.) white olive 
(Cant.) mountain olive 
In Taiwan the fresh fruit of this plant is called: 
W.Wf~ green olive 
qtnggantan 
In North and Central China it is called: 
W::!ili! green fruit 
qTngguo 
see also: itf~ gantan 






In its broadest sense ganq{ng refers to a bond of mutual 
confidence existing between two people, which has 
developed over time based on reciprocity and not 
necessarily on equality. Most frequently used amongst 
non-kinsmen in commercial dealings. Within the market 
situation ganqfng relationships exist between people of 


















-T~±it!! arid lands 
ganluln t'Udl 
-T~M dry season 
ganlulnqi 
-T1ii hay, straw 
gancao 
-T1iiflill~ dried grass.system 
gancao zhidu 
Artificially dried grass pellets of high digestibility, fed to 
































see : ~~ hanliting 
dryer 
giinzaoql 
dry food .. 









A cadre is not equivalent to a party member. It refers to a 
responsible official in government or social organization, 
industry or agriculture. Cadres are paid officials but they 
are still required to work at least sixty days in the fields. 
The average remuneration for a commune level cadre has 
been given as Yuan 60.6 per month in 1965. [See A. 
Donruthorne, China's Economic System (1967), pp. 
65-71.] On the question of cadres, Chairman Mao 
issued fresh directives in 1967 which are summed up 
as follows: 'The question of relations between superiors 
and subordinates should be solved properly, and the 
relations between cadres and the peasants should be 
harmonized. From now on cadres should . visit the grass 
roots.' [JMJP, 16 Nov. 1967.] 
-T~B""Fit!! 
ganbU xiddl 
cadre participation (cadres 
working in the fields) 
'It is necessary to maintain the system of cadre parti-
cipation in collective productive labour ... by taking part 
in collective productive labour the cadres maintain 
extensive, constant and closer ties with the working 
people ... it helps overcome bureaucracy and to prevent 
revisionism and dogmatism.' [On Krushchev's Phoney 
Communism and its Historical Lessons for the World 










weather dependent fields 
·to watch the crops, 
crop guards 
In pre-revolutionary China, especially N. China, villages 
often consisted of clusters of residences surrounded by 
mud walls or a moat for defence. Unharvested crops in 
the fields would often be subject to attack by crop 
robbers or thieves of various kinds, hence the custom of 














to resist the grain levy 
anti-toxins 
antibiotics 
also: m~~ kdngshengsU 
m/lili~~tf:.• 
kdngfei jiehe niuqun 
accredited herd (cattle free of 










drought resistant crops 
disease resistant 
brick stove bed (N. China) 
discarded brick fertilizer 
Discarded bricks from the heated kdng are ground and 











grain sorghum; 'kaoliang' 
[Holcus sorghum L. var. 
nervosus Hack] 
A non-saccharine sorghum grown for grain, its leaves 
being used as a livestock feed and its stalks for con-
structional and fuel purposes. 







kaoliang flour · 
kaoliang stalks--used as a fuel 
high tide 
An abbreviation for 'the high tide of social transformation 
in the countryside'. (See Mao Tse-tung,. On the Question 




a higher market, i.e. a free 
market 
The term 'higher market' was in earlier communist usage 












luxury consumer goods 
~~H~:r.t!Y-J~~ advanced producer cooperative 
.g.fi=*± (APC) 
gaoj{ xfngshide n6ngye 
hezuoshe 
abbreviated to: ~tl.H±gaojfshe 
The advanced producer cooperative eliminated private 
property and unlike the elementary producer cooperative 
no return was made for land pooled. Labour was or-
ganized for the first time. The APC was the first real 
collective arrangement and was similar to the Soviet 
GAO/KAO 
kolkhozy. The average number of households incor-
porated was 160, which was roughly equal to 600-700 
people on 378 acres. The production team (comprising 
about 20 farm households) emerged at this time as the 
basic labour unit. [See Model Regulation for Advanced 
Producers' Cooperatives--adopted 30 June 1956 at 
National People's Congress.] 
see also: ii\: ~.hHf~ :£t IY-J~ ~ .g. 11= iii± dij{ xfngshi de 




,'kaoping' bananas (Taiwan 
and S. China) 
high yielding crops 
see: ~ & ~f!P gailidng ptnzhong 
~f"'-~f!P 
gaochan ptnzhong 
high yielding variety 
This generally means those varieties of wheat and rice 
associated with the Green Revolution in some parts .of 
Asia. These are· different genetically from improved 
strains · and crossbred varieties from the past. China .has 
been cultivating the latter since the eleventh century, 
but there has been no tangible evidence- in re.cent years 
of the extent of China's improved true high yielding 
varieties of rice and wheat for widespread productive use. 
China's use of conventional improved seeds .has un-
doubtedly made a significant contribution to recent 
yields, but Chinese plant breeders are no doubt probably 
well aware of the risks involved in the use of HYV where 
water and fertilizer ·supply is nationally so precarious. 
also: ~f"'-f!P 7- giiochan zhongz 











~ill :&tit!! · alpine pasture 
gaoshan caodi 
~ill :1D!: tt alpine grazing 
gaoshan fangmu 












high yield area 
high yield capacity 
high yield ability 
high yield fields 
Basically, this is the offshoot of applying the experience 
of small high-yield plots to large tracts of land. During the 
GLF this term was applied to a form of .large-scale 
collective production, deep-ploughed, irrigated land 
planted out with NHYV. According to reports in 1960, 
most Chinese provinces had 20-30% of farmland trans-
formed in this way [NCNA, 5 Feb. 1960]. In areas of S. 
China where paddy crops are cultivated in two seasons, 
800 chin per mu is considered a high yield. But in 
areas where crops are cultivated in one season 400 chin 






gaofdnzhi la de 
shengchU 
~f"'-~W2t!i:* 









rEi * ~ iS)itj llg3 M-
gaoshufzhun /unheng 
·' ."'! xian1mg 
high yielding experimental plots 
high yielding fine grain 
highly productive livestock 
high yielding cultural techni-
ques 
to force up prices 
super profits 
higher education 
high density stocking 
high level equilibrium trap 
(Liebenstein) 
A situation such as existed in China after 1350 AD 
where traditional farming and allied technology such as 
water transport and irrigation were technically so advanced 
at the time that further expansion of per caput demand 
was limited, in turn discouraging investment in further 
improvements. [M. Elvin, The -Pattern of the Chinese 
Past (1973).] 
KAO/K'AO KE/K'E 
see also: ~:JkJtt!SJm~ll# dishuTzhuniunhen1r ":!i!:" 


















Ii 1.11 11Z 1.11 
kOoshan, chTshan 
'Golden Delicious' apples 
aerial spraying 
aerial surveys 




'rely on the mountain and 
eating the mountain' 
A Liaoning province slogan meaning 'to make use of 










¥ifil~~ ~ revolutionary committee 
geming w~iyudnhul 
A 196 8 term synonymous with 'management committee'. 
The aim is to bring together individuals, households, 
and constitutional bodies such as cadres, organization 
personnel such as accountants etc., in an area. It enables 
people with different interests and duties in village life 
to come together for the common good. The Revo-
lutionary Committee replaced the old management com-
mittee following the Cultural Revolution, and although 
they are basically the same in that they are concerned 
with the day-to-day management of the brigade or 
team, the emphasis is now on commlinity participation, 
in the sense that the people are given more voiee in the 
running of their affairs. The revolutionary ·committee 
is the focal point not only of all social and economic 
matters but also .. of all educational, cultural and re-
creational pursuits in the area. In addition, the re-
volutionary committee is designed to strengthen the 
work of existing groups by providing a forum for ideas 
and a means of consultation and ·partnership between 
peasants and cadres. [See Ting Chu-yuan, 'An analysis 
of Chinese communist revolutionary committees and 
their preparatory groups', ·Issues and Studies, Taipei 
7 (1968), 9-23.] See Fig. 3. 
1j[jJUJf.Jt: 
gexTn bi'iiobTng 
pacesetter in innovations 
¥MiiJ1i~i?Ei~ innovation possibility function 
gexTn Hneng hdnshu 
KE/K'E 
a Tibetan measurement 
Land sown by one khal equals one mu or a dry weight 




A term used in Tibet meaning extra food rations given 
for higher output. 
:s'li1.J:s'l~ 
keqfn kejian 
industrious and frugal 

















Executive and Other Committees 
Sub-Committees 




settler households', 'rural migrant households' or 'hired 
farm labourers'. In current terminology it means 





a client (MSC) 
In order to fully understand the term kehU it is necessary 
to understand the historical connection which was legal 
in natureo· The term was used for the purpose of census 
registration or tax collection purposes. Distinction must 
therefore be made between its administrative meaning 
and its actual meaning which is 'a settled (migrant) 
farm household' (T'ang dynasty, c. 780 AD). It may 
however also be translated as 'land-holding peasant 
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!§! P IY-JiM ~ consumer satisfaction 
kehu de mifozu (current Taiwan usage) 





















turnip [Brassica rapa · L.] 
root crops 
fodder-beet 
permanent flood control 
KEN/K'EN 
to reclaim land, to cultivate 
reclaimed land 
~~~ reclamation farm 
kenzhfch'Ong 




also: ~ $ gongzhongla 
~~tl!i~ 
kenzh{ zhlshu 
index of cultivation 
The ratio between cultivated area and area of arable land 












In Soviet areas prior to 1949 peasants were required to 
obtain written permission from the authorities in order to 
continue farming. This was to ensure the redistribution of 
land had taken place and that landlords or rich peasants 




improved farm technique 














tilling and weeding the soil 
the farming year 
arable land, to cultivate 
In 195 7, total cultivated land in China was given as 1,6 77 
million mu (106 million ha). Less than one-third 
(520 million mu) was irrigated. In 1963 a rounded-off 
figure of 500 million mu was given in People's Daily, 
In 1968 the same source reported that between 1964 
and 1965 a further 20 million mu had been irrigated, 
a figure equalling 1957's total published in Ten Years. 
No figures have been published since the CR. It has been 
stated that of the above figures of- arable land, 500 
million mu (31%) was considered good soil, 640 million 
mu (40%) medium quality, and 470 million mu (29%) 




Land which is devoted to the cultivation of crops and, 
therefore, is in constant need of the farmer's attention. 
In China the categories included are: newly reclaimed 
land, fallow land, land left uncultivated for less than three 
years, current ploughed land, and land which has been 
worked in any given year but not sown. Marginal land 
in National Minority Areas (shifting cultivation) is ex-
cluded. Furthermore, cultivated land is divided into wet 
(paddy) land and dry (upland) land. [Handbook for 
Agricultural Statistical Work p.8.] 
see also: :ti~ iiil;j'R bOzhong mUJnji sown area 
iJl::t-t!!l[~ :t!!iri multiple crop index 
gengdl[Uzhong zhlshu 





*#-4:fi;Jtmi&Ui land to the tiller programme 
gengzh~ youqftian 
zhengce 
This slogan has been attributed to Sun Yat-sen. It 
implies that agricultural property should be given over 
to the peasants who actually cultivate the land. The 
movement was launched by the Nationalist Government 
in Manchuria in 1947 as a counter to land reform in 
Chinese Soviet areas. A start was also made in S. China 







~1'1= ~~:i ;f.¥~ 













intensity of cultivation 
extensive farming 
intensive farming 
intensive garden cultivation 
of farmland 
ploughing and farming district 
Peasants were organized into these districts in the 'red 
areas' (1927-34) in order to cultivate land taken into 
public ownership. [Pao-ch'eng, 'How Jui Chin solved its 
labour power problem during the autumn harvest', HSCH 
216 (1934), p.5.J 








tilling squad, ploughing teams 
(1927-34 period) [Pao-ch'eng, 
op. cit.] · 
tilling and studying primary 
schools (part formal education 
and part farming) · 


























dryland non-glutinous rice 
long-grain rice [Japonica] 
replacement model 
GE/KO 





individual farm economy 
individual small-scale farming 
incllvidual peasant 
This has the. same meanmg as ~=f-=t(~ (aangdn 
n6ngmfn), but· the linguistic origins of the two terms 
are different. Getl is modern usage; dangdn, on the other 
hand, is older and traditional and is derived from northern 
dialect. It h'as official overtones, whilst geti is more 
colloquial. · 
1'-f*=t(~pJf:fii!ilJ individual peasant ownership 
getl n6ngmfn suoyouzhl ' ' 
1'-1*=t<J5. 
getl n6nghu 
individual farm households 




one-and-a-half day nonn 
A forced working pace, i.e. doing 12 hours work in 8. 




















case study method 
pigeons 
header--a combine which takes 
only the ears of grain 
separate demand 
the growth rate of national 
product per worker 
This is calculated as the sum of the increment in 
product per farm worker, weighted by the share of 
agriculture in the total labour force per period; the 
increment in product per worker in the non-farm sector 
weighted by the share of the non-farm sector in the 
labour force at the end of the period; and the change 
in the share of the non-farm sector in the labour force 
in a given period taking into account the difference 
between product per worker in the non-agricultural 
and farm sectors at the beginning of the given period. 
[S. Kuznets, 'Economic growth and the contribution of 
agriculture: notes on measurement', International J. of 
Agrarian Affairs, Oxford 3.2 (1961), p.61.] 
~jjlJ-*'l~~~ 
gebie ponding xishu 
coefficient of separate 
determination 
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gejin suoneng, tinxu 
fenpei 
'From each according to his 
ability, and to each according 
to his needs.' (see below) 
~~pJi"~~* 
5l'il!i2 
gejin suoneng tinltio 
fenpei 
'From each according to his 
ability, and to each.according 
to his work.' 
These two phrases are attributed to Stalin. The second 
was first translated by the CCP into :g :Qi.PJifil! (mfngqu 
suozhl), meaning 'to each according to his worth'. 
This was a misinterpretation of the Russian. [See, for 
instance, Chang Chung-shih, 'Concerilng "to ·each 
according to his work" and "to each according to his 
need" '. JMJP, 20 Dec. 1958]. The standard translations 
were later adopted at the 6th Plenary Session of the 8th 
CCP Central Committee, held in Wuchang, 28 Nov to 
10 Dec 1958. The interpretations of the two mean that 
peasants in ·a socialist society get what is distributed to 













iiJ M~;Jililf£1. renewable resources 
keztiisheng yuanlitio 
or: iiJ:fl}~:!jf;jjji keztiishengzTyutin 
iiJ *E~ ;jjji;f£1. non-renewable resources 
kehtiojie yutinlitio 
or: iiJ *E~ ~ ;Jili kehtiojie zTyutin 
iiJ~~llt!~ least cost line 
kMe q"Uxitin 







available days, i.e. days available 
AJ;f'IJJ'l'!f§"J'I'! 
kWyong xinyong 
for labour · · 
available credit 
AJ~IJmOO ~®:.A available national income 
k~liyong guomin shourli 
AJ~~* 
k~bidn z1Mn 
variable capital--capital available 




or: AJ ~ft m k~bidn feiyong 
Costs subject 1o year's production schedule. As such they 
may be largely controlled_ by the operafor, e.g. use of 
fertilizers, etc. 
AJ·~P.lt*l.tlJ* variable costing 
k~bidn chengb'bz 
ii'suan/6 
variable cost budgeting 




alternative enterprises · 




The income which is left after payment of agricultural 
tax and levies, such as welfare fund, and which gives a 
measure of the amount of cash available for personal 
saving and consumption. · 
also: 1liN2J5JT~~ zhlpei suode 
AJ mm~~~ft disposable income multiplier. 
k~yong suode chengshu 
The amount of available income in circulation which is 
capable of generating further production of goods and 
services. 
also: AJ1liN2PJT~~ k~zhlpei suode and 
























a commune level organization 
interdisciplinary method 
scientific and technical know-
ledge 
section chief level cadre . 
Colombo Plan 
exorbitant taxes and 
miscellaneous levies 
A reference to pre-1949 conditions in the countryside. 
ke 
1.lmiiil~ *1ll!X tax loss farming 
keshui i.Unshl gengshou · ·. 
Farming to record a sufficient degree of loss for taxation 
purposes. 
'1li *1l~ HE! *4 
kelizhudng feilitlo 
'1li *1lili1 *4 
keti silitlo 




pellet feed, small granulated · 













foxtail millet (a food and 




Chinese boxthorn [Lycium 
· chinense Mill. (Solanaceae)] 
Commonly called the 'matrimony vine', . this plant is 
cultivated for its leaves which are cooked with pork or 
used in soup with ducks' eggs. It is also cultivated for 
tonics, medicines and treatment of minor ailments in 
brigades, particularly in Ninghsia Hui autonomous region, 
the principal production area. 
~~ 
fuyutin 
citron [Citrus m edica] 
A bitter orange from which citric acid is made. 







































index numbers of purchasing 
power 




caveat emptor-- 'let the buyer be-
ware', being subject to all risks 





The Chinese first recognized the close connection between 
food and population when the first Ming emperor, 
Tai Tsu (1368-1399) decreed that a yellow register be 
compiled every ten years, giving the number of house-
holds in each district and the number of 'mouths' 
( [J kou) to be fed in each household. A card ( p 00'5 
hutie) was then posted at each gate an'd the number of 
mouths were recorded on it. The census takers "'.ere then 
KOU/K'OU 
able to relate the A Cl (renk'6u) in each house to the 
amount of grain (k'6uliang) required per district. At. the 
present time, after state procurement of grain is completed 
and the collective reserve is set aside, households each 
receive a ration known as k'6uliiing for personal con-
sumption. 













reduction of workpoints and 
abrogation of right to work 
A disciplinary measure usually applied to those not 












f.!ii.t:mi$1c estimated loss 
iUilrunshT 
f.!ii.tti.f. ;it~~ estimated standard error 
iUil biaozhUnwil.cha 
f.!ii.t @l V3W. ;it estimated standard error of 
~ ~ regression 
giij;' hu {gut 
bfiiozhUnwucha 




Teams of cadres sent to investigate farm output.· [Sun 
Shi-cheng, 'On agricultural output investigation'; CCYC 
9 (1963), p.25.) 
also:m:i.tf.!if""lr.J ~yu/i'iUchan ditiochti groups sent 
to villages to estimate farm output and set planned 
targets -
li!il'.i:E#Ug-
• - v 
gilding gongji 
fixed supply 
This generally refers to fixed food quotas (rationing). 
see: lf!llBt~~ lidngsh~'gof!gif food supply system 
li!il5Et?J.f'F 
gilding xiezuo 
fixeq coqperation (as between 
industry -and agriculture, town 
and village) · 
This is an dchange mainly of light industrial goods, 
usually by direct agreement between a. factory and a 
brigade, and in a form that suits small enterprises. For 
example, a paper factory might receive from nearby 
villages rice stalks, etc. in exchange for paper. Sometimes 
it can be a permanent contract, usually with a Supply and 
Marketing Cooperative (SMC) which procures materials 
locally. Fixed ·cooperation is designed to ensure a con-
stant flow of raw materials to industry, cost reduction, 






fixed funds (fixed capital--
see below) 
also: li!iJ'.)E~;;$: gilding zTb~n 
li!il'.i:E~;;$:%1iX: fixed capital formation 
gilding zTMn xincheng 
li!il'.i:E5Jftz;JJ~;;$: fixed and circulating capital 
gilding liudong zTMn 
Fixed capital consists of factory buildings, machinery 
and equipment; circulating capital consists of raw 
materials, fuel, half-finished goods, and wages. A large 
part of circulating capital is. provided by bank loans. 




This term is the equivalent of 'fixed capital' in the 
western sense. It is taken from the Soviet term osnovnye 
fondy (basic funds) and is fixed capital without value of 
land or water privilege. Fixed assets are quoted at their 
original purchase price plus appreciation by heavy re-
pairs with no allowance for depreciation. Fixed assets are 
GU/KU 
divided into: productive fixed assets(~{"'-m ~5E'.~F 
shengchanyong gUding zTchan) which are1 parti of the 
production process (reclamation, construction and live-
stock, etc.), and non-productive fixed assets ( ;iio~:F m 
~'.iE~f"'- feisllengchanyong gliding zTchan),- such as 
hou.sing,: educational and health institutions. In China 
fixed assets cover property valued over Yuan 500 (approx. 
£100) with a working life of over a year. [Yueh Wei, 
'Methods of calculating national income', CCYC 8 (1956), 
p.63; Nai-ruenn Chen, Chinese Economic Statistics, p:I4.] 
~~P.lt* 
gUding chengben 




fixed value (of agricultural 
production) · 
The production team'S"totalinciime from agric~lture and 
domestic sideline production. This is computed from the 
government's annual quota multiplied by prevailing prices 
for individual crops produced; by the team. In the case of 
subsidiary industries, the calculation is based on the 
amount of work points .. 
~~£:JtJH~~ 
gilding iTqT zhlshU 




. constant elasticity 
um ~5.!t!. ·1~ fiil~ hon-variable elasticity curve 
gUdini tanxing quxidn 
~~!MF~3± to ainortize fixed assets 
gilding ctiichan tfnghuan 
um~~~*~ 
gilding t6uzl xishu 
fixed iilvestment coefficient 
~~AAJ.f:lm~ constant returns to scale 


















·· Stock Market 
Stock Exchange 
a share 
Based on the amount of land in private ownership on 
entering the cooperative. See below. 
~ffi-£~ 
iUfeniTiTn 
share fund (on joining the 
cooperative) 
The share apportioned was based on the amount of land 
pooled, or in some cases on the amount of land and 





farm labourer, hired labour, 
landless labourer 
Workers who lived on selling their manual labour for 
production in villages .. 
Jm~I~ 
giln6ng gonghui 
hired farmhand union 
or: .Im~~ giln6nghui 
The union included both proletarians in rural districts 
and poor peasants. The purpose of the union was to co opt 
the middle peasants into organized production. Every 
3 or 4 farmhands were to form an action group, every 
3-4 groups a branch, and every 3-4 branches a 
district union; 3-4 unions a county union, and every 
3-4 county unions a provincial union. [T.L. Hsiao, The 







hired small labour groups 
hired labour 
'employment conception' 









bone fertilizer plant 
bone' products 
bone (hard) cadres, 
essential cadres 
Cadres strong in ideology and resolute in production work. 
~-T cereals/grains 
gUZ 
see also: ~~ heg'U 





These were common in S. China prior to 1949 and con-
sisted of a small group, usually less than ten individuals, 
who banded together for the sole purpose of loaning each 
other grain. The Association made an annual levy on each 
member. Those receiving loans had to pay back grain in 
interest on a revoivirig basis. The terms of membership 
could be inherited. The Land Law (Article 25) abrogated 
the associations. [T.L. Hsiao, The Land Revolution in 
China, p. 134;] 
see also: W. ~ qidnhui cash association 
~m 
!{llzu 
cash crop rent 
Sometimes referred to as 'grain rent'. The term means 
payment of a fixed amount of grain annually to the 
landlord for rent. In pre-communist China this was the 






grain and food crops 
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KUJK'U 







The rate at which crops such as potatoes, soyabeans, etc. 
may be converted for statistical purposes as expressed 
quantities of grain. The use of such equivalents is for 
international comparison. For instance, a groundnut/ 
wheat ratio is generally taken to be 1.1:1. In China the 
ratio of potatoes to cereals has for a long time been 4: 1. 
Recent reports indicate this has been changed to 5: 1. 
(See A. Donnithorne, 'Recent Economic Developments', 
China Quarterly 60 (1974), p.772.] 
~~~-a• 





unified grain policy 
grain storage 
grain market 
~~filff: grain banks 
!{llwu chucun 
~ii grain elevators 
!{llta 
also: ~t.i!~~ gulishusongqi 
KU/K'U 
bitter cucumber, bitter gourd 
[Momordica charantia L. var. 
chinensis] 
also: 5*.llt lidnggua 
ilrg endive [Cichorium endivia L.] 
kuju 
also: · ¥~ yucai and ~~ juju 
=a=g~~ 
kuju shengcdi 
chicory [CTchorium intybus] 
ili'~~ Indian lettuce [ Lactuca indica 
kumdicdi . L.] (winter purslane) 








three years of bitter struggle 




melon fruits [Cucumismelo 
spp.] 
There are several varieties: 
ii'i:i§: JJt yellow fragrant melon [ C 
hutingxiingguii sativus L.] 
also called: ~Jlt qTnggua 
:i§: JJt fragrant melon [C sativus 
xianggua L.] 
iWJJt honeydew melon [C melo 
titingua L. var. Makuwa Makino] 
~Jlt Shanghai pear melon [C. 
z{gua melo L. var. alb id a Makino] 
~Jlt winter melon (wax gourd) 
donggua [Benincasa hispida 






huagua the flower gourd 
zh~ngua pillow gourd 
oriental pickling melon 
[C melo L. var. Conomon 
Makino Forma a/bus 
Makino]; 'chekiang melon' 
also called: "'P" JJt jiegua the anniversary 
melon 
iN JJt · water melon [ Citrullus 
xli:ua battich Forsk. (C vulgaris 
Schrad.)] 
iWJJt pumpkin, squash [C 




'hairy' melon, calabash or 
bottle gourd [Lagenaria 





silk gourd [Luffa 
acutangula L. Roxb.] 
water melon [Luffa 
cylindrica L.] 
bitter melon [Momordica 
charantia L.] 










snake gourd [Trichosanthes 
cucumerina L.] 
'Buddha's hand', chayote 
[Sechium edule Jacq.] 
purslane [Portulaca oleracea L.] 
'supply bounding over' areas, 
flexible supply 
A new system whereby Supply and Marketing Co-
operatives (SMCs) at county level are allowed to choose 
their own supply centre according to their 'historical 
tradition'; the idea being to lessen transport charges. [Ta 




These are firms with a corporate headquarters in one 
country, but in organization, business and scope the 
·company is worldwide. The management of such a 
company will not be concerned with any one region or 





also: *~ - kuiiigen, *~1"J:!ffi.I kuiii/[ng zuowu 








The fund consists of stationary and equipment accounts, 
salaries, etc., day-to-day running of commune expenses. 
Normally this fund should not exceed 1 % of cooperative's 
yearly gross income. Initially it was covered by a special 
levy, repaid to the members as a bonus on establishment 
of the efficient working of a commune. 
ifl.M~M ~ management committee (com-
guantl weiyuanhui mune administration) 
















guanlt zh{ze xitnlidn 
if Jm.&®:~ 
f*l.iE~~~ 














management and income 
guarantee contract 
pipeline milking 
if~:c.t~,L~>i§· pipeline milking equipment 
guanlitshi zhd,.U shebei 
;f$1J~f"'" 
guanzhi shengchOn 









livestock under test conditions 
to labour under (public) 
surveillance 
A reference to landlords, rich peasants and· counter-
revolutionaries ·who are always under the observation of 
the poor peasants. In effect, it means, 'toiling harder for 









Includes all labour, machinery and material necessary to 











General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT) 
irrigation 
The provision of irrigation facilities has a long history in 
China. As early as Shang Yang (?338BC) reference is made 
to a unique reclamation and irrigation system, and 
according to Chao Ts'e chapter in Chan Kuo Ts'e, oxen 
were used in fields for ·irrigation purposes in the state of 
Chin. Irrigation facilities were built in N. China (Hopeh, 
Shantung, Honan border area) in the region of Yeh 
(northern An Yang) for rice production during the 
period of the warring states. During the period of 
Western Han, Chia Jang suggested diverting river water in 
Chi Chou· (north Honan and southern Hopeh) to plant 
rice. At Yu Chou, T'ang Chuang diverted water from the 
Lu Kon river to irrigate several thousand ha of paddy. 
During Northern Sung, water was diverted from rivers at 
Pao-chu and Pa-chou (modern Pao-ting and Pa-hsien) 
to irrigate paddy. 
As to the relationship between aridity and salinity, this 
was experienced in the T'ang Dynasty. In the New 
History of T'ang, in the chapter about Tsin-rning hsien in 
Chao-chou, it is written: 'The land turned salty ... the 
magistrate channelled water from the Chiao river to 
GUAN/KUAN 
irrigate the fields. The canal runs more than 10 Ii. The 
land -became moistened and fertile, and the people were 
provisioned with food.' [Kao Min, 'Rice cultivation and 
soil salination in Hopeh-Shantung-Honan border area', 






irrigation and drainage 
Uneven distribution of rainfall and soil structure in 
China as a whole makes it necessary to provide irrigation 
and drainage. Water shortage for even a few days during 
the critical part of the growing season will reduce crop 
yield. Excessive water, on the other hand, will also reduce 
yields by leaching nitrates to beyond the reach of the 
crop's root system, and lowering the air. content of the 




A wide variety of irrigation methods are used in China. 
The main types are: 
(1) Bucket This method is generally applied to vegetable 
farms on sandy or sandy-loam soils. Water is carried in a 
pair of buckets of about 5 gallons each from a sump 
dug in the comer of a field or from a nearby stream or 
well. It is applied to the plants in the form of a shower 
until the top soil is moistened. Several applications a day 
are required depending upon weather, soil and age 
conditionso This method has the advantage of low 
installation cost, it uses less water and little land is wasted 
compared with other methods. The chief disadvantage is 
the high cost of labour input. Its relative efficiency 
depends upon the depth of the water from the surface and 
the distance between the water source and the fields. 
(2) Furrow Irrigation This method is used extensively on 
heavier soils in low lying districts. Parallel furrows are 
dug in the fields 16-20" in width and to depths of 14-20". 
The· beds between the furrows are usually larger than dry 
beds, ranging from 70-80". The water level is maintained 
constantly in the furrows up to 5-6" below the surface of 
the bed. To irrigate, water is splashed over the vegetables 
by a ladle attached to a long holder. The rate of 
application is about 400 gallons an hour and it takes about 
8 labour days to apply an acre-inch of water. There is 
considerable water loss through seepage and evaporation 
and the trenches are so wide that about 25% of land is 
rendered unproductive. 
(3) Flooding This system is mainly used in paddy culti-
vation. It requires a watertight subsoil and level land 
where earth banks or dykes can be built on all sides. In 
addition to paddy, this method is also suitable for the 
cultivation of aquatic plants-water spinach, watercress, 
arrowhead and lotus root. The advantage is the negligible 




(4) Sprinkler Irrigation There are various systems simu-
lating rain: (a) sector rotary; (b) whirling sprinkler; (c) 
oscilating bar; (d) mist bar; and (e) surface head sprayer. 
The rotary is suitable for larger fields whilst surface head 
sprayers are most suitable for smaller plots. The main 
advantages are that sprinklers can be used on any· soil 
and give uniform distribution of water. They provide 
efficient use of water and labour but are the most costly 
system to install and maintain. 
(5) Frame Irrigation This system is suitable for newly-




This includes the increase in irrigated area and improved 
irrigation areas. Land irrigated includes wetland and 
watered fields ( .Jk~!t!! shilijwod1) by permanent 
facilities. Prior to 1958 non-permanent irrigated areas 
were not included in total irrigated area. It should be 
noted that the area of irrigation is calculated on the area 
of cultivation and not sown area, as is the case in some 
other countries. [Liao Hsien-hao, 'Tabular forms for 











illl~1li:~ canned goods 
gudnt6u shfpln 
guan 
jji! ~~ wild oats [Avena fatua L.] 
guanyTnmai 






also: it~ jfUcdi 
kuanhting gengzhong 
Chinese chive [Al/ium tubero-
sum] 
wide row cultivation 

















'glory grain' --grain sold to tlie 
state over and above the quota 
spectral analysis 
Im 135R Canton white cabbage; 
gu';;ngdong bafctii native cabbage (broccoli) 
[Brassica chinensis Juslenius] 
also: El 5R pak choi (Canton coll.) 
lm)JE 
guangdongnt 
'Canton mud' fertilizer 
('Tongnai' mud) 
Titls is fish pond mud and is highly sought after since 
the fish are fed on nightsoil and the pond bottom is rich 
in fertilizer. Dried and chopped into half-inch cubes~ it is 
sold throughout China. 
l fif~i& to plant over a wide area to 



























'Tongking' cinnamon [ Cinnamo-
mum Loureirii Needs] . · 
cinnamon oil 
.. cinnamon bark 










programming (the standard 
communist term) 
a piece ofland divided into 
nine portions 
ne.~fft*! fixed (administered) prices 
guiding ;;age 
see: 1if!!rrfft*& shfxfng iilige 
ne.~~,.,. 
guiding shengchan 
ne. ~fill: 19! 
guiding tan'e 







economies of scale 
returns to scale 
~m:llil!iHlli!il~ constant returns to scale 
gulm6 baoch6u gudi'ng 
~m:llil!iHliii~ increasing returns to scale 
gulm6 baoch6u di~eng 
~-:Iii l!iHliiiil£ decreasing returns to scale 





festival of the hungry ghosts 
This falls on the fourteenth day of the seventh lunar 
month. The· traditional ceremonies, such as not allowing 
children out of the house, not receiving guests, burning of 
paper money and food offerings to wandering spirits, 
have been severely criticized. In some production brigades 
the peasants stopped work and villages killed chickens and 
pigs to celebrate ·the day. In 1964 the festival was 
officially condemned and the peasants were ordered to 
work in the fields. No pigs were allowed to be killed and 
no food was permitted to 'be offered. [NFJP, I Sept. 
1964) 
kuT 
~t:W ~" ijl] tlt:liffi 




deficiency payments scheme 
sunflower [Helianthus annus L.] 
§:HEff~dl 
kuihuaziyou 



















rolling pheasant bean (grows on 
most soils in China) 
KUN/K'UN 
entomology 
lit. 'troubled family', i.e. 
poor and needy farming families; 
the rural poor 




Two types of workers exist in China: regular wor\cers who 
enjoy a guaranteed annual wage and several social welfare 
benefits; and contract workers who hold short-term jobs 
and enjoy no benefits. Wage scales are generally determined 
by categories of industry and levels within each category. 
In 1956 the officially set ratio of the highest paid to the 
lowest paid worker was 3.2: 1. [See V. Funnell, 'Social 
stratification', Problems of Communism, Wash. D.C. 
17 .2 (1968), p.16.J 
foreman 
gongt6u 




worker patrols, an ad hoc 
rural security force 
A contraction of: IA.!LI tilll), gongren jiuchadui 
Iii!! 
gongdi 
Iir.,t ffl ~ 
gongshi yanjiu 
work sites 
time study, work study 
An analysis of work completed and time consumed in a 
specific task or routine, the object of which is to reduce 




Unions in China are mainly concerned with welfare and 
cultural work and do not engage in wage negotiations 
and production planning. On 27 Dec. 1966, the 22 unions 
represented by the All China Federation of Trade 
Unions was disbanded. A broadcast on 1 Feb. 1971 
referred to the reinstatement of trades unions in China 
[NCNA, 1 Feb. 1971]. 
There is no organization in China which equates to. the 




trades union law 
Promulgated on 29 June 1950, this law consists of 26 
articles under five main headings: General Principles, 
Rights and Du ties of the Trade Unions, Basic Organization 
of Trade Unions, Trade Union Funds, and By-laws. 
[See The Trades Union Law of the People's Republic of' 
China (Peking, 1951).] 
see also: !}t~~ pfnnbnghu{ 
It\:~ 
gongddihui 








This is the basic form of remuneration in Chinese 
agriculture. Workpoints are generally computed on the 
basis of the standard working day, i.e. number of hours 
worked plus evaluation of specific tasks. This would 
include level of skill, intensity of labour, or the degree of 
urgency. In addition it may also include a personal 
appraisal of an individual's political status or importance 
to the brigade. Examples of workpoint fixing have been 
set out, for instance, by A. Nathan, 'Paying the Chinese 
farmer',FEER, 27 Feb. 1964, p.457. 
135 
GONG/KUNG 
see also: 1.2 I VP: ft jtgong p{ngfen 
and ~:;t;:~zro 8 ilb~n ltlodongri 
Ift@: 
g0ngfenzhf 
. value of workpoints 
The system of workpoints is not uniform throughout 
China. Each commune works out its own comprehensive 
tables. [Wang Wen-te, 'How to figure out the wage 
points earned by commune members', NYCS 9 (1963), 
62-64 J 
see also: El :Hi 1H5( zibdo gongy{ 
and ~:3::~~ mfnzhu pfngfen 
Ift=!il-9ili 
g"Ongfen gudshudi 
workpoints in command 
The uniform application of a single workpoint system. 
This position has been condemned as a form of extreme 
egalitarianism. [JMJP, i2 Mar. 1965] 









industry (J ap. Kanji--kogyo] 
In China the definition of industry is broader in 'concept 
than what is usually referred to as the manufacturing 
industry in the West. In China industry includes not only 
manufacturing but processing, which includes agriculture 
as well as industrial products. It also covers· collecting and 
hunting, which includes mining, timber and fisheries, 













Cotton etc for processing. 
I~mm 
gongye yongliang 




industry and communications 






bat shortages of raw materials 
'Industrial drought' simply means shortages .of raw 
materials. This phrase·was prevalent during 1958-60 and 
it meant to find new ways of overcoming shortages due 
to lack of production of industrial crops in favour of food 





A standard wage applies to normal contract hours for the 
basic labour system on state farms. A statutory wage is 
paid for hours worked on brigades and teams. Wages are 
paid partly in cash and partly in kind based upon work-
point assessment. 
see also: •*'»~llilJ.111: /iben ldodong zhidu 
basic labour assignment system 
and: ~.mb.I~tlJ.lil: · jwng/;'gongzf zhidu 
















wage grade system 
a combination of the wage 
system and free supply 
This applies chiefly to cadres who have been urged to take 




In 1949 China opted for a Soviet wage structure which 
emphasized differentials to gain more efficiency in 
allocating resources. It was not suited to Chinese con-
ditions and was abandoned in the 1950s with the aim of 
limiting the rate of growth of average wages, stabilizing 
food prices and reducing the rural-urban income. The 
CR brought more pronounced changes with regard' to 
wage structure and incentives, reliance being pla_ced less 
.on material rewards and more on democracy, creativity 
and flexibility-the so-called moral incentives. [C. Howe, 




wage profit rate, ratio of 










For details of salaries lll).d wages in China in 1958, see 
V.C. Funnel, 'Social stratification', Problems of Com-
mumism, Wash. D.C. 17.2. (1968), 14-20 . 
I~~~ wage incentives 
gongzT /liife 
see: ~.mb.I~lli!J jiOngllgongzlzhi 
.I~~Jilil* 
gongiiOo lirunlii 
wage/expense profit rate 
A profit rate used in China before 1956 in contracts with 
private capitalist enterprises for processing products and 
for goods on order. The wage/expense ratio is the ratio of 
profit to wages and expenses. 
gongnongye 
zongchanzh{ 
gross value of industrial and 
agricultural production 







work (identification) card 
work team 
work-day [Russ. trudoden '] 
The work-day was used in the Soviet Union for calculating 
labour remuneration for kolkhozy members. The standard 
method adopted was one unit equivalent to one day's 
simple unskilled work, with more intensive and compli-
cated tasks rating extra units. Currently, payments to 
kolkhozy members are. computed on the basis of a 
system of tariff rates for various jobs. In China in 1966, 
a 'basic working day' was introduced which laid down the 
regulations for remuneration. 







.I f~!]l. :f.fj 
gongzuo fuhe 
work-year (usually calculated in 
China as 250 days) 
work directive; a policy 








.I 11=:JIB~ ~ 
gongzuo chouyangflz 
.I f'J:i.t ·~ 
gongzuo iiiitlngflz 
.I11=51-iN21§1 ~ 
gongzuo fenpei tubwo 
work cycle 
quality of work· 
work sampling 
work measurement 
work distribution chart 
work flow chart 
gongzuo liucheng mbwo 
I 11=~1iillt ftr working livestock unit (labour 
gongzuo jiachU danwei award unit) · 
.IA~?fi 
gongiu gaige 
farm tool reform 










workers and peasants 
a person of peasant and worker 
origins 
worker-peasant alliance 
integration of industry and 
agriculture 
gongnongyeyu jiaoyu 
spare-time education for workers 
and peasants 
.I~~#*l¥.I the principle of simultaneous 
11~ development of industry and 





worker peasant rapid middle 
school (1959) 
A short-course university-attached organization admitting 
cadres without high school qualifications, usually party-
selected and between ages 18-35 who have received 
primary education but nothing after. The simplified 
instruction lasts three years instead of the usual six. 
According to reports in KMJP, 23 Apr. 1954, there were 




.I~ ~ftlt~JJm workers and peasants short-course 
$ ffE. elementary school 
gongn6ng rucheng chujf 
xuexitlo 
Schools designed to teach rudimentary education, literacy 




From June 1966 to autumnl968 during the CR, a number 
of educational pilot projects were established in the 
countryside. Finally, in October 1968, a new educational 
programme of worker/peasant-run schools was announced. 
'It seems that it is quite possible that rural areas can 
realize more speedily than the cities Chairman Mao's 
thinking on the proletarian revolution in education. This 
is because the superiority of the poor and lower-middle 
peasants can be established in schools there.' · [NCNA, 
21Oct.1968] 
The worker/peasant-run schools are designed to ac-
complish the following tasks: (1) to end the control of 
education by the bourgeois revisionist clique; (2) to 
propagate the thought and love for Chairman Mao; (3) 
to develop dedicated self-sacrificing communists; (4) to 
promote class struggle; (5) ·to emphasize ·the political 
aspects of education; (6) to eradicate as much theory as 
possible from course Work and emphasize practical 
learning; (7) to combine productive labour with clasSi:oom 
learning; (8) to transform education in accordance with 
the needs of farmers and workers; (9) to ensure that 
students and peasants of working-class background re-
ceive an education; and (10) to shorten the education 
period and thus cut government expense; ['Draft pro-
gramme for primary and middle schools .in the Chinese 
















~'*~ bull beef; meat from non-
gongniurn castrated cattle 
The potential of the bull (as opposed to the steer) as a 
meat animal is now more widely recognized. Bulls can 
produce up to 29% more lean meat than steers on the 
same feeding system and in the same period of time. 
Targets for liveweight gain for efficient beef production 
from grassland within a 18-month period, however, 
usually require a supplement of barley to be fed with hay 







also kongsi (Canton) 
This term has an additional important meaning among 
certain overseas Chinese communities. In Borneo the 
term is used to denote a typical Chinese enterprise based 
on economic cooperation, whose uniquenes~ as a business 
firm was influenced mainly by three factors: its com-
position, its size and its territory. Whilst in most other 
parts of S.E. Asia the Chinese have tended towards 
spasmodic and individual migration, it was usual in 
Borneo for a kongsi to be established by the migration 
of an entire lineage or clan group. A typical kongsi might 
have up to 20,000 members. Prof. Lo Hsiang-lin [A 
Historical Survey of the Lan-fang Presidential System in 
Western Borneo, established by Lo Fang-pai and other 
overseas Chinese (Hongkong, 1961) ]writes of one kongsi 
which was composed of 10,000 sq. miles and administered 
seven districts. Because each kongsi controlled a large tract 
of land, within which all its inhabitants dwell, the kongsi 
performed all the functions of government within its 
boundaries. Typical kongsis in Borneo today are involved 
in plantation enterprises based on rubber and oil palm, 
forest industries and some mining concessions. The main 
source of information on kongsis in Kalimantan (Western 
Borneo) is De Groot's Het Kongsiwezen van Borneo 
(1885), and Barbara E. Ward's 'A Hakka Kongsi in 
Borneo' J. Oriental Studies 1.2 (1954), 358-70,_ which is 
based on De Groot's original work. 
~ii.J!li~.R~~~ corporate farming 
~-~ 
g~ngif zuzhT de nongye 
jingying 







~m gongjT see: m JR iTTei 
general reserve fund 
Most means of production are purchased from this fund 
Oivestock, tools, equipment and machinery of various 






In China social benefits and services, such as pensions, 
child allowances, education, medical care, are financed 
out of the welfare fund. The bulk of expenditure is paid 
out in the form of relief payments to poor families. ['How 
a production team divides up its income', SCMP 5091 
(1972), 72-82; for an explanation of Soviet practice, see 
L. Rzhanitsina, 'Public consumption funds in the USSR', 
/LO Review, Geneva 108.6 (1973), 517-35.] 
~m 
gongliting 
'public' grain, grain tax--
agricultural tax in kind 
The tax structure was revised in 1958 to mean 'cash 
equivalent', but agricultural tax is still colloquially re-
ferred to as 'public grain'. ['Regulations on the agricultural 
tax of the Chinese People's Republic, approved at the 
95th Session of the Standing Committee of the National 
People's Congress on 3 June 1958', in HHPYK 12 
(1958), p.82.] 
see also: ~~m nbngyeshui 
commune 
gongshe 
see: A~~~± renmfngongshe 




This means to be willing to act as a living ex'ample. 












also: ~83 gongtian 
~~;f.b.~ 
gongyou sTyang 
public ownership, private care 
This refers to those brigade cadres who use their position 
to obtain land f!'r private production, such as pig raising, 
to bring in extra income. [NFJP, 17 June 1965, p.l] 
~Jfl:$~ 
gongyong shiye 












These were established in 1958, with concentration of 
graves and abolition of individual family plots. For 
instance, 280 mu of land was freed for production in 






community dining halls, public 
_canteens, commune mess halls 
~~ shitting 
public health 












0 ;f.[,. €1 '!f!j '.ii::~ 




head of village association 
government enterprises 
jointly managed state-private 
undertakings 
There were two stages in the socialization of private 
business: (1) the private character of ownership was 
retained with continued government interference; and 
(2) a hybrid partnership of state and private ownership. 
The latter is called 'jointly managed public-private under-
takings'. Government ·control was exercised through 
'processing and purchasing orders' ( :Im I i.T 1if jTagong 
dinghuo), i.e. orders placed by the State and state-owned 
cooperatives with private firms. Textiles have been 
organized mainly in this way. [New China's Eco_nomic 
Achievements 1949-52 (Peking, 1952)] 
see also: @I ~jjt*::E.XIY-J~itll~:&t 
guojiii zfbl!n zh'Uyi de giiochiio xingshl 
and u~ ::E.~ ~ 3.~f shehuizhuyigaizao 
0~ m pigs raised collectively 
gongyangzhu 
0~ ;f.[,.~ :illi* • simultaneous public and private 
L::J. ;f.f,.~ jg ::E. rearing, with the emphasis on 




This is a statement on pig production policy. In order to 
raise the level of pig production, peasants were urged 
to raise one pig for every household and one pig for 
every mu. Since pigs are important for domestic food 
supply, export and manure, it has been necessary to 








clerks who measure land 
(gong being a land measure of 
approximately 5 feet) 
a wooden measure for measuring 
land 
ceremonial ploughing, 
'to farm alone' 
Cereal production, traditionally regarded as the founda-
tion of agriculture and of great economic importance in 
China, required an elaborate ritual· based on centuries of 
tradition. The emperor used to set an example each 
spring by ploughing a ceremonial field, turning three 
furrows, followed by princes ploughing five furrows and 
ministers ploughing nine furrows. This ceremony is still 
commemorated by farmers in some overseas communities. 
The period is usually the first week in February and is 
known as 11:~ (lichun); traditionally a farmers' 
holiday. 









commqn tillage group 
An ear)ier Soviet agricultural cooperative in which both 
means of production and land was owned by individuals. 
This was an earlier form of farming group in USSR and 




common cultivation and 
consumption 
GONG/KUNG 
~·~~ agricultural cooperative 
gonggeng jTngydn experience 
;lt(E']~ common cultivation 
gongtong gengzhong 




The Common Market (EEC) 







xi OU gongtbng shichang 
Common Agricultural Policy 
(CAP) 
common external tariff 




This is a tertiary level institution located in Kiangsi. It runs 
part-farming, party-study technical university courses. 
see: * M*~ bOngeng bandu 
;#tgl/1~*1T analysis of covariance 
gongbidnfang fenxT 
~IE'.ltd.J.t'F joint use coordination 
gongt6ng xiezuo 
see: ~~1ftb11= jfngjlxiezuo 
gong 
i#t!'SM 




free supply system 
A -system of government supply by which the daily 
necessities of cadres· are provided by the government 









gongj{ he xuydo 
GONG/KUNG 
·-supply elasticity 
supply and demand 
~m'~WR~lill~ supply and demand curves 
gongj{ he xiiydo quxidn 
~f""m 
gongchanxfao 
supply, production and 
marketing 







supply and marketing agree-
ment 
supply and marketing depart-
ment (communemanagement 
committee) 
supply and marketing 
cooperatives l(SMCs) 
A state commercial trading organization which operates in 
rural areas. The SMCs are. organized within one body, 
the All China Federation of Supply and Marketing 
Cooperatives, with a total membership representing about 
150 million peasant households. Some SMCs operate 
solely on funds raised by the peasants themselves, and not 
only provide a supply of farm inputs but also carry out 
repair and assembly work. In 195 8 the SM Cs were replaced 
by a Supply and Marketing Department ( gt~ ~B 
gongxiaobu) but were re-established in the original form 
in 1961. At present rural commercial agencies of this 
type in most parts of China are paid handling charges 
according to the amount of business done. The rate of 
such charges is usually fixed between 3-5%. [JMJP, 
1 June 1969. See Collected Laws and Regulations of the 
People's Republic of China, vol.6 (1957), pp.366-{;9.] 
~m~f""U supply and marketing producer 





~ 1ii .m IY-1 ~ lli 





processing industries under 
direction of SMCs 
fatstock 





swamp cabbage [Ipomoea 
aquatica,Forsk..] 
also called: Jf¥ wengcai 'ung tsoi' (Canton)--
pitcher ,vegetable 
and: !j!!~ hanwengcai, 71< j(M shUiwengcai 
















open spaces, range 
air pollution 
~ftilJ:im.i:~ control theory 
kongzhi ltlim 
~ftilJiifi:fR area allotment 
kongzhimiilnjl 
~$!bk±~$\; soil and water conservation 





A synonym for intermediate technology in China. 
rt~l~F surplus production 
guosheng shengchan 
rt llJ =i= ( ~ ) 'over the hill fragrant banana' 








sons adopted by a·clan 
member lacking a male offspring 
over-concentration 
over-grazing 







A term synonymous with material labour and embodied 
labour- !lti.li-t-*zro. wilhua ltiodong. According to Marx 






extra small-scale farm (below 
5 ha) 
:!iii!: !llli fruit flies 
guoyfng 
:!iii!:~ llii~ fruit and vegetables 
guolei shucdi 






Formerly, fruit trees were grown in a disorganized way in 
China with little attention being paid to replanting and 
new plantings. Feng shui was also important. Many .trees 
in China have long been communal property and no 
systematic harvest was ever carried out. 




























In socialist countries this is defined as the . value of 
material and natural resources available at any given time, 
expressed in monetary terms and modified by the balance 
of foreign assets and liabilities. Since a portion of 
national wealth cannot be expressed in figures (copyrights, 
patents, intellectual and scientific creation, as well as 
national treasures and the natural environment), these 
items have been referred to as 'negative wealth'. The size 
of negative wealth can be defined as the sum of inputs 
required, under a given set of circumstances, to restore the 




This comprises: (1) productive fixed assets; (2) non-
productive fixed assets; (3) stock of productive materials 
and goods in process; (4) stock of commodities and goods 




00~~~1f people's economy, 
guomin /lngii national economy 
also: 00 ~~~1f gu6ifa ilngji 
00 ~~~1f ~j1f national economic investment 
gu6mfn jlngji t6uzl 
The total sum of gross value for replacement of fixed 
assets as well as wealth obtained to expand them and 
other economic activities needed in production (planning, 
design, transportation). 
00 ~ ~ ~1f :<p: ftj 
guomin jlngji pfngheng 




national income (msc) 
When economists in western countries speak about 
national income, they use a term elaborated in the 
marginal economics school. According to western 
economic theory, it means the money value of goods and 
services produced, including all wages, business profits and 
rents, together with net income from abroad excluding 
transfer payments. This concept includes only those 
incomes derived from current production and can also 
be described as the sum of incomes of the factors of 
production, or factor incomes, thus the. net national 
product at factor costs. National income in the Chinese 
sense means the total value of the material production 
less a deduction for capital consumption, i.e. the sum of 
final selling prices net of all double counting and 
depreciation. [Yueh Wei, 'Methods of computing national 
income', CCYC 8 (1956), 48-56] 
Official Chinese sources use the Marxist concept. which 
distinguishes between productive and non-productive 
operations. Only the former are considered important. 
It excludes the bulk of services and commerce as these 
are not regarded as 'materially productive'. In. th~ Chinese 
sense, then, it means the total value of the material 
product. It should be noted that the final selling prices 
of many goods contain indirect taxes; such taxes are 
included in the national income which then becomes 
'net national material product at market prices'. This 
excludes not only the tertiary sector which is non-
productive in the Marxist sense, but also it tends to lead 
to an undervaluing of those material products for which 
the 'market price' is in fact the government's cost price 
(dams, drainage, etc.). Chinese national income figures are 
not, therefore, comparable with western figures .. [C. 
Ullerich, 'Size and composition of Chinese GNP, J. 
of Contemporary Asia, Stockholm 22 (1972), p.1'74] 




[See Nai-ruenn Chen, Chinese Economic Statistics p.lOff, 





gross national product (GNP) 
Estimated to be £33,000 million. in 1970 [D. Davies, 
'All power to pragmatists', Financial Times, London, 4 
Nov. 1970]. 
also:OO ~~f"-gJroguomin shengch"On zong'e 
00 ~~f"-=Eiro GNP at market prices 
~m-:1:m1fl":f'&i.tll: 
guomin shengchOn mtio'e 
an shichang jiage jiruan 
GUO/KUO 
00 ~~f""=Elil! GNP deflator 
i&~:t~~if-
guomin shengch'lzn mao 'e 
shousuo zhfbiao 
An indicator which reflects changes in monetary values in 




national income produced 
Until 1956 this was divided up into five branches: 
industry, agriculture, construction, post, telegraphs and 
telecommunications, ·and commerce and catering. In 
1959 a further category was added, namely 'other 
industries'. 
OO~®:A.:$ti!li2 national income distributed 
guomin shouro fenpei 
In national accounting in China the intricate theory of 
national income created in production is dealt with by 
the addition of two concepts: 'primary distribution' 
( ~JJ*:$ti!li2 chucifenpel) and 'redistribution' CPi:$ti!li2 
(zaifenpel). Primary distribution represents the distri-
bution of national income produced in material pro-
duction. In the initial phase of prodyction it is called 
'primary income' (lij[~,®:A.yuanshi shouro). In a. 
capitalist economy this implies a process whereby.income 
thus generated is shared out among competing productive 
factors. Under socialist conditions of production, it is 
·a process in which the income produced by labour is 
d.ivided up with work done for personal benefit and 
work done for the benefit of society, since socialist 
economics does not permit the existence of productive 
factors other than labour. Redistribution is the process 
whereby the primary income is once again re-allotted 
throughout the collective economy beyond the productive 
sector. When this has taken place it is termed 'final 
. income' ( :fii~LIXAzuizhong shouro) and i.s then linked 
with the next stage in the accounting process, called 
'national income expended' ( 00 ~®:A. ue ffl guomin 
shourn sliryong). [Yueh Wei, 'Methods of computing 
·national income', CCYC (1956), 12-19] 
00~.®:A.ue.lfl. nationalincomeexpended 
guomin shouru shiyong 
The sum total of national income distributed and the 
balance of foreign trade (i.e. domestic accumulation plus 
consumption). In western terminology, national income 
expended equals domestic income produced plus net 
factor income from abroad, which equals domestic 
consumption plus domestic investment plus any favourable 
balance of trade plus net factor income· frorri abroad. 
The term is synonymous with: 'iiJ;flJ.lflOO~.®:A. 
keliyong gilomin shouro available national income. [Yueh 








gross domestic product (GDP) 
An annual measure of production flow usually valued at 
market prices (net of taxation and subsidies). In China 
only material goods are counted whose value is con-
sidered equal the sum of final consumption. It includes 
what is termed 'socially useful products'. [Li Cho-ming, 
Economic Development of Communist China (Berkeley, 
1959), p.80] 
00 i7q~:;j;:~P.l(: gross domestic capital formation 
=Elil! - . 








00 ~3tf""::E.5( national communism 
guomin gongch'On zhuyi . 
The Yugoslavian concept of democratization, economic 
decentralization, workers' self-management and economic 
incentives for the peasant. This has been severely con-





national economy and people's 
livelihood 
state budget 
The total revenue and expenditure of central and pro-
vincial government. Budgetary sources are: (1) revenue 
from state and collective enterprises, (2) taxes, (3) credit 
and insurance receipts, and (4) miscellaneous levies. 
[Kwang Ching-wen, The budgetary system of the Chinese 
People's Republic: a preliminary survey', Public Finance 







00 * ltl5t state construction (a term synony-
143 
guojw jidnshe mous with capital construction) 
see: ~*1tl5t jTbenjianshe 
. 00 **lll $t'$:1:~ state food market 
guojia litingshi shich'lzng 
Nationalization of all major food commodities and 
materials. It gives the government a state monopoly in 
the food market. 'The state must control it . . . to 
GUO/KUO 
guarantee a stable market and strengthen the leadership 
of the socialist sector over the capitalist and individual 
sectors of the economy to facilitate their socialist 
transformation.' [Kuan Ta-kung, 'Marketing is an im-
portant link in commodity exchange', China Bimonthly 
6 (1956), p.46] 
00 ~iii±. ::E.X 
guojfa. shehui zhUyi 
oo ~ ~mi.t :it1J 
guojfa /[ngjijihua 
state socialism [Jap. kokka 
shakai shugi] 
national economic planning 
'National economic planning should be carried out with 
emphasis on agricultural production, light industry .and 
heavy industry, in that order.' [See H.C. Wang, K.H. Ch'en 
and H.W. Chiang, 'The planned control of Chinese 
agricultural production', CCYC 3 (1965), p.36.) 
00 ~i.t:Jtlj~!Q ~ state planning committee 
guojfa jihua weiyuanhui 
This is an organization based on the same principle as the 
USSR GOSPLAN. It was set up in China on 15 Nov. 
1952 and was directly subject to central government. 
00~1.t:Jtljff~ 
:t~~ 
guojfa jihua renwu 
zhlbfao, 
index of fulfilment of state 
plans 
This measures the economic effects of land use planning. 
The index can be based on the kind of state purchase 
missions fulfilled and percentages of purchases, or on 
other indexes regulated by the State (such as sown 
area and total output). [Lu Hung-sheng and Han T'ung-
k'uei, 'A preliminary investigation into the economic 
effects of land use planning', CCYC 2 (1965), p.22) 
oo~~;;t;;::E><. 
guojfa zTben zhUyi 
state capitalism 
Private enterprise under strict government control. The 
two main forms were: (1) elementary, and (2) advanced 
(see below). 
also: ~~00 ~~;;t;;::E)'(.ylkoo guojiiizlbenzhUyi 
dependent state capitalism 
00*~;;t;;::EJ(1¥.J 
i!.UAHf~~ 
guojiii zibenzhuyi de 
d[j{ xfngshl 
lower form of state capitalism, 
elementary state capitalism 
The 'lower form of state capitalism' refers to govern-
ment control, in 1953-54, over private industrial enter-
prises by supplying raw materials to them, by placing 
orders with them for the processing and manufacture of 
goods and by purchasing and marketing all their products, 
as well as over private commercial enterprises by ap-
pointing them sales agents for state enterprises. [Kuan 
Ta-tung, The Socialist Transformation of Capitalist In-




guojfa zTben zhuyide 
gaoj{ xfngshi 
GUO/KUO 
higher form of state capitalism, 
advanced state capitalism 
This is synonymous with 'jointly managed state/private 
industrial and commercial enterprises'. It meant that the 
State paid private Shareholders fixed dividends for a 
number of years. This process was carried out in 
1955-56. 
see: ~iHJ,.1S-§"~~ g"OngsThey{ngqiye 
OO~~Wf~;;f;; state monopoly capitalism 
::E.X 
guojfa TOngduan zTMn 
zhuyi 
00 ~fiil-fi-§l: state reserve funds 
guojfa chubeijTn 
00 ~iiil-fi-f~ state grain reserve 
guojfa chubeili!mg 
oo~~;;f;;'Mil& stat~ fundamental financial plan 
i.t:.ltlJ 





State Political Security Bureau 
(SPSB) 
·This organization was employed to root out rich peasants, 
landlords, village bosses, the rural gentry and looters 
during the Land Investigation Drives in Soviet areas from 
1933 onwards. The wide powers attached to this bureau 
included the right to expropriate property, powers of 
trial and arrest and subsequent sentencing of suspected 
rural 'bad elements'. [T.L. Hsiao, The Land Revolution 




State farms are considered the highest, most socialized 
form of farming. Unlike the collective farm which is 
owned by the members, these farms are government-
owned. The system of remuneration is also different. In 
collectives, iabour-days are recorded and at the time of 
the harvest a distribution is made in kind and, to a 
minor extent, by monetary award. On state farms, 
labour is paid a wage according to the industrial system. 
State farms are farming enterprises, differing from in-
dustrial enterprises only in that they are orientated 
towards the villages. In China, state farms have been less 
emphasized than in the Soviet Union, but have been 
used for special tasks such as opening up virgin lands in 
the remote north and western parts of the country where 
maximum use can be made of capital and machinery. 
State farms should 'unite with and assist the surrounding 
APCs' and provide 'models of production techniques'. 
GUO/KUO 
They should also 'engage in a variety of operations, in-
crease the rate of labour utilization, continuously im-
prove production techniques· and labour management and 
raise labour productivity'. Moreover, they must 'strictly 
enforce economy, thoroughly implement the policy of 
managing farms by austerity, improve the wage system 
and increase production while reducing costs'. [1956-57 
National Agricultural Development Programme, revised 
draft (Peking, 1957), p.17]A major problem has been 
efficiency and profitability. 'Production per unit of area 
is not high, labour efficiency is low and some farms work 
with a deficit' [JMJP, 9 Jan. 1965, p.2]. See also R. 
Carin, State Fanns in Communist China (Hongkong, 
1962). 




state livestock farms 
OO~!Mf::l:~M state grazing station 
gu6y{ng muchangzhdn 
oo;g;t:j=.~:t~ state dairy farm 
gu6y{ng n iimaichOng 
OO*~~:ti(:I:~ state grain farm 
gu6y{ng guwu n6ngchang 
OO~tJL;f:JJ!Cf-t.~:I:~ mechanized state farm 
gu6y{ng f[xiehud 
n6ngch0ng 
00 ~mff state machine and tractor 
*t:tLm DO" station 
gu6y{ng ;Tqi tuola/lzhdn 













OO~ff-®:x~ftr balance of payments 








OOIW-ffi*m:~fiJT International Rice Research 
gu6jtddomtyti.njiusuo Institute (IRRI), Los Banos, 
Philippines 
OO~ff-~wlf~fi Bank for International Settle-
guoji qlngsudn y{nhti.ng ment 





gu6ji fuxlng kaifo 
y{nhti.ng 
International Bank for Recon-
struction.and Dev~lopment 
(World Bank) 
OO~:Jf~~~ Agency for International 
guoji kiiife zongshu Development. (AID) 
Sometimes written: 001!-T-~~€d'FW gu6jifazh0n hezuoshu 
OO~ff-°*Im~R 














International Sugar Agreement 
International Grains Agreement 
International Wheat Agreement 













International Cotton Advisory 
Committee 




------------- ----- -- ------- ------------~---
GUO/KUO 
f./:*::fli~f'- expanded reproduction (enlarged 
kuodd zdishengch'On production) 
A socialist term for increased investment in agriculture 




expanded social reproduction 
Rate of expanded social reproduction depends on: (1) 
the size of accumulation and volume of which can be 
used to augment production .capital; and (2) the employ-
ment coefficient of production capital. When the quantity 
of accumulation that can be used to increase production 
capital is fixed, the coefficient becomes the determining 




policy of agricultural expansion 






This is a method developed in games theory in which all 
the worst possible outcomes are programmed. Then the 
best outcome of all the worst situations is selected and is 






cauliflower [Brassica oleracea L.] 







Latin Amedcan Free Trade 
Agreement (LAFT A) 
capsicum (red pepper) 
[Capsicum annum] 
also: ¥.*:1il liljiao and ¥.*1.iti ldqie 
¥.*Wf~ 
ldganlan 
spicy olive, an olive used in the 




















dried salt meat (especially pork) 
winter manure 
a special congee traditionally 
cooked on the 8th day of the 
12th lunar month 
wax gourd (Chinese preserving 
melon--zit-kwa [Cant.]) . 
[Benincasa hispida (Thumb) 
Cong.] 
~m. donggua 
pearl millet [Pennisetum 
typhoides] 
waxy maize [Zea mays spp.] 
also: ~J!JHifi.3i* ldzhizhOng yumi 





Sometimes called colloquially: :1:-ig i:fl ;~~ dizhongh'OijT 
Mediterranean chicken 
laifu 
radishes [Jap :*:;JR daikon] 
[Raphanus sativus L. var. 
ancathifonnis Makino] 
see also: ~ t- lu6bo 
lima beans [Phaseolus lunatus L.J 
LAN LAN 
also: ~W.R. hwingdidou 
~m~~.R. ximiandou 
as selling on credit to buyers. These middle men act as a 
bridge between sellers and buyers in vegetable and live-
fine thread bean (Canton) stock markets. In addition, in Hongkong today, the 
wholesale marketing of livestock from China is carried 
emperor bean 
b out solely by the laans who are, in fact, political 




Lai yang pear 
fffiJVI:!t.JT:t.§.1¥.Jf!b.k Liebenstein's low level 
;if:IS]11J~ll# equilibrium trap 
/Jibansltan de dishufzhUn 
funheng xianling 
'Capital savings and credit among indigenous rice farmers 
and immigrant vegetable farmers in Hongkong's New 
Territories', in R. Firth & B.S. Yamey (eds), Capital 
Savings and Credit in Peasant Societies (1964); also R. 
Silin, 'Marketing and credit in a Hongkong wholesale 
vegetable market', in W.E. Wilmott (ed.), Economic 
-Organization in Chinese Society (1972).] 
see also: :j:Jl:~ chaijia secondary wholesalers 
~~~ barnyard manure 
Ian fen 
see: ~E ll£l. feiliao 
Farming and technology at such a low state of develop-
ment that the cost of investment in modernization does ~ 
not promise sufficient rate of return to the farmer to 
encourage him to invest further capital. liJn 











to retain flood water 
to reclaim farmland from the 
sea 
vehicle barriers 
Placed on dykes in wet season to prevent damage 




A livestock pen or railing 
also a primary wholesaler 
pron: laan--(Cant.) 
A laan is a pure broker business common to S. China and 
especially Hongkong. The laan, in return for a commission, 
performs an essential service in that he advances cash for 
















also: :=]it ltlncao, 
:itiiE.R. 
ltinhuadou 
foot and mouth disease 
silkworm (cocoon) refuse 
basket work 
Indigo (blue grass) 
[Strobilathes flaccidifolius l 
:itf Fiif ldndilln, Aii:w dianqTng 
broad beans [Vicia faba L.] 




Formerly it was common in China for a person to collect 
and pay taxes, collecting a fee for transactions. 
LAN 
Tim the chinese olive 
See under: :Wf.&: g'anmn 
f.&: C olive kernels 
llmren 
LANG 
l/Jng the wolf 
Some areas of China still suffer from wolves [see 'How to 















An early term for proletariat taken from early Japanese 
writings and translated into Chinese. The favoured trans-
lation now used is: 
7Cf""ll'.11"!~ ivUch'Onjiejf 
labour model, model workers 
An abbreviation of: "#29J;f~ffi ldodong m6fan 




"#1& laogai (below). 
corvee, labour levy 
"#1& labour reform 
laogai 
A contraction of: "#i9JC&~ laodong gifizao 
The Ministry of Public Security controls a number of 
labour reform units; sometimes referred to as corrective 
farm labour [JMJP, 7 Sept. 1954, p.3]. This type of 
148 
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labour is usually reserved for the more criminal elements 
of Chinese society, though it has included political and 
religious prisoners from time to time. As a punitive 
measure for crimes such as murder or rape, no payment 
is given, but under most circumstances a fixed payment 
is made. [Meng Chiao-liang, 'Preliminary achievements of 
labour education', CFYC (Political and Legal Research) 
5 (1958), 47-49] The category includes: 
"#C&ll'). 
laogaidui 
corrective labour brigade 
These consist of: small (1}'), medium (i:p), great C:k), 
branch ($i:) and general (~.) units [JMJP, 7 Sept. 
1954, p.3], and is a contraction of: , 
"#i9JC&~~~ll'A laodong gaizao guanjidodui. 
labour reform farm 
kiogaichang 




labour re-education (1957) 
Organized specifically in 1957 to cope with the 
dissidents of the '100 flowers' movement for those who 
'break discipline, do not accept direction in labour and 





labour re-education brigades 
a person undergoing labour 
reform 
labour [Jap. rodo] 
The Marxist equivalent of labour in its basic sense here is: 











labour-day [Russ. rabocij den'] 
also called: .If~ B gongzuorl 
The standard unit for measuring labour inputs in agri-
culture. It refers to the amount of labour spent on com-
pletion of the labour norm set for each kind of work and 
is used to compute labour remuneration. On state farms 
seven hours is the recognized period, but no given time 
scale has been given for brigades where it has not been 
the practice to convert into standard units. However, one 
LAO 
work-day is generally reckoned to be equivalent to ten 
workpoints. The number of work-days required to com-
plete the norm of a particular task is determined by the 
technical standards required for each kind of labour, the 
arduousness of the labour process, and the importance 
of this work to the entire process of production. One 
labour day is credited for completing the norm of a 
medium grade of work. A labour day, therefore, re-
presents the time spent on completing the norm and 
attaining the quality of labour which meets a given 
stap.dard. It does not mean that by doing a day's work a 
labour day will be credited. [State Statistical Bureau, 
Handbook of Agricultural Statistical Work p.36] 
see also: AI 13 rengongri 
* iV.l~liH!i~I ~ · 
zaodimg baoch6ufei 
abbreviated to: 
monetary compensation for 
labour 
*iV.l:t!X!!i~tt /Qodimg baoch6u 
*iV.111.r 
zaodongfei 
labour charges, labour expenses 
This is the cost of hired labour plus unpaid labour and 
charges for the operator's labour. 





the labour force 
The standard term for the working peasant himself and 
not, as is commonly supposed, labour in the collective 
sense. 
* iV.J ::tJ iii f tz: 
zaodongli aanwei 
labour unit 
The aggregate labour performed by one man working 




The operation of any specified farming task. 
*iV.l~f""::tJ labour productivity 
ldodong shengchOnli 
Lenin pointed out: 'Labour productivity, in the final 
analysis, is the most important, most essential thing that 
guarantees the victory of the new social system.' [Com-
plete Works of Lenin, vol.29, p.388] 
* iV.J ~f"" ~ iro 
lti.odong shengchOn 
aing'e 
labour production quota 
The annual assignment of farming tasks sets out each 
individual's labour contribution for which work-points are 




Transplanting (per mu) 
Reaping (per mu) 
Ploughing* 
LAO 
Hoeing, weeding (per mu) 
Application of chemical ferti-
20 points per assigned task 
10 points per assigned task 
8 points per assigned task 
5 points per assigned task 
lizer (kg/per tan) 
Spraying 
2 points per assigned task 
1 point per assigned task 




Grain given as a bonus. 
'labour grain' 
*iV.IJ5JH~ labour income 
wodongsuode 
This is farm income when depreciation, unpaid family 
labour other than the farmer's own, is taken into account. 
Interest charges on total investment need to be deducted. 




Classical economists have maintained that qualitative 
differences in the labour force could be reduced to 
quantitative differences and, therefore, looked for a 
quantitative element that would allow the determination 
of coefficients for the reduction of comP,lex to simple 
labour. Two methods commonly adopted in the West 
have been: ( 1) wage differentials; and (2) reduction of 
·qualitative differences to differences in training costs. In 
Marxist economics all skilled labour is expenditure of 
labour power of a more costly kind. It therefore has a 
higher value than unskilled or _simple labour. [R. Freedman 
(ed.), Marx on Economics (1971), p.40 ff.] 




see: ~~:fftil>f'F jTngj{xiezuo 
*Wlf:li1:~~$1JJ;r labour protection system 
wodong Moxian zhidu 
This means medical care, unemployment benefits, day 
centres for children. Workers usually receive a cut in 
wages of 50-60% after sick leave of six months or more. 
Retirement is usually at 60, whilst females can retire at 
55. Retirement benefit is usually 70% of wages for life. 
Generally speaking, all government organizations have 
nurseries for children from the age of two months to 
7 years, and women are allowed time off to feed children. 
The system also includes such fringe benefits as meals at 
reduced prices in mess halls, free ·hair cuts and baths for 
needy households. 
Commonly abbreviated to:*f:li1:lti.ob0o. A variation of 








labour insurance regulation, 
labour protection legislation 
labour insurance funds 
labour consumption 






labour protection contract 
labour cooperation 
Originally this term was used in Hunan and Kiangsi 




also: *::r::.g.;';_J ltiogongheyue especially in planta-
tions in S.E. Asia. 
*w.i.g.;';_J* labour contract leader 
ltiodong heyuezh'fing [Malay Kapa las] 
*'G.J:J:tlmt!i!IJ 
ltiodongtiyutinze 
labour norm; can also mean 
'labour regulation' 




large armies of labour 
A reference to labour intensive projects and, therefore, 











From the Russian. where its meaning was a producer 
cooperative. Today it is synonymous with the term 
kolkhozy, now the prevailing type of collective farm in 
USSR. The means of production are collectivized, but 
private plots and a few personal tools are still permitted. 












labour tools {the means of 
production) 
'Labour tools were originally composed of draft livestock 
.. and· various implements composed of bamboo wood, 
iron and leather such as carts, farm boats and '\Yater-
wheels. Now, irrigation, processing, hulling and grinding 
machinery, low-tension cables, electrical equipment and 
farm water conservancy projects have· also been added.' 
(Yuang P'ei-hsin, 'The problem of capital in the moderni-
zation of our agriculture', CCYC 6 (1963), p.12] 
ltiodong duixiting 
objects of labour 
The objects of labour were originally composed of 
primarily seed, feed and fertilizer; now chemical fertilizer, 
insecticides, kerosene and gasoline have been added.' 
(Yang P'ei-hsin, op. cit., p.12] 
*'G.J:JJ!i;5} 
ltiodong dlfen 
basic labour points 
Points assigned according to one's capacity for labour. 
*'G.J:J5.i!E'G.J:J'l1: labour mobility 
ltiodong liudongxing 
*w.im~*f9: coefficient of mechanization of 
ltiodong jixie xishu labour 










lation through labour power' 
This means labour power available for capital con-
struction. This form of accumulation is not expressed in 
cash or in kind but in fixed services such as water con-
servancy projects, irrigation, soil improvement works, 
terracing, etc. The principal element is the labour directly 
invested by the people, not simple growth of material 
labour. It is not productive labour on the original scale 
but productive labour on an extended scale. It is the main 
source for the creation of a new material wealth. [JMJP 
editorial, 11 July 1965, p.l] The basic principle as 
applied to farming in China is full-time labour opera-
tion on capital construction projects in the slack season, 
part-time operation in the normal season, and no opera-
tion at all in the busy season. [Lu Ching-weh, 'Labour 
accumulation is the best way of developing agricultural 
production on the basis of self-reliance', JMJP, 25 Nov. 
150 
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1965, p.5 ]Communes have been urged to rely on labour 
accumulation as part of the policy of self-reliance. [See 
T'eng Hsing-hsiang, 'On labour accumulation', CCYC 2 
(1966), p.23.] 
* iVJ ifl'f~ !.~Fi:~ 
ldodong jiazh{ 17lun 
labour theory of value 
Because goods are capable of satisfying personal demand, 
the utility of goods and services produced by labour gives 
them each a use value irrespective of the amount of 
labour required to create this use, but a worker only gets 
a fraction of the value of his production. [See R. 
Freedman (ed.), Marx on Economics, (1971), p.27ff.] 
*iVl~;"]~.¥~ labour intensity 
ldodong j{yue chengdu 
Western economic usage of this term implies the extent of 
labour costs, as opposed to the amount of fixed capital 
used in production. In socialist economics it refers to 
the amount of live labour per unit of working time 
actually expended in production, i.e. it is a measure of 
the rate of energy consumption. 




This is production which needs a high degree of live 





lab our skill 
see: E::rt*iVJ fushiltiodong complex labour 
*iVlitxlJ 
IOodong jihua 
*iVlit xU ;J-~c 
ltiodong jihua fenpei 
labour plan 
planned distribution of labour 
In the final analysis all savings are savings of time, or 
more precisely social time, according to Marx. 'If the 
time used by society to produce wheat and domestic 
animals is reduced, the amount of time saved can be 
used to carry out other production.' Planned distribution 
is vital in obtaining savings of time, therefore, and the 
planned distribution. of labour in various branches of 
production becomes 'the foremost economic law based 
on collective production' and 'such a law is an extremely 
high level law'. ['On Money'-a manuscript of economics 
from 1857-58 quoted from Discussions of Communist 
Society by Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin (Peking, 1958), 
p.67.] 
also: *iVJ;J-~c ltiodongfenpei and 













. instruments of labour 




A handbook held by cadres which records data on days 
worked in the fields, etc., quality of work and attitudes 
of farmers to :specific tasks. 
* iVJ 5lJi!,¢.\ 
ltiodong guandzan 
labour viewpoint 
This really means to view manual labour with respect. 








autogestion (workers' control) 
labour market 
labour price theory 
A general labour theory of prices does not exist in China, 
but such a theory has been linked almost exclusively with 
Marxian economics and the analysis of exploitation 
under capitalism. Various economists have tried to 
improve on Marx or refute him by employing his 
assumptions with more advanced mathematics. According 
to the theory, the economy is disaggregated into three 
sectors producing physically identifiable goods: machines 
measured in numbers, intermediate goods measured in 
tons, and consumer goods measured in baskets. First, 
a static economy is usually considered and it is found that 
product prices are proportional to the total living and 
embodied labour contained in the product. The factor 
of proportionality is the price of labour. For the same 
reasons the organic composition of capital resources is 
proportional to the technical composition, and the factor 
oCproportionality is the labour-time price of the capital 
good. Technological progress is introduced in a threefold 
way which is: (1) labour augmenting, (2) capital aug-
menting, and (3). resources augmenting. Since techno-
logical progress tends to increase the production of 
consumer goods, it sometimes reduces the production of 
other goods and always reduces labour-time prices, the 
latter being identified with prices of production or com-
- - --- --------- -----· 
LAO 
petitive prices. [R. Freedman (ed.), Marx on Economics 
p.41] 
*.I** zaogong guanxi' 
* :tJ ;j;JL ;fJjj(; f-t IY-1 
51-:fJT~i:l~ it 




labour and mechanization 
analysis and planning 






'combining labour and rest' 
Good production can only be maintained if regular 
periods of rest are maintained. Therefore eight hours of 
sleep is recommended; working hours are not to be 
extended, extra activities are to be reduced and regular 
holiday periods are important. [JMJP, 21 June 1965, 
p.1 edit.; an earlier reference to this appeared in JMJP, 









old-fashioned farm tools 
~~* maize [Zea mays] 
!Ooyuml 
see: ~~~ yushUshu 
~1:X~il1:1J,!:.EI._ old peasants' counselling team 
!Oon6ng canm6u xiaozu 







~ ~ cold storage 
mngcting 
also: ~~~ mngctingku 
~IBiil.&l cold glass 
mngbol{ 
~:fJ.l unsaleable products 
mnghuo 
~i.1.f-:lit61 frozen food 
mngdong shfpln 
~;~EB fallow field, lit. 'cold and 
mngjintidn submerged field' 
LI 
It is actually a mud field filled with decayed soil. It has 
also been used to mean a 'low-yield field'. [NYCS 11 
(1964), p.7] Inferior soil, poor bacterial activity in need 








badly drained land 
LI_ 
plum tree [Prnnus sp.] 
plums of all types 
Leontief matrix 
(yl.W. Leontief 1906- ) 
Leontief used the US economy 1919-29 to establish the 
system of flows and transfers from the various sectors 
of_productive activity in a rectangular table or matrix. 




















In socialist ·enterprises the term 'profits' is a monetary 
expression of a portion of the values of products, i.e. 
that portion of money the enterprise has accumulated for 
society's benefit as a whole. More specifically, profits are 
the balance between the monetary proceeds from sales of 
products and the payments for costs· of productive (prime 
costs) and taxes to the State. Hence, profits are influenced 
by the following factors: (1) volume of sales and 
production; (2) level of selling prices; (3) level of pro-
duction costs; and (4) level of tax rates. (3) above is in 
turn influenced by prices of raw materials, fuel, labour 
productivity, economy in administration outlay and 
prevailing wage rates, etc. [Wang Lu-sheng, Lui Nien 
and Ho Cho, 'Certain problems of capital accounting in 
socialist enterprises', CCYC 6 (1963), p.41; see also Ho 
Chien-chang, Kuei Shih-yung and Chao Shao-min, ·on the 




profits in command 
This means putting cash before the collective interest and 
remuneration of any kind before political imperatives. 
The term originated in 1964 at the time of the movement 
to discredit material incentives for the peasant under the 




;f;lj~~ .l:ti9U profitability /rentability 
lirun btli [Russ. rentabel 'nost] 
















;f;lJJfliiE~~~ utilized starch equivalent (USE) 
liyong didnfen cllngshu 
An. expression of the contribution of grass to livestock 















the pear [Pyrns sinensis] 
prickly pear, Indian fig 
[ Opuntia ficus indica (L.) Mill; 
0. tuna Mill.] 
ploughman 
'Plough in winter letting the 

















lit. 'beginning Spring' 
Farmers' traditional holiday. Formerly the time of cere-
monial ploughing (gonggeng). Usually occurs between 
5-18 February. See Figure 7: farmer's calender. 
&*~~ 
limii. shengcai 
upright tree lettuce (cos) 
[Lactuca sativa L.] 
see also: ffiii§'. wo1u ~~ shengciii 
~·L.·~~ juanxin shengcai JJ.tiJ/&l~~ boli shengciii 




Intensive poultry production. Large numbers of chickens 










Enclosures for fattening and finishing livestoek. 
LIANG 














grain famine, grain shortage 
grain depot 
grain coupon, ration cards, 
food stamps 
land tax (originally a grain levy) 
grain manors 
This was division of lapd under the Manchus (1645 AD) 
and was basically a closed system of quota production 
with an annual amount of grain to be produced on the 






;f .!i: FF.I rclJ ~ 
liyong gaoli!ing 
grain sorghum [Sorghum vulgare] li!ingchanqu 













~ftfi~lf~'mlJ~ to propagate in abundance 
li!ingzhong fanyii. zhidii. 
154 
A regional division of labour operates in rural areas of 
China based on natural, socio-economic conditions and 
local farming systems with the organization of food 
production districts at provincial, special district and 
county levels. Below this were ploughing and farming 
districts ( *JH'FIR genzuoqii). [See Liu Pai-t'ao, 'A 
preliminary discussion of several problems relating to 





four cereals (rice, wheat, tubers 
and miscellaneous cereals) 
grain prices 
For twenty-three years since 1949, grain prices in China 
have remained stable. Flour and rice, the main staples in 
the diet, are sold at an average of 0.35 yuan and 0.30 
yuan per kg respectively .. These prices have remained 
stable since 1953. In 1953 the State nationalized the 
purchase and sale of grain. Free trading ended and the 
policy of fixed grain price guarantees came into force to 
LIANG 
ensure long-term stability of prices. Staple foods began 
to be supplied according to a planned ration which was 
designed to ensure that no one starved. It also ensured 
that if natural disasters occurred grain could, theoretically 
at any rate, be shipped to the disaster area fairly easily. 
On 5 Jan. 1949 grain prices were SOl)ring rapidly. On the 
Shanghai market, for instance, the retail price of rice was 
640 'gold yuan' (KMT currency) a picul (133 1/3 lbs). By 
28 January this price had jumped to 1,800 yuan and by 
4 February, on the eve of liberation, had reached 4,600 
yuan. ['Grain prices do not go up in China', China 




Commune personnel designated to urge, assist and pro-





abundant grain reserves 
foodstuffs, synonymous with 
cereals 
The terms 'grain' and 'food crops' are interchangeable in 
modern standard Chinese. This can give rise to error. 
The term *I~ (liangsh{) literally means 'food grain' 
and is simply translated as grain or cereals. However, to 
statisticians and economists in China, it invariably means 
food crops or foodstuffs, in contrast to colloquial usage. 
Hence, it includes all cereals and cereal equivalents, 
i.e. pulses, tubers and potatoes. However, since 1956 
soyabeans have been included under oil crops. Still 
provincial data sometimes include .soyabeans and grain 
ministry Statistics to do with tax, purchase and supply 
include soyabeans. 
*~:ifirn:I:~ ( :.¥~"$ ) the cereals market 
litingshf shichOng 




*~:ifi~f"" grain production 
litingshf shengchOn 
*~:ifiil&~ cereals policy 
litingshf zhengce 
*~:ifimiM food controls 
litingshf tongzhl 
*~:ifi~~ food bond 
litingshf zhdiqudn 




A cadre with· specific duties relating to grain production 
in certain parts of China. 
see also: *~9rfl litingshudi (above) 
*~:ifi#HSffilJ 
litingshf gongjtzhl 
food supply system, food ration 
system (sometimes referred to as 
the 'free food supply system') 
The following payments in kind operate in brigades based 
on a fixed quota principle: (1) All grain is rationed in 
China; therefore, an official amount is set aside per 
household member per year. The amount varies through-
out different brigades but averages about 219 catties. 
(2) An additional distribution of grain is given to working 
members of the brigade. It is graded according to (a) area, 
(b) age and health, and (c) labour intensity. This means 
that those doing heavy manual work draw maximum 
rations, currently about 30 kg of grain a month extra 
[NCNA, 8 Nov. 1974]. (3) Excess output ration: obtain-
able when quotas have been exceeded; any surplus is 
retained for distribution later in the year. (4) Harvest 
ra1;ion: special distribution made at the end of the harvest 
to compensate for extra hours. (5) Retained foods: a 
small amount of certain categories of brigade produce may 
be retained for later distribution amongst members, e.g. 
fruits and vegetables. 
see also: UIDJ:E~~ gliding g_ongj{ 
*~:ifi~EiliiE grain ration card 
litingshf gongyingzheng 
*~ 1fi ~ Eil ~m 
lidngshf gongyingbU 
grain ration book 








Ministry of Food 
grain bureau, food bureau 
grain branch 









zdnxfng guanlt bdnfQ 
grain management station 
grain management office 
temporary ordinance on the 




lidngshi jihud shougou he iihud gongylng de mlngling 
Order of planned food purchase 
and supply (1953) 
This aimed at nationalizing all major food commodities 
and materials, and in fact gave the government for the first 
time state monopoly in the food market. 
)ifi~il!f"" 
litingshi zengchan 
. increased grain production 
lfi~*il:±i!!mH.R acreage under food grains 
lidngshi gengdl midn/I 
lfi~ffif"" 
litingshf much-an 
yield per mu 
The actual amount of grain produced per mu of land. 
This is calculated by multiplying the individual crop 
yield by the number of fodividual plants per mu, usually 
on sample plots. 
lfi~~E82F-:ISJ average annual yield of grain 
i:F-~]it per mu 
















food grain and cotton yield 
bitter cucumber [Momordica 
charantia; Jap. kiuri] 
two; a tael when referring to 
silver; otherwise I chinese 
ounce for other weights 
double cropping 
see: E:fifi jUzhOng 
im*imm 
/Uingjf /Uingtitin 







the two decentralizations, 
three unifications and the one 
guarantee 
This is a mnemonic describing the method the CCP took 
to improve the administrative framework for rural trade 
and finance in conjunction with the establishment of the 
communes in 1958. The 'two decentralizations' were: 
(a) staff, and (b) assets. The 'three unifications' were: 
(a) policy, (b) planning, and (c) management of floating 
capital. The 'one guarantee' meant to generate the 
accomplishment of fmancial tasks. In a nutshell, on the 
one hand, the state decentralized rural finance and 
trading organizations and, on the other, the communes 
had to manage their affairs in accordance with a unified 
central plan. The communes collected all revenue from 
rural trading organizations, guaranteeing to submit to the 
state through financial charmels, i.e. the bank, an appro-
priate portion of their income. [Li Hsien-nien, 'How to 
reorganize improvement of financial and trading admini-
stration in rural areas', Hung Ch'i 2, 16 Jan. 1959] 
Wi~-~=t;!j.g. 'two participations, one reform 
lfangcan, ytgai, sanjiehe and three unifications' 
Public participation (workers in management and manage-
ment in production), reform of outmoded methods of 
production. The 'three unifications' means coordination 
between peasants, technical experts and cadres (1963). 
im~il!!~a94~ 'struggle between two roads' 
IUingtitio ddolu de 
douzheng 
A 1957 anti-rightist campaign over the two roads of 
economic development. This grew into a series of 
articles over a span of several months during 1967-68 
in the journal Agricultural Machine Technique, Peking, 
claiming to recount a 10-year conflict between Mao and 
Liu over agricultural policy. The one road favoured by 
Mao was collectivization of the economy as a preparation 
for sustained development to make the best use of labour 
and natural conditions. The other road, ascribed to Liu 
Shao-chi, was mechanization on a massive scale. This 
required a high degree of capital investment in foreign 
machinery. In 1958, China opted for collectivization and 
semi-mechanization. [See 'China's Krushchev's crime of 
thwarting the farm tool renovation movement must be 
thoroughly reckoned with', NYCHCS 3 (1968); 'T'an 
Chen-lin's crime of sabotage against farm mechanization 
must be reckoned with', NYCHCS 6 (1968); 'Completely 
settle scores with crimes committed by T'an Chen-Jin 
and his ilk in the construction of water wheel pumps' and 
'A newborn thing is undefeatable' and 'A shocking class 
struggle', all in NYCHCS 7 (1968). Translated in SCMM 
624 (1968).] 
im~~5E:~ the policy of 'walking on two 
IUingtitiotut zuolu legs', . . 
i.e. simultaneous development of industry and agriculture. 
An important principle of current policy which sets out 
to combine modern and traditional production methods 
in order to increase output. The term also refers to the 
LIE/LIEH 
simultaneous development of industry and agriculture; 
of national and local industries; and of small, medium· and 
large-scale enterprises. It is a slogan of national con-
struction. 
The development of this concept dates back to the First 
Five-Year Plan, in which China showed a strong bias for 
heavy industry at the expense of the rural sector. This so 
completely absorbed China's scarce capital resources that 
little was available for light industry or agricultural 
mechanization. The costs and risks of this policy were 
immense and agriculture soon became a constraint upon 
continued industrialization. The industrial. sector could 
be expected only to progress so far before the problems 
of the agricultural sector beset it, eventually threatening 
the whole economy. In this context it is important to 
consider China's international position and defence strategy 
at that time. Quite apart from any great power ambitions, 
China was extremely vulnerable to Soviet and US military 
power. Under these circumstances China was forced to join 
the arms race and, therefore, could not abandon com-
pletely its goals of heavy industrialization. In effect, 
China opted to develop a modern large-scale sector and a 
small-scale labour-intensive sector. This meant that China's 
agriculture would have to rely on its own resources, 
and self-reliance was to become an important feature of 
this policy. This development of small-scale rural in-
dustries based on self-reliance was the major break with 
the Soviet model of development, and in certain 
respects represented the adoption of a modified version 
of the Japanese model. The main advantage was the small 
amount of capital required, the short construction period, 
utilization of indigenous technology, the educational 
function of 'learning while doing and doing while 
learning', and the capacity of such types of rural industry 
to generate further initiative in the countryside. This 
type of intersectoral resource allocation problem can be 
viewed as a zero-sum game: one sector's gain is the other's 
loss. But China opted out of this either/or case of resource 
allocation and decided to simultaneously develop heavy 
industry, light industry and agriculture. This is the 
essence of the strategy of 'walking on two legs': industry 
and agriculture working with each other and not in 
competition. [Yu Kuang-yuan, 'The simultaneous use of 
modern and indigenous production methods', Peking 
Review, 9 June 1959, pp.6-8; 'Industry supports agricul-
ture', Ibid., 9 August 1960, p.19.) 
i»!i:<fi'.:5t*.fT 
















row vector--a row of numbers 
game, wildlife 
game reserve 
At a conference held in Sinning on 6 June 1964, six 
provinces jointly stressed the importance of wildlife and 
game management and called on hunters to observe the 
need for 'active protection of endangered species and ·to 
make rational use of wild game as a national resource'. 

















a union of ten families, 
a tithing 
village combine, an association 
of villages 
joint administrative village 
United Nations Food and Agri-
culture Organization (F AO)· 
United Nations Commission on 
Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) 




Federation of Communes 
The idea of large, autonomous communes involving a high 
degree of ownership by the people, though attractive on 
ideological grounds, never became fully realized through-
out China as a whole. In 1959, however, some provinces ' 
LIAN 
organized large communes on the principle of 'one to 
a county' (xian). Honan province, for instance, was 
reported at the time to have 95 'Federations of Com-
munes' operating on the p,attern of the old county 
structure. In 1969, a 'new commune system' came into 
operation which emphasized small unit control. ['CCP 
Hon-aii Provincial Committee's plan this winter and next 
spring to overhaul, consolidate and elevate the people's 
communes', Honan Daily, 14 January 1959] 
lf*.g.r'"~ 
liOnhe chOnpTn 
joint product--as for example in 
the case of mutton and wool 






alliance between proletariat 
and middle peasants · 
joint management 
joint demand 
Demand for two or more products which are com-
plementary in use, and therefore have to be produced at 
the same time, e.g. brace and bit. 











any crop grown with rotation 
linkage groups 
Long before mankind engaged in farming diverse plant 
groups. prevailed. Under skilful human manipulation 
many 'linkage groups' have appeared. In arranging the 
structure of a linkage group, the main thing is to consider 
the ratio of planting, cultivation methods, relation 
between species, the ecological factor, group structure 
and adjustment and control of development. [Chiang 
Ch'en-kuan, Ts'ui Chi-lin and Ni Chin-kuei, 'On linkage 

















[Nelumbium nucifera Gaerta] 
When prepared in vinegar it is called: Mi'£~ suanlitinou 







China's natural forest resources are inadequate and on a 
per ca put basis - China has less forest area and less 
volume than any Asian-Pacific region except Pakistan. 
Demand for forest products outstrips supply. The first 
afforestation programme in 1956-68 involved new plan-
tings covering 105 million ha within a 12-year period to 
achieve a 20% forest cover over the whole country. 
Special nationwide conservation campaigns have been 
launched concentrating on protective cover in barren 
regions such as the northern steppe, later moving south-
ward and placing emphasis on economic crops. Since 
1968 afforestation has relied on the 'three selfs policy': 
reliance on peasants to (1) select seeds, (2) nurture 
saplings, and (3) bmld forest stock in the spirit of 
self-reliance. [S.D. Richardson, The Production and Con-
sumption of Forest Products in Mainland China: Future 
Requirements and Trade Prospects (1972)] 
also: ~u~;~ senlfn zlyutin 




The utilization of forest and woods for food production. 
This movement originated in hilly minority areas where 
grain was in short supply and distribution difficult. 
Local peasants were urged to sow grain wherever possible 
on high slopes. In 1960 there was supposedly 2,660 sq. 
km of grain sown in high mountain wooded areas of 





~!IX~ 11.J lR 
lfnmuye shanqu 
forest economy 
forest and livestock department--
a commune level organization 









ad hoc, interim, temporary 
temporary labour 
Farm labour taken on by industry during the slack 









Short-term (usually only one season) grazing land, after 
which it is put to other productive use. 
llffill'.t!tl:;:f:~.A 
linshi gehedu{ 
temporary harvesting teams 
Teams organized in the busy season during the Kiangsi 
period (1927-34) when normal mutual aid teams could 
not meet the manpower requirements for early and 
rapid harvesting. These teams were composed of govern-
ment cadres, servicemen and prisoners as well as peasants. 
The work offered no remuneration other than daily keep. 
[Pao Ch'eng, 'How Jui Chin solved its labour power 














oats [Avena sp.] 












leading worker (peredovik in 
Soviet terminology) 
price leader system 
leading sectors 
direct agricultural production 
According to this theory, it is important to adopt a 
scientific attitude towards agricultural production in 
order to achieve a diversified farming system. Direct 
agricultural production ensures the rapid development of 
agriculture by placing agriculture at the base of the 
economy. Only by fully developing agriculture can 
industry be provided with basic raw materials and labour 
power. ('Direct agricultural production on the basis of 
seeking truth from facts', Hung Ch 'i 1 (1973), 50-53] 
J{ng water caltrop, water chestnut 
[Eleocharis du leis] 
The stems and leaves of this plant are utilized. Ori 1 mu 
of land it can yield more fertilizer than 25 tons of river 
mud. A county in Hopei (Anh sin xian) has been described 
where two-thirds of the county's income comes from 
swampy land and only one-third from dry; 70% of wet 
land is devoted to the cultivation of this plant. [TKP, 
10 Nov. 1961, edit.] 
~~ 
l{ngfen 





l{ngjfrzofen water chestnut flour 
LIU 
river basin, drainage area 
displaced persons 
Farmers who were victims of famine and warfare and 










circulation of money 
circulating capital (in the 
western economic sense) 
















working funds, working capital 
This term is synonymous with Marx's term 'circulating 
capital' and denotes that portion of capital, the value_ of 
which is all at once (i.e. not piecemeal or gradually) 
transferred into the value of the product. Consequently 
it is 'circulated' ·into replacement from product value, 
whence it is converted into money. At the same time, 
it ' is continually being renewed in its original 
material form, or is advanced in the form of cash outlay. 
Usually this includes capital advanced for raw materials, 
fuel, wages, etc. [Ch'en Kung, 'On several problems 
associated with the concept of working capital', CCYC 7 
(1963), p.40] 
Marx's aim in distinguishing fixed capital from working, 
capital under socialism was ultimately to point out the 
differences in forms of replacement, thereby enabling an 
analysis of the influence of capital transformation· on 
both amounts of advanced capital and surplus value. 
[Ibid., p.39] 
5.i!E~~Mi~~ liquid material capital 
liudong wuzh{ zijTn 
5.ift~·l~l¥.JU!U5:E: fixed assets used in distribution 
~r-
liUdongxing de gliding 
zTchOn 
The control or', working funds and credit funds is 
important in distribution and use of funds which must be 
according to the state plan: working funds must not be 
·used for capital construction·; "credit funds must not be 
spent under fiscal expenditure, and it is not permissible 
to sell goods on credit or pay for goods in advance. The 
funds spent in purchasing the objects of labour and 
paying wages normally perform theii: function within the 
production cycle. They are mobile and cyclic in' nature 
and are called 'working' funds' (15.i!E~~~ liudong 
zijin). No production is possible· without 'fixed funds' 
( U!i] 5:E:~~ gliding zijfn) and working funds. Fixed 
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LUO 
funds aie able to serve theii: purpose during a longer 
period of time covering a number of production cycles. 
Following gradual wear and tear in the production 
process, the value of equipment is converted step by step 
into finished products through the form of depreciation 
until it is utterly worn out and has to be renewed. 
Working funds take part in only one production cycle. 
[Tuan Yun, 'The question of working funds, credit funds 
and theii: control', Hung Ch 'i 11 (195 9)] 











drifting and begging 
liquid feed 
mint [Hemerocallis flava] 
LUO 
'lopti' hemp 
A hemp fibre crop grown in Sinkiang (Tarii:n Basin area) 
on the Lopu plateau. The fibre is similar to but stronger 
than that of cotton or ambary hemp ( ~tun yangma). _ 
Some mills have tried to blend it with cotton. It is also 
used in paper manufacture. [KMJP, 29 Aug. 1962 and 
27 Sept. 1962] 
~5~R 
lu6hdndou 
broad beans [Vicia faba L.] 
Said to be taken from the 500 followers of Buddha who, 
as vegetarians, favoured these beans. 








Rhode Island Red 
Rhodes grass [Charis gayana] 
--a forage crop 
oriental radish [Raphanus 
sativus L. var. longipinnatus] 
LUO 
also: ~ I- ff lu6bozai (Cant.));F7i:;w yting'wuqfng 
. ~:Y.: cait6u' 
Not to be confused with·the European radish: ~I:fi .t-- ff 
hUnglu6bozai · 
A Hongkong variety is:·:j:1\-©~ l-pticht lu6bo [pachi 
lohpaak-Cant.] 




basil [ Ocimum basilicum L.] 
(bush, garden, sweet; Herbe 
royale) 
LUO 
broader meaning of 'to accept a new way of life or 
ideology'. The use of this term comes from its original 
meaning 'to scatter' or 'to disperse', as well as 'to lose'. 
It also means a dwelling place, a village; hence to settle 
in villages. 




Backward in the undeveloped sense. The opposite 
of 9f:ift xiiinjin in modern Communist terminology. 
For statistics on backward teams in various parts of 
China; see· JMJP; 15 June 1973, and NCNA reports of 






hull-less barley [Hordium nudum ~Fcl8: underdeveloped regions 
[seeJMJP, is June 1973] Ardvini ex Schult.] luohouqii 
So-called 'naked barley', that is with caryopsis free from 
lemma and palea and threshes free as in wheat. This type 






hull-less oats (naked oats) 
[Avena nuda L.] 
non-utilized land 
bare fallow 
Land cultivated with non-economic crops in order to 
preserve moisture and keep down weeds and avoid soil 
erosion. 
luo 
~1E~ groundnut, peanut 
luohuiisheng [Arachis hypogaea L.] 
also: 1E~ huiisheng (coll.) . 
~ro; 
luosii 
aubergine (egg plant) [Solanum 
rrielongena L.; Jap. nanbu-naga 
nasu] 
also: ~Jl\ aiguii, or 1.iii-Tquez 
~ J5 to resettle (in the countryside) 
luohu 
A term first used in i 964 in connection with the xia 
fang campaign to get educated youths to settle in the 
villages and 'make a new home'. The term now has the 
161 
~Fc*1JM backward villages and hamlet~ 
luohou ciinwii 





luOlunci qii xidn 
Lorenz curve 
A curve depicting the relation between the cumulative 
percentage of items and the cumulative total of their 
inherent variables. The curve illustrates degrees of in-























15~ sweet sorghum [S. vulgare var. 
/usu saccharatum Boerl.] 


















Traditionally this term has referred to staple crop land 






open field system 
six fixed system 
This refers to the.care and feeding of draft livestock and 
lays down six methods of improved handling to be 
adopted to raise livestock productivity: (1) fixed work 
162 
loa,d; (2) fixed amount of feed; (3) fixed bbdy weight; 
(4) fixed ploughing; (5) fixed fertilizer retrieval; and 
(6) fixed incentives and penalties for improvement or 
deficiencies in performance. ['Preliminary opinions on 
sending down of the accounting unit and brigade contract 
production policies of the Hung-t'ang brigade of the 
P'u-k'on Commune, 24 March 1963', in C.S. Chen and 
C.P. Ridley (eds), Rural People's Communes in Lien-
Chiang County, Fukien Province, 1962-1963 (Stanford, 
Calif.: Hoover Inst. Press, 1969), p.69] 
::;';;: 1tt the six domestic animals of 
liuchu China: horse, ox, goat, pig, 
dog and fowls 
::;';;:j;( 
uuza 
benzene hexachloride (BHC) 
Commonly called '666 liquid', this was the most popular 
insecticide and was sprayed over crops by aircraft. This 
insectide, Russian in origin, was' objected to by Chinese 
farmers because they believed it would poison their 
fields and that it had caused several deaths. Not only 
was it badly received, its price was considered too high 
and the technical application was too complicated for the 
simple farmer. In 1952 feeling was so strong that the 
Ministry of Agriculture thought it wiser to forbid the 




'six good' (working style) 
The meaning here is for farmers to have a good clear-cut 
sense of responsibility, to be good in labour, with 
everyone using their skills and initiative, with reliability 
in order to increase production. In addition, there should 
be good relations between cadres and peasants with 
cooperation in recording work norms, productivity and 
work-points. 
::;';;:~ 'six highs'; (high level of 
liugiio achievement) 
These are: high quality of farmwork, high yields in grain 
production, enthusiasm for learning new skills, high re-
putation of labour models, high level of political con-
sciousness, and finally high living standards. 
::;';;:i:~ 
liulun 
'six theories' -to be prevented 
from taking root amongst cadres 
(1) joining the Party to become a mandarin; (2) withering 
away of the classes; (3) docile tools; (4) peasant back-
wardness; (5) merging of public and private interests; and 




upland rice area 






Land which was given in lieu of salary. Grants of land 




Mung bean [Vigna radiata]. 











green tea [Camellia sinensis] 
oasis 
green manure 
pink clover (Chinese milk 
vetch) [Vicia spp.] 
green manure crops 
glasshouses (cold), greenhouses 
~{-t. 
tahutl 
to landscape, tree planting, to 
beautify the countryside (usually 
with some productive crop) 
In mainland China this was a campaign in 1956 to tum 
all China green; colloquially called 'to green up'. 






The preservation of farmland or fallow near to industry 
or urban areas. In China, the Taching oil fields are an 




In view of Japan and Taiwan's growth experience, one 
cannot doubt China's ability to follow the 'green re-
volution', doubling, even tripling yields in the next decade 
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LU 
or so, provided investment continues to be channelled 
into agriculture and tested farm technology is extended 
to all parts of the country. The main constraint, however, 
will be rapid population growth and any increase in 
production will tend to be offset by this. Even the green 
revolution, which holds the promise of doubling grain 
output, will only postpone the day of reckoning in this 
respect. The NHYV that have been developed are mainly 
intended for use in tropical and semi-tropical areas, i.e. 
roughly south of the Yangtse river. [Lester R. Brown, 
Seeds· of Change (1969)] The tragic implication is that 
China will not only have to run very fast just to keep 
where she is, so to speak, because of her large population, 
but also will not have to stop. 
see also: ~f"-~"'1 giiochan pTnzhong 













essence of core of young 
deer's antlers 
Deer are now herded in parts of China. Deer tending is a 
profitable sideline occupation for several brigades. The 
main areas centre around Szechuan and Shensi where since 
1958 deer secretions and products have.been used in the 
manufacture of perfumes and medicine. 
liln 
























mo.us with rotation grazing) 
rotational grazing . 
'shift classroom teaching' 
Classes located in different rooms with teaching staff 









a water pump (lit. 'dragon-bone 
pump') 
A device for lifting water from lower to higher levels in · 
paddy fields. · 
;tt)IJXI.*! 
16ngjiiing fengge 
'Lung Chiang' style 
One who puts the collective interest before section or 
local interests. From the dramatic play by Chiang Ch'ing 
in praise of Lung Chiang; the story of a village which 
allowed its land to be flooded for the benefit of the 
commune (1972). 
:tt!IR longan [Euphoria longan (Lour.) 
16ngyan Stend.] 










Farmers on flax fields, though allowed to plant a variety 
of crops other than flax, were not permitted to plant 
mulberry trees or any other kind of tree which implied 
permanent ownership. This term, commonly used in the 










black-i;:yed pea (cowpea) [Vigna 
unguiculata L. ssp. sinensis] 
bamboo [Dendrocalamus latif/orus 
Munro] · 
hemp [Cannabis sativa] 
oil of hemp seed 
flax mill 
ramie, sisal, hemp 
jute yam, sheer linen 
jute fabrics 
sesame oil 
gunney, gunney bags 
horse [Equus caballus] 
Originally thought· to be a native of. Central Asia. The 
most common species found in China is the Mongolian 
pony ( ~~ ). The history of the horse and its use 
in China is set out in twenty-four sections of the 
Pen Ts'ao ( :::$:1it ) Materia Medico. The most detailed 
work, however, is to be found in the Ma Ching ( ~ ~ ) 
or those classics published in the seventeenth century.· 
stable 
water chestnut--lit. 'horse's 
hoof [Eleocharis dulcis] 
~~¥ potato [Solanum tuberosum L.] 
madngshu 








A distinct feature of Chinese theory compared to Soviet 
theory has been the theory of permanent revolution. 
The belief that economic development on the basis of the 
existence of socialist production relationships creates in 
itself no guarantee ·for the establishment of· communist 
utopia. This is, in effect, a rejection of the Marxist view 
that the superstructure automatically results from the 
foundation of economic relationships; [See, for instance, 













The term 'comprador' is derived from the Portuguese 
meaning 'buyer'. Its origins in Latin [com-parare] mean 
'to furnish'. It came into use as China coast vernacular 
from colonial Portuguese who first used Chinese inter-
mediaries for commercial contracts. The comprador was 
a prominent figure in the treaty ports. In handling the 
foreign merchants' Chinese business, he was a bi-cultural 
middleman between east and west. As European interests 
spread in China, so did the comprador class which 
prior to 1949 was extremely rich and powerful. The 
communists naturally held a. special dislike for this class. 
[See Hao Y en-p'ing, The Comprador in Nineteenth 




~?JJ-::k~f"'"lfJ'l"~H big comprador-bourgeoisie 






a purchaser (Cant.) 
purchase marriage 
The traditional approach to marriage where a prospective 
partner is arranged through a go-between. This practice is 









turnip [Brassica rapa L.] 
MANG 
blind production (production 
without planning) 
'blindly migrated' (population) 
· mdngliu (renkou) 
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This refers to the drifting unemployed in and around 
cities or along the lines of communication. The category 
includes youths who leave rural areas of their own accord 
and peasants who move out of their villages. Many earn 
their living by doing odd jobs in the streets. [Ch'iu 
K'ung-yuan, 'Current sod.al problems in mainland China', 
Issues and Studies 10.4 (1974), p,63] 
t= 
mang 
=e!:* mango[Mangifera indica L.] 
mdngguo 






bottle gourd or calabash 
[Lagenaria vulgaris Ser.] 
- - - --- -- - ----- -- ---------
MAO 
also: ~ Jl\ puguii ~ Jl\ kuiigua iUiP" Jl\ hulilguii moo 
Colloqually referred to in parts of China as: 1'3t:7f 1E 
yekiiihuii 'night opening flower' on account of it bloom-
ing in the late evening. 
;t;~ 
mtiocdi 







soybeans [Glycine max L.] 
also: -;5g iUiu 
:f;1it fleshy grass (an aquatic weed) 
mtiocao 









=E: JT i.t 1,,. 
mtiojfn ji/id 
wool textile industry 
woollen textile mill 
woollen textiles 
to fix price according to quality 




'work done by the day' system 
This method of labour management ignores fixed quotas 
and the . established practice of recording work-points 
according to the quota performed by work groups. 
Instead it bases its daily routine on 'off-hand' allocation 
of work. Labour efficiency is not considered high and the 
quality of work is poor. [See 'Vigorously improve the 
business management of agriculture', Ch 'ien Hsien editorial, 
no. 10, 25 May 1964 (SCMM 437, p.41.] 
THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURE IN CHINA'S TRADE* 
(US $ million) 
Exports 1959 1965 1970 1973 
Food 835 530 645 1,595 
Textiles (mainly cotton) 620 485 495 1,070 
Crude materialst 495 405 430 870 
-Subtotal 1,950 1,420 1,570 3,535 
-As percentage of total exports 87.4% 69.8% 76.6% 72.2% 
Imports 
Food 20 520 355 1,000 
Textiles and fibres 92 230 155 464 
Fertilizer 70 145 230 220 
-Subtotal 182 895 740 1,684 
-As percentage of total imports 8.8% 48.5% 33.0% 33.8% 
* Traded commodities related to agriculture include traded farm products, 
imported inputs for agriculture (e.g. fertilizer), substitutes for agriculture 
products (e.g. synthetic fibres), and manufactured exports, a high proportion of 
the value added of which are agricultural inputs (e.g. cotton textiles). 
t This category is mainly oil seeds, textile fibres, and crude animal' materials, but 
it also includes some crude materials unrelated to agriculture. 





M ~ *-lWI: terms of trad~ 
rruloyi tidokuan 
also: M ~ * ftt- rruloyi tidojitln 
M ~mi.t trade statistics 
rruloyi tongji 
M ~~'iii! balance of trade 
rruloyi chii'e 












preferential trade area 
trade warehouse 
A trading organization which operated in China prior to 
1949, which not only was a warehouse in the normal 
sense but also was a place of business. These were taken 
over as joint state/private ownership undertakings in 
1949 and later into full state ownership when they became 
incorporated into the SMCs in about 1957. [Collected 
Laws and Regulations of the People's Republic of China, 













wheat [Triticum spp.] 



























coal method (of germination) 
Cleansed and sifted coal when mixed with rice seeds 
(7 chin per 100 seeds) increases humidity and helps rice 
seedlings sprout. [See Teng Kuang-chin, 'The coal method 
of rice germination is excellent', HKH 1 (1966), 7-8.] 
also called: :.l:llt'*= meiml 
mei the plum [Pnmus] 
The best variety is found in the north (Shantung). The 












parsnip [Pastinaca sativa L.] 




~!fiff ~t~:JC ..U~ Monte Carlo simulation 
mengtekalu6 m6nffe 
Probability sampling by building up large sets of variables 
into. a model to predict probable outcomes, in contrast to 
mathematical analysis. The Monte Carlo method may be 
compared to the gambler who tries to hedge as many 















rice (hulled rice) 
6-row barley, rice wheat 
[Hordeum hexastichon var. 
trifurcatum] 
rice flour 
rice bean [vigna umbellara] 
rice certificate 
rice bond 
objects of superstition 
Incense, paper houses and paper money. These were 





close planting were suggested by Soviet experts (notably 
Lutsenko) in 1951. Farmers' acceptance has varied 
throughout China and, apart from the period of the 
Great Leap (1958) when the policy to sow 20-30 chin 
of wheat to one mu was urged in all wheat producing 
areas and 350,000400,000 rice seedlings per mu in the 
south to double yields, official enthusiasm has been 
erratic. Nevertheless, the policy is still pressed from time 
to time. 




















the honey pear (Hopeh) 
[Pyrus pyrif olia] 













The relationship between crop density and increased rr 
yields has had a long history in China and evidence of J EB 
this practice can be traced back to the Ch'in dynasty 






Traditionally a large three-day event held once in ,the 
third" and once in the fifth moon of the lunar year. 
These fairs attract participants from within and outside 
the xian. The traditional religious function has been 
replaced by the commodity exchange function. Tra-
ditional concerts and operas are held. An editorial 
in People's Daily said that 'in view of the historical nature 
of the fairs and the need to foster economic growth 
and develop production, temple fairs had been retained 
in many localities and in others they , had been taken 
over and developed'. The overall control of temple fairs 
in China is now in the hands of SMCs and revenue 
departments, while cultural and propaganda departments 
have taken over the entertainments function of the 
fairs. [JMJP, 25 Aug. 1964] 
@Di temple goods 
mitlohuo 
Commodities purchased at temple fairs. This term some-





A technical term used in slaughter houses and meaning 















tax free reserve funds 












'orientated towards the village' 
This slogan urges industry and commerce to support 
farm production by manufacturing farm tools and other 
inputs necessary for increased production. On 'the soCial 
side it also implies helping to raise rural living standards 
and working conditions by bringing daily necessities 
within the reach of farm families, and in order to ensure 
that villages do not remain cultural backwaters, theatrical 
troupes and other entertainment groups are encouraged 











gluten of wheat 
cotton [ Gossypium herbaceum] 
The cotton most widely cultivated in China in the past 
was Asian cotton, colloquially called i::fi tit (zhongmitin), 
and small quantities of African cotton, called1j';f,t 
(xiaomitin) in Sinkiang and Kansu. Later, American 
cotton was introduced, mainly upland varieties: king 
cotton-~-T ;f,t(jinzimitiw, and acala cotton- Jm:-T;f.t 
(tuozimitin). After 1950, mainly delrapine cotton:f:t.:ftM 
(dtiizimitin)-was cultivated. Upland cotton now accounts 
for more than 95% of all varieties cultivated, the most 
common being *;f.t(mumitin) [Ceiba pentandra, Gaert-
































also: ~ii bupi 
m?..v 
mitinsha 
cotton fabrics, textiles 
bolt of cotton (approx. 40 yds 
or 36.58 m.) 
cotton yarn 
Divided up into: mt~:::k-el mitinshii ddbiio large bale of 
cotton (400 lbs or 181.44 kg) m?..V i::fi-el mitinshii 
zhongbiio medium bale (200 lbs or 90.72 kg) m?J11J\"El 
midnshii xf!Jobiio small bale (10 lbs or 4.54 kg). 
m~ 
midnlfng 











double cropping of cotton 
and food grains 
cotton textile industry 
lima bean [Phaseolus limensis 
Macf.) 





~·tw mutual trust , ' 
minqing 
This term is associated with rotating credit, or mutual 
savings societies and refers to the mutual trust which 
underlies the mfonnal agreement. [See, for instance, D.K: 
de Glopper, 'Doing business in Lukang', in W.F. Wilmott 











This is derived from: ~l.::J.1i:;lg ;R mfnyfshi weitiiin, 















people's grain delivery 
private forest or woodland 
race, tribe, people, ethnic 
group [Jap. Kanji--minzoku] 
National Minorities Trading 
Corporation 
labour battalions 
Unskilled villagers recruited for compulsory labour on 
large-scale rural projects, viz. water conservancy, etc. The 







Democracy with centralized control, i.e. leadership by 
MIN 
the (communist) party founded upon democratic prin-
ciples. 
or: ~':sl.~i:flifill m{nqudnj{zhongzhi 
~::El.:q<~ 
minzhU p{ngfen 
democratic evaluation of work-
points 
A system of calculating work-points first utilized in the 
Tachai Brigade which, in addition to following the basic 
piittern, also adopted political criteria and made work-
points subject to a monthly review, in contrast to the 
1:1arli1:1r system which was semi-permanent in nature. 
[Ch'en Yung-kuei, 'Put the thought of Mao Tse-tung 
in command and improve labour management', NYCS 
6 (1967); (SCMM 600, 1967, p.26); M.K. Whyte, 'The 
Tachai Brigade and incentives for the peasant', Current 
Scene 7.16 (1969), p.5] 
see also:.I~f~gongfenzhi, El~~~l.)( zibdogongyi 





Capital construction with the peasants doing the work 
with the minimum of government help. It is the de-
centralization of administrative and financial respon-
sibility. It emphasizes local organization and gives peasants 
more control over their own lives whilst at the same 












public opinion polls 
private enterprises 
private consumption 
kidney bean [Phaseolus 
vulgaris L.] 
















!his is a form of centralized planning of the type 
implemented under the first five-year plan with the aims 
of improvement of the total farm sector. It emphasized 
the relationship between institutional change and pro-
ductivity. In China this approach has been criticized as a 
systematized inflexible approach to area development. 
[See J.F. Karcz, 'An organizational model of command 
farming', in M. Bernstein (ed), Comparative Economic 








































t~tc..l.t~:it simulation model 
monT moshi 
An analytical mathematical model of some farm activity 
constructed in order to examine the way it works and 




A theoretical framework for the study of actual situations 




The model survey is the fundamental method for China's 
farm-output surveys. A county or district is selected and 
divided into classes of smaller districts or villages and a 
few households. The volume of output per harvest is 
then checked. The results obtained are used as the base 
for estimating the volume of harvest for the county or 
district as a whole. The results of such surveys need to 
be interpreted with care since hou~eh_olds are s~lected _by 
'the survey team itself and no statistical sampling design 
is involved. [Kung Chien-yao, 'A discussion of statisdcal 
methods of investigating the volume of farm output', 






















unit of measurement, 
i.e. 1 mu= 1/6 acre, 
15 mu= 1 ha 
acreage 
MU 
China has never had a standard measure of land, each 
province adopting specific designations which would 
have no importance or use in another area. Measures 
were largely for the convenience of officials at a 
particular drne. This practice continues. Originally the 
character mu meant a 'productive field', but the more 
complex farming became the greater the need for units 
of account. Hence, standards of measure gradually 
evolved. Land first became computed by consideration 
of the number of people that could be fed from a given 
unit. Later the rows of grain were estimated and more 
sophisticated divisions were evolved ( ll&i 30 mu; f;jif 100 
mu). Eventually, however, the concept of surface area 
as opposed to lines developed. One mu has how been 
an established land measure for over 100 years. N everthe-
less, its components vary throughout China and this has 





per mu yields 





















am• n- lii1 m 












papaya [ Carica papaya L.] 
cassava, manioc [Manihot 
esculenta Crantz] 
A tuber, yam-like with an edible root. Planted as a 










Timber production is reported to have risen from 28 
million cubic metres to 50 million cubic metres between 
1957 and 1971. Industrial wood production increased 
little more than 5% annually and per caput annual wood 
consumption in China currently runs at between 0.062 
cubic metres and 0.064 cubic metres with the con-
struction industry taking 40-60%. Under such conditions 
China's growing demand for wood will have to be met 
by imports. The tight supply situation will force up costs 
as less accessible sources have to be tapped. The most 
pressing future need will be for veneer logs, pulpwood, 
coniferous sawnlogs, as well as softwoods. [S.D. 
Richar_dson, The Production and Consumption of Forest 
Products in Mainland China: Future Requirements and 
Trade Prospects (1972)) 
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clover, lucerne, alfalfa 
MU 
toothed bur clover [Medicago 
denticulata Willd] 
Introduced into China about second century BC, pro-· 
bably from Asia Minor. It is a forage crop. 
see also: :.Wtr:m ztmuxu [Medicago sativa L.] 
mu 
~~ animal husbandry, 
muye livestock production 
also: -~~ xumuye 
~~!& 
muyeqii 














also: ~:¥:~. muydngzhe 




The maximum stocking rate possible without inducing 




Dispersion of livestock within a given management.area. 











pasture management office 
pasture improvement 
pasture crops 





The type of economy where subsistence on livestock is 










~~ feed crops, fodder 
mucao 
see also: ~~ chUcao 
~~Jlt!tl~ forage harvesters 
mucao shougeql 
~~-1'<~ pastoral farming 
mucao n6ngye 
~~M1'FiM grassland fanning 
mucao gengzuozhl 
~~lP.1& grazing unit (any division of 
mucao diinwei pasture used for livestock) 




For milk and dairy products see: ~Lro. 
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NAN 
~.tj::. dairy cow 
nain{u 













crop resistant to water rot 
NAN 
male-whole labour p'ower 
A contraction of: ~¥-E~°*:tJ nanxi'ng quanltioll 
see: l±l lb$ chuqfn1J . 
~"f;I:~I~iliHI· 
. nanna t6nggong 
t6ngch6u 
equal pay principle for men 
and women 
The equal pay principle has been difficult to adopt in 
many communes, mainly because some male members are 
worried that it would lower the value of work-points 
and reduce productivity. [See 'How to realise equal pay 









'Nan da' wheat--a high yielding 
variety 
pumpkin, squash [ Cucurbita 
Pepo L.] 
ox (Honan province) 





South Devon sheep 
NENG 
1i~~'i5"~:t~ viable farms 
nenghu6 n6ngchifng 
Viilbility, especially in farming, means different things in 
different situations, but it must generally be assumed in 
a market economy that profits must be greater than 
zero or at least equal to some minimum amount of 
return to justify continued investment. In China, viabie 
farms are holdings maintained to give an acceptaole 
standard of living to families. 
1i~.I1i~~IY-.l*~ 'a great army able to do both 
nenggong nengn6ng de industrial and agricultural 
dajiin work' 
A reference to the mobility of labour and employment 
policy of creating a labour force capable of doing 
either farm work or ·industrial work. 






jJE±Jl~ ( jJEJl~ ) mud fertilizer 
nitufei (nlfei) 
A traditional fertilizer rich in nutrients, taken from river 
banks and the bottoms of ponds, especially in south 
China. It is dried and cut into cubes and sold by some 
teams for extra income. 
jJE~ 
nit an 
































bird damage; crop damage 





This originally referred to the harvest year. 
~.!& the year's harvest 
nianshou 
~A annual income 
ni/mrll 
~m:f.ii!JJ annual budget 
ni/mdu yusu<in 
~m annual reporting, 




















younger generation of farmers 
generation conflict 
annual grain 
The amount of grain harvested in a single year. 
also: .®:RX: shoucheng 
~.f"'--
nianchanliang 
~ .f"'-fjl§ :tJ 
nitinch'fin nengll 
annual output 
annual productive capacity 
~~~i!!i2 
nitinzhong fenpei 
year-end distribution (of grain) 
The amount distributed is calculated according to work-
points ( I~ gongfen) accumulated during the year. 
see also: Jil.®:f.iiI~ xiashouyufen 
~(13]~~~*4 
nianjiiin lianxu zliitio 
time series data 
The values accruing to a variable or set of variables over a 
given period of time or several consecutive intervals. 


























rice hulling mill 
milling rate 
NING 
citron [Citrus medica] 
lemon {Citrus limon Osbeck] 






the 'king' of cows 
A deity invoked by peasants to ward off cattle diseases. 




.!:j=.~ cattle stall 
niushe 
.!:j=.l!il cattle pen, cattle stall 
niujuizn 














bones and hornware 
milk 
cows' milk banana 
So called for its white milky flesh;probably derived from 








milk manufacturing plant 
beef, beef cattle 
cattle movements 
t:F-~~~l!El-~ti: standard cow equivalent (SCE) 
niubiiiozhun siiiao 
aengshu 
The amount of bulk feeq a 1,000 lb lactating cow will 
































tt=- ~Iii .fiii .H. 
niuy6u biandou 
tt=-!kt w !kt 












niu Ii sh engcai 
NUO/NO 
tallow/butter 
golden wax bean [Phaseo/us 
vulgaris var. humilis] 
bullfrog (introduced 
from Cuba) 
cayenne pepper [Capsicum 
annum L. var. acuminatum] 
red pepper [Capsicum sp.] 
egg plant [Solanum melongena] 
cowpea [Vigna unguiculata var. 
Sinensis] 
Swiss chard [Beta vulgaris L. 
var. cicla] 
rounded leaf lettuce (Cant.) 
Sometimes called 'asparagus' lettuce or celtuce [Lactuca 
sativa L. var. asparagina Bailey]. [G.A.C. Herklots, 
Vegetables in South £.a'st Asia (1972), p.236] · 





'cows tail' grass--a pasture crop 
[F estuca pratensis] 
'oxen devils and snake spirits' 
This is a reference made by Mao at the 12 March 1957 
talk at the National Propaganda Working Conference of 
the CCP. It refers to what Mao called the three percent 
of intellectuals who are deadly opponents of the CCP. 
'These poisonous weeds, oxen devils and snake spirits 
will be criticized and will not be allowed to roam freely. 
All intellectuals should be sent to villages and be united 





New Hampshire chicken 
NUO/NO 














"'-'till-@; 1'1=~ ~ 
neibu hezuo yewu 
Pl:JtiB~~m:~ 








warm season crops 
NEl/NUI 
circulation of goods between 
home and abroad 





farming jobs (i.e. sowing, 
ploughing, weeding, etc.) 
farmer, peasant 


















agriculture and industry 
or peasant worker 
rural district 
farm boats 








agriculture and sericulture 
agricultural course 
the field of agriculture; 
the agricultural world; 
the farming class 
farming 
A derogatory term which includes the lower trades and 
businesses in pre-communist China. 
~1*'1 slack season 
nongxilin 
also: ~Ill!\ nongxi 
busy season 
nongyue 
also: ~ttWl nongmangq{ 
~i±: 
nongzhuiing 
village, homestead, farm 
estate, plantation (hacienda) 
A plantation economy is characterized .by the lack of a 
viable labour force. The essential problem is the mobili-
zation of a large wage-earning labour force, usually in the 
form of indentured labour, to permit profitable pro-
duction. [J.R. Mandie, 'The plantation economy: an 
essay in definition', Science and Society, New York 
36/ 1 (1972), 49-62] 
~Fi plant protection (insecticides) 
nongytio 
Insecticides did not come into use in China until the 
1940s and were not used on a wide scale until after 
1949. As a result, China's experience in use of plant 
protection, etc. has been limited. Application rules and 
controls are often inadequate. Little research has gone 
into ecological effects up to the present time. Ncit 
only were insecticides badly received up until the early 
1970s, prices were considered too.high and the technical 
difficulties of application were too complicated for the 
simple farmer. [Yang Hsien-tung, 'Strive for greater 
NONG/NUNG 
success in the area of pI:i.nt protection', CKNP 6 (1963), 
23-26] 


























farm implements, tools 
farm tool plant 
farm machinery hand 
farm tool station 
~J5:<p:~~:l:1.1 
JSJf~~ 





















types of farming 
agronomy 
agro-technician (a term borrowed 
from the Soviet Union) 
agronomist 
agricultural botany 
type of farming 
farm assistant 











farm tool reform 
farm administration 








irrigation and water conservancy 
tillage system 
~EEi~:;$:~~ farm capital construction, 




sideline production, subsidiary 
production, ancillary pro-
duction [CNA 583 (1965)] 
In developing sideline production teams are urged to 
give priority to the collective plan for each brigade. 
Distinction is also drawn between 'collective subsidiarY 
production' (ancillary production) and 'domestic sub-
sidiary production' (sideline production). Fiistly, those 
subsidiary undertakings which are large in 'scale require a 
large labour input and need to be developed in an 
integrated manner, and should be put under the control 
of specially designated management. The income derived 
from such operations should go to the collective. The 
same principle should also apply to all seasonal subsidiary 
occupations of a high income generating potential. Those 
subsidiary undertakings of a fixed nature but suitable to 
decentralized management should also be included in this 
way. However, small subsidiary occupations operated by 
members as spare-time activities should benefit the 
members themselves. [Wang K'ai, 'Adhere to the principle 
NONG/NUNG NONG/NUNG 
of giving priority to the collective in developing sub-
sidiary production', Current Events 21 (1963), p.21] 
see also: 1'<~iiilJ~ n6ngye fuye 
1:5< iijljf"'" ~ 
n6ngfuchanptn 















also: :Dtf'lt ddiiie 
ancillary products, 
sideline products 
market rate of agricultural and 
subsidiary produce; or com-
modity rate of ancillary farm 
products 
Land devoted to crop and live-
stock production including build-
ings and infrastructure connected 
with agriculture. 
land prices, value of farmland 
land market 
farm land refonn 
opening up farm land 
agricultural loans 












or: 1:5<1& .nongnu 








serf fighter--a Tibetan tenn 
serfdom 








1'<.f""8'i::i~1ftt~~ index of agricultural prices 
n6ngchanptn wujid 
zhtshu 
1'<!l:'Hm Ministry of Reclamation 
nongkenbU 
Sometimes referred to as the Ministry of State Farms 
since most of the work is concerned with opening up 
virgin lands. Established 1956 as a splinter minority of 











1:5< :f*)A !Ii~ 
n6ng, tin, yu, muye 
Farm and Land Reclamation 
Bureau 
land reclamation area 
agriculture and forestry 
Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry. 
alternation of forest and farm 
crops 
agriculture, forestry, fishing 
and livestock husbandry 
1'(:f*f'i!li)ii~f"'"~agriculture, forestry, livestock, 




nofzg t{n mu fu yu 
quanmian fiizhan 
1'<:f*ill~m±:l:tl! 





1:5< ·tt *'il" 
n6ngmang j{jie 
The all-round development of 
agriculture, forestry, livestock, 
fisheries and auxiliary enterprises 
(a GLF slogan, 1958). 
agriculture and forest marginal 
land 
government experimental farm 
(1920) 





'irrigate in the busy season, col- ~{"F!f11J farm crop 
lect pond water in the slack season' n6ngzuowu 
n6ngmting gudntian, 
n6ngxitin guantang 
~MM~m:l:1i basic level agricultural market 
n6ngmdo chiijishichOng 
An early term for free market. 
~~ the farm household 
n6ngjiii 
~~-T farmer (northern coll.) 
n6ngjiiiz 
~JS ~.ri!~l-N.l farm family_ subsidy 
n6ngbu jiiitfng buzhu 
~JS ~Ji!7f ]![ farm family budget 
n6nghu jiadng kiiizhi 
~JS ~.@®:A farm family receipts 
n6nghu jiiidng shouru 
~JS ~A'!*1l* farm family surplus 
n6nghu jiiidng shengyu 
~JS ~.ri!ltl:~ farm family income 
n6nghu jiiidngjinkuan 
~JS ~Ji! RJ .m disposable farm family income 
JSJH~ . 
n6nghu jiadng keyong 
iUode 
see: RJ .m PJT ~ keyong suode 
~JS~.@-~ 





farm family earnings 
peasant household income and 
expenditure survey 
The equivalent of the western concept of farm family 
budget survey. According to the Handbook for Agri-
cultural Statistical Work (p.43), the surveys were designed 
to elicit information regarding peasant family incomings 
and outgoings, as well as property status, grain reserve 
held in the house, marketable produce and general welfare 
status and purchasing power. [See also Ho Kan, 'An 
introduction to the programme for income and ex-
penditure surveys of peasant households for 1955', 
TCKTTH 6 (1956), p.19.] 
~{"!= 
n6ngzuo 
ploughing and sowing, 
farming activities 
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~{"F!J1111*~ crop insurance 
n6ngzuowu baoxzan 

















farm property taxes· 
This usually includes taxes paid on real estate and 






processing agricultural products 
~f"'"-~ agribusiness 
n6ngch0n shiye 
also: ~.f"'"~ n6ngchanye ~~:Ji::~ n6ngye qtye 
and ~iffj~ n6ngshiingye 
The term 'agribusiness' is believed to have first been 
used at a conference held in Boston, Massachussets, 
USA in 1955 on the distribution of agricultural products, 
when it appeared in a paper given by J.H. Davis of the 
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration. 
Davis later joined with R.A. Goldberg in 1957 and 
published A Concept of Agribusiness, the first book 
devoted to the new subject. In it agribusiness was des~ 
cribed as 'the sum total of all operations involved in 
the manufacture and distribution. of farm supplies; 
production o_perations on the farm; storage; processing 
and distribution of farm commodities and items made 
from them' [Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass. 
(1957), p.l]. International aspects of this concept, 
including USSR, have been explored in H.V. Thimms 
and M._ Bosch, Die Niihrungswertschaft (The Food In-
dustry), Paul Parey Verlag, Hamburg (1972). 
~.f"'"i§1 
n6ngch0npln 
farm products, agricultural 
commodities 
NONG/NUNG 
~f""~fil:~ requisition of farm produce 
n6ngch'fznptn zhenggou 
This is a term taken from Soviet economics (objazatel'nye 
postavki sel'skohozjajstvennyh produktov). It means the 
obligatory delivery of agricultural produce from farms 
(state and collective and in some Eastern European 
countries also private farms) to the state in conjunction 
. with the delivery plan. In the USSR this term has an 
additional meaning since it also includes produce sold at 
free prices on the kolkhoz market. The Chinese term 
simply means state purchase of agricultural products 
according to the pre-determined plan worked out with 
the communes. [Tseng Hung-yeh and Hsia Kuang-ren, 
'Certain problems concerning requisition of farm pro-
duce', CCYC 11 (1962), 7-14] 
~f"-~®:~1~~ agricultural products 
n6ngch'fznptn shougou procurement prices 
jwge 
The total amount of farm products procured by the 
state accounts for about 30% of the total value of 
agricultural production. For instance, in 1957 the 
total value of agricultural production was RMB 
60,350,000,000, of which RMB 20,280,000,000. or 
33.6% of the agricultural and subsidiary products were 
produced by the state. [See Ten Great Years (Peking, 
1959), pp.104 and 148.] From this it can be seen that 
the implementation of the agricultural products levy and 
plans may control only a minor portion of the agricultural 
products, not a major portion. The relationship between 
C:ereals and economic- crops may be used as an ex-
ample-under conditions where they are able to fulfil 
their agriculturar products levy and procurement plans, 
the production brigades have a certain amount of leeway 
















agricultural commodity prices 
seasonal variation of agricultural 
commodity prices 
agricultural products processing 
factory 
agricultural marketing 
agricultural output investigations 
To take the statistics of the harvest. 
~~ 
n6ngmin 
peasant, farmer, rural folk 
generally [ Jap. Kanji--nomin] 
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The traditional picture of the Chinese farmer has been 
described in the Chinese press as follows: 'A plain, 
honest, reliable, friendly fellow attired in open breasted, 
coarse black fabric clothes, usually barefooted and pants 
rolled up and hands full of callouses' [Chang Chian and 




peasantry, peasant class 
[Jap. Kanji--nomin kaikyu] 
A main problem in discussing peasant society, be it in 
China or elsewhere, is the lack of consensus among 
scholars as to a definition of what constitutes a peasant. 
The ethnographic cultural tradition ascribes the peasant 
structure as a kind of 'cultural lag' half way between 
modernization and industrialization. Durkheim, on the 
other hand, divtded societies into traditional and modern, 
into closed and open societies with peasants as part of the 
closed rural society based upon the division -of labour. 
One definition offered by T. Shanin ['Peasantry: de-
lineation of a sociological concept and a field study', 
European Journal of Sociology 12 (1971), 289-300] 
gave eight marginal groups who shared some of the same 
characteristics which typify a peasant, proposing at the 
same· time a list of sources of change which are intended 
to help understand the peasantry as a process. In the 
Marxist tradition of class analysis, peasants are ap-
proached in terms of power relationships; the peasants 
being exploited, powerlessness and productivity are es-
sential features of the Marxist definition, since this 
accounts for peasant domination by powerful minorities 
for the expropriation of farm surpluses. This process of 
expropriation of surpluses leads to the accumulation of 
capital and the creation of new class structures cul-
minating in the disappearance of both the ancien regime 
and the peasantry as such. [E. Mandel, Marxist Economic 
Theory (1968)] 
In the case of China, the term peasant was traditionally 
defined as a household operator rather than a person 
running an economic enterprise, a rural cultivator whose 
surpluses were always sold to a dominant group. But 
even in Chi.Ila peasants formed a distinct society sharply 
characterized by poor subsistence households at one 
encl and at the other extremity by rich peasants owing 
surpluses to landlords but who hired labour. The inter-
resting fact about the Chinese communist definition of 
what constitutes the peasant class is not so much who it 
includes but who it excludes. Mao got his definition 
from Lenin who by 1890 had distinguished between: 
(1) the well-to-do strata (kulaks); (2) the middle peasant 
who owned his plot or produced an adequate surplus; and 
(3) the poor peasant who lived by hiring out his body 
and is therefore the true rural proletarian. [V .I. Lenin,_ 
Development of Capitalism in Russia (1899); cited in A. 
Rochester, Lenin on the Agrarian Question (New York, 
1942), p.17] In 1950, the Agrarian Reform Law re-
organized the concept of peasantry in China, breaking 
the term down into convenient sub-classes and putting 
emphasis for reform of rural society on one group of 
peasants, namely the poor and lower-middle class. (See 
Fig. 5.) 
NONG/NUNG NONG/NUNG 
1. Poor peasants r- New poor peasants-unified 
2: I I 
out of the former village 
Middle peasants - semi-proletariat after land reform. The position 
of the lower level new 
Lower level middle peasants has now 
of new grown substantially 
middle peasants -
Lower middle I peasants = 





- c1f old 
Upper middle middle peasants 
peasants= .__ 
prosperous 
middle peasants Upper level 
. ,__ of the new 
middle peasants 
3.1 Rich peasants 
PEASANT ORGANIZATION 
(According to the Government Division of Rural Classes, 





Peasants make up the main part of the total manpower 
of China. A sample survey of agricultural producer co-
operatives in 1955 gave a figure of ·262 million peasants 
for 1955, of which 143 million were male and 119 
million were female. [Chu Yuan~h'ien, 'The problems 
of agricultural surplus labour in China at present', 
CHYYC 27 (1957), 17-20; quoted in Nai-ruenn Chen, 
Chinese Economic Statistics, p.109] 
peasant economy 
~a:Mm 










the peasant mentality 
~a:!2~fi 
n6ngmfn jfngjl 
~a: !2~fiWHM f.t The two extremes of the peasant 
economy, i.e. landlords and poor 








Prior to 1949, this was a major supplier of agricultural 
capital in China. No specific information about the 
NONG/NUNG 
operation of the bank has ever been made available, it 
being absorbed into the communist banking system after 
1950, but it is thought that the personnel of the farmers' 
bank may have provided the basic staff for the agri-
cultural cooperative banking system, a first attempt 
at which was made in 1951. The Agricultural Cooperative 
Bank was, in effect, modelled on the Soviet Sel'hozbank, 
an independent long-term credit institution which func-
tioned up to 1959, its place being taken by the Stroibank. 
The Agricultural Cooperative Bank of China was replaced 
by the Agricultural Bank late in 1955. [JMJP, 8 July 
1951; Hsin Hua Yueh Pao 4 (1951), p.875; A. Nove, 










A peasant farmer who derives part of his income from 
work outside farming, usually in industry. 
~~M~ 
nongmfn maoyi 
farmer's commerce, farmers' 
trade 
Trade carried out in traditional free rural markets, but 
under state control and supervision. The term 'farmers' 
in this context gives rise to some confusion since it is not 
clear if it means (1) uncontrolled and direct consumer 
sales of farm produce, or (2) goods sold for cash to SMCs. 
It is most likely that it refers to rice production and 
exchanges of some village products within the village 
or neighbouring villages. It also includes livestock trade, 
as well as clothing and other minor items. According 
to the Central Taxation Bureau, 90% of livestock sales in 
1953 were disposed of by farmers' trade, which accounted 












(see Fig. 6) 
peasant movements 
nongmfn yundong 
A collective reaction to low status. It may be collective 
without being coordinated; hence in many countries 
the reaction often takes the form of migration rather 
than active protest. While migration as a form of peasant 
reaction may .be individual it has had, in the case of 
China, very serious effects when at periods of history 















farmers' union and smallholders' 
societies 
agrarian party 
peasant corps for effecting 
the turnover 





individual ownership by the 
peasants 
























peasants' part-time education 












January 6 Siu Hon +;g xilwhan moderately cold 
22 Taai Hon :;k;g dahan severe cold 
February 5 Laap Ch'un 1I.;fffe zlchun beginning of spring 
20 Ue Shui f:f:i7.K yushul rain 
March 6 King Chat ~~ j[ngzhe buzzing insects 
21 Ch'un Fan ;ifffe5} chunfen vernal equinox 
Aril P, 5 Ts'ing Meng 5-jlf aJJ qingming clear and bright 1st crop 
20 KukUe i:tf:f:i guyu grain rains 
May 6 Laap Ha 1I.Jil zixia beginning of summer 
21 Siu Moon '1-5i¥i x1aoman fattening grain 
June 6 Mong Chung :~nt wangzhOng ears of grain 
21 Ha Chi Ji:~ xiizzhi summer solstice 
July 7 Siu Shue +~ xzaoshu moderate heat 
22 Taai Shue *~ dashu heat wave 
August 8 Laap Ts'au 1L:Jx ZiqiU beginning of autumn 2nd crop 
23 Tsu Shue ~~ chushU end of the heat 
September 8 PaakLo 8~ Milu white dew 
23 Ts'au Fan :J.*51- qiUfen autumn equinox 
October 8 Hon Lo ;g~ hanlu chilly dew 
23 Seung Kong !fl/ 11* shuangjiang hoar frosts 
November 7 Laap Tung 1L~ Zidong beginning of winter 
22 Siu Suet ,J,~ xzaoxue first snow 
December 7 Taai Suet *~ daxue heavy snow 
22 Tung Chi ~~ dongzhi winter solstice 








farm mirror [Betriebsspiegel] 
farm labour 
~$I~ farm wages 
n6ngchang gongzf 
see: I~ gongzi 
~:l:m.C ..B~®:A. off-farm earnings 
n6ngchang ytwtii shouni 
In the western sense this means earnings from outside 
agriculture. In the communist context it can mean 
earnings from sideline occupations: 
~:1:mff.ta farm inventory 
n6ngchang cunhuo 








The net income a farmer obtains from farming as a 
return from total investment of own labour and manage-
ment after deduction of other expenses. In China it is 
the collective income of a team, brigade or commune. 
also:~~®::A.n6ngye shouni, ~:l:mPJj~~ 
n6ngchanf! suode, ~~.SJH~ nongye suode 
and ~:!:mitt~ n6ngchang jinkuan 
• ~:1:m~~ 
n6ngchQng zongfei 
total farm expenses 
This includes cash disembursements for hired labour, 
seed, feed and fertilizers, machinery hire and taxation, 




total farm capital 
The value of land which includes all crops and livestock, 
seed, feed and fertilizers, machinery and equipment, and 
any permanent improvements. 
~:!:ml~ ij}'Q] lilf~ total farm labour earnings 
n6ngchang zongltiodong 
zhutinkuan 
~:l:m5$-®:A. net farm income 
n6ngchang jingshouni 








social income from farming 
(net farm output) 
farm·budgetary method 
~:!:mi.t:JGUl=.Jf.ii!l!J farm plan and budget 
,;6ngchang jihuti yu 
yilsutin 







classification of farm accounts 
farm re-investment allowance 
farm prices 
Information on farm prices is usually presented in a 
didactic form to discourage private trading and to 
emphasize improvements in the purchasing power of 
farmers and rural folk generally by showing prices paid are 
higher each year; and also to increase the efficiency of 
farm procurement by criticizing local marketing 
practices. [Chiang Yen-ling, 'Concerning the purchasing 
prices for farm products', Ta Kung Pao, 23 March 
1958, p.4] 
see also: 1fl" ~ jilige 
~:l:mlfiti.t 
n6ngchang sheji 





farm entrants; new entrants 
into farming 
farm management 
The organization and operation of farms with the 
objective of increasing production and productivity and, 
in the western sense, profitability. The farmer needs to 
adjust the running conditions on his farm each year in 
order to keep abreast of new methods, price changes and 
resource availability. Farm management, therefore, is 
'an applied discipline that finds its identity in relation to 
the whole set of established social institutions and to 
the structure of farming in a given country. It is designed 
to develop principles that provide understanding of 
agricultural practice and managerial performance as an 
aid to individual farin enterprises and as a basis for 
agricultural policy' [D.B. Williams, 'Production economics, 
farm management and extension', American J. Agri-
cultural Economics 51/l (1969), pp.57-70]. In socialist 
countries farm management is not a term in current 
usage; hence 'leadership', 'leading workers' and 'managerial 
cadres' are used to express this concept. 




farm management methods 
Since the function of farm management is not clearly 
defined, it may be thought of as a force which synthesizes 
and integrates scientific and technological information, 
knowledge of farming resources, and the technical and 
economic risks pertaining to the socialist economy. Thus 
leading workers or cadres transmit this knowledge and 
cuitivating skill and policy decisions into some kind of 
production and income optimum to the farmers as 
organizers and decision makers. In China, decision making 
has been highly decentralized with regard to farming; 
hence farm __ management in this environment is people-
orientated rather than as in the Soviet Union where it is 
functionary-orientated per se. 
~ :l~1f ~17l farm management technician, 
nongch'!ing guanliywin farm manager 
see also:.::r~m ganbU 
~~W~fi.ii!IE:l farm management consultants 
ilongch'!ing guanli guwen 
~:t~if~0m farm management company 
nongch'!ing guanlfgongsr 
~:t~~~ 





farm management guidance 
~:t~~~ 
nongchang jianzhu 
~ :t~ l"1 gfngm 
nongch'!ing neibU 
yunshii 







The division of land into small fragments. 
~~l(liill'.f'5*1j!i!i~ farm prerequisites 
nongch'!ing linshi 
iliitiefei 
Short-term assistance for minor inputs. 
~*1 village, rural area 
nongciin 
According to the 195 3 Census, a rural area was defined 
as (1) a village area with a minimum of 2,000 inhabitants; 
or (2) a district with more than 2,000 inhabitants but 





Rural population does not equal agricultural population 
since the former includes the inhabitants of towns. 
It is estimated that between 60-70% of China's village 
population belongs to the category of poor and lower 




. . million peasants are living in some degree of poverty, An 
farm mformatlon and management indication of the situation in villages was given in a 
advisory bureau Ta Kung Pao editorial (23 Sept. 1964) in a reference to 
~~~~:ffif.]1:!i' farm management survey 
nongch'fzng jtngj{ didocha 
~:t~Jtf.J:f:. farm assistant 
nongch'!ing zhushOu 
abbreviated to: ~ Jtf.J:f:. nongzhushou 
~:t~0m farm corporations 
nongch'!ing gongsr 
~~~.g.~* group farming 
n!}ngsh'!ing lianhe 
jingying 
~:t~~t~ farm scale, farm size 
nongch'!ing gulino (size of enterprise) 




the sale of industrial products to communes: 'If each of 
500 million people in the villages bought in a good 
season 20 cents worth of commercial goods that would 
come to a tremendous sum.' 
also: ~~A.Cl nongyerenkou 
~*1 A~0ifi± rural peoples' commune 
nongciin renmfn gongshe 
An organization which 'integrates government admini-
stration and economic management',. The commune is 
'at the present stage' a three-level system of ownership: 
commune, brigade and team, with the latter designated 
both basic level and basic accounting unit. [Article 7, 
Constitution of PRC 1975, adopted by the 4th National 
Peoples' Congress and released by NCNA, 19 Jan. 1975; 
see Current Scene, Hongkong 13.3/4 (1975), p.10] 
see also: A~ 0ifd: renmin gongshe 
~*151-~ifilj~ 
nongciin fenjia zhklu 
~*1~~ 
nongciin jiazu 













That branch of sociology which is concerned with the 
social organization of agriculture and the affairs of the 
countryside and those who work in it. 
.'(S<;t-tifi±~~~ rural sociologist 
n6ngciin shehuixuejiii 








the village economy 
rural. economics 
~*1~Hl~~ rural economist 
n6ngciin jTngjixuejiii 
~ *1 ~;:ff ia!:.Ul: rural economic policy 
n6ngciin jTngiizhengce 
A new term, first coined in 1971. A campaign which 
stresses rural development through: (1) industrialization 
to provide new inputs for agriculture; (2) resettlement of 
youth in the countryside; (3) improvement of rural 
health and education and commerce; and (4) experiments 
with merging certain teams and brigades into larger 














~H~VL rural animation [Fr. animation 
n6ngciin shengj[ rnrale] 
The creation and maintenance of mutual understanding 




~H~j!t rural investigation 
n6ngciin diilochti 
In an effort to provide factual evidence for his theories, 
Mao personally conducted a series of field surveys 
between 1927 and 1934 during the 'Long March' and 
published his findings in Nung-ts'un Tiao-ch 'ia (Rural 
Investigation). His method was interesting in that he 
first assembled a number of local residents ( 'f*:jlfl 
baoyii) from different walks of life and then organized a 
series of 'panel' discussions. In this way he was able to 
evaluate the economic conditions and class structure of 
local society. The Nationalists undertook similar surveys, 
sampling heads of families and the amount of land 
cultivated by them. Given regional variations, the results 
were remarkably similar. It is a picture of a pyramid 
composed at the base of 70% rural population, with 20% 
middle classes and 10% upper classes. [See Social Re-
search 37.4 (1970), p.624.] 
~*11~ffl 
n6ngciin xinddi 




rural credit cooperatives 
see: f~ m.g.f-'Fiii± xinyonghezuoshe 
credit cooperatives 










At the base of this system in Chiila are the clinics manned 
by so-called barefoot doctors. Each caters for-2,000-5,000 
people, an area roughly the size of a production brigade, 
and gives rudimentary treatment for common ailments, 
carrying out preventive medicine and disseminating 
health information among the peasants. Next come 
commune hospitals with staff trained both in western and 
traditional medicines and dealing with the usual illnesses 
and carrying out emergency surgical operations. There 
is some 'barefoot doctor' support, X-rays and a general 
commune medical health care for a population of up to 
50,000. Above this organization is the district hospital, 
located in the main town and dealing with major 
surgery and physica·l complaints. Mobile medical teams 
from these hospitals also tour remote rural areas to back 
up barefoot doctors. [SCMP 7028 (1970), 19-25; 7037 
(1970), 16-101] 
~H.g.f-'F~:fi rural cooperative medical 
n6nKciin hezuo yflitio service 
On 5 Dec. 1968, People's Daily published a report on 
the 'new cooperative medical service' operating at the 
Loyuan commune, Chanyang county, Hupeh province. 
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subject, and by 29 January 1969 six series had been 
carried in the paper. 
The rural cooperative medical service is a three level 
organization comprising (1) brigade, (2) team, and (3) 
individual. The production tea.m (20·30 families) is 
responsible for organization and overall administration. 
Charges vary throughout China. In Hopeh province, for 
instance, each person pays an annual charge of 1 yuan 
(approx. US$0.40); the teams add 10 fen (approx. 
4 US cents)· from the welfare fund for each subscribing 
member. In addition, each member pays 5 fen (2 cents) 
for each treatment. Medicines are free. By contrast, 
Chekiang communes require brigades to pay 3 yuan 
per member annually. Hospitalization is free but the 
patients have to pay 40% of medicine costs and chronic 
sufferers have to pay 50% of the cost of medicines 
to discourage malingering. ['Public health develop-
ments-continued focus on the farmer', Current Scene 7. 
24 (1969), 1-12.] 
A report from Hongkong in 1971 by an overseas Chinese 
who visited Guangzhou (Canton) in 1971 indicated how 
the present system operates. For most minor ailments, 
after seeing a doctor peasants have to go into the 
countryside and collect herbs themselves. Western me-
dicines are for the most part unavailable. The same report 
pointed out that the rural cooperative medical service 
is operating for a payment of 2 chiao per person per 
month. Each production team has a 'red.medical post' 
run by a barefoot doctor. The post is usually located in 
the ancestral hall or temple and consists mainly of 
posters advertising prescriptions for common ailments. 
The idea is that the peasant can come in, copy down 
the prescription and fill it himself and in the spirit of 
self-reliance go out to collect the herbs in the countryside. 
A charge of 5 fen is made for treatment in the native 
pharmacy in the communes, but there is no charge for 
medicines. [Hsing-tao Jih,pao, 23 June 1971, p.4] 
-see also: ~Jl!IJ~~ ·chifiao yisheng barefoot doctors 
~;f1-§JJ!;Jf·l.t 
:tlHs~ 
rt6ngciin beiyimg tongji 
bliogliobiao 
statistical schedules for use 
in rural areas 
These were initiated in 1956 by the Statistical Bureau to 
assist the rural administration, and consisted of 21 items 
ranging from crop production data to the effects of 
disasters. The data were usually taken from model or key 
point surveys. In 195 8 the system was dropped with the 
establishment of commune organization and monthly 
telegraphic reports were substituted. 'These were simply 
rapid reports submitted immediately after the harvest by 
eachxian and for each crop, showing total acreage, output 
yield per mu etc. By 1959 most communes were 
operating a statistical office which collected primary 
source data showing changes in livestock population, 
health, cultivated acreage and farm accounts. In 1960 
the national farm-output surveys were established. This 
system held good until 1966 when the CR disrupted all 









rural work department (party 
political organization) 
~*'ffijlj~ village sideline production, 
n6ngciin fuye rural subsidiary industries 
In 1964 it was stated that half the cash earned by 
communes came from the sale of sideline products. An 
example was given of a district in Shantung (Techow 
Special District - tti ~1111 ) where during the first four 
months of 1964 the peasants earned 5.3 million yuan 
{RMB) or about 5 yuan per peasant. This would seem to 
be a small sum compared with the average industrial wage 
in China, which at that time was estimated to be about 
40-60 yuan a month, but in remote villages it represents 
quite a large amount. [Ta Kung Pao, 7 June 1965, edit.] 
see also: =~~~ siin/ei wuzt 
and ~fill]~ nongfuye 
~n~• rural education 
n6ngciin jilioyu 
Educational reform has been connected with resettlement 
policy, particularly since 1968. The nucleus of this new 
policy has been a decrease in the ratio of purely academic 
subjects in schools curricula to political theory. Moreover, 
emphasis is now placed on diffusion of practical and 
applied technology at all levels of the education process. 
Apart from the purely political desirability of such radical 
change, the reform can be regarded as China's response to 
rapid demographic/economic change: viz. urban industrial 
sectors growing too slowly to absorb highly trained 
industrial technocrats; hence there does not seem to be 
much sense in turning out highly trained graduates in 
either the sciences, humanities or, for that matter, 
engineering at China's present stage of development. A 
more sensible approach would be a restructuring of 
educational policy in favour of training large numbers of 
low level agricultural technologists in order to raise 
standards of farming in the shortest possible time. In this 
way China has concentrated emphasis on establishing a 
new type of agricultural middle" school, at grass roots 
level, financed by communes themselves, with teachers 
and pupils recruited from among peasant farmers politi-
cally committed and at the same time with a certain level 
of expertise (the so-called 'red experts'). [See 'Revolution 
in education', Current Background 846 (1968), 1-56.] 
see also: ~- jilioyu 







This is a periodic market which operates in various dis-
·~ 
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tricts at irregular intervals. The policy towards these 
markets was first outlined in 'The Directive concerning 
the organization of village markets' ( ·*T-!IUR~*'T 
-. $.M ~ 1Y-i:f~~ guanyu zuzhi nongciin itshl maoyl 
de zhishiT [Callee ted Laws and Regulations of the People's 
Republic of China, vol. 4 (1957), pp.330-1 and vol. 6 
(1957), p.367]. This type of market serves a useful 
economic function. 'It supplies what cannot be handled 
by state marketing and builds up a connection between 
cities and villages' [TKP, 9 April 1962, edit.]. The 
participants, apart from the state, are communes, produc-
tion brigades and individual commune members .. It allows 
for the purchase and sale o( articles under government 
monopoly, and those not under government monopoly 
provided requirements of the state have been satisfied. 
Fixed prices prevail, th us there is no complete freedom 
of trade. It has been described as 'a place where peasants 
can exchange their goods and satisfy their needs'. At the 
present stage 'when the accounting unit of the rural 
peoples' communes is the production team and when 
family sideline production of commune members still 
exists, this [village market] is an objective necessity' [Ta 
Kung Pao, 20 Jan. 1964, edit.]. 
~*1~lfit rural construction 
n6ngciin jiimshe 
This means that in the case of agriculture increases in 
production depend on grain and cotton production. 





The traditional pattern of rural settlement is that of 
nucleated villages located either at the foot of a hill or at 
the centre of farmland, slightly higher than the surround-
ing fields. Farmers dislike to site their villages and houses 
on flat and therefore fertile land. A pond is usually 
found in front or surrounding the settlement. Pig sites and 
cowsheds are built among village houses. Manure is stored 
in the yard and artificial fertilizers in the house. 
also: ~*1{::1::1:!1: n6ngciin zhuzht 
~H~ffl=f:.:Jlfr village practical handbook 
n6ngcun sh{yimg shouce 
First printed in 1964 and reprinted in 1966 (660,000 
copies), this handbook gives detailed instructions on 
various aspects of rural life: making contracts, agreements, 
social and cultural questions. It also includes an 18-page 
illustrated dictionary of farm practice. 
~*13t{-l::I{'F~.A. rural cultural workers' teams 
n6ngcun wenhud 
gongzuixlui 
These are musicians, painters, theatrical and film actors, 
etc. who are sent to villages to transmit new socialist 
culture. In 1964 villages everywhere were flooded with 
amateur touring groups performing crude plays, dancing 
and singing. New plays introduced themes with a produc-
191 
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tion orientated element. As Mao pointed out, 'the pur-
pose of culture is to unite the people, to educate the 
people, to beat the enemy and to annihilate the enemy'. 
[Chinese Youth Daily, 6.June 1963, p.5] 
~*1'§8ll:Wtm the encirclement of the cities 






the high tide of socialism in 
the countryside 
Originally a selection of documentary evidence on condi-
tions-in the countryside reported by local cadres to central 
govefnment in 1955, and published a year later under the 
title The High Tide of Socialism in the Chinese Country-
side (Peking, 1956). The purpose of the reports contained 
therein was to prove that the rapid cooperativization of 
the rural economy was not only possible but also desir-
able. The demand for greater collectivization was not so 
much proved as a result of peasant response but rather by 
examples of the problems rapidly being solved. 
'It is a body of political and social theory, couched in 
terms of examples of actual development, with comments 
interspersed. It is in this respect in the Chinese tradition, 
in which political theory was usually expressed in the 
form of commentary on historical texts. It is perhaps 
difficult to appreciate the purpose and significance of the 
High Tide collection unless one remembers the precedents 
such as Wang Fu-chih's examination of the idea of the 
Mandate of Heaven, expressed as a commentary on the 
history of Sung, and Ku Yen-wu's examination of decen-
tralization as a means of limiting imperial power, ex-
pressed in a vast historical gazetteer of the Empire. It is 
this tradition to which Mao Tse-tung was consciously or 
unconsciously appealing. By interpreting the historical 
events in the Chinese countryside in the preceding two 
years he sought to prove that a new level of social and 
political consciousness was appearing, and to show the 
conditions of its appearance.' [ J. Gray in Studies in the 
Social History of China and South-East Asia (eds. Jerome 
Ch'en and Nicholas Tarling) (1970), p.91] 




the high tide of the agricul-
tural coope~ative movement 
~*1~~~95. ~ Joint Commission on Rural 
n6ngciin fuxing Reconstruction - JCRR 
weiyuanhui (Taiwan) 






rural estate law 





This term refers to the agriculture industry generally and 













the socialist transformation of 
agriculture 
The modernization of farming on the basis of agricultural 
collectivization: mechanization, electrification, use of 
plant protection and fertilizers and the application of all 
aspects of water conservation. 'The socialist economy can 
only be transformed if reform is thoroughly completed in 
the social and economic system and if machines are used 
in all those sectors and areas where it'is possible to use 
them.' In order to modernize agricu1ture, it is necessary 
to establish modern industry, the.primary task of which 
is to serve agricultural technical reform. [Mao Tse-tung, 
Questions Concerning Agricultural Cooperativization (Pe-
king, 1955), p.33] 
The transformation began with an initial short phase 
(1950-52) of land reform, a non-collective movement 
based on mutual aid teams with the 'family' as the basic 
production/decision-making unit. It was followed in 1954-
55 with the reform of production management, generally 
characterized by the establishment of elementary co-
operatives of the Soviet type (pooling of means of pro-
duction), in conjunction with reforms to income distri-
bution (abolishment of private property and standard 
wage scales) in favour of labour contribution and need, 
collectivization of savings and refon:n of the tax structure. 
Non-economic aspects continued after 1956, which broad-
ened the transformation with experiments in communal 
living and production conditions, culminating in 1958 
with the establishment of the communes (inclusion of 
non-farm families and complete reform of cultural, educa-
tional and socio-political decisions). Data on socialization 
is given in The Ten Great Years (Peking, 1960), p.43. 
also: !&~l~Ht n6ngye sihud 
see: l~Ht'.sihud, ~~i\*~~·n6ngye biizlxidnfe 
:&~!& agricultural regions 
n6ngyeqii 
also: !&!& n6ngqii 
:&~!&ft agricultural zoning [Fr. zone 
n6ngye qiihud agricole; Jap. Kanji - nogyo] 
also: :&~~!& n6ngye fenqu 







map of agricultural regions 
agricultural development 
In China, agriculture occupies a predominant role in the 
national economy and agricultural development must keep 
pace with, if not outrun, sustained industrialization. 
Unless agriculture grows, it will be unable to: (1) pi:oduce 
increasing quantities of grafo needed for the growing 
population; (2) provide raw materials to expand light 
industry; or (3) provide a surplus for exports in exchange 
for capital goods. Even with access to foreign grain, such 
as China has had in the last two decades, and in view of 
the fact that future supply may be unpredictable, the 
problem posed by slow agricultural development cannot 
be entirely eliminated. Imports of large quantities of grain 
at bargain prices cut into hard-earned foreign exchange 
badly needed for importing capital goods; and a reduction 
of these necessary imports could in turn slow down 
industrial growth. If the agricultural sector is unable to 
supply sufficient raw materials for light industry, China 
will find it difficult to expand light industry to the extent 
planned for, in order to export consumer goods in large 
enough quantities to pay for imports. Given a low acreage 
per caput and limited reclaimable land now being pushed 
to its limits, agricultural development rests largely on 
increasing per unit yield. This requires a high level of 
technology and of investment in capital inputs. [Ch'ii 
Meng-fei, 'The past, presen~ and future of agriculture. On 
the overall significance of "Agriculture is the foundation 







Since 1951, PLA units engaged in farming, or farm related 
tasks, have been reorganized in to 'agricultural develop-
ment divisions' and 'military engineering divisions'. The 
former engages in food production and the latter mainly 
on reclamation and improvement work, as well as infra-
structural improvements in remote rural areas. 
=& ~ ~ Hitll.*1il 






Draft of National Agrarian 
Development programme 
The planned programme of development (1956-67) de-
signed to follow up collectivization with a 'Big Leap' in 
productivity, science, technology and culture. [Draft 
National Programme for Agricultural Development 1956-
67 (Peking, 1956)] 
see: =&~i\*~~ n6ngye biizlxiclnfe 
=&~~Hi~~'*' Agricultural Development 




A contraction of: 
Distinguish from: 
~~,fflj n6ngyejii 
Ministry of Agriculture 
(pre-1968 term) 
IE~~~gB gu6m{n n6ngyebu 
Agricultural Department 
Division of Commune Management Committee 







agricultural ladder theory 
farming ladder 
~~~ifd agrarian commune 
n6ngye gongshe 
The concept of total collectivization. China opted for 
common tillage groups in the early years of land reform, 
later progressing to the commune organization of the 





~~~ Chambers of Agriculture 
n6ngyehui (especially S.E. Asia) 







11<~®:1£ ~ harvest theory 




Before 1949, China had 25 national agricultural colleges 
and about 20 provincial and private colleges providing 
undergraduate courses in agriculture. In addition, there 
were a few intermediate level agricultural vocational 
schools. Drastic reorganization after 1950 increased the 
number of colleges to 42 by 1960. This included seven 
universities, 26 colleges of agriculture and 9 technical 
institutes. The Chinese Academy of Sciences recruited 
postgraduates in agriculture. The CR had a profound 
effect on agricultural educa-tion. Basically this has centred 
on reorganization of courses, 'part study part farming', and, 
has emphasized peasant participation. Greater reliance has 
been placed on teaching agriculture at the primary level 




see also: ~~ jitioyu 
~~i:j:l~;Bt jz6ngye zhongxuexido, 
~;j;'f"~lf' n6ngciinjitioyu and 




n6ngye xue dtizhtii 
n6ngye zhongxue 
agricultural schools 
In agriculture learn from 
Tachai. 
agricultural middle schools 
These were established in 195 8 on a part-study part-
farming basis. They should not be confused with second-
ary agrarian schools ( i:j:l*~~~;Bt zhongd~ng 
m6ngye xuexitio) which are genuine professional schools 
with limited enrolment and a definite curriculum. [See 
R.D. Baredsen, 'The Agricultural Middle School in Com-
munist China', China Q. 8 (1961), pp.106-34.] 
The curriculum in agricultural middle schools is: 
political theory - Studying class struggle, thoughts of 
(indoctrination) Chairman Mao, international questions. 
transmission of - Ability of read and write and to do 




Crop and livestock production; know-
ledge of fertilizers; servicing of agricul-
tural machinery; plant protection 
methods. 
The schools have three distinct advantages: 
(1) Schools are financed locally and cost the state nothing. 
This enables the state to channel revenue otherwise 
allocated to other investment purposes. 
(2) Because schools are located.'on the farm', students can 
devote half their time to practical farm work, especially 
in the busy season. There are no employment problems 
afterwards. 
(3) They are a quick and cheap way of training large 
numbers of grass-roots technocrats who are indispens-
able to the nation-wide extension of modern farming 
methods. 





(communist labour college) 
Students never leave the production front and peasants 
participate in teaching. It is actually a part-farm work part-
study training course. After two years of study and 
practice, students are considered graduates. Less emphasis 
is placed on politics and more on technology. ['The !-
Cheng 7 May Agricultural University of Kiangsu Province' 
(formerly Nanking University), Hsing-tao Jih-pao, 1 Sept. 
1971, p.4] 
see also: 3tf"'"::EX*WI*~ 





see: ~!"-'.$~ n6ngch0n shiye 
~~f""~::E.A 
nongye chanye zhUren 
agricultural producer 
~~!"-~*~ the industrial army for 
nbngye ch'Onye dojun agriculture 








index of agricultural pro-
duction 
The monetary expression of the totill value of crop and 
livestock production and ancillary industiies. [Handbook 





index of cost of agricultural 
production 
This may be expressed in- Yuan (RMB) as total costs of 
production or as the cost of mechanized cultivation per 
mu, transportation expenses per mu, irrigation expenses 




agricultural production cycle 
~~~j""-.g.{"Fifi± agricultural producer coopera-
n6ngye shengch'On tive (APC) 
hezuoshe 
see: ~~R~~.g.{''Fifi± giiojf nongye hezuoshe 
and ~~~~.g.{'Fifi± didengnongyebezuoshe 





This department coordinates all farm work between 
branches. A predecessor of: ~tt .I f"FHB n6ngcun 
gongzuobU -- Rural Work Department. 
~tt~f"-11Jl}Jfill mutual aim team for produc-
n6ngye shengchan tion purposes 
huzhuzu 











high tide of agricultural 
products 







the forefront of agricultural 
production 
agricultural front 
The military tone is a reference to the urgency to win the 
food supply/population battle. 
~~~l&Al2fl agricultural production corps 
n6ngye jianshe btngtuan 




The progressive build-up of rural infrastructure, produc-













processing of agricultural 
products 
preliminary processing of 
agricultural products 
=l!<~:i.m.I.I~ agricultural processing 
n6ngye jiagong gongye industry 
~~:Jtf:J:lll0'a'J 
n6ngye dfyii gongsf 
~~:T:l~~lfl 
n6ngye wei jfchU 
agricultural mortgage 
corporation 
to take agriculture as the 
foundation (of economic life) 
A key policy statement following the GLF (1959). 








collectivization of agriculture 
simple reproduction of 
agriculture 
NONG/NUNG 




This is a Marxist term for investment (capital construc-
tion). It means to make more rational use of labour and 
material inputs, care of equipment, replacement of worn-
out machinery, development of natural resources. It 
should not be confused with the western concept because 
it serves existing production. 




enlarged reproduction of 
agriculture 
The development of farming in China depends on a re-
duction in the area of fallow, or on changing the farming 
system in more areas to continuous cropping and bringing 
into production more marginal land. The policy has been 
tackled in several ways: (a) resettlement ( TMl:\xiafang); 
(b} massive cereal imports from Canada and Australia; 
(c) by increasing arable area; (d) increased productivity 
from local specialization; (e) use of failow for grazing in a 
mixed farming system; (f) cultivation of hills, slopes and 
roadsides; and (g) the spread of urban agriculture. 
Reproduction on an enlarged expanding basis, with tech-
nique, machinery and labour productivity increasing all 
the time. In the western sense, it simply means increased 
investment in agriculture. Synonymous with extended re-
production. [Tung Fu-jeng, 'Proportionality in socialist 
reproduction under varying means of expanded reproduc-
tion', CCYC 11 (1963), 37-50; Liu Shih-pai and Ch'ai 
Yung, 'Tentative treatise on the forms of enlarged repro-
duction of socialist agriculture', CCYC 8 (1963); 10-19] 










Chinese Academy of Agricultural 
and Forestry Sciences 
(CAAFS) 
shortage of farm labour 
agricultural statistics 
farming enterprise 
---- State Policy 
1 
Provincial 'i·------- Colleges of Agriculture I AAFS 
'basic points' 
(Exp. Stns) 
(Scientific Advisory Staffs) 
i 
District AAFS Office 
(District Advisor) 
i 
.1 County Scientific Station 
(Advisory Centre) 
i 
Commune Experimental Station 
(Specialist Cadres) 
i 
~•-----1 Brigade Experimental Station 
I Team Experimental Group I 
I 








~~~-mi. type of farming 
n6ngye jingyingxing 





That branch of economics which is mainly concerned with 
aspects of agricultural policy, planning and trade, the 
supply, demand and prices of agricultural commodities, 
marketing and distribution, finance and credit, farm 
management and production, as well as with the co-
operative and collective arrangements of agriculture. There 
is a general tendency, as structural changes take place in 
the countryside in all countries, to widen the definition 
to mean applied economics. 
n6ngye jlngjixuejia 
agricultural economist 
also: ~~~mt5D~~ n6ngye iingjlji~huyutin 
~~~~:ff Ml"{"-
n6ngye jingjf pochan 
~~.A.Cl 
n6ngye renkou 
bankrupt rural economy 
agricultural population 
The estimated number of those employed in agriculture 
in mainland China has been given as 608,000,000 [Ta 
Kung Pao, 23 Sept. 1964]. 











agricultural labour movement 
agricultural marketing 
agricultural tax 
Agricultural tax is an important part of communist 
Chinese income. One of the main characteristics is its 
form of grain collection. From the communist uprising in 
1928 to the present time, this has been the main form 
of tax. The proportion of all kinds of crops in the final 
gross collection is: grain 85%, cotton and oil plants 8%, 
and cash about 7%. It is sometimes called 'agricultural 
tariff'. This tax is sometimes referred to as 'collection of 
public grain', or simply 'the grain tax'. This was levied 
according to average annual agricultural income of each 
member of the household, calculated on the basis of 
normal annual production. In the so-called 'old liberated 
areas' a proportional system of payment was adopted 
whilst in the 'newly liberated areas' an accumulati_on 
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system was practised. Up until 1950, the accumulation 
system was based on class, taking total income as the 
basis of assessment. In this way it was graduated and the 
greatest burden fell on the rich peasants. Moreover, the 
taxpayer was obligated to travel up to 100 Ii to transport 
public grain. In 1949, the tax rate was 'about 21 per cent 
of the total income of peasants in the old liberated areas, 
about 18 per cent in. the newly liberated areas'. This 
system of collecting public grain continued for several 
years. In 1952, People's Daily recorded that the summer 
tax rate reached 70% of the annual total output. During 
the first Five-year Plan, this tax consisted as follows: 
grain 181.5 million chin; cotton 9.34 million tan; and 
peanuts 7.4 million tan. 
The advent of the communes in 1958 altered the tax 
situation. A new rate was set in June 195 8 (see below) 
which in effect raised the total tax levied in absolute 
terms by just over 5%. State aid to agriculture far exceeds 
its revenue from agricultural tax. The costs of grain sub-
sidies alone are far greater than the total agricultural tax 
revenue. Moreover, prices have continually been adjusted 
to help the farmer. Between 1950-61 the price paid to 
farmers for basic grains nearly doubled, although the 
selling price to the public was kept constant. At the same 
time, the cost of industrial products for the agricultural 
sector has fallen. [See A. Donnithorne, China's Economic 
System (1967); Ting K'e, 'The levy of agricultural taxes 
in Communist China', China Monthly, Hongkong 9 
(1964), 20-24.] 
see also:~*~ gongliting ±it!!tl iudishui 
and .li-$-tl tuzaishui 
~~mlam 
n6ngye leijinshui 
agricultural progressive tax 
Before tax reform in 1958, agricultural taxes in China 
were progressive in nature. That is to say, an increment 
was added to normal annual yields (1ji;' ~"{"-:ll.chtingnitin 
changliiing), the incidence of which was different in eacii. 
·province. For instance, in the provinces of Kirin and 
Heilungkiang the rate was 23%, while in Liaoning province 
it was 21% and only 18% in Ninghsiahui. [Li Hsien-nien, 
'Report on the 1955 final accounts and the 1956 state 
budget',HHPYK 14 (1956), 1-9; also 'Directive of agricul-
tural tax work 1951',JMJP, 23 June 1951] 
~:t,1i~W farm management 
n6ngchang guanlt 
see: ~~irW n6ngye guanlt 







or: ~i;it~:t.1j n6ng shiydnchang 





There are twelve staple agricultural products: cereals, 
cotton, oils, hemp, silk, tea, sugar, vegetables, tobacco, 
















see: Im' gongzf 
nongye gongcheng 
farmhand 
agricultural labour union, 
farmers' association 
farm work, farming tasks 
agricultural wages 
agricultural engineering 
The application of the principles of engineering to the 
design, construction and operation of farm buildings and 
equipment as well as to soil and water use, rural electri-
fication and the processing of farm products. 
~~Irtt industrialized agriculture 
nongye gongchllngxing 
Farming with a high degree of technology. 
~~Ir1-t industrialization of 
nongye gongchanghua agriculture 
The correct interpretation of this term is 'making agricul-
ture into a factory-like operation'. Farming with a high 








~~±it!!qf(1j[$; Agrarian Reform Law, 1950 
nongye tud{gaigef!i 











agricultural labour force 
In 1965 it was estimated that in the age group 15-19 the 
agricultural labour force approximated 368 million, of 
whom 191 million were men. Allowing for net increase of 
about 2% a year for the population as a whole, the force 
probably rises each year by about 7 million. [C. Hoffman, 
Work Incentive Practices and Policies in the People's 
Republic of China (Albany, State University of New York 







seasonal nature of 
agricultural labour 
index of agricultural labour 
productivity 
This can be expressed by: (a) value of production per 
labour day (or working day) -- the ratio of annual gross 
value of production to annual total labour days reflecting 
the conditions of increased labour efficiency after the 
land use plan was put into effect; or (b) the value of pro-
duction per yuan (RMB) of cost -- the ratio of annual 
total cost, reflecting agricuhural investment. [Handbook 
for Labour Statistical Work (Peking, 1956); 'Several 
theses on the discussion of labour productivity in China's 
economic circles in recent years', CCYC 5 (1963), 73-77] 
~~*~mm model farmers 
nongye ldodong mofan 
~~E:ktd.1'~ Farm Women's Association 
nongye funii xiehui 
agrieultural policy 
nongye zhengce 








also: ~~t1i:*~~ nbngyejishuzhan 
A Soviet concept (see below) of groups of highly' skilled 
technicians who would spearhead the reform of tradi-
tional agriculture. 
~~t1i:*qf(¥ 
nongye jishu gaige 
agricultural technical reform 
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~~~*til agricultural extension 
n6ngye jishu tufgu~ng 
A specific activity of ad ult training with the aim of 
passing on to the farmer, farm manager or farm labourer 
ideas that are directly applicable to local needs so as-to 
enable him to make the best use of all existing economic, 
technical and financial factors. The tr'!ining is adapted to 
the ainls of the beneficiary and to his intellectual level 
that he is best able to realize the best farm results. Two 
basic books on the distribution of extension in rural areas 
are: A Hundred Lectures on Knowledge of Agricultural 
Science, edited and published jointly by Hupeh Province 
Scientific and Technic~l Association and the Province 
Agricultural Department (June 1963); and Fundamental 
Knowledge of Agriculture, edited and published by 
Shansi Provincial Scientific and Technical Association 
(1963). 
~~~*tilM agrotechnical extension 
nongye jishu station (extension and 
tufguangzhan advisory bureau) 
Established in Manchuria in 1951 on an experimental 
basis. As a result of initial successes, 4,500 stations had 
been established in other parts of China by 1954. This 
figure had increased to 13,669 by 1957 [Ten Great Years 
(Peking, 1960), p.136]. After 1960 and the departure of 
Soviet advisers, emphasis was placed on demonstration 
farms (~ t& ffiyangbantilln) so that by the end of 1964 
about one-quarter of China's research workers and one-
half of its extension personnel were located at over 5,400 
demonstration farms in 12 provinces. Since 1966 emphasis 
has been placed on peasant involvement and grass roots 
demonstrations of local techniques, and peasants have 
toured the provincial areas to spread their knowledge in 
conjunction with research workers and advisers. [See Hsi 
Feng-chou, 'Improve the extension work for agricultural 
techniques', NYCS 1 (1964), 2-5.] 


















electrification of agriculture 
~~.m ff farm machinery 
n6ngye jiqi 





mechanization of agriculture 
Mechanization is based on (1) farm tool reform, (2) semi-
mechanization of certain farm tasks, and (3) the gradual 
introduction of larger and more sophisticated machines in 
established cereal areas and state farms. [T'ao Ling-lai, 
'The direction and order of our country's development of 
agricultural mechanization', Hung Ch 'i 7/8 (1964), p.60] 
~~.m~M 
n6ngye /tdezhan 
agricultural machine station, 
farm machine and tractor 
station 
There were 2,263 such stations in 1,300 counties and 
towns. About 32% of the tractor parks were operating on 
state farms. [JMJP, 13 April 1966, p.2] 







agricultural machinery plant 
agricultural machine industry 
The manufacture and repair of farm machinery suited to 
local conditions, including such items as rice transplanters, 
seeders, threshers, rice huskers, rubber tyred carts, flour 
mills, tractors and tractor parts, carts of all types, heavy 
duty five-bladed ploughs. Emphasis is now placed on re-
pair and servicing and on training peasants to do their 
own repair work in remote rural areas. r·county run 
factories should serve· agricultural production: Investiga-
tion report on an agricultural machinery plant in Funing 
county, Hopei province', Hung Ch 'i 3/4 (1969), 37-40] 
~~1§ m agricultural credit 
n6ngye xinyong 
see: 1§ m xinyong and 
1§ m .g.1'F u xinyong hezuoshe 
~~1§ffl$~ 
n6ngye xi~yong /fuin 
n6ngye zfben 
Farm Credit Act 
agricultural capital 




~ ~ .g. 1'F 1-tfil WI 
n6ngye hezuohua 
yundong 






the high tide of the agricul-
tural cooperative movement 
NONG/NUNG 
~~.g.f'F~IH7 agrarian cooperative bank 
nongye hezuo y{nhting 
First established in July 1951 under the control of the 
People's Bank, it was replaced in March 1955 by the 
Chinese Agrarian Bank ( i:fi 00 ~~~!HT zhongguo 
n6ngye ytnhting). This in turn wa's abolished, bemg incor-
porated into the People's Bank which then dealt with the 
villages. In 1964 the bank developed branches down to 









commune purchasing section 
for farm products 
farm water conservancy 
to irrigate all farmland 
system of agricultural 
inspection 
The system of inspection in agriculture is based on 
'reporting to one's superiors', that is to say peasants 
report to cadres the results achieved and actual conditions 
and problems confronted by individual teams. This is 
passed on through brigades to the inspection teams located 
at commune level, who 'go on tour' and 'conduct sample 
surveys' which are then compared with model results. 
The reorganization of the reporting system gave way after 
1964 to more cadre participation and revolving teams who 
spent part of their time on tour and part on actual pro-
duction and another part on actual office work writing up 
their results. [NCNA, 12 Dec. 1969] 
see: =(ii] santongand .=..=.$1] sansanzhi 
~~IY-J.g.~;ffi"~ 
nongye de heft bUju 
~~gf"'-fW! 
nongye zongchQnzhi 
rational distribution of 
farmland 
gross value of agricultural 
production 
The structural composition includes the following branches 
of production, which reflect the different development 
and nature of Chinese agriculture: (1) crop production, 
(2) livestock production, (3) collecting, fishing and 
hunting, (4) preliminary processing of farm products, (5) 
handicrafts for home consumption, (6) consumer pro-
cessing, (7) machine and tractor stations, and (8) domestic 
fertilizer. In the West, locally produced manure is not 
usually counted in the total value since it is used as a 
farm input. In China it is always included. With regard to 
categories 3-6, these are usually collectively annotated as 
subsidiary occupations ~jlj~ nongfuye and are in-
cluded since they reflect the general nature of the peasant 
economy in China. Production activities of subsidiary 
industries are wide and include handicrafts, transporta-
tion, commerce and catering, and home construction. The 
importance of this category in total receipts of farm 
households is important. It should be noted, however, 
that the output of these enterprises for national account-
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ing purposes usually comes under the heading 'Industry, 
building and transportation, etc.' [See Liu Ch'un-sheng, 
'Should subsidiary farm businesses be included in agricul-
ture', TCYC 5 (1958), p.11.] 
The gross output value of agriculture was given as 
US $30,000 million by Chou En-lai in an interview with 
Edgar Snow in December 1970 and reported in the New 
York Times, 1 Jan. 1971. Gross output values in China 
should be interpreted with care as the figures appear larger 
in volume than do net domestic product calculated in the 
West by national income statistics, because of double 
counting of the value of subsidiary products. The net 
value added in agricultural production is generally 73.5% 
of the gross output value of agriculture in 1957. On the 
assumption that the rate has remained unchanged, the net 
value added in industrial production in 1970 would be 
US $30,780 million. The net value added in agricultural 
production would be US $221,050 million. This latter 
figure would account for 41.6% of total net domestic 
product for the year. [Prof. Ma Yin-ch'u, JMJP, 5 July 
1958] 





gross output value of industry 
and agriculture 
Given as US $120,000 million [Chou En-lai to Edgar 




net value of agricultural 
production 
This is obtained by deducting material expenditure from 
gross value of production, i.e. it is total value less the 
amount outlayed on depreciation, seed, feed and ferti-
lizer, farm chemicals and veterinary services. [Handbook 
for Agricultural Statistical Work, pp.4 2-4 3] 
see also: 5*.f"'-fW! jingch'Onzhi 
~~5*®:A.t!H3f- index of agricultural net 
nongye jing shouru income 
zhtbiao 
This can be expressed by: (1) net income per unit of area 
of farmland, expressed as a difference between gross value 
of production per unit of area and total costs; (2) net 
income per unit of area of cultivated land and the total 
cost per unit of area; (3) total net income (the difference 
between annual total value of production and annual total 
costs); and (4) net income from standard units of labour. 
[Yang P'ei-hsin, 'A study of the problems of balance 
among financial revenue and expenditures, cash income 
and outlay, material supply and demand', CCYC 16 
(1957), 43-49] 
~~i\*~5* 
nongye ba zixiilnfa 
eight-point charter for 
agriculture 
This sets out in mnemonic form the National Programme 
of Agricultural Development 1956. The eight key cha-
NONG/NUNG 
racters of this strategic programme are: 
(1) * shut 
(2) ij~ fei 
(3) ± ti1 
( 4) fifi zhOng 
(5) ~ mi 
(6) f¥ Mo 
(7) ..IA gongju 







farm tool reform 
management 
also: i\-*~5* biizixianfa 
and ~~:&:Hi:~~ n6ngye fozhan gangyao 
['Conscientiously implement the "eight-point charter" for 
















agricultural services office 
emulation campaigns for 
higher farm output 
agricultural meteorology 
agricultural research 
The responsibility for agricultural research in China rests 
with the Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Peking, 
founded in 1957 and re-organized after the Cultural 
Revolution as the Chinese Academy of Agricultural and 
Forestry Sciences by the Ministry of Agriculture. In 1965 
it had 27 departments and 21,000 technicians, of which 
15 ,000 were dispersed throughout China. Research or-
ganization is multi-tiered and follows the province-county-
commune structure. Research institutes are located at 
provincial level, with research stations located at county 
level within the communes, but are usually managed by 
technical staff of the County Agricultural Department. 
Exchange of personnel and working relations with pea-
sants has become an established feature of these organiza-
tions since 1968 when research organizations were urged 
to follo\v the 'May 7th road'. ['Scientific research institu-
tions should follow the May 7th road: an investigation 
report of the Tantung Sericultural Institute, Liaoning', 




n6ngye ytinjiii jiguiin 




A description of how agricultural scientific research or-
ganizations have evolved in China since 1949, with special 
reference to the Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Shang: 
hai, is to be found in: J. Deltour, 'Le cas de. l'Academie 
des Sciences Agronomique de Shanghai' [The organiza-
tion of agricultural· research in China: the Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences, Shanghai], Annales de Gembloux, 

















grass roots industrialization 
agricultural land, i.e. land 




~I*.! §.;. 91- ~ tt ~ 91- *'~ i~ 91-
nongxitin diio ban, n6ngmting shao ban, damting ting ban 
'More labour in the slack season, less when farmers are 
moderately busy, and total stoppage during busy season.' 
A reference tc;> the rational use of manpower on con-
struction projects. 




concentrated feeding stuffs 
A high energy feed low in fibre content and rich in pro-
teins and vitamins. 
also: ~ ~ n6ngsuo concentrates 





female whole labour power 
E/O 
E/O 
The participation rate of female labour is considered low 
compared to men except in certain occupations where 
female labour can be used to its best advantage. Such 
occupations include tea and cotton picking as well as rush-
season planting jobs. [Chia Wen-lin and Hsu En-po, 
'Concerning certain problems of the seasonal nature of 
agriculturallabour', CCYC 7 (1963), 8-15] 
avocado [Persea gratissima 
Gaertn.] 
also: :tc;_wfd]jJ niiltiodongli 
Sometimes referred to as: *-*fdljJ biinltiodongll semi-
labour power. 
Lit 'crocodile pear', so-called because of its hard skin. 
see also: 1±1 fb$chuqinlii participation rate 
State Council 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Chinese Academy of Agricultural f-----~~-------~----~-----­
and Forestry Sciences, Peking 
Inst. Inst. Inst. Institutes andt 
Research Organizations Botany. Genetics Entomology 
'Basic Points' 
Experimental Stns 
1---------------------l Test Plots 
• Includes former Institute of Applied Mycology. 
t Administrative control of research was decentralized during CR and many institutes were reorganized, moved to the provinces 
and placed under the supervision of the province to serve the needs of local agriculture. Locations are given where known. 
I. Sericultural Research Institute, Chenchiang, Kiangsu 
2. Institute of Agricultural Economics, Peking 
3. Institute of Mechanized Agriculture, Peking 
4. Institute of Animal Husbandry 
5. Cotton Research Institute 
6. Institute of Plant Physiology, Shanghai 
7. Institute of Biochemistry, Shanghai 
8. Institute of Plant Protection 
9. Institute of Soils and Fertilizers, Nanking 
10. Institute of Veterinary Medicine, Peking 
11. Meteorology Research Laboratory, Peking 
12. Institute of Pomology 
13. Institute for Research into Oil Crops 
a. Kirin Academy of Agricultural Science, Peking 
b. Shensi Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Sian, Shensi 
c. Central/South Institute of Entomology, Peking 
d. East China Institute of Applied Entomology, Shanghai 
e. N/W Institute of Plateau Biology, Tsinghai 
f. Nanking Agricultural Research Institute, Nanking, Kiangsu 
g. Kwangtung Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Kwangtung 
h. Liaoning Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Chaoyang, Liaoning 
i. Szechwan Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Chengtu, Szechwan 
j. Hunan Institute of Agriculturar Sciences, Changsha, Hunan 
k, Hupeh Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Wuchang, Hupeh 






©'.1J+I it!i1tfil~~ bilberries (whortleberry) 
oiizhou yuejushu [Vaccinium spp.] 
see: :it!~* tanjiangguo blueberries (huckleberries) 
[Vaccinium spp.] 
©'.;m ~ F<il m,::1:~ 
oiizhou gongt6ng 
shlcMng 
©'.;m 13 E8 M ~ 
til.J.~ 




oiizhou n6ngye zhfdao 






European Common Market 
(EEC) 
European Free Trade 
Association (EFTA) 
European Agricultural 





More precisely any professional skill acquired by a worker 
or peasant. 







plantain [Musa paradisiaca L.] 
common to S. China 
banana leaf fan 
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BAI/PAI 
Native sideline product made from the palm-like leaves of 





an area enclosed by dykes 
i\*:96~ Eight Point Charter for 
bii zixianfe Agriculture 




A slogan for higher productivity meaning abundant 
manure collectfon, the raising of more pigs, more people 
learning more skills, more 1,000 catty plots (i.e. higher 
yields), a higher number of skilful farmers, more hard 
working labour, more persons concerned with production, 
more harmony and unity in the team, and more persons 









Chinese radish (summer 
variety; S. China) [Raphanus 
sativus L. var. Longipinnatus] 
paragrass [Panicum 
purpurascens] 






to acknowledge the peasants 
as masters, i.e. master farmers 
I 
Intellectuals, scientists and technicians generally had a 
tendency to look down on small farmers and poor pea-
sants as ignorant, mismanagers of the means of produc-
tion. This tendency has been discouraged by several policy 
means, such as 'living, eating and working with the pea-
sants', exchange of tasks as decreed in the 'three three 
system' ( .=:..=:.*1jsansanzhi), etc. This particular slogan 
therefore urges ·everyone to acknowledge the peasants' 
innate farming ability. [Ch'en ho-ch'ing, 'The theory of 
knowledge based on "From the masses to the masses -
Notes on the study of 'On methods of leadership'" ',Che-




'sprouts of perdition' 
A common practice in Chuia was to pluck all excessively 
tall growing plants since these, if left, might according to 















to drain, drainage 
to drain waterlogged areas 
to drain and treat alkaline 
soils 
drainage and irrigation 
equipment 








That part of primary income ( OO::tzal&A yu/msht 
shouru) which passes through the redistributfon process. 

















Used to describe groups who usually fulfil below normal 
quotas, predominantly in such. tasks as cotton picking, 
tea picking etc. Also light, flexible use of labour. 
Sometimes called: :tl:*iW::tJ n'iiltiodonglt 
female labour 
*lbt~~f"'" to be partially disengaged 
ban t6ul{ shengch7In from production 
or: * Jbtf"'" ( lbtf"'" ) semi-divorced from 
bantuoch"iln (tuoch'an) labour, half exempt 
from labour 
This refers to cadres not wholly employed in official 
duties who reduce their fixed subsidies (. ~1'006I~ 
butie gongfen) by limited participation in productive 






part-time system (see below) 
part-farm, part-study 
The part-farm part-study system of education operates 
at primary, secondary and tertiary levels. But the most 
important levels are the agricultural high school 
( :!!(~i::f:I~ n6ngye zhongxue) at the secondary level, 
PAN/P'AN 
and the Communist Lab<?ur College ( ;!:t; f"-3::5( 
'Wiif.l*~ gongchanzhuyi l/iodong aaxue) at the 
tertiary level. However, this term should not be taken too 
literally. The most common form of part-time studying in 
rural areas of China is to spend more time at school 
during the slack season and more time in the fields during 









Establish.ed in 1964 (see JMJP, 27 Aug. 1964, p.l). 
see also: i:j:i~:&~~tSl zhongdeng nongyexuexiao 
secondary agrarian school 
~W jiiioyu education 

































&fi!ll1it pangola grass [Digitaria 
pdnglicao decumbens] 










see:@fi!ll]jt ptinglicao (above) 
BAO/PAO 
biio 
maize [Zea mays] 
biiog'U 
also: ~~ biiosu ~P biiolu ~.:Ii. biioyu 
~JL*' biioer mi and ~ J!i"' biioluo 
~'L'~~ 
biioxin shengcai 





head lettuce [Lactuca sativa] 
-- a crispy hard heart variety 
enclosures 
catering 
In the communes this means to supply food at a fixed 
price. 
.~f"" contracting for production 
biiochan 




plans for contract production 
'Contracts are the method of harmonizing state economic 
planning and an enterprise's economic accountability.' Con-
tracts are, therefore, made at all stages of production and 
distribution and sale of commodities. [Hsieh Ming, 'On 
BAO/PAO 
the contract s~stem', CFYC 2 (1959), 41,43] 
see also: .g. f.ilflil]]j'. het6ngzhidu 
~f"-itlJ..P 
biioch'fin dtiohu 
to give back land to private . 
households; to guarantee 
production down to house-
hold level 
A theory held for a time by some Chinese economists, 
notably Lo Keng-mo, that if this took place production 
would rise. Larger brigades, in 1959, were divided into 
smaller brigades, each being responsible for a differe!lt 
task. In some cases peasants tried to get round this 
arrangement by subdividing responsibilities down to each 
individual household, though this was strictly against 
Party directives at that time. This move was defended by 
some on the grounds of efficiency. Taken to its logical 
conclusion, it could ultimately signify the end of collec-
tivization, since in some places old family properties were 
re-activated and even old boundary signs put up. [JMJP, 
2 Nov. 1959, p.4] Later, decentralization recognized the 
need for small unit control in making the most efficient 
use of land, especially in the rice areas of the south. 
This term has also been used in conjunction with 
=. ~itlJfa (siinbiio ddohu -- 'three contracts to house-
holds') during the J'eriod 1956-65. The expression 'one, 
c<;intract' ( -~ yibiio) in the slogan =.J1::1-~ (siinzi 
yibiio - 'three freedoms one contract' system), con-









to guarantee the production 
quota; 'target contracting' 
to pledge the labour and 
guarantee the results 
a labour contract (guaranteed 
fixed output) 
contracting for labour 
Fixed responsibility for a specific job, i.e. piece working, 
calculated on total number of basic hours plus contracted 
over-time hours. The assessment of work-points in crop 
and livestock production; teams under contract also have 
to pay for labour employed on minor construction work. 
Non-contracted hours are hours worked in excess of con-
tract hours and arise in communes because of the seasonal 








to contract for labour and 
materials 
to guarantee the harvest 
(1954) 
Brigades were given the responsibility for a definite out-
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BAO/PAO 
put. Targets were set taking into consideration soil condi-
tions, degree of fertilizer and labour inputs required. The 
targets were set higher than the average yield over the 
previous three year period, but lower than estimates of 
the fields' true potential. [See Socialist Upsurge in China's 





The original meaning of this concept was 'to guarantee' a 
certain level of production to higher authority' or a degree 
of productivity in thi: case of labour. In return the higher 
level allowed a certain degree of freedom to meet the 
agreed 'contract'. The modern interpretation, taken main-
ly from Soviet practice, places emphasis on individual 
performance, though t)le gen.era! practice at present leans 
more to 'collective fulfilment of tasks along traditional 
Chinese lines of relying on the village and its various 
units'. Up to 1955 this term also referred to the so-called 
'free supply' system, or system of public eare, whereby 
cadres received their board and lodging in lieu of wages. 
[Collected Financial Laws and Regulations of the Central 
Government (Peking, 1955), p.459; see F. Schurmann, 




contracting for prices 
Guaranteed prices for products not subject to the state 




(responsibility in costing) 
The principle by which all production team expenditure is 
predetermined by contract as either basic expenses (i.e. 
purchase of seed, fertilizer, etc.) or incidental expenses 
(repairs, maintenance, etc.). The total sum is paid by the 
brigade as its 'investment' in products, the team being 
responsible for any deficit but can retain any surplus. In 
some areas this is expressed as: 
~T-!M~ biiogan ctiiwu financing-by-
contract 






to contract production in 
payment of the land tax 
to contract for feeding 
livestock 
To guarantee sufficient feed for livestock. 
ift 
bOo 
t~ :st ::k ll± ~ 
b'lioshi daduzhii 
'full belly pigs' 
BAO/PAO 
Pigs which have just been fed prior to sale. Such pigs are 
about 10 catties heavier when marketed, but mortality 




see: E.. 1¥ wub'fzo 
1*15A 
b'fzoshiio 





to guarantee people enough 
to eat 
the five guarantees 





Chinese policy towards reafforestation is to rely on local 
peasant organization at team level rather than on 
specialized agencies. The general policy is to plant hardy 
varieties with dual purpose use such as fruit or timber. 
Large amounts of ash have been planted because it is fast 
growing and can provide timber for furniture and house 
construction. Other preferred varieties are: apricot, apple, 
chestnut and walnut. Peasarits can be paid the equivalent 
of a day's work-points for cultivating up to 30 seedlin'gs 
in their spare time, and a day spent planting or tending 
trees is treated as a day's farm labour. [London Times, 
19 June 1973, p.3] 
1*± soil conservation 
Mo tu 
1*±:tf!! land conservation 
Motudi 
1¥7.Jc~lj water conservation 
baoshutli 




1*iE the headman of a ward 
baozheng 
also: 1¥* baozhang 
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1¥ El" ifil]J;l 
b'fiojiti zhidu 
'Pao Chia' system 
BAO/PAO 
A pre-communist enumeration system in which a set of 
households (riormally 100) were used as the main base for 
tax population estimates. [See Li Ts'ung-huang, The 
Present Pao-Chia System (Chungking, 1943), 194 pp.; 















a reservation, a conservation 
area 
acreage reserve 
also: ;~.§ EEi~ zhunbei mushU 
1*W1~*at.11£:<$: cost of retained earnings. 
Moliu y{ngye de 
chengben 
bilo 
:fli!M emolument, remuneration, 






law of diminishing returns 
The theory that if one of the factors of production is 
increased and all other factors are static, then after a 
period of time the increases in production gradually 
diminish. In the case of Chinese agriculture, with the 
growth of population fallow is reduced and forests are 
denuded and marginal land is brought into production. 
Technology develops so that farmers can get a living from 
a smaller area of arable land by increased productivity. As 
the peasant population is absorbed into technical society, 
the cultivator is made to part with half or more. of his 
gross produce. Rising numbers in a given area reduce the 
cultivator's income per unit of work, partly by reducing 
average output because of diminishing returns and partly 
by weakening his bargaining position and reducing the 
BAO/PAO 
share he can keep for himself. [Chang Hsi-ch'aitg, 'The 
reactionary nature of bourgeois agricultural economic 
theories', CCYC 26 (17 Sept. 1958), 7-12] 
:fll i~wlH!l ta 1* 
btioch6u di~englii 
law of increasing returns 
The expansion of productive capacity with costs increasing 
less proportionally as a result of economies of scale with 
rises in total output. 





rate of return method 
reporting system [Russ. 
Otchetnost'] 
BEI/(BAI) PO, PE, PEH, PAI 
bid 
beijtngcong 
Peking onion [Allium spp.] 
also: ~if§ hUcong shallots [A. ascalonicum] 
::ll::*~s~ 
bezjtngheibdiniu 
Peking black and white cattle 
A second generation cross between a domestic breed and 














~a ~:!:ti!~ heibaiaid;'n;a. 
8~-Tlbaufz 
white nuts of ginko tree 
(a medicine) 
calico 
white pear (northern variety) 
[Pyrns ussuriensis] ; 
'Tientsin' pear 
doves 




B Bi English mushroom 
bdjun [Agaricus campestris] 
stat '•paklaam' (Canton)-- South/ 
bdilan Central China olive 
see: •ta ganlan 
S ~* breadfruit [Artocmpus 
bdiguimu hypargyraea Hance] 
8~~ 
baijtnrun 
parsnip [Pastinacea sativa L.], 
lit. 'white carrot' 





turnip [Raphanus sativus L.] 
Chinese white cabbage 
[Brassica chinensis L.] 
Also called Shanghai cabbage; pak tsoi (Canton), of which 
common cultivars are: 
~ Jlt4I B ~ gaojiao btiictii 
~ Jlt4I B ~ aliiao bdictii 









white string bean [Phaseolus 
vulgaris L.] 
white sweet vegetable [Beta 
vulgaris L. var. Ge/a Moq.; 
Jap. tojisa] 
A variety of Swiss chard or spinach beet. 





A perennial having daisy-like flowers and deeply lobed 
ieaves. Substances in the plant are toxic to many insect 
species, hence its use as a pesticide. Use of the flower for 
insecticidal purposes is believed to have originated in Iran. 
The plant was first introduced into China experimentally 
during World War I. [P.J. van Rijn, 'The production of 
pyrethrum', Tropical Abstracts 29.4 (1974), 23744] 
81E1f:!:-
bdihuii gtiildn 
Chinese kale [Brassica 
oleracea var. albiftora 0. 
Kunze] 
also: :Jf:!:-~ gtildnctii [B oleracea var. gongylodes L.] 
or tliE:Jf:!:- h6nghuiigtiikin, 
and ~llf:Jf :!:- zhOuye gtiildn 
8~1-FJEI 
bdike qfmei 




White Leghorn hen 










also: ~Ji pie71in 
Bermuda grass [Cynodon 
dactylon] 
kohlrabi [Brassica oleracea 
var. gongylodes L.] 











~~Jmr.5 'basket-on-one's-back store', 
biiilou shiingdidn i.e. travelling grocery 



















'Prepare for war, provide for 
lean years in order to serve 
the people.' 
A reference to the need for equitable grain distributior 





'to foster exemplary 
experience' (an emulation 
campaign slogan) 
see: ~~ :ffi .~ chiibiiio budian 





to propagate improved seeds 
~~~*1i:;pfi~$; tank farming (hydroponics) 
peiyangye gengzhongfe 










































The tendency to consider only one's own area and 
pro bl ems and disregard the collective interest. 







current annual expenditure 
current annual revenue 
PEN/P'EN 






A method of irrigation in which a level or nearly level 














a tent shelter 
A simple portable construction used for rearing ducklings 
in paddy fields or on ponds. It is a simple construction 
erected at the pondside to provide rudimentary and 
temporary shelter for ducklings. It is common in 
Szechwan where ducklings are allowed to 'bob around' 
among the young rice shoots, using the canopies for 
shelter at night. [Chung-kuo hsu-mu hsiieh tsa-chih 4.3 
(1960), 31-33) 
see: EEi =© titinshe 
-~~ tent method, to rear 
pengyaye ducklings in the paddy 
also: Wl~IY-JlffM pengyadeyuchu 
peng 
~*~ piaoshutya 
'to bob around' -- to allow ducklings to 
bob around among the rice shoots 











bt xue gan bang 
BI/PI 
castor oil plant [Ricinus 
communis L.] 
castor oil 
compare, study, catch up and 
assist campaign (1963) 
An emulation campaign in the villages following from the 
















proportionate sharing method 
proportionate allocation 
ratio 
ratio method of estimation 
comparative analysis 
law of comparative advantage 
(Ricardo) 
The underlying principle of international trade which 
implies trade takes place where cost differences exist. 
or: .tl::~nX::<$:~!i!IJ bijioo chengben feze 
.t1::~~m~1J~ 
bijioo /[ngj{ Uy{ 
ffl $1] 
biz hi 













necessary labour and surplus 
labour 
According to Marx: (1) Labour is differentiated into 
necessary labour and surplus labour according to the value 
created by the abstract labour of workers and labour 
product value composed of three parts C + V + M where V 
= necessary labour and M = surplus labour. (2) From the 
social character of labour and the function of its product, 
labour can be differentiated into necessary labour and 
surplus labour. All labour producing the means of pro-
duction is called necessary labour. All else is called surplus 
labour. (3) In agriculture the self demand and 'supplying 
others demand' labour can be differentiated into necessary 
labour and surplus labour according to material form. In 
analyzing 'agriculture as the foundation of the national 
economy' in China, the second of these explanations 
applies. [Li Yu-p'ing, 'Important problems discussed at 
the first annual meeting of the Peking Economics Society, 




l1l~ preserved eggs ('100 years 
p{dan old' eggs) 
l1l~ ginned cotton 
ptmitin 
l1l¥ hides and skins 
t, 
pzge 
l1l ¥ .& l1l-=E: leather, hides and bristles 
p{ge j{ p{mao 
l1l¥5!1! leather waste -- utilized as a 
ptgezha slow-actihg.N fertilizer 





















wholesale and retail trade 
loquat [Eriobotrya japonica] 
beer 
11*)i!i:fE hops (coll.) [Humulus 
p{jiuhuii lupulus L.] 
see: IJl'EEfvfl:&t shemticifo or: fl_";ffi:fE huobuhuii 
ll*)i!i*~ 
p{j;-u aama; 






malting barley (coll.) 
[Hordeum spp.] 
a bolt of cotton 
(= 40 yds or 36.58 m.) 
piece goods 




















~ 'ltmi :ii: standard quantities 
biiiozhUn zhiliting 
~;~4=-:Y:-ft standard cow equivalent 
biiiozhUnniu toushU (SCE) 
This represents the amount of bulk feed a 1,000 lb lactat-






· standard data 
standard cost accounting 






pace setter labour points 
A feature of the Tachai brigade policy after 1964 in which 










'beating the spring ox' ritual 
Farmers' spring ceremonial rites in which the clay effigy 
of an ox is paraded through the fields and beaten with 
sticks in an effort to revive spring. 
see also: 3!1!9 y{ngchiin, 3'.L.9 lichiin, 






a variety of peach 
lentil [Lens culinaris Medic; 
Masurdhal -- India] 
Lentils are sown in arid areas of China. These legumes not 
only prevent wind and soil erosion but can also be used 
for fodder. [' "A precious grass" of semi-deserts - the 
lentil', NYCS 11 (1963), 48-50] Care should be taken in 
texts to distinguish from the kidney bean (see below). 





Egyptian kidney bean 
[Dolichos lab/ab L.] 
carrying pole 
tapeworm 
also: •!ii titloch6ng 
bian 













fl*i..iEPl!111.11.~ dialectical materialism 
biilnzheng weiwulun 
bi an 
ill.fl snap. bean [Phaseolus 




border region currency 
(issued by Communist Border 
Region Government) 
frontier trade 
Two kinds have been distinguished: (1) small-scale, which 
allows the border residents of neighbouring states to cross 
into China and trade at designated centres for goods of 
limited value; and (2) local trade - a mutual exchange of 
goods between friendly neighbouring countries supervised 
by local state-run agencies. The countries involved are 
Vietnam, Korea, Nepal, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Burma. 
[Liaoning Fiscal Institute, Primer on International Trade 
(Peking, 1973). Translated by T.I. Mathews, in Chinese 





Farm land which is near the margin between profitable 
and non-profitable use. 
ill ~if- :SHJT 
biiinii'fenxi 
marginal analysis 






A farmer whose total income over a given period is un-








The change in outlay for a given unit of production due 














The additional amount required to effect a small altera-




The degree of efficiency obtained by the addition of an 





U!~fiUIMrtil marginal propensity to save 
biiinil chUxu qfngxidng 
That proportion of extra income which can be saved. It is 
a constituent part of Keynesian multiplier theory in that 
as income rises so does the marginal propensity to save. 
U!~$1llft1~rtil marginal propensity to 
biiinilxiiiofei qfngxidng consume 
The very small amount of extra income which will permit 
an increase in consumption. Part of Keynesian theory 
which states that as national income rises the marginal 
propensity to consume falls. 
U!~f\:V* 
biiinil daitilii 
marginal rate of substitution 
The amount of one input saved by the addition of an-
other where production is maintained at the same level. 








The increase in production resulting from an additional 
input and where the quantities of all other inputs remain 
the same. 
U!~~f""ffl'1w marginal value 
biiinii shengchlln jiazhf 
Marginal product x price= marginal value. 
U!r.T-~f""ffl'flfi)1' marginal value productivity 
biiinji shengchlln. 
jiilzhflii 
A measure of the additional productivity resulting from 
one additional input, the others remaining constant. 
U!ll;F-~m ~tFT marginal utility analysis 
biiinilxidoyong fenxi 
The increase in the utility consumption of a product as a 
result of the additional amount of a product consumed 





















rate of change 
variable costs 
Costs which vary with the rate of production. 




transformation work, work 
exchange; also labour 
exchange 
BIAN/PIEN 
Adopted from Shensi area and applied with such terms as 
~.A (duz) and -€ifl=•(hezuo) to ni.ean exchange work of 
any kind (see below). 
see also: A.Ig£.I rengong bitingong 
g£.I~.A 
bidngongdul 
labour exchange teams; 
transpormation work squad 
An early form of cooperation in which management and 
equipment was shared, but land was not brought into 
collective use. 
~.I .g.f'F transformation work 
bidngong hezuo cooperation, i.e. cooperation 
in its basic sense 




A measure of the degree to which a set of figures are 
dispersed about their arithmetic mean. The greater the 




coefficient of variation 
variance analysis 
or: g£/J:SHfi bidnfiing fenxi 
g£1JI ±;Jg .Ill EEi 
bidn jftu wei lidngtidn 




to transform barren land into 
fertile soil 
diversion curve method 
'accounts kept for a change 
in heaven' -- retention ofland 
titles 
This means 'for a change in regime', and is a reference to 
those farmers, mainly in the south, who still retain their 
old land deeds and titles to land in case there is another 
change in the economic system and a return to the old 
system of the landlord/tenant relationship in rural areas. 
~ti::!~~ 
bidnxidng ldogai 
'Being sent to the villages is 
camouflaged corrective 
labour.' 
This view, reported in JMJP, 21March1965, was reputed 
to be widely held by rusticated youth and should be 
discouraged by emphasizing that 'going to the country-
side presents a glorious opportunity'. Later articles tried 
to discourage this view by the use of such phrases as 
'serving the people' and the emulation of Norman Bethune 






Uiii~U :.iE fil 
piiin cedingzhi 
«iii @] ~3 ~ft 
piiin hu{gui xishu 
«iii :q;: :lSJ :~HIT 





partial regression coefficient 
partial equilibrium analysis 
Where a single branch or market is analyzed to deter-





















poor and hired (labourers) 
hardship, poverty 
poverty 
or: M~tt pfnqi6ngxing 
PIN/P'IN 
M~IY-J~tt:fleJf vicious circle of poverty 
pfnqi6ng de exing 
xunhufzn 
M~ poor peasants 
pfnn6ng 
M~l2fl poor peasant corps 
pfnn6ngtufzn 
These had the responsibility for helping the government 
carry out laws and ordinances and were organized at 
township level to attract middle peasants and bring all 
measures of the S-Oviet agencies in harmony with the 
interests of the poor peasants. [See: 'General principles of 
the poor peasant corps', in A Guide to the Land Investiga-
tion Drive (Document 75), pp.3540; reproduced in T.L. 
Hsiao, The Land Revolution in China, p.91] 
M~~ 
pfnn6nghui 
poor peasant union 
Membership was much wider than the name suggests and 
included, in addition to poor peasants, hired hands, 
manual workers, cooks and artisans; a three-tier organiza-
tion. 
M~tt,c_,1j'~ poor peasants' core group 
pfnn6ng hextn xzaozu [NFJP, 27 Aug. 1964] 
~"Fi:f:i~ 
pfnxid zhongn6ng 
poor and lower middle 
peasants 
According to official estimates, this social group com-
prises 60-70% of all farmers in China_ [Chinese Com-
munist Party, General Committee, Decisions on Certain 
Concrete Policies regarding Socialist Education Move-





poor and lower middle 
peasants' re pre sen tative 
groups 
The tasks of this rudimentary farmers' association were to 
assist management, conduct class education among poor 
and lower middle peasants as well as among the broad 
mass of commune members, to raise peasants' ideological 
consciousness, to consolidate the collective economy and 
to take the lead in production (1963). It was composed of 
poor and lower middle peasants who were considered to 






poor and lower middle 
peasants' assembly 
A CR term referring to a provincial or local organization 
set up in 1969. [9th Party Congress, 1-24 April 1969] 
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also: ~ft~ pfndizihui 
pin 
•* pfnguo apples 
PIN/P'IN 
European apples [Malus sylvestris] are not grown in 




















~~~.DI:. improved varieties 
ptnzhong gailidng 




















also: ~# hebing 
BING/PING 
mergers 
#U7H.H the merger of cooperatives 
bingshe shengj[ and promotion 
A 1956 term which marked the establishment of the 
Advanced Producer Cooperatives (APCs). The APC first 
came about as a result of a merger of several elementary 
cooperatives. The reference to promotion means an 
advance from semi-feudalism to socialism. 
see: ~~Rfl¢ :ct IY-.!15<~ ~ f'I= U 
g°aoj{ xfngshide n6ngye hezuoshe 
advanced agricultural cooperatives 
and t.U.Hfl¢ :ct IY-.!15< ~ ~ {1= U 
aiji xfngshi de n6ngye hezuoshe 











Thi equal distribution of pay for different kinds of work 
and the equal distribution of raw material amongst 
industry and agriculture. Egalitarianism has been severely 
condemned as a deviation. Distribution should be carried 
out according to labour with the same remuneration for 
the same labour among both sexes; but labour points 









Contrast this with 'median' ( i:t=iftrft zhongweishu), 
which is the number which has the same number of values 
less than as there are greater than; and 'mode' ( :();::ft 





4>-iSJ_~f"'"~ti: average production function 













average propensity to save 
That proportion of income available for saving after 
expenditure on goods and services is taken into account. 
4i-~ 5111 ~ 1fJi ('SJ 
p(!_lgjiin xiaofei 
qingxiang 
average propensity to 
consume 
That proportion of national income given over to con-
sumption, or in the case of an individual, that portion of 
· his income available for consumption, arrived at by 
dividing the total value of expenditure on goods and 
services by the value of national income. 
4i-~±ti! *:si equalization of land 
p{ngjiin diquan ownership 
4i-~ :tt!!*:si ii&~ policy of equal land 
p{ngjiin diquan ownership 
zhengce 
4i-~-tr.I± it!! 'equal land redistribution for 
p{ngfen ytqie tudi everyone' 




4>-itr P.lt ~ 
pfngheng chengzh'Ong 
balanced growth 























boteng or bocai 
quadratic programming 
parallel development 
equal cost analysis 
equal effectiveness analysis 
evaluation of work-points 
evaluation ratio 
emulate success in work; 
lead by example 
BO/PO 
spinach [Spinacia oleracea] 









also: ·1111 ,:,, - ' i=~ wensh1 











curiy loose-leaved lettuce 
broadcaster, sowing machine 
(a seed scatterer) 
sown area 
or: :Hi#it!! bOzhOngdi 
Sown· ·area is calculated on the basis of the year a parti-
cular crop is harvested, irrespective of the time of sowing. 
It represents the total area sown with productive crops 
and any transplanted crops, and is therefore .larger than 
cultivated area (fjj::l:i!!iiliHR ge,jgdi midnj1). Because land 
left fallow is not included in the category, continuous 
cropping must also be taken into account, as well as 
perennials which do not yield a crop in the year of sowing. 
Care must also be taken to include those crops grown on 
land not specifically counted as farmland (mulberry fields, 
fish ponds which can be reconverted to rice). The guide-
lines for calculating sown area are laid down in the Hand-
book for Agricultural Statistical Work (Peking, 1956), 
pp.11-12. [See also Nai-ruenn Chen, Chinese Economic 
Statistics (1967), p.58.] 







[Neumann & Morgenstern] 
Theoretical analysis of the essential elements of behaviour 
patterns which can be both social and economic to deter-
mine, under different conditions of conflict and coopera-
tion, if an equilibrium can be reached. 
bo,bb,bllo 





:t.IR:l:t!! sloping land 
podf 




~!91'1~ salsify [Scorzonera 




;(fj"~ calico sacking, or any 
bud di cotton cloth made sack 




Pili'L to suckle 
Miu 
Pm!fL.!f:- suckling calf 
bUruniu 




l!!ilit!! allotments set aside for 








The extra allowance paid to cadres unable to work in 
the fields. These benefits should not exceed 1 % of total 
value of labour points of the Great Brigade. Leading 
cadres may get more but the difference should not be 
excessive. 
also: ~I' !i!1!iJ: 5t bU tie gongfen 
supplement"ary work-points, subsidies in 
work-points 
~l'ijf] relief subsidy (in cash or kind, 
bUzhu but usually in kind) 
~"ijf]~ 
buzhuiln 




A British farm support measure which began with the 
Wheat Act 1932 and which now operates under the 1947 
Agricultural Act, by which farmers receive the difference 
between average free market prices and those guaranteed 
at the annual price review for certain farm products. 
~" ijf] =f:. $~ 
bUzhU shOududn 
support measures (price 
support) 
A US system of payments to farmers, similar to the above 
term, to fix prices for certain crops above free market 




Any farm enterprise which is mutually contributive to 
farm income. 







Young livestock used to :replace breeding stock. 
---------------------------------------
BU/PU 
~" ::fc rec: * 
bUchong chengben 
replacement cost 
The total cost to the farmer of replacing one unit of the 





One or more factors of production used in any given pro-




Any farm unit which works with another unit or branch 
of the farm operations without hampering the farmers' 
productive resources. 
~" ::fc f-F #1 supplementary crop 
b'Uchong zuowu 
Crops which when grown together do not compete for 
the farmers' productive resources but combine to make 




Livestock which do not engage in competition for 
existing farm resources but supplement each other and 
make best use of the operator's resources. 
~" ::fciliJ *4 
bUchong silUio 
supplementary feed 
Concentrates fed to livestock when normal fodder ration 
is insufficient. A feed with higher nutritive value than 



















&B5tila!t;tl:;:t partial adjustment model 





&B 5t•~ 1-t 
bufen zuishihud 
&B 5}-jfi~JiHMi.-e: 









ministerial level cadre 
(Ministry of Agriculture) 
constant capital, 
fixed capital (Comm.) 
This is the value of inputs used in the production of a 
commodity and which add to its value. The labour 
element which produces its equivalent value plus any 
surplus value is termed variable capital. 
~~1ft*& 
bubiiin iidge 
constant prices (Comm.) 
[Ho Chang, 'A brief discussion on constant prices of 
products', CCYC 8 (1963), 50-54.] 
Synonymous with: RJ .l:l::1ft*& kwliidge 
comparable prices 
~~1Y-rt5t:Jjf~~ fixed investment coefficient 






xiiinxf ng jihudfQ 
~fO.Jf"'" 
bUdongchan 
~RT 5t irn tt 
Mke fengexing 
dirty floating (exchange rate) 




The term is used to describe those parts of the production 





bUke fenge j{jfu 
indivisible funds 
=-1'AJ~¥1Y-.Jit!!3::. unreformed landlord class 
m~ 
buk_e g'~ige de dizhu 
iieii 
Lancllords whose behaviour has not been 'meritorious' 
( .ll.:i;IJ ligong) enough. To be meritorious a landlord 
must have fulfilled certain conditions; (1) he must not 
have exploited the peasants; (2) he must have worked 
with his own hands; (3) he must not have shown any 
antagonism towards the Party. The five-year period of 
good behaviour for 'meritorious' service dates from the 
conclusion of land reform. [Ta Kung Pao, 6 Aug. 1953] 
=-1'AJilT~IY-.J~~ non-renewable resources 
buke xtnsheng de 
zryuan 
;;i:;:~~i!i*PiiXli51-~ non-alcoholic beverages 




In order to cope with the unemployed and the under-
employed, a figure estimated as high as 35 million in 
1957, large labour-intensive projects have been launched 
together with a policy of resettlement, from 1957 
onwards. [Nai-ruenn Chen & W. Galenson, The Chinese 
Economy under Communism (1969), p.45] The rural 
aspects, though not as severe as urban unemployme.nt 
being largely seasonal in nature, have also been dealt with 
in the general labour laws. [See Labour Laws and 











A situation in which the opposing forces in the economy 
are not in balance causing some internal variables to 
change over time. 
=-1'= i11" 













A country who supposedly does not take part in inter-
national trade having no imports or exports or balance 














grain sorghum, common sor-
ghum [Sorghum vulgare] 
~~JMtlY-.JP.l<::;;f;: cost of comrrion stock 














sii or sli 
ordinary cadres 
general vocational orientation 
training 











capoor cutchery, or root of 
camphor (Hindi); [Kaempferia 
galanga L.] 
This plant grows in Fukien and Szechuan and its root is 
ground into powder for medicine. 
also: Ill~ shiinnai 
:=:~tJl.$ 
siinlun jtch e 
siinniao 
auto trieycle 
the three fowls 





(1) manpower, (2) output, (3) costs. Quoted in JMJP 
edit., 10 March 1960. 
.=.ii~ 
siinliushi 
three retained foods 




i.e. waste water, waste gas, waste refuse. For example, 
waste water from industrial plants has been used to 
irrigate 60,000 mu of farm fields. Representatives of 
local communes were invited to participate and help 
solve the problem of pollution of farm fields and health 
of commune members. ['Comprehensive utilization of 









see: :=:JI siinxid, and :=:'-* siinqiii 
:=:~ 
siinshen 




i.e. deep ploughing, deep planting, and deep digging. 
:=:~;ii; 
siinshenwo 
method of corn cultivation 
Initiated by Ching-ching county (chihsha k'ou) pro-
duction team in 1965 following the success of deep pit 
cultivation of squash taken from Tachai in 1964. 
:=:~~ 
siinhe niu 
Sanho dairy cow 
These are found mainly in the north east of IMAR and 
are a cross between local cattle and imported Friesian 
stock. [H. Lung, 'The Sanho dairy cows of China (Die 




Sanho horse (Inner Mongolia) 
A draught horse [see H. Epstein, Domestic Animals of 




:=: 1fil ~ buckwheat [Fagopyrum 
sanjiaomdi esculentum Moench] 










three equals (three equal 
applications of inputs) 
This refers to equal amounts of seed, fertilizer and 
irrigation to each part of any given field. 
:=:..=. fli!J 
siinsiinzhi 
three three system 
This is a complex term which has had several different 
meanings and interpretations. Accordingly, it is dis-
tinguished as follows: (1) It was used in the Sino-Japanese 
war period to describe the division of areas into (a) 
communist controlled (Red area), (b) Nationalist (KMn, 
and (c) minor political parties and factions. (2) Later 
Mao used it to describe the assumption that under 
conditions of socialization of agriculture there would be 
less farms and higher. productivity of land. Land would be 
divided up into (a) crop and livestock, (b) forests, and 
(c) fallow. It was held that with these increases in 
productivity, one-third of China's farmland would be 
sufficient to provide food for the population. The 
remaining two-thirds could be left fallow and part could 
SAN 
be used to provide 'National Parks'. 'Our land wili 
become a great park ... all People's Communes should 
work hard to attain this objective.' CCP Central Com-
mittee 'Resolution on some questions about the People's 
Communes' [JMJP edit., 19 Dec. 1958]. (3) In 1964 the 
slogan came to be associated with a form of cadre 
management under which one-third of the personnel at 
any one time would be transferred to the grass roots level 
to engage in farm work, one-third should go on inspection 
tours, whilst the remainder should be available to carry 
out normal routine management functions. This system 
was designed to change attitudes to leadership and assure 
a more flexible approach to farm work. [JMJP, 29 Nov. 
1969] 
In some provinces, such as Shensi, this latter application 
of the concept was referred to as the 'two-five system' 
( =lillill erwuzh1), while in mountain areas, due to 
travel° difficulties, an extended system is called the 'three-




three field rotation 
i.e. three fields with one in fallow in an annual rotation. 
also: .=IK~f"F siinqii lunzuo 
or: =~~t'F siinnitin lunzuo 




A 1968 post-CR term referring to the afforestation pro-
gramme in which brigades were requested to rely on their 
resources to (1) select their own seeds, (2) nurture 
their own saplings, and (3) rebuild forest stock on the 
spirit of self-reliance. The shortage of seed for most trees 
has been pointed out elsewhere [S.D. Richardson, The 
Production and Consumption of Forest Products in 
Mainland China (1972)], and this slogan underlines the 
fact that the shortage of seeds means communes· are 




'three freedoms, one contract', 
or 'three selfs, one assignment' 
This phrase has been attributed to Chou En-lai who, 
speaking at the National Congress, 2-22 Dec. 1964, 
aci:used certain high level officials from 195 9 to 1962 of 
having launched an attack on socialism. Many people 
sought, in the face of domestic problems, to encourage 
some sort of 'go it alone' ( =. gi --§ siinzi ylbiio), 
suggesting a. revival. of private enterprise, 'liberalization' 
C gi E8-f.t ziy6uhwi) and 'rehabilitation' ( lllmtJXI. fiin 
tinfeng). The implicit meaning of 'going it alone' which 
Chou referred to was the handing back of collective land 
to private ownership, re-establishing free markets and 
giving more freedom to units to organize production and 
make a profit, with the responsibility for filling pro-
duction quotas given to households. The contract re-
ferred to means the farmer's obligation to produce a 
fixed amount of grain for sale to the State. [See 'Six 
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anti-Liu Shao-ch'i lectures for rural youth', Nung-ts'un 
Ching-nien (Rural Youth), 17/18 (1967); translated in 




A refinement of the piecework system (1954) where 
guarantees were given by brigades for specific tasks: (1) 
a definite quantity will be produced; (2) high quality; 
(3) that the job would be completed on time. [See 
Socialist Upsurge in China's Countryside (1957), p.37.] 
·see also: ~ftf=.'E!I tinjitin biiogong 
=.-§-~ 
siinbiio ytjiang 
'three guarantees, one reward', 
or 'three assignments, one 
premium' 
A new commune regulation introduced in 1960, the 
meaning of which was: the small brigade must guarantee 
(1) the production target will be achieved, (2) assigned 
work will be done in time, and (3) costs of production 
will be met. In other words, it fixed output, costs and 
length of working day. The reward is the bonus paid 
for extra output. The premium referred to means the 
brigade could retain any surplus. This regulation went 
further in that it insisted that the work of each peasant 
should be noted and that work-points should be fairly 
allocated. The major objection to this system was its 
reliance on material incentives to boost production. 
[JMJP edit., 20 Nov. 1960; also Feng Tien-fu, 'On the 




i.e. regular checking on (1) registration of production 
teams, (2) households, and (3) fields [NFJP, 3 March 
1965]. 
see: l!9 lf sisutin 
=.1F- 'the three earlies' 
siinzao 
i.e. early-sowing, sprouting and fertilization of crops. 
=.jl .=qf(.a 
siinchti, siingailiting 
'three check-ups and three 
improvements' 
A Party consolidation movement and ideological edu-
cation campaign carried out by the CCP during the 
Liberation War 194649. It was both an army and 
civilian movement. The latter aimed to identify rich 
peasants and unreformed landlords. In the liberated areas 
the three check-ups stood for: (1) class origin, (2) political 
ideology, and (3) working style. The three improvements 
were: (1) consolidation of organization, (2) ideological 
education, and (3) rectification of working style. 
=./\If"FJXI.~ 
siinbii, gongzuo fengge 
'three eight working style' 
Chairman Mao epitomized the work of the PLA in three 
SAN 
phases and eight characters: keep in trim, maintain a 
correct political orientation, work hard and live plainly 
and be flexible in strategy and tactics. The eight 
compound characters mean unity, vigour, seriousness and 
liveliness. [See: 'Guarantees of new victories for socialism', 
Peking Review, 8 Jan. 1965, p.22.] 
.=.mft~ 
sanjf hang ye 
tertiary industry 
.=.mPJT:;ft" • three-grade system of owner-
~A 'j'J~Jilll ship 
siinjis'Uoy6u duiweijli:hu 
An economic policy evolved in 1958 prescribing a 
three-level system of ownership and control: (1) com-
mune, (2) brigade, and (3) production team. The brigade 
was the basic accounting unit. However, since 1961 the 
production team has become the basic accounting unit 
and is virtually independent for the purposes of pro-
duction and distribution. An additional meaning is the 
distribution according to labour; exchange at cor-
responding prices; and permission for commune members 
to own private plots and engage in sideline production. 
In pastoral areas this meant retention of"some livestock 
in private herds. The position was emphasized in 1971 in 
editorials in the press: 'The People's Communes should in 
general, at the present stage, persist in the system of 
three-level ownership with the team as the basis, in the 
principle of sharing out according to one's labour, and 
should also correctly handle the relations between the 
state, the collective and the individual' [JMJP edit., 1.8 
Feb. 1971]. See also: Draft Constitution of the People's 
Republic of China, article 7 (Peking, 1955). 
.=.m~lf.f~~ ~ three levels of administration 
sanjf zhengfU - -
weiyuanhui' 





This refers to ideological understanding of the attitude 
towards loans and income, and in particular to the 
payment of fixed interest. The demands were for: (1) 
extension, (2) consideration after abrogating income 
from fixed interest, and (3) a plea for high salaries after 
losing fixed income. [Pamphlet, Tientsin Municipality, 
'East is Red' Group Investigation Team, 'Liu Shao-ch'i's 
crimes in carrying out the capitulationist line for trans-
forming the capitalists at the People's Commercial Centre' 
(Hopei, 1967); translated. in SCMM 619 (1968), p.25.] 




The three main funds of the brigade/team, which are: 
(1) the reserve fund, usually taking up to about 5% of 
total income for investment purposes; (2) the welfare 
fund, also taking about 5% for the care of its members; 
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and (3) the administrative fund, which takes about 2% to 
cover day-to-day expenses, approximately 1 V.% of which 
goes to management expenses and payment of managerial 
cadres. 
=* sandd 'three ·bigs' 
This term, and the one following, appeared as a result 
of the public health drives in 1968 and refers to the 
policy of <iecentralization and rural health responsibility . 
The 'three bigs' are: (1) universities, (2) hospitals, and 
(3) cities. The phrase is usually linked with the phrase 














'the three deductions' 
This relates to th'e build-up of cash reserves for the 
coming years for (1) the production fund for purchase of 
inputs, (2) public accumulation fund· for cash reserve, 




In 1963 communes were urged to adopt a unified sales, 
purchasing and accounting procedure with (1) unified 
accounting, (2) unified sales and purchases, and (3) 
unified distribution work. [JMJP, 20 April 1963] 
.=:.&31.Jl~ 
siin/Qn shuiingjilm 
'three anti, double reduction' 
This slogan related to conditions in Tibet and was a policy 
directive designed to ameliorate the conditions of Tibetan 
peasants following the Chinese suppression of the 1960 
rebellion.=. &siin/Qn refers to anti-rebellion, anti-corvee 
and anti-slavery; 31Jl ;~(shiiangjum) refers to reductions in 
land rent and rate of interest. 
.=:.&lE~ 
siin/Qn yundong 
'three anti (campaign)' 
i.e. against corruption, waste and bureaucracy. This 
campaign, first started in north-east China, was pro-
voked as a natural consequence of the intensified campaign 
towards increased production and savings, and was 
sparked off by the Korean War as early as the end of 
August 1951. In December 1951, it was enhanced 
further by a mass movement under the direction of the 
National Committee of the People's Political Consultative 
SAN 
Conference and by the end of 1952 it had developed into 
the five-anti movement (bribery, tax evasion, theft of 
state property, fraud, and selling of state secrets). It was 
part of the nationwide ideological remoulding campaign 
designed to root out class enemies and generally shake up 
the bourgeoisie .. and intellectuals, as well as move the 
Party further to the left. [JMJP, 1 Jan. 1952] 
'the three passes' 
siinguiin 
In order to fully understand this term, one must go to 
the original meaning of * (guan)-a frontier pass or 
customs barrier; hence, 'to shut out', 'close off' or 
'exclude'. The symbolic· meaning here is to pass through, 
or avoid exclusion from a society in connection with the 
peasant's membersliip"in an agricultural cooperative during 
land reform. Poor peasants wishing to join the cooperatives 
were said to be confronted with three barriers where: 
(1) their credentials might be unacceptable, (2) their 
financial position might be too poor, or (3) their position 
as day labourers might be jeopardized. 
:=:=-Frr 'three don'ts' 
siinbuxfng 
Three rules relating to rural communities to be followed 
in order to conserve the general nature of the countryside 
set out in 1964. Local authorities were advised not to 
(1) usurp farmland for industrial purposes, (2) demolish 
farms or villages, or (3) break up farm h~useho,ld,s. This 
slogan included the 'four musts' ( 1!9&'~ sibixu) to 
be carried out for a balanced rural development pro-
gramme. These were: (1) adequate provision of water for 
agricultural use, (2) electricity, (3) fertilizer (nightsoil and 
manure), an£} (4) industrial support. [See Wang Pin, 
Tsai Tso-hua and Liu Hing-shu, 'Resolutely handle the 
relationship between capital, industry and agriCulture in 
capital construction', Hsin Chien-she (New Construction) 
4 (1965); transl. in SCMM 485 (1965), p.31.] 
:=.»... 
siinc6ng 
three rules of obedience 
(for a woman) 
In her family she obeys her father; after marriage her 
husband; and after his death her eldest son. 
=-~Ill 'the three stoopings' 
siinwiinydo 
TI 1ese are: deep ploughing and lifting of seedlings, 




'three summers, three autumns' 
The three summer tasks refer to (1) harvesting, (2) 
planting, and (3) hoeing; the three autumn tasks _are 
(1) harvesting, (2) ploughing, and (3) autumn sowmg. 
The need for continuity in farm work is emphasized. The 
land must not be neglected. 
-=-{tl:3i'. 
sanjidnb'fio 
'three precious things' 
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A lower category of merchandise handled at rural markets 
and which consists of a variety of things not included in 
the state plan, i.e. oil from wild plants, kitchen utensils, 
working animals, palm leaf fans. These are allowed to be 
sold by the peasants for extra income. 
see: ~*'fiiilhl.I~ n6ngciinfuye 
-=-~~~3C~~ third-class products fair 
siinlei wuztjiiioliuhui 
The marketing of miscellaneous products. First set up 
as a result of a cabinet decision of 18 March 1959: 
'The cabinet approves and transmits the_ Report of the 
Ministry of Commerce demanding level-by-level con-
voking of materials-exchange fairs' [HHPYK 7 (1959)] . 
-=-~::E.X 
siint6u zhuyi 
the doctrine of the third head 
A term used in the Party reconstruction campaign. It has 
been defined as cadres displaying a 'negative attitude 
towards leadership'. i.e. (1) afraid to take the lead, 
(2) afraid to be a leader, (3) those afraid to go ·over the 
heads of others to make their point, e.g. those who 
are content to jog along with the mainstream. [JMJP, 
21 Jan. 1970] 
-=-~=-~ 'three too many, three too few' 
siinduo, siinshao 
This term has been used by the authorities to rebuke 
cadres for their attitude towards work and the masses. 
It has generally been used to refer to those cadres who 
do their work perfunctorily, making arbitrary decisions 
and not consulting with the masses, and paying only lip 
service to public participation. [Yang P'ekhsin, 'Cadres 
to the grass roots is a good way of re-education'. Pei-ching 
Jih-pao, Peking, 6 Oct. 1968] 
:=:1Z=.li: 
siinyi siincha 
'three reflections and three 
checks' 
An educational formula designed to counteract the 
influence of revisionism and to consolidate Mao's pattern 
of government. The three reflections were: (1) past bitter 
experiences, (2) past persecution by the capitalist/landlord 
class, and (3) subversion by Liu Shao-ch'i, the latter 
being contained in the 'Black Cultivation', Liu's treatise 
on 'How to be a good communist'. The three checks to 
be carried out by cadres were: (1) loyalty to Mao's 
thought, (2) consistency with Mao's policies, and (3) 
correct stance, thought and feeling at all times. [JMJP, 




i.e. loyalty to Mao personally, to his thought, and to his 
policy [JMJP, 17 Nov. 1967]. 
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=~ 'lf i.l. lli!Jnt 
siinceng guanli zhidu 
=~~IJ 
siinchiibie 
three level system of manage-
ment 
'three differences' 
i.e. between (1) industry and agriculture, (2) rural and 




i.e. living, eating and working. 




These were to be effected following the establishment 
of the communes in 1958 and referred to: (1) the 
adoption of military forms of organization and manage-
ment, (2) maintenance of a combat-ready state, and 
(3) pursuance of the collectivization of all levels of 
society. 




i.e. production depends on the availability of credit; 
foodgrains on state sales; and the livelihood of the 




The literal meaning of ~i (qz7mg) is superiority in 
wealth as well as sheer physical power. The term has 
evolved from colloquial usage in northern China where 
the stronger of any given side is said to be qwng. In 
this context, the 'three strongs' represent: superiority in 
labour power, in livestock, and in land. Generally 
speaking, this summed up the financial basis of the 
middle peasants as a class and provided the basis for 





A term first coined by Mao in Sept. 1955 at the First 
National Convention of Positive Youth Elements. The 
'three goods' are: health, studies and working style. It 
became a mass movement between 1963 and 1964 
following reports of several model peasants and soldiers 
who were taking Chairman Mao's advice (see below). 
[JMJP, 12 Sept. 1955] 
.=.tifiEQ.J 
siinhao yundong 
'three good' activity 
This refers to unfolding the activity of (1) good pro-
duction teams; (2) good cadres, and (3) good commune 
members; i.e. the active participation of cadres and 
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members in production. The movement grew out of 
the 'Learn from Sung En-chen <* ~' ~)' emulation 
campaign, 1963. [SCMM 372 (1963)] 
.=. lh l!Btt. 
siinqin si/ianchti 
I 
/'three diligences and four 
inspections' 
This refers to the care and· management of working 
livestock. In a newspaper report in 1955, describing 
a model herdsman Wang Ping-hsiang, this phrase was 
ascribed to his own activities which were: diligence in 
sweeping the stable yard, changing straw and cleaning 
troughs. The four inspections were: (1) seeing that the 
animals were well fed before being put out to work, 
(2) seeing ·that they were in good condition on return 
from work, (3) during feeding seeing if they had been 




'three all and four non-
retentions' 
The 'three all' are distribution, consumption and utili-
zation of everything. The 'four non-retentions' are of 
the public accumulation fund, public amenity fund, 
production fund and grain reserves. [See: 'Penetrating by 
conduct education on the struggle between two roads 
in rural areas', Hung Ch'i 9, 27 Aug. 1969.] 
=~ 
siinmo 
elderly peasants, party 
members and retired cadres 
Originally this term referred simply to village elders. 
Current usage means all elderly peasants, party members 
and retired cadres. It is a contraction of the following 
term: 
=~-TiiB ( =~ ) 'three old cadres' 
siinmo gdnbU (siin(/10) 
These are the old and the sick, old but good, and 
elderly or retired, usually over 60 years of age. It is a 
CR classification (1964) denoting the harmless elements 
in the political establishment. 
.=.~!!BF 'the three honesties and four 
siinmo siytin strict aspects of discipline' 
(to be observed) 
These were (1) personal honesty, (b) honesty in 
day-to-day contacts, and (3) in deeds; and strictness in 





The re-writing of village records or histories as part of 
the Socialist Education Campaign 1963-65. Cadres and 
students went into the villages, carried out surveys 
and stimulated class feeling. In the case of peasants, this 
term refers to the histories of families, villages and 
c0mmunes. The writing up of the three histories was 
to help reveal how the poor peasants suffered before 
1949. [JMJP, 1July1964] 
SAN 







A coordination effort between cadres, workers and 
peasants, and among the government, research institutions 
and villages in scientific agricultural experimentation. 
The proletarian should take firm root in educational 
positions. [JMJP, 14 May 1969] 
=5E 
sanding 
'the three fixes' 
Regulations governing farm production ( ~ chan), state 
purchase and procurement, (~gou) and consumer sales 
(ii!ixiio). These were promulgated by the State Council 
on 25 August 1955 and amended the earlier unified 
purchase and unified sale policy, 1953 (!Jf~!fffi!i 
tonggou tongxiiio). The 'three fixes' were an important 
reminder of the failure of initial response to the state 
unified purchase and sale policy which had to be con-
tinually reinforced on the countryside to prevent hoard-
ing, speculating and acts of sabotage. The character 
'j£ (ding) has the ancient meaning of 'to settle', 'to 
pacify', as well as 'to fix a contract'. Its meaning has been 
in widespread usage for several centuries. The actual 
'fixing' was done at vHmg;{~xiiing) level by village 
councils on the basis of production fixed for three years. 
=5E-J!li 
sanding ytdlng 
'three fixed, one substitution' 
A commune rectification movement 1961-65. Cadres 
working in factories or on farms must keep regular 
working hours. The 'three fixed' are: regular working 
hours, fixed responsibility and fixed posts on the pro-
duction process. The 'one substitution' is job mobility. 
..=.1i:~~ ( =1i: ) 'three aids, two military' 
sanzh[lf!mgjiin (sanzhl} 
This is derived from the CR and is a PLA inspired 
movement ascribed to Lin Biao. The 'three aids are: 
industry, agriculture, and leftists. The 'two military' 
are: administration in important economic units, and the 
use of military training. The phrase as a whole signifies 
military participation in the economy at all levels. 
=*~~· 
i\:t]i.Bi:~ 
sanda j{/a baxiong 
zhuyi 
'three main rules of discipline, 
and eight points for attention' 
The three rules are: (1) obey orders in all actions; (2) do 
not take even a needle or a thread from the masses; 
and (3) tum in everything that is captured. The eight 
points are: (1) speak politely; (2) pay fairly for what 
you buy; (3) return everything you borrow; (4) pay for 
anything you damage; (5) do not hit or swear at people; 
(6) do not damage crops; (7) do not take liberties 






Refers to one crop becoming two, intermediate rice 
becoming early rice, and turning dry fields into wet 




This emphasized the need for close planting, deep 
ploughing and irrigation. 
=~ll9$~~ 
sangai sizhuyi 
'the three reforms and four 
items for attention' 
This local slogan, said to have originated as a mass 
response to the Central Government's austerity pro-
gramme in 1955 in Hunan proVince, was designed to 
.remind the population to change to: (1) coarse rice 
instead of polished rice for meals; (2) thin rice (congee) 
instead of dry cooked rice; and (3) the use of bran 
instead of cereal for small livestock feed. The four items 
for attention were: (1) stop children wasting food; 
(2} substitute other cereals (~!fllzolidng) for rice as 
the staple .food; (3) give up ceremonial meals and feasts; 
and (4) husk rice efficiently. 
three family village; a hamlet 
sanjiaciin 
An old colloquialism which reappeared in 1961 in the 
journal Ch 'ien Hsien ( M~ Frontline) as 'Notes from a 
three-family village' by Teng T'o, a former editor af 
JMJP who was dismissed in 1966. A three-family viilage 
represents a backward, old-fashioned village and is, 
therefore, a derogatory term. Reference to it appears in 
the Water Margin ( 7k51.t1~ shuihuzhuon) and in 
several other literary works. The original author of the 
article, together with several colleagues, were said to 
have used the title to register their discontent with the 
government and were removed during the early stages 





three families; hence an 
insignificant number 
workers, peasants and Red 
Guard assembly 
.=.Of • =:M!=~E 'three promotions, three 
sancu, siinkong santdo controls for three kinds of 
cotton bolls' 
Intensive cultivation of cotton to produce pre'summer, 
summer and autumn harvesting of cotton· by deep 
ploughing, heavy fertilization and watering of high-
yielding varieties. [The Learning Group of Ni-cheng, 
Institute of Crop Cultivation, Shanghai Academy of 
Agriculture: 'Continuously enriching the experience· of 
three promoting, three controlling for three kinds of 
bolls in cotton', Acta Botanica. SiniCa, Peking: 16.3 







mulberry tree [Morns alba L.] 
mulberry fields 
Traditionally, mulberry fields were simply hereditary 
land holdings not necessarily planted out to mulberries. 
In the T'ang dyriasty, for instance, the term was 
synonymous with 'permanent holding', in a period of 
Chinese agrarian history when private and public owner 






pff :ff lffll )if[ 
suoyou zhidu 
SHANG 
degree of moisture in 
the soil 
SUO/SO 
Sometimes a measure of land 
(equivalent to 130 mu) 
ownership system 
Four kinds of ownership in China are: (1) State, all land 
and capital except under commune control; (2) com-
munal, land, means of production and rural industry; 
(3) co-operative, production, services and trade; and 





[J ap. Kanji--shotokuzei] 
There is no income tax in· the Chinese People's Republic. 
Public revenue is obtained from profits drawn from 
directly-administered state enterprises like key industrial" 
plants; customs dutfos and foreign trade (approximately 
90%). About 90% of revenue comes from the pro-
vin·ces-40% from profits of state enterprises. under local 
management,, 40% from taxes· on the output of industrial 
goods, varying according. to· the nature· of the .commodity, 
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SU 
10% from agricultural output including the handicraft 
industry. Of the total state revenue thus collected, 
60% goes in industrial investment and infrastructure, 
subsidies and farming. After 1952 the tax burden on 
agriculture fell from 13.2% of output to only 6%, since 
tax is permanently fixed as a percentage of the 1952 
yield; it is also reduced in years of bad harvests. Social 
expenditure is a third priority, and finally aid to minority 
areas. [See A. Donnithorne, China's Economic System 
(1967), ch.13; Ting K'e, 'The level of agricultural taxes in 
communist China', China Monthly, Hongkong 9 (1964), 
20-24; R.K. Diao, Taxation System of Communist China 




The effect price changes exert on consumer real incomes 
and consequently on demand for goods and services. 
also: pff{~~* suode XWOgUO 






functional distribution of 
suode gongneng fenpei income 
s~e: l&.A:$tiNC shouro fenpei 
pff {~ifij :!I 
suode hengliling 
measures of income 
15Jf {~~.F-~l'i::tJ income producing capacity 
suode shengchan nengli' 
pJf {~Eiiil'..t~ 
~ * :$t 7fli]f~ shift-share analysis 
suode yu jiuye 
shengzhOng fenkiii yanjiii 
Where an area's income· and employment growth is 
separated into: (1) national growth; (2) industrial; and 
(3) regional share effects. · 
SU 
$1K Soviet areas 
suqu 
Areas under the· control of workers' and peasants' councils 
following the Russian pattern after 1917. 'In the inten-
sified struggle areas, solid Soviet regimes; have been 
------ - ------- - ------ ------~-- -- -------------------------
SU 
thoroughly redistributed and the land struggle of the 
peasant masses has entered upon the stage for the reform 
of land and the development of its productivity.' [Mao 
Tse-tung, Document 62: The land investigation drive 
is the central task of great magnitude in vast areas', Red 
China 86 (1933), p.3; repr. in T.L. Hsiao, The Land 
Revolution in China, p.202.] 
9>~*~;1:-1.J 
suwei 'at nongchQng 
Soviet farm 







ownership, production divided up according to classes of i8:j' 
labour, and produce apportioned out according to need. ;:itC:: 
9>~*00.tr.~:l:.1.J Soviet state farm 




The introduction of Russian methods of farming began 
in 1949, along with the arrival of Lusenko and other 
experts in Peking. He remained as adviser to the Ministry 
of Agriculture until August 1952 [Hsin-hua Min-tzu 
(Sept. 1952), p.123 ff.]. About the time of his departure 
a general reorganization of agricultural teaching was set 
up and at the National Agricultural Conference (27 Oct.-
12 Nov. 1954) all previous policies were reversed and 
respect for traditional Chinese farming meth,ods was called 
for [ ii'JlOO ~~ill{"- zugu6 n6ngye yichan; JMJP, 
28 Oct. and 14 Nov. 1954, edit.]. However, assurance 
was given that this did not mean there. had been too 
much reliance on the Soviet model. On the contrary, it 
was stated it was the Russian experts themselves who, 
impressed with traditional Chinese methods, proposed 
these traditional methods might be studied and that old 
Chinese books on agriculture should be collected and 
Chinese methods of cultivation blended with Soviet 
agricultural scientific techniques (KMJP, 22 Nov. 1954]. 
i$1f*~.iil~at.!3tfi'i.J Council for Economic 
~~:fflf*M Aid (COMECON) 
sii.' litin ltngdao de gongt6ng 
jlngj[ t6ngmeng 
This has been renamed CMEA. 
i$#U.iil®at.J~m1LD.t.J~~ ~ 





grain, millet [Setaria 
italica Beauv.] 
In Southern areas it also means 'rice in the paddy'; 
hence its ancient meaning of a 'tithe' (rent in kind). 
















to reckon accounts (coll.) 
'reckoning accounts com-
petition' 
Cadres and peasants joint consultation over production 
plans [NFJP, 27 Oct.1961,p.1]. 
~m'* 
suanxlzhang 
to reckon accounts 
meticulously 
This term, which has its origins in the land reform 
movement, relates to the cooperation between landlord 
SUI 
and peasants in order to clarify item by item sources of 
grievances. It became a regular feature of the land 
reform movement. Subsequently, the phrase has taken on 
the slightly different meaning of meticulous calculation 






sowing whilst at the same time 
opening up new soil 
This practice is not recommended for the sake of the soil 
as it results in environmental damage. Nevertheless; it has 
gone on all over China. [JMJP, 1 Dec. 1960, p.l] 
also: M7fM~ sutkiii su{geng 
su{jlchouydng 
random sample 















random walk (theory) 
This theory implies that successive price changes in 
commodity markets are single, isolated occurrences and 
that previous prices are not, therefore, a reliable guide 
to future prices. The theory is largely based on the 
existence of an 'efficient' market, i.e. a market.consisting 
of informed, competitive interests, all seeking to maximise 
profits. Because of uncertainty, however, discrepancies 
occur between intrinsic value and true prices. In the 
'efficient market' these prices alter randomly around 
intrinsic value. lit commodity markets, prices tend to 
rise and fall in response to supply and demand, especially 
for agricultural products. But the competitive nature 
of commodity trading hinges on and effects information 
which, in turn, is reflected in prices. It is the random 
quality of this information rather than changes in the 
supply situation that causes irregularity in futures prices. 
The· nature and extent of price adjustments as a result 
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of this erratic behaviour emerge as random variables 
that t1md to trigger off price changes sometimes prior to 
or after information in a pattern that makes successive 




: ' y suzyumz 
sui 































grain procurement, sale of 
grain to the state 
to bring goods to the door 
and into the villages 
This is a reference to the increased scope and activities 
of the supply and marketing cooperatives in the more 
equitable distribution of food and other commodities. 










pigs raised privately 
private ownership 
free land, private land 
farms under private ownership 
These can be found in remote minority areas where 
collectivization is difficult to organize. Such farms account 
for less than 5% of all land. 
f .f,. ;g; ~ :tm 
siyfng n6ngch0ng 
private farms 





In China peasants retain few rights to private income 
outside the collective. The main avenues open to in-
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SI/SZU (SSU) 
dividuals seeking to increase their livelihood are: 
(1) the private plot This is by far the largest source of 
additional income amongst farmers, and while the 
plot is not as securely established as its counterpart 
in the Soviet Union, a measure of its importance can 
be gauged from Walker;s estimates that from 2V. 
to 3% of arable acreage so devoted, the farmer· was 
able to obtain about 14% of his calories in 1956 
and between 9 and 60% of total peasant income 
in 1956-7. [K.R. Walker, Planning in Chinese Agri-
culture (London, 1965), pp.32-3] 
(2) certain tracts of reclaimed land The ownership 
of such land, often of poor quality, remains with 
the collective, but · the right to cultivate it for 
private purposes can often be given for temporary 
periods. 
(3) sideline occupations - small domestic enterprises 
such as knitting, embroidery, weaving, the products 
of which may be sold on the free market; and 
(4) miscellaneous activities These include peddling, 
odd-jobbing (commonly called 'rat-work'), money-
lending, and speculating, all of which activities are 
discouraged. Generally speaking, selling what one 
has produced is accepted, but selling what others 
have produced is denounced. 
f J,. A *l!:fiti 
siren gengzhong 
ff,. A~* ::EX 
pjf ;fij°flil] 













see also: I.II. gua-
si 
individual cultivation 





silk gourd; acute angled 




feed, feeding stuffs 
This can mean: (1) harvested forage, fodder or grain fed 
to livestock; (2) to provision livestock economically; 




Substances added to the feed containing such items as 
vitamins, minerals, hormonal compounds and antibiotics. 
Also called 'feed supplement': 





t6.1*4~~ feed grains 
silitio guwu 
t6.1*4.!11Htr feed unit 
silido diinwei 













The amount of nutrients mixed in a livestock feed in 




The ratio of weight of food intake to carcass weight 
or unit of egg weight (usually calculated as 1 dozen). 





feed combination, feed mix 
feed utilization 
The efficiency of feeding expressed as liveweight gain 






Green harvested crops--maize, sorghum, legumes, grasses 
of various kinds, etc.-preserved by partial fermentation 
for feeding to livestock at a later date. 
t6.1*4m 
silidojido 
silo, a pit silo 
An underground store for silage. 
i6]:i'j[ 
sicao 
fodder, forage, roughage 
Dry livestock feed which can be made up of stalks, 
leaves or heads of plants, especially maize and sorghum. 
t6.11itt6.l~•lf fodder conversion 
sicao sixido hudnsuan 
tiiJ ~IE feed oil 
~{you 
Vegetable oils such as cottonseed oil fed as a supplement. 
siyong zuowu 
forage crops (not grass) 







Oats used for livestock or any grain crop consisting of 
more than 30% but less than 80% cultivated and wild oats 







The amount of feed required to maintain one unit of 




An enclosed area where cattle are intensively fattened 
and finished. 







A fenced area of ground of undeterminate size for 
exercising livestock. 
also: ~t~ muchOng 








A part of a poultry enterprise where birds are specially 









store, feeder (US) 
This means young livestock which exhibit an ability to 






9E C* ( 9E* ) death rate 
stwangla or (silii; 
Death rates have been estimated to have fallen from 
32 per 1,000 in 1949 to 17 per 1,000 in 1970. [See 
L.A. Orleans, Every Fifth Child (1972).] Official Chinese 
sources claim a lower rate of 15 per 1,000. 
9E tl!I*& 
sTiwolidng 
dead corner grain 
Grain stored in mountain areas and inaceessible due to 
poor transport facilities; or any grain that cannot be 
distributed due to lack of transportation. [JMJP, 6 
June 1964] 
9E 5} ~'51.l!' 
slfen huopf ng 
fixed rates with flexible 
assessment (19 54) 
Each peasant was assigned a definite number of work-
points based on his own skill and ability. This was 
flexibly applied each day in discussion with the peasant. 
If the job assigned had been done well this base might 
be increased or if not decreased. Contrast with below. 
[Socialist Upsurge in China's Countryside (1957), p.34] 
9E 5}9Ei.c fixed rates inflexibly 
slfen sifi registered (1966) 
The term was introduced during the CR. It means that 
work-points are assigned on a rate for the job, usually 










kidney beans [Phaseolus 
vulgaris L.] 
bflzndou 
the four traditional 'classes' 
i.e. scholars ( ± shz); peasants ( .15( nong); artisans CI 
gong); and merchants c~ shiing). ' 
ll9 fil 
siliu 
the four retentions 
i.e. what the peasant may reserve for himself and his 
family, or more precisely, what the peasant is allowed 
- to retain in reserve after grain procurement. According 
to regulations in effect in 1955, the four items were: 
(1) family rations; (2) seed; (3) feed; and (4) emergency 





The rural socialist education campaign initated in response 
to Mao Tse-tung's admonition to the Central Committee's 
10th Plenum, September 1962: 'Never forget the class 
struggle'. The campaign was launched in 1964, its main 
aim being to heighten the vigilance of rural cadres 
against a resurgence of 'spontaneous capitalism'. Following 
the GLF certain liberal economic tendencies emerged 
which stimulated peasants 'to go It alone', relying on 
income earned from private plots and ancillary occu-
pations. There was some haphazard reclaiming of fields 
and migration to urban centres as well as contracting 
production amongst individuals. The 'four clean-ups' 
referred to were: (1) accounting 'systems: (2) revisionist 
tendencies; (3) spontaneous capitalism; and (4) revival 
of superstition in villages. The campaign was called the 
'three antis' movement in some provinces. [H. Munthe-
Kaas, 'China's four clean-ups', FEER, Hongkong, 9 
June 1966, pp.479-84.] 





i.e. human factor, political work, ideological work and 
living thought (1960). First put forward by Lin Piao 
and it 'represents a conscious application of the law of 
contradiction first developed by Mao Tse-tung' [Kuo 
Li-chun, 'The dialectics of the "four firsts"', Hung 
Chi 4 (1964), 24-31]. See description in Current Back-
ground Hongkong 888 (22-Aug. 1969), p.19. 
Sl/SZU (SSU) 
l!9 J:Y! ::E ><. 
sfxitlng zhuyt 
the four items for attention 
(1964) 
This was an important reminder to families to economise 
and prevent waste: (1) improve food processing; (2) 
substitute other cereals for rice; (3) give up feasts and 
festivals; and (4) prevent children from wasting food. 




four pests, i.e. rats, sparrows, 
flies and mosquitoes 
four fears 
Under the regulations abrogating fixed interest rates on 
capital, the· higher echelons in China were said to fear: 
(1) they would be reproached if they did not release their 
stock; (2) living standards would be lowered; (3) dif-
ficulties would increase; and (4) salaries would be 
lowered. [Pamphlet, Tientsin Municipality 'East is Red 
Group' Investigation Team, 'Liu Shaochi's crimes in 
carrying out the capitulationist line for transforming 
the capitalists at the People's Commercial Centre', Hopei 
College of Finance (1967); transl. in SCMM 619 (1968), 
p.25] 
l!9 ®: four improvements 
sig~i 
(1) improved sanitation; (2) improved pigsties; (3) 
improved silos for farmyard manure; and (4) improved 
cattle sheds and chicken coops [NYCS 12 (1965), p.12]. 
l!9 (E'I 
·sit6ng 
the 'four togethers' 
(1) eating; (2) living; (3) working; and (4) consulting 




.=. IE'I. siin tong: 'three togethers' 
four diseases 
i.e. schistosomiasis (snail-borne disease), filariasis (mos-
quitoes), tapeworm (spread by animals) and malaria. 
~ IB 'four olds' 
sijiu 
i.e. old thoughts, culture, habits and customs. 
1!91-t 
sihutl 
the four transformations 
i.e. (1) agricultural mechanization, (2) electrification, 
(3) irrigation, and (4) fertilization. [Liu Chih-cheng, 
Ho Kuei-t'ing and Hsu Hsing, 'The relationship between 




A CR phrase meaning; (1) military organization of work; 
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Sl/SZU (SSU) 
(2) military lifestyle; (3) collectivization of living and 
working arrangements; and (4) democratic management. 
!!Bl$: 
sisutln 
the four audits 
Checking on: (1) household grain supply and income; 
(2) strengthening production arrangements; (3) labour 
management; and (4) financial management [NFJP, 15 
Mar.1963]. 
see also: .=.a~ siingutlgou 
1!9 !5-~~.A.§WJ the 'four good movement' 
tih~olilinduiyundong 
or: l!9 !5-§WJ sih~o yundong 
Ascribed to Lin Piao: (1) good in politics; (2) good in the 
3-8 spirit; (3) good in production; and (4) good in 
accomplishing tasks. A 'five good' man is one who: 
(1) studies Mao's thoughts; (2) has the 3-8 spirit; (3) 
works well in the collective; (4) protects ·public property 




'four fixed' (factors of pro-
duction 
Each team has a fixed labour force, draft animals 
and farm implements to carry on production on a fixed 
area of land [Socialist Upsurge in China's Countryside 
(1957) p.1328]. The term also sets out the unwritten 
contractual nature of the relationship betwe·en the peasant 
and the collective, in that the peasant is paid for his share 
(labour and manure) of the factors of production, and 
in return he is required to attend work regularly and not 
work on his private plot. Therefore, the additional 
meaning of the term is: fixed jobs, fixed times for labour, 
fixed quantity and fixed quality, by which everyone is 
required to do 'collective productive labour'. When 
applied to cadres, the system is said to regularise cadre 
participation in manual labour and prevent them from 
becoming revisionist and a privileged class. [JMJP, 26 
Nov. 1969 (SCMP 4553)] 
l!9:k13 Ell 
sidtl ziy6u 
'four main freedoms' 
The major objections to the development of the rich 
peasant economy, these were: (1) to practice usury; 
(2) hire labour; (3) buy or sell land; and (4) engage in 
private enterprises. Ascribed to Liu Shao-ch'i who pro-
posed. protecting the rich peasant economy as a long-
term policy objective, with collectivization being in-
troduced only after the full development of a healthy 
family farm economy based on mechanization. According 
to Liu, it was only when 70% of all peasant households 
owned three horses and a plough that it would be 
possible to go for collectivization. [NYCH 5 (1967); 
also URS 49.4 (1967), p.51] 
l!Bift7t: • -fnl!JJ 'four priorities, one aid' 
siyouxiiin y{biingzhu 
In order to encourage the increase in the factors of 
SHA 
production, this slogan refers to: (1) amount of varieties 
supplied; (2) supply of high quality, low-priced com-
modities; (3) timely deliveries; and (4) cooperation in 
support among various related departments. Assistance 
must be given for 'impoverished teams' to increase 
subsidiary production and income, and assist them in 
obtaining credit from the bank [CCYC 2 (1965), p.13]. 
fill :J.lil. ft; 1-t 
sbcitin dtiihuti 
'four modernizations' 












A tree, the leaves of which can be used as fodder. Also 
known as f1;) (gou tree), ~ (zhii tree) or ~j;m 
(shiizhf-'sandpaper'). The flowers have a rich content of 
nutrients. The fruit is also used as fodder as well as for 
brewing. Pigs can grow well on shiipf leaves without 
additional fine fodder. The bark can be used to make 
paper. The trunk can be used for charcoal and decayed 
roots are used to cultivate fungus. The sap is sai<;! to be a 
cure for ringworm. [JMJP, 4 July 1965, p.2] 
~j;~ 
shiili 
sand pear [Pyrus serotina 
Rehd var. Culta Rehd] 
These are labour efficiency: (1) at night ·or day: (2) 
in good· or bad weather; (3) with or without supervision;· 




the four bad elements 





(1) gases, (2) liquids, (3) residues, and (4) scrap [Hung 
Ch 'i 4 (1970)). 
fill&,im 
sibixii 
the 'four musts' 
see: .=:.:::,;:ft siinbuxfng 
fill fa] f'i= 
s[Jiiinzuo 
four intercropping system 
This really means intercropping in the accepted sense, 
i.e. the cultivation of two or more crops together, such 
as cereals with technical crops. The term is usually used 
in conjunction with =5f:ljjfj (erliyong--'two utili-
zations'), meaning resolving the competition for Jana 
between cereals and economic crops. A 'four inter-
cropping and two utilizations' activity would involve, 
for instance, the production of cereals, fruit and vegeta-
bles with the production of herbs on marginal land, 


























5f.: ~~ ~J (5f.: ~ ~J,) herbicides 
shiicao ytloii (shiicaqji) 

























sweet orange (Western China) 
[C. sinensis (L.) Osb.] 
1il!tm xiiingcheng 
SHAN 
with a carcass weight of animals in good condition 
equal to 56% of liveweight. [See H. Epstein, Domestic 




Goats are more widely distribufed than sheep in China 
but are less numerous. The most important breeding 













variety of upland tea, oil-
bearing [Camellia Japonica L.] 
a narrow-leaved kidney bean 
[Desmodium podocarpum D.C. 
var. Japonica] 
the crab apple [Matus baccata] 
common in North China; 
Siberian crab 
hill cherry [Prunus tomentosa 
Thunb.] 
This is the most common variety of cherry growing in 
China. Usually grafted onto the wild peach. It is common 




flax seed [Linium usitatissimum] shiinjiao 
ll.JIR~~1f alpine economy, 
mountain economy ll.J~ 
shiinya'o 
Chinese yam [Dioscorea 
opposita Thunb.] 






Irish potato [Solanum 
tuberosum L.] 
mountain orange [Melodinus 
sauveolens Champ.] 
Q~liiiii maliuteng (Cant.) 
ll.JfAt mountain olive, 
shiin({zn 'Shanlaam' (Cant.) 





mountain hemp [Trema 
orientalis BL] 
Shantung cattle 







ll.J!R~:I:~ upland farm, hillfarm, 
shiinqii n6ngchang mountain farm, alpine farm 
or: ll.Jitf!1~(:1:~ shiindinongchang 
Hill farms are employed as a means of expanding farm 
area and agricultural production. Current policy is to 
establish new farms in mountain areas and conservation 
of old ones,. with preference being given to local en-



















upper middle peasant 




to attain the position of elder 
Traditionally set at 61 but varies according to area. The 
day is marked by a special feast. It confers the right to 
attend the council of village elders, to attend lineage 
feasts and officiate at ceremonies. In some parts of 
China only the successful, i.e. wealthy, were chosen, 
the poor being excluded. 
shdngshiin xidxiiing 
to go up to the mountains 
and down to the farms; or up 
to the hills and into the villages 
A variation of the xiafang movement, dealing with 
resettlement of intellectuals in the countryside. [JMJP, 
1 Nov. 1960, p.4]. It refers exclusively to youth. See also: 
"F"Mr. xidfang. 
J:. Ill "F 7k 'Up to the mountains, down to 
shdngshiin xidshuf the waters.' 
To search for useful commodities such as food, fuel and 
anything of use. When harvests are poor, substitutes must 




In socialist terminology this refers to social and political 
organisations of which the economic system is con-
sidered to be the foundation. 
shiing 
iffi 6h ~{"'- commodity production 
shiingpfn shengchan 
In agriculture, commodity production refers to the value 
of all farm commodities sold to the state from all 
sources and expressed in monetary terms, as well as 
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off-farm sales to cadres and mess. :halls but excluding 
wages in kind. It chiefly comprises the actual amounts 
sold by state farms and reclamation farms, the communes 
and individual peasants (agricultural taxation), as well 
as what is sold on the 'free market'. It also includes 
those categories of produce used to pay off loans, 
exchange of goods between state enterprises and pay-
ments for services of a kind. [Handbook for Agricultural 
Statistical Work, p.41] 
iffi 6htt~f"'" production for exchange 
shiingptnxing shengchOn 




In 1957, the State Council issued a directive excluding 
all agricultural products subject to state procurement 
from free markets. Farm commodities surplus to state 
requirements were to be disposed of through state 
agencies or supply and marketing cooperatives. [Collected 
Laws and Regulations, vol. 6, p.367] 




Commodity prices are determined according to their 
value, that is cost price plus profit arrived at by multi-
plying the wages bill by wage-profit ratio (c + v) + m. 
The commodity price (value) school reject production 
price theory ( ~f"'"ifi"~ shengchOn jidge) maintaining 
that since uncier socialist conditions of production no 
free movement of capital exists there can be no equali-
zatiOn of profit ratio. [Yiin Hsi-Jiang, 'In a socialist 
economy no production price exists', CCYC 11 (1964), 
1-9] 
see also: ~.f"'-111"~ shengchOnjidge 
jffi 6h ifi"fW! 
shiingpfn jidzhf 
commodity value 
The value of c~mmodities is considered to have a purely 
social reality. They acquire this reality only insofar as 
they are expressions of one identical social substance, viz. 
live labour. Commodity value, therefore, can only mani-
fest itself in the social relations between various com-
modities. [R. Freedman (ed),Marx on Economics (1971), 
p.38] Commodity valut< is directly determined by socially 
necessary labour time in the production process. It is 
the amount of item required by a given unit of labour 
input for the production of any use value under current 
social production conditions. Supply and demand is not 
a factor in the determination of this concept. [Teng 
Han-wei, 'Several problems on the determination of 
commodity value', CCYC 6 (1963), p.54] 
see also: .U~&-~1¥J*w.Jat1WJ 
shehui biydo de laodong shfjidn 










The physical amount of commodities stocked by com-
mercial departments. 
iM .fti~ 1':( iM .fti*1i!) commodity grain, 
shiingptn litlngshi marketable grain 
(shiingptnlitlng) 












Commodity circulation in the communist sense which 
means the circulation of goods along three channels: 
(1) state managed trade; (2) cooperative trade; and (3) 
private market trade. These are dictated by the con-
ditions of socialist production. [Chiang Huai, On socialist 
channels of commodity flow', CCYC 5 (1963), 17-22] 
.im.ftimtlmftm commodity circulation expenses 
shiingptn liUtong feiyong 
These are selling expenses and include: wages in cash 
and in kind, transportation and storage costs, depreciation 
and interest charges, etc. [Trade Statistical Work Hand-
book (Peking, 1957), pp.22-23; Nai-ruenn Chen, Chinese 
Economic Statistics, p.77] 
also: im.ftimt~ftm 
shiingptn liUzhuan feiyong 
iM .fti mt lmi!ii 
shiingptn liutong'e 
volume of commodity circulation _ 
The general volume of trade. Excluded from the various 
sales and purchase is peasants' barter trade. [Nai-ruenn 
Chen, Chinese Economic Statistics, p.77] 
also: ifS~mE~Wi shiingpfn liuzh'Uan'e 












iM ~1!F ~ commercial attache 
shiingwu zhuiinyutin 
im~ml'llffli!Jllr trade control system 
shangwu jiiindii zhidu 
State purchasing, supply of commodities as well as 





im~i~m commercial credit 
shiingye xi'nyong 
(See Hwang Ta, 'The credit policy of banks and the 
circulation of currency', CCYC 9 (1962), 5-9] 
commercial capital 
shiingye zl'b~n 
[Ibid.; Collected Laws and Regulations of the People's 
Republic of China, vol. 7, pp.132-33] 
im~~ 
shiingyewang 
network of trading establish-
ments-
In agriculture this consists of a number of procurement 
units ( J(! i!L diinwei) and wholesale and retail level 
agencies ( ::R::a- zhtge) classified according to ownership, 





im~~~1a,ur commercial profitability 
shiingye h~oll chengdu 
im~!.ila!Y-J 
ml Witt 









Approximately 6% of China's population are officially 
designated national minority groups. Population figures 
for 50 minor nationalities were given in 1961 (The 
Nationalities of China (Peking, 1961)]. But, according 
to the 1953 Census, there are only nine minority groups 
with population over 1 million, the two most important 
of which are the Chuangs (6,611,455) of Kwangsi 
Province, and the Uhighurs (3,640,125) of Sinkiang. [See 
A. Lal, 'Sinification of ethnic minorities in China', 
SHAO 
Current Scene 8/4 (1970), 1-25.] 
P:to~~ 
shliokou duofen 
deduct less, distribute more 
P1E~~W-• spend little, do much 
shliohuiiqidn duobiinshi 
The complete phrase meaning 'to do more with less 
money and do something with no money at all' [JMJP, 
11 July 1965, edit.], which originated in the Nanniwan 
brigade, sometimes referred to as the Great Thrift 
Brigade, is: 
P:fEii~W-* ?fiE~mW-• 
. shliohuiiqidn, duobiinshi: buhuaqidn ye biinshi 
PllZ~~ 
shliochi duomiii 
eat less, sell more 
P~ ~ ®: sow a little, reap a lot· 
shliozhong duoshou 
P~*Ml2Jl youth productive labour group 
shiionidn ldodongtudn 
An early term (1957) for groups of youths settled 














celery cabbage (Tientsin 
cabbage) [Brassica petsai 
Bailey;B. chinensis var. 
Pekinensis (Rupr;) Sun] 
to burn fields 







·!!rt!~ snake meat (S. China) 
sherou 
!lrt!Sl snake skin 
shep{ 
!IIB~~!W:l raspberry [Rubus idaeus L.] 
shepiiole 




barn feeding (zero grazing) 












Probably the first granaries were initiated by Chu Tzu 










commune leader or director 
A member of any society or 
organization, but especially a 
commune member in modern 
terminology. 
the spirits of land and grain 













sociology [Jap. shakai gaku] 











U~f4~m:~td.J.~Social Seience Research 




social purchasing power 
'The capacity of rural and urban residents and members 
of collective units to purchase retail commodities, ex-
pressed in monetary terms.' This concept is used in China 
to measure the total· effective monetary demand for 
consumer goods and to estimate the spcial commodity, 
retail volume (see below: U~itti~~-Jiij shehui 
shiingptn lfngshou'e). [Ch'en Yi, The Commodity Turn-
over Plan· of State Commercial Enterprises (Shanghai, 
1956), p.35) 
also: u~ RJ ~ :tJ shehulkemaili 
. u~ i«i ~~•Iii! 
shehui shiingptn 
ltngshou'e 
the value in monetary terms 
of all retail sales 
This excludes,. however, the. total vol_J,1me of peasant trade 
( ~~'i«i~Jii! n6ngmin shiingpin'e). It is compiled, 
therefore, from the statistical data of state and collective 
sales, the retail trade figures supplied by supply and 
marketing cooperatives, as well as estimates of the 
trade carried out in the free markets. [Sun Chih-fang, 
'Tabular form of commercial planning', CHCC 2 (1957), 




















Land left idle for social or aesthetic reasons. 
U~i.iU!t~Z: social survey method 
shehui diiwchafe 
U~lffi'.lil-f.t social stratification 
shehu{jiecenghwi 
U~~a-'1i:':t:l!i:P-!Hm Social Public Order Commands 
shehui zhi'iin zhthulbu 
A Chekiang province labour reform organisation at 
brigade level set up to supervise class enemies engaged 




















In socialist economies, in national income accounting 
this can be defined as the total volume of goods and 
services produced in industry, agriculture, fisheries, 
forestry, mining, construction, handicrafts, communi-
cations transportation, public services, trade, tourism 
and catering in a given period of time expressed in values 
calculated at commodity turnover prices. It is the sum 
of gross value of production in individual branches of 
production and includes gross output value of non-
material services, including monetary counter-balances 
for all services. It differs from the western concept in 
that it excludes governmental services, defence, health 
and welfare, insurance, and scientific, cultural and pro-
fessional associations. [Yueh-Wei, 'Methods of calculatmg 




Under the- socialist system, the objective of social 
production is basically different from that of the capitalist 
SHE 
system. The purpose is· not the increment of capital 
value but the creation of more material products to 
meet the demands of society. [Liu Kuo-kuang and 
Lian Wen-sen, 'The relationship between replacement 
and depreciation of fixed assets', CCYC 9 (1963), 
p.39] 
u~~r=-~~ social production funds 
shehui shengchan j[Jtn 




socially productive forces 
u~~f"-~$ social productivity 
shehui sherigchan xidolil 
A term used in centrally planned economies meaning 




The total amount of capital possessed by the nation as 
a whole. It includes not oruy plant and equipment and 
buildings used in production but also institutions such as 
schools, hospitals, etc. In China it refers to: (1) accu-
mulation of surplus labour created by material production; 
(2) social aggregate capital distributed by the state among 
all branches according to production needs. [Yang Chien-
pai, 'The question of national economic balance and 
production price', CCYC 12 (1963), p.47 .1 
or: u~~* shehuizl'ben 
U~l);i]~~* 
shehuijwnjie zlben 
social overhead capital 
Transportation, communications, electricity, etc. 
u~s.~~ 
shehui zongz[Jtn 
social aggregate capital 
The capital created by various state and collective 
enterprises, productive units and individual producers. 
[Yang Pei-hsin, 'A study of the problems of balance 
among financial revenue and expenditures, cash income 
and outlay, material supply and demand', CCYC 16 
(19:17), 43-49.] 
U~&-~'.W":i;b socially necessary labour 
shehui biydo ltiodong 
The proportional division of the total social labour into 
each specific productive field. [Wei Ch'i, 'Comment on 
the two interpretations of the joint determination of 
value by the socially necessary labour', CCYC 3 (1963), 
p.32] 
U~&·~IY-1'.W"z;b socially necessary labour time 
ir-:tf~J 




'Socially necessary labour time refers to the labour 
time necessary for production of a use value with 
average social labour skill and intensity under production 
conditions of present social standards.' [K. Marx, Kapital, 
vol. 3, p.831] 
Two interpretations of this term are possible. The first 
refers to labour time allocated to various departments 
of production in accordance with the quantities of social 
demand for various types of products. The second is 
the necessary labour input of departmental products 
controlled by social demands as well as conventional 
















The social value of products is determined by the 
consumption of social labour in the production process. 
'The labour time socially necessary is that required to 
produce an article under normal conditions of pro-
duction and with the average degree of skill and intensity 







Costs borne by society as a whole, consisting of op-
portunity costs plus costs due to losses of amenities, 
welfare or other activities detrimental to society in 
general. [Tai Yuan-ch'en, 'On individual and social costs 
of commodities in a socialist system', CCYC 9 (1962), 
16-22] 





















Any theory, design, plan or programme implemented 
with the aim of altering basic social structures of a given 
society with a view to bringing out a more efficient 

















see: ~ ~ 3?i gongyiftn 
u~m;J;1J~ft 
shehuifuli htinshu 
social welfare function 
In western economic theory it is the degree of importance 








An input-output matrix of the national income and 
expenditure showing the transactions between different 

















social problems [J ap. Kanjii--
shakai mondai] 
social commodities 




~±~~ /£ social structure 
shehuigoucheng 






socialism [J ap. Kanjii--shakai 
shugi]. 
The term 'socialist' refers tci those countries in a state of 
transition between capitalism and communism which 
have collectivized most means of production and are 
committed to the implementation of Marxist-Leninism. 
Other features are: (1) control by a communist party 
(doubtful in the case of China); (2) the substitution of 
the market by a central plan; and (3) equality in income 
distribution, this latter being for the time being a relative 
term. [See N. Spulber,Socialist Management and Planning: 
Topics in Comparative Socialist Economies (1970); and 
J. Wilczynski, The Economics of Socialism: Principles 
governing the Operation of the Centrally Planned 
Economies in the USSR and Eastern Europe under the 
New System (1970).] 
U~::EX~~fi 
shehuizh'Uyijtngj/ 
socialist collective economy 
U~::EX~~fi socialist economic enterprise 
:!'.i::~ 
shehuizh'Uyijlngji qtye 
'Any socialist economic enterprise. must stress full utili-
zation of manpower and equipment ... improve manage-
ment control ... economize in manpower and material 
power.' [The High Tide of Socialism in the Chinese 








Agriculture based on cooperatives and collective·arrange-





The so-called socialist transformation referred actually 
to the change from private ownership of factories or 
business concerns to· collective or government ownership, 
which took place between 1955-6. The organization of 
private industrial and commercial enterprises in~o 'jqint 
state-private enterprises' or 0;f.b.11';~ (gongsi heying) 
in those years was referred to as the socialist trans-
formation of industry and commerce. Later, the organi-
zation of farmers into cooperatives and then into com-
munes became known as the socialist transformation of 
agriculture. 






soci3.list production price 




[Shantung Province Economic Research Institute, 'Dis-
cussions in Shantung Economic Circles on "strengthening 
centralized unity in socialist economic .construction"', 
CCYC 7 (1962), 43-47] 




Great Socialist Cultural 
Revolution 
An earlier term for the Great Proletarian Cultural Re-






socialist education campaign 
In many ways this was a forerunner to the CR. The 
1963-65 campaign, first raised by Mao Tse-tung at the 
10th Plenary Session of the 8th Central Committee 
Meeting, 1962, was designed to prevent damage to the 
superstructure by revisionists. It attempted to reach the 
revolutionary successors at all levels of society and 
show them the importance of the class struggle and 
the need to reject material incentives. [R. Baum & 
F .C. Tewes, Ssu Ch 'ing: The Socialist Education Move-
ment 1962-1966. Research Monograph 2 (Berkeley, 




fill 1ff stq tng 
socialization 
[Ger. Vergessellschaftigung] 
This direct translation of the German term typifies the 
social character of the production process and its adaption 
to the needs of society rather than pure market forces. 
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Thus, there is no 'value' to production, the goods pro-
duced merely being 'social' products. The term is distinct 
from 'nationalization' which merely implies the state 
control of individual enterprises. 
U~1-t7'~~ 
~j:ff 
s~ehZf ihutl dtlgulino 
jingji 
socialized large-scale economy 
U~l1H'.!1f socially idle capital, 
shehuiyouzT 'hot money' 
Funds which flow into an economy simply to take 
advantage of favourable rates of interest. This has a 
strengthening effect on the balance of payments of a 
country but cal! be hi&}lly unreliable in the long term. 
also: U~TP.c~ shehui reqitin. 
~±~ El a:i m:t~ 
~;:ff 
s~eh'!i ziyou shich'Ong 
jingji 
social free-market economy 
(L. Erhard) 
U~f*~fltlJ)l: social security system. 
shehui b'Ooxian zhidu 
U~=*~IY-.l~iJJ social maladjustment 
shehuigiJiinxide shTtitio 
U!IB~ ·Um~ coming from the commune, 
sheltltii, shelfqu returning to the commune 
A 1962 part-work part-study campaign at secondary 
agrarian schools, with either evening or part-time courses. 
This phrase first appeared in 1962 when agricultural 
middle schools decided to enrol students from among 
young commune members and return them, after gradua-
tion, to the communes [JMJP, 1.2 June 1962]. Abbre-
viated to: U* · U~ lsheltii, shequ. 
This slogan reappeared in the Chinese press in 1970 
following the establishment of a new type of agricultural 
college at Chaoyang, Liaoning province. The college was 
heralded as a 'socialist new thing' which grew out of the 
Cultural Revolution. The faculty has been held up as 
'a teaching contingent of a new type' based on peasant 
lecturers. The college itself moved from its urban location 
in Shenyang to the village . of Chaoyang in 1970. The 
six departments teach basic agricultural subjects to 1,000 
students drawn from both rusticated youth and pro-
duction team members. The staff conduct courses 'in 
the field' during the busy season and students rotate 
classes with actual work on farms. [JMJP, 2 Dec. 1974, 
pp.I, 2] 
uw.~~ commune-run undertakings 
shebtln shiye 
Abbreviated to: UW. shebtln 
UB.i ~~*~ commune congress 
sheyutin dtlibiao dtlhui 
SHEN 
A commune level administrative meeting. 
!±i7.l t\:~~iS( commune conference 
sheyuan ddibiao huiyi 





shesutin yfnhang lixi 
·~•uem~ 





equipment utilization rate 
SHEN/SHEN 
The legendary emperor (2838-2698 BC) who is reputed to 
have taught the Chinese the art of agriculture. 
also: IE-?ll~~ titinzu shennong 
'miracle rice' 
shen~i 
see: j]j-JZiffl*~ .a.f!P xiXuan daomi yulitingzhong 




status, personal record (in the 
sense of one's personal achieve-
ment); social position [from pre-







shenri'.l dtlo ylge dian 
t£ ~ chengfen and ~ ~ beifen 
social stratification 
[Jap. mibunsei] 
penetrating a point, 
'on spot investigation' 
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An expression used to denote the practice of sending 
responsible cadres from the higher echelons dowri to 
the basic level to study actual conditions on the farm. 
[JMJP, 23 Feb. 1963] compare: ~AflJJJ.Y.:l:m shenri'.l 
dtlo xidnchOng deeply penetrating the actual situation. 
5~lm 
shen[iin 
to turn over deeply 
To thoroughly aerate the soil, also 'to reform completely'. 
.~tJj: deep ploughing 
shengeng 
To improve the soil, to strengthen plants, and aid weed 
control and prevent diseases. On 29 August 1958, a 
policy directive issued by the Party Central and State 
Council urged communes to deep plough their land to 
increase production. This should be done every three 
years to a depth of 14 inches and where possible, 
on highly productive land, to a depth of 28 inches. 
[JMJP, 11 Sept. 1958, p.l] 







deep ploughing and intensive 
cultivation 
deep ploughing and frequent 
weeding 
deep irrigation 
This is a method of plant protection first advocated 
after trials by a production team in Anwei province 
where rice fields were flooded to a depth of 5.5 inches 
for sixteen days. [See Wang Hung-jen, 'Reasonably deep 
irrigation destroys second generation caterpillars in· rice', 
NYCS 6 (1965), p.42.] 
~*ffl 
shenshutddo 
deep water rice 
Also called 'floating rice'. Rice grown in water 6 meters 
deep. During floods stems will grow as much as 30 cm. 
per day in adjustment to water depth, yields, however, 
are low. The main advantage is that even when uprooted, 





lettuce [Lactuca sativa L.] 
Several varieties which include: 
'Ei'L'~~ 
biiox{n shengcdi 













cos lettuce--long upright leaf 
curly loose-leafed lettuce 
(northern cultivar) 





also: I& itr~ quweixue 
The study of the relation of organisms or groups of 
organisms to their environment. Broadly this can be 







econology (economic ecology) 
The study of how man can effectively use elements of 
the natural environment (natural resources) to meet his 








The use of natural or biological means to combat 
harmful insects or weeds (e.g. bacterial viruses, sterili-
zation, sex attractants or fungi). It usually takes the 
form of (1) control of insects by insects; (2) control of 
weeds by insects; (3) control of fungi by fungi; or (4) 
chemical and integrated control programmes. [See Chu 
Ju-tso & Hu Ts'ui, 'The combined problem of chemical 
and hiological control of harmful crop pests', CKNYKH 
4 (1962), 1-8.] 
also: {.t~ IJJJ !ti< hudxue ftingchU chemical control 
~~f"'"I! biological yield 
shengwu chllnlitlng 
This is harvested output minus losses in the reaping and 
threshing. 
see also: R;"~f"'":lt chtingnitin chOnlidng 











also: ~:trit!! ch'Uniidi 
~ff~f"'° subsistence production 
shengcun shengchlln 
The term 'subsistence' is ambiguous. Confusion arises 
because the term is used both to describe the minimum 
of food and shelter needed to support life as well as the 
means of obtaining the basic necessities of life. Dictionary 
definitions allow 'subsistence' to be used to describe 
'subsistence production' or 'subsistence livelihood'. Use 
of these terms often coincides though they are not 
necessarily synonymous. Actual subsistence production 
refers to a self-contained and self-sufficient urii.t where 
all production is consumed with no surplus available for 
sale and where no consumer goods or services from 
external sources are purchased. It is characterized by 
the total. absence of commercialization and cash products. 
The term 'subsistence' is also associated with low living 
standards. But it should be distinguished from 'sub-
sistence production'; both are· often used in conjunction 
with one another. While subsistence prodµction usually 
results in poverty standards, it is possible to find cases 
-where the living standards are fairly adequate.· [See C. 
Clark & M.R. Haswell, The Economics of Subsistence 
Agriculture (1964).] 
~~~.P subsistence farmer 
shengcun nonghu 
This term is often synonymous with the term 'peasant' 
( ~~ nongmfn). The main aim of the subsistence 
farmer is food production rather than acquisition of cash 
income. There is a direct relationship between pro-




That sector of the economy where the majority of the 
population is engaged in subsistence pursuits of pro-
duction, consumption and distribution, and exchange of 





A concept borrowed from the idea of subsistence farming 
and corresponding to an urban situation in ·which people 
have only the bare necessities of life. The majority of 
citizens in many less developed countries are thought to 
liv.e under such conditions. These circumstances are 
directly related to a rate of urbanization which often 
exceeds that of industrial growth and the pressures on 
urban society as a result of large numbers of rural 
migrants. The implicit idea is that the urban community, 
whilst being a centre of modernization also experiences 
SHENG 
peasantization since rural characteristics are brought into 
the city due to migrants and its proximity to the 
countryside which it serves. [See, for instance, G. Breese, 











home maintenance area 
(living space, lebensraum) 
Jiving day system 
The Shensi province variation of the ·slogan 'planned 
eating', in which instruction is given each fortnight in the 
sparing use of food. This takes the form or giving 
names of families who have solved the problem of 
daily hardship. A welfare committee controls the daily 
life of each family. [JMJP, 19 Jan. 1962, p.2.] 
standard of living 
shenghu6 chengdu 













cost of living index 
means of living 
The standard communist term for consumer goods. 
[See Liang Chih and Lei. Chun-ho, 'Initial study of the 
relations of production an.d consumption goods to 
budgetary revenue and expenditure', CCYC S (1959), 1-S] 









basic necessities of life, 
daily necessities 
to live collectively 
producer 
factors of production 
In the classical sense these are land, labour and capital. 
In socialist economics the factors of pl:oducti_on consist 
of 'production forces' ( ~f"":fJ shengchanli) plus the 
'subjects of labour' (raw materials, fuel and the commune's 
own labour input), i.e. the subject's manufactures, 
semi-manufactures and plant. See below: 
INTERRELATIONSHIPS GOVERNING THE MODE OF PRODUCTION 
The dialectic between productive forces and production relations is a situation in which the increasing capacity to produce 
due to the gradual industrialization of production creates a conscious need for social change, which in turn induces the 
exploitation of new technology. This was a major theme in Mao Tse-tung's 'On the Correct Handling of the People'. 
It is represented diagrammatically below. 
TECHNICAL FACTORS 
Productive forces 
(means of production) 
Labour (work input) 
Machinery 
Technological division of 
labour 
Technological division of 




Labour (surplus product) 
Machinery use 
Social division of labour 
Distribution of products 
Commodity exchange 
Source: Cheng Kai, 'Discussions in Chinese Economic Circles in Recent Years on Problems of the Forces of Production 




1=..f"'".=f:.i~ means of production 
shengchOn shouduan [Jap. seisan ryoku] 
In China this refers to non-labour inputs. It includes 
land, machinery and equipment, and miscellaneous 
materials used in the production process. The term is 
broader than the western concept of 'capital goods' 
because of the inclusion of both land and intermediate 
products. In the classical sense the means of production 
are the factors of production plus non-factor inputs 
(minor inputs). In capitalist countries the means of 
production are in the hands of a minority of manu-
facturers. In socialist countries the means of production 
are distributed free according to need. 
also: 1=..f"'" .I A shengchOn gongju instruments 
of production [Russ. orudiya proizvodstva] 






[Jap. seisan kankei] 
production forces 
. In the western sense, productivity, productive capacity. 
In China, this is the means of labour, plus labour power. 
1=..f"'"~ 
shengchOn[ei 
production costs, production 
expenses 
These traditionally include all farm inputs which the 
production team has to purchase from outside, but 
generally it has excluded that portion of costs represented 
by inputs of one's own seed, fodder or fertilizer, or 
team-produced items. Several devices adopted by com-
munes to reduce production expenses include: (1) accu-
mulation and preparation of manure fertilizer themselves; 
(2) self-supply and repair of farm equipment; (3) funds 
raised by investment from members and by breeding 
livestock, etc. ['Objective commune management', NYCS 





A socialist term denoting increased investment. 
1=..f"'"~§*}( production rights 
shengchOn jingy{ngquan 
The right of communes and brigades to determine what 
to produce, the amount and the means to carry out 
production of a crop, i.e. what crops, targets and 
technical measures necessary, together with amount of 
labour and other means of production. Production rights 
are one of the basic aspects of ownership because 
ownership of the means of production and direction of 
labour is mainly determined by whether one has full 
power to utilize and dispose of them. In the current 
situation, production rights belong to the production 
team which is now considered the basic accounting 











volume of production 
production period 
production surface 
productivity (modern standard 
Chinese); rate of production 
(western terminology) 
There are several important forms of productivity: 
(1) total productivity ( g 1=..f"'" * zongshengchllnlii) 
which is a measure of labour productivity relating 
to all activities undertaken within an eni:eqjrise. 
In socialist terminology this is synonymous with 
social productivity ( ·U~1=..f"'-$ shehui 
shenl(ch°fznlii q.v.); 
(2) net productivity ( ~$ 1=_.f"'" $ilngshengchanla) which 
is the productivity of live labour; in western terms 
this is usually called individual productivity; 
(3) integral productivity ( !l~1=..f"'-$ zhengshu 
shengchanla). This is the ratio of output to total 
labour time (live plus embodied in socialist ter-
minology) spent on prod~ction; 
(4) techn\cal productivity ( !1i:*1=.f"'-$ jishu sheng· 
chanlii). The ratio of volume of work done or value 
of output produced to labour input; 
(5) marginal productivity ( ill~;f--1=..f"'-$ biiinjf sheng· 
ch"fznlii). The change in output arising out of the 
employment of an additional unit of the factor to 
which the ·productivity measure refers, all other 
things being equal. A further sc:icialist cate~ory is: 
(6) collective productivity (~'f.<$:1=..f"'-$liit1 sheng-
ch"fznla) which refers to the average labour pro-
ductivity ( ~Zi;IJ1=_.f"'" ltiodong shengchan) per 











1=_.f"'-1iJ"fil§'l:i:Elil~ production possibility curve 
shengch"fzn kenengxing 
qiixidn 
Also called the 'transformation curve' whereby a given 









The full capacity of a combination of the means of 
labour in yielding products under normal conditions per 
year, day, hour or other time unit. 
~f"" 1il'i 7J »! i.t cumulative production capacity 
shengchQn nengli m;j;' 
The product of the production capacity multiplied by 
life span concerned. Indicated by the equation P = M x(N-n) 
where M = production capacity of a given com-
bination of the means of labour, P = cumulative pro-
duction capacity, N = life span and n = the time the 










(latent productive capacity) 
production study 
(syn. work study) 
production technique 
costs of production, 
production price 
[Russ. Tsena proizvodstva] 
Translated verbatim this means the price of production. 
In socialist economics it means cost price of production 
or delivery price according to the context. The Marxist 
reading of this term should be costs of production 
though in many texts it is rendered as 'production price'. 
The Chinese took this term from the Russian, which was 
originally taken from Marx's theory of cost of product 
plus average profits. Difficulties from the socialist point of 
view arise from the fact that commodities are not 
simply exchanged as commodities but as the products 
of capital. Although commodity exchange exists in -a 
socialist society, such exchange is merely seen as an 
exchange of labour products and not the products of 
capital. Finally, Marx said that 'In order to exchange 
commodities according to production costs, the develop-
ment of capitalism to a certain level is necessary'. 
(K. Marx, Das Kapital, vol.iii (Peking, 1962), p.201; 
see also Ts'ai Chien-hua, 'Refute Comrade Yang Chien-
pai's theory of production cost', CCYC 1(1965),10-19.] 
Also: ~f"" P.X: * (shengch'On chengb'l!n) which is the 




theory of production price/ 
costs 
~f"-11'l"~i:~=if production cost theorists, 
shengch'On jiagelunzhe production price theorists 
~f""&'~ 
shengch'On bikong 
~ f"" t!J> {"!= 
shengchOn xiezuo 








jingji xiezuo economic 
productive vigour 
An expression of the need for sustained productivity. 
~f"";J&'.!J< 
. shengch'On jiuziii 
~f""gBl'l 
shengch'On bumen 
to step up production after 
natural calamities . 
branches of production 
In agriculture the division between crop and livestock 
production, handicrafts and subsidiaries and services. 
~f""Jjf;f'I. 
shengchOn zliitio 
see: ~ )J!i Jjf H 
~f""~~ 
shengchOn z[jfn 




[Russ. proizvodstvennyi kapital] 
The enterprise's - fixed ( ~~ gUding) and working 
( 5J!Eil:t.J liudong) capital ( J1f * zlben). The former 
includes only that which is considered 'means of pro-
duction', and excludes 'means of consumption' such as 
housing belonging to the collective. It is capital required 
to pay for seed, fodder, fertilizer, repairs, veterinary 
services, etc. [Liang Wen-sen, 'The relationship between 
the reproduction of fixed capital and the reproduction 












unit of production 
production coefficient 
patterns of production, 
production forms, 
production methods 
pattern of production 
production brigade foundation 
account 
This method has been urged in order to calculate the 
accumulation fund properly. It consists of each brigade 
building up accurate first-time records on the basis of 
each team's income for the previous year. [NYCS, 1 
(1964), p.64] 









gross value of production 













The annual plan which is worked out between communes 
and lower levels. 
~~l.t:!GIJ~~il!IJ 
shengch'On jihud yu 
guanzhi 









index of production 
production drive (emulation) 
An all-out effort to raise productivity for a given product 
or range of products. · 
~~151~1] over-production, 
shengch'On guosheng surplus production 






The relationship between output and cost, whereby 
producers seek to increase output and lower costs. 
~~~$~~ . productivity coefficient 





'struggle for production' 
fixed responsibility in pro-
duction (responsibility system) 
248 
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to establish faith in production 
production credit corporation 
production management district 
These were organized at the administrative village level 
when higher advanced producer cooperatives were formed. 




great production brigade 
A powerful but small bureau of economic management 
above 'Village level but below commune level, which has 
taken the plac~ of ~ (qii). Also referr~d to as ~~~A 
(shengch'Ondui) and if~~ (guanliqii), administrative 
area. Right of ownership belongs to the great production 
brigade, while the small production brigade retains 
right of use ( uem*:si -shtyongquan) of manpower, 
land animals and implements. The great production 
brigade was the fundamental accounting unit, which 
meant that in addition to accounting, everything the 
small production brigade produces within the production 
plan was handed over to the great brigade, together with 





Often coinciding with the area of a natural village, the 
brigade is at the intermediary level between team and 
commune. With populations of between 1,500 and 2,500, 
brigades direct basic education, health, as ,well as in-
creasing number of small industries, workshqps and 
stores. They are the focal point of farm technical 
innovation, pro'\'iding overall leadership to the teams. 
Decision-making is shared among brigade members. 
~~~AIY-1~1* 
l¥i~ijg~ 






collective stockpile of food 
grain with production team 
intermediate production team 
production team 
The smallest permanent production unit. The team 
'should not be too large; otherwise workers will have to 
walk too far, waste transport, and it will be inconvenient 
to exercise good field management'. Before 1960 a pro-
duction team, quoted in an article by Ting Lii-shu, 
was thought to be too large if it consisted of more than 
SHENG 
27,000 mu. In 1961, the team was divided into two. 
But for a mechanized team a sown acreage under 10,000 
mu was too small: machinery was underutilized and 
there were too many non-productive personnel. [Ting 
Lii-shu, 'The rational management of state-operated 
farms', CCYC 12 (1963), p.16] 
~f"-1J,w_ production squad 
shengchan xitiozu 






front-line production brigade 
(shock brigade) 
productive labour 
Generally a combination of labour power and the means 
of production, the labour which crea·tes certain. products. 
Such labour merely expresses· 'the relationship between 
activity and. useful effects, between the labourer and 
the labour product'. The difference of productive re-
lationship in each form of society determines the 
characteristics of productive labour. Under capitalism 
SHENG 
labour is considered productive if it directly increases 
the value of capital or produces surplus values. Under 
socialism labour in all production branches is considered 
productive labour regardless of its form (i.e. state col-
lective or individual). [San Li, 'Rationally utilize rural 
labour forces to raise labour efficiency', CCYC 7 (1961), 
6-9] 
~.f"-3.E:W.l~ lit. 'production sports meeting' 
shengchan yiindonghui 
A term referring to .informal contests between teams and 
brigades to raise production levels. 
~f"-~1~:i'l1j~ · inqex of net worth 
shengchan jingzh{ zhlshu 
~f"" Mm~~ production expenditure share. 
shengchan feiyong jijln fund 
~f""~ACJi.tl!J per caput production 
shengchan an r~nkou 
ii'suan 
~{"-~ 13 tt blind production, lack of 
shengchan mangmuxingplanning in production 
CHINA-AREA, PRODUCTION AND YIELD OF MAIN CROPS, YEARS 1955, 1965 AND 1974 
Crop Area Production Yield 
(I 000 ha) I 000 Metric tons (kg ha) 
1955 1965 1974 1955 1965 1974 . 1955 1965 1974 
Rice, (paddy) 29 173 30 953 35 210 78 024 89 000 115 275 2 670 2 780 3 274 
Wheat 26 739 25 175 29 001 22 965 26 000 37 002 860 883 1 276 
Millet 
27 800 
27 985 29 804 
24 870 
17 126 23 505 
210 
612 789 
Sorghum 3 6 4 14 1 183 2 333 
Potatoes 3 190 3 211 3 792 18 940 27 012 38 027 8 412 10 028 
Potatoes, Sweet - 9 865 11910 - 83 988 113 100 8 514 9 496 
Sesame seed - 895 903 431 368 367 411 406 
Cotton seed 5 771 - - 3 030 3 298 4 295 530 - -
Rapeseed 6 200 1920 2 501 3 650 1 143 1 252 590 595 500 
Groundnuts in shell 2 268 2 044 2 173 2 926 2 426 2 700 1 290 1 187 1 243 
Soyabeans 11 442 13 533 14 335 9 121 11 036 11 860 800 815 827 
Seed cotton - 4 858 4 817 - 4 946 6442 1 018 1 337 
Sugarcane 204 400 584 8 110 23 500 40 000 58 800 68 493 
Sugarbeet 115 200 270 1 596 4 000 6 200 1'.3 900 20 000 22 963 














The origins of this term are found in 1940 when the 
communist 359th brigade were ordered to reclaim land 
near Y enan . in order to overcome supply difficulties. 
Following 1950, the PLA organized several such specialist 
corps concerned with farming and.conservancy, especially 
in remote rural areas, where they engaged in such pursuits 
as cattle. production and soil improvement. In 1954, 
Sinkiang troops merged units engaged in farm work 
into 'production-construction corps' and began to recruit 
and accept a variety of personnel from educated youths 
to those undergoing labour reform. The corps are now 
active in 21 provinces and contain an estimated 1.9 
million men. The organization is characterized by its 
military style, collective lifestyle and production. Earnings 
are said to be about RMB 18-21 per month with 
deductions made for board. [J. Gittings, The Role of 






~f"'- 13 :!&~ ~".J 
JJ:~ 
shengchan zifiu jieyue 
duhuang 
elasticity of production 
coefficient of production 
elasticity 
'self-relief through production, 
endure disaster by frugality' 
see: 13 ;!:~I{~ zifiu· gongzuo 
~f"'-~~ 6 m employment coefficient of 
~rf production capital 
shengchan j{jTn zhdnyong 
xishu 
~f"'-U~f-t~i:i~f"'-~WHk:A 6~ 
shengchOn shehuihud he shengchOn zliido siren zhdnyou 
the social character of produc-
tion and private ownership of 
the means of production 
~f"'-m ~1:!!'.M'. productive consumption 
shengch'Onyong xiiiofei [Russ. proizvodstevnnoe 
potreblenie] 









[See D. Tretiak & B.H. Kang, 'An assessment of changes 
in the number of livestock in China, 1952-1970', World 
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Abstracts 
14/4 (1972), 1-32.) 
see also: .:Wll:tt D heishengkou 
tt D ~*ll overstocking 
shengkou guosheng 
ttiti~f"'- livestock production 
shengchu shengchan 
In China all livestock is divided. up into large (horses, 
cattle, camels, etc.) and small (sheep, pigs, poultry) 
animals. Livestock products are classified under the 
products of slaughtered beasts (meat, hides and skins, 
etc.) and non-slaughtered products (milk, eggs, wool, etc.). 
It should be noted that all processed livestock products 
are found in industrial statistics in China. [Liao Hsien-
hao, 'Tabular forms for agricultural production planning, 







The main cattle marketing areas of China are at Fan 
Chia-t'an and Feh-hui xians on the borders of Kirin 
province and Cheng Chia-t'un on the border of IMAR. 
There is a daily movement of over 1,000 head of cattle. 
The cattle are sold mainly to neighbouring Liaoning, 
Hopei and Shantung provinces where they are re-sold on 
medium sized markets such as T'ai-wan (Shenyang muni-
cipality) and Tu-shih-ch'ao of Liaoning (a central district 
for industrial crops). Some animals find their way as 
far as Hongkong from these markets. Elsewhere in China 
cattle markets are held in conjunction with rural fairs 
fixed according to the lunar calendar. [See Chang Hao-






deep litter (manure from 
penned livestock) 
livestock 'combination 






A measure of livestock numbers based on the equivalent 
of a mature cow (approx. 1,000 lbs liveweight). An 
animal unit is roughly one cow, one horse, one mule, 
five sheep, five pigs or six goats. 
also: ~ti JP. itr jiiichu diinwei 
ttiiH~ ittlti itr 
shengchu biiiozhun 
diinwei 
livestock standard unit 
There are two usual methods of calculating the livestock 
standard unit in China: (1) the total number of animals 
method (i.e. simple head count), according to economic 
value, feed consumption, work capacity and fertilizer 
output; and (2) conversion unit. Most countries use the 
former. Traditionally China used sheep but the yellow ox 
is now preferred. The following general conversion 
coefficients may be adopted in the study of China's 
livestock industry: yellow ox, water buffalo 1; horse, 
mule 1.2; donkey 0.5; camel 1.8; goat, sheep, hog ,0.2; 
and domestic fowl 0.01. [Teng Ching-chung, 'Methods of 





ttlti~cMii'.ii!i livestock breeding station 
shengchu peizhOngzhdn 
ttltitii.1~~7". livestock management 
shengchu siyang g'Uanlt 



















to declare reclaimed land 
for taxation 










surplus labour force· 
shengyu ldodongli 
see: .U~&:-~'WiW shehuibiydo ldodong 
*IJ*11H~ ( *111~ ) surplus value 
shengyu jidzh{ 
(shengzh~ 
Marx claimed that the value of a person's labour equals 
its subsistence value. Under . modern conditions the 
labourer is able to earn his subsistence by a few hours 
work; the remaining hours are accrued as surplus value. 
Marx considered this to be the main source of capitalist 
profit. 




















master apprentice system 







"Siffiffl HE*4 ( "hffiHE ) fertilizer use, 
shryong feilido (shlfei) fertilizer application 
Fertilizer application is crucial to crop yields in China. 
According to a 1954 report, no fertilizer was used on 
40% of cultivated land in 1953 [K'o-hsueh T'ung-pao 
9 (1954), p.59]. Even in the 1960s fertilizer use was 
low compared to 'other countries. In 1966, for instance, 
the amount of fertilizer used was just over 21 lbs per mu 
or l/lOth of Japan's ratio. [See G. Uchida, 'Technology 
in China', Scientific American (Nov. 1966), p.416.] 
see also: HE*4, f.t:HE, ~tll! and :;ff'JUE*4 







fertilizer application technique 
deep application of fertilizer 
administered prices 
All prevailing prices in China are 'administered' prices. 
This means they are determined by revenue raising and 
consumption restricting considerations and they are not 
designed to reflect factor deficiencies and marginal 
utilities. Hence, for comparative purposes one must" em-
ploy the prices· in" other countries a:s the standard for 
evaluation. India is taken in most comparative studies. 
also: ~~117'~ gueiding iiage 
shl 
uemt:si rights of use 
shtyongqutin 
see also: *Mueml:sl. chtingqtshtyongqutin 
and 1=.f""*~A shengchOn dddui 
uem11'7'1~ 
shryong jidzh{ 
use value, utility value 




The values of a variable through several periods of time. 
lltfaJ ft 19U 51-*JT 
shf;iiin shul({e~xi 
time series analysis 
The analysis of statistical data through a period of time. 
see also: 1119Tmi7ttff dudnmidn fenxi 
lltfi3J£5i;1Jf'Fm~ time and motion studies, 























Synonymous with 'variable costs'. 















see also: #ti B3 ydngbantian 
~m.If'F 




fti.~:t11i~::# opinion leader 
shilun zhfdaozhe 
also: ~i.~:t11i.!ff::# y(lnlim zhtdaozhe 
ftW•rr 
shifie y{nghting 
ft W jtf!Ht :JtlJ 
shifie shliiting jihua 
World Banlc 
World Food Plan (WFP) 
ftW.:tl1i~tti.t:Jtlj Indicative World Plan (FAQ) 
shifie zhlshixing jih~a 
ft W .TI~fill~R 
shifie weisheng zuzhi 
shi 
see also: · :IJ.:;i. (xii) 
shiq{ng 
World Health Organization 
(WHO) 
a market {Chekiang province) 
market intelligence 








shopping basket analysis 
market mechanism 
Under conditions of commodity production which exist 
under socialism, the market mechanism is dictated by 
economic conditions. This follows from the commodity-
money character of production and circulation. The 
essential difference between the working of the market 
mechanism under socialist conditions and capitalist con-
ditions is that in centrally planned economies market 
relations do not include manpower and some basic funds 
of production. From this point .of view, marketing as a 
form of commodity-cash relation has a limited function 
under socialist conditions. In the West the market is 
spontaneous, unplanned and flexible. In centrally planned 
agriculture the market occupies a crucial position, since 
the prices at which most primary product are sold are 
'often considerably lower than what the farmer· has to 
pay for manufactured goods. There is a tendency for 
farmers, in some instances, to try to limit deliveries to the 
state. On the other hand, there is some flexibility in 
using the cooperative market where sale prices are higher 
than those at which the state buys up farm produce. The 
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effort to maintain market price stability is' the main 
problem of planners. [G. Popov. Market Mechanism and 
its Use in Socialist Agriculture (Pazarnijat meChaniz'm i 
Nezovoto izpolz;ivane v socialisticeskoto. Selsko stopan-
sonvo). Sofia: Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 1973] 
m:tm~~1f 
shichang jmgji 
market economy {free market 
economy) 
A market in which ,the forces of supply and demand 














. marketing margins 
m:tmi.SOJ~ marketing boards 
shichQng yishihui 
m:tmffl"~ market price 
shichang jiage 
Sometimes written: mffl" shifiii 
In the West this is generally determined by· 'free market 
forces'. In centrally planned economies, market price is 
simply the official selling price (sum of planned costs and 
estimated profit net of indirect taxes) plus any turnover 
tax. In China, market price means the price set by the 
state over and above that paid to the commune or 
industry concerned. [Chao Lii-k'uan & Hsiang Ching-
Ch'uan, 'On the objective basis of differential commodity 
prices and the criteria for formulating differential prices 





m :t.iim ~ 
shich'ling ytiniiii 




m:t,il~IJ&:jiff~ market failure research 
shich'ling shlbai yanjiii 
m:t,il~~ market demand 
shich'ling xiiyao 
SHI/SHIH 
"$:1:~\Wi*:$J-*1T market demand analysis 
shichang xiiqiu fenx[ 
"$:!:~~*~~ market demand function 





rtJ:l:~Wim~rn ~ market management committee 
shich'Ong guanlf 
weiyuanhui 






market rate of interest 
"$:1:~12S:IJM~iit market segment potential 
shich'Ong qiige qianlidng 
"$:1:~~~~fft 
t'l:iE . 









brisk market and stable prices 
marketing concept 
marketing mix 
m:l:~~m~~J;j market specification contract 




Association of Poor and 
Jf*g~ Lower Middle Peasants 
shliiiio pfnxUizhongn6ng 
lUinhehui 
An anti-Maoist organization which operated in Canton 
province in 1966. [From leaflet by Canton Red Guards. 
San Chung military troop, 23 Aug. 1967; in Ming Pao, 
Hongkong, 10 Sept. 1967.] 
-mm~~)f&jt 
~~i..iE 
shizhen jiimfn liangshf 
gongyingzheng 
City Residents' Food Supply 
Certificates 
In November 1955, official and universal rationing was 
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introduced in China. Anyone leaving a province had to 







Japanese persimmon, Chinese 
date plum [Diospyros kaki L.] 
spot testing. 
To go out and actively gather data and not rely on 
oral briefings and written reports. [See Yang-ch 'eng 











Up to 1963 most counties ran experimental plots under 
the direction of County Extension Stations. After the 
crop failures of 1959-61 and the departure of Soviet 
advisers, agricultural extension was reorganized and de-
centralized by combining all existing organizations into 
commune-based organizations suited to develop local 
conditions. [Ministry of Agriculture, People's Republic 
of China, Directive on the strengthening of agricultural 
extension stations and improvement of their work, 26 
Dec. 1962. Compilation of Laws and Regulations of the 
People's Republic of China, XIII, Jan. 1962/Dec. 1963 
(Peking, 1964), 199-202.] 






trial balance [Russ. Probanil 
balans] 
also: ~:R:l!J~ juesudnbiao 
iit'IW04=-
shiqlizg gongniu 















In China the term 'unemployment' technically does not 
exist. Instead the term 'non-labouring citizens' ( lm:IBlt *I tiioli ldodong) is used, or 'awaiting employment' 
~I diiigong). China's main answer has been the 
xiafang system of resettlement of the urban population 






Directives on rural development issued by the Central 
Committee of the CCP in January 1961. The articles 
stressed the three grade system in the communes with 
the production brigade as the base. The importance of 
private plots was admitted as well as small-scale domestic 
sideline occupations. Rural markets were advocated in 




the ten big increases 
This term originated at a conference of Party cadres 
concerned with the unified state management of grain 
supplies. It relates to the promotion of the cooperative 
movement on a nationwide basis. The ten big increases 
were listed as: (1) number of cooperatives; (2) number 
of credit cooperatives; (3) number of consumer co-
operatives; (4) increases in peasant understanding of the 
socialist movement; (5) increases in activists; (6) upsurge 
in agricultural production; (7) increases in large livestock; 
(8) heavy farm implements and tractors; (9) better 
housing; and (10) better clothing. It is linked to 'the five 
big decreases' ( li.x;~~ wudii jfansh°{zo). (JMJP, 8 
Feb. 1955, p.2] 
+x;,.;;~ 
shtdii guanxl 
the ten great relationships 
The ten great relationships, of which the most important 
is industry and agriculture, given by Mao in April 1956 
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to the meeting of the Politbureau and later quoted in 
the 'Draft National Programme for Agricultural Develop-
ment 1956-1957'. [Second Session of the 8th National . 























to collect nightsoil 
mess hall, 
dining hall 

















canned food industry 
groceries 
frozen foods 
methods of free'.?ing food 
products 
1t~511f ~~rRJ food consumption trends 





:iit:ffltiM~~dl edible vegetable oil 
sh{yong zhiwuy6u 
Jit m ~dl~$1J~ edible oil industry 
sh{yongy6u lianzhiye 







calorific value of food 






asparagus [Asparagus officinalis] 
=Etl'il 
shilfu 
pomegranate [Punica granatum] 
Not indigenous to China, this fruit was said to have been 
imported during the Han dynasty about 126 BC. It was 
originally called 'j;;:fit!'il. (iinshil{u) after Kabul from 
where it was supposed to have originated. 
=E?E~ 
sh(huiicdi 
agar agar [ Gelidium amansii 
Lamx] 











lime, calcium oxide 
field practice 
field work 












practical vocational training 
business barometer 
experimental plot 









shiwu gu6mfn shourn 
experimental expenses 
experimental farm 
realized rate of return 
learning by doing 
real national income 
Gross national product (GNP) less net transfers abroad, 





tax in kind 
physical inputs 
~~3'.i:'~M~ barter trade 












shizhf jiiinjie zib~n 
~!tl~)li!tllJ.l~ 
shfge shice didocha 
intrinsic value 
physical overhead capital 
projection investigation based 
on actual harvest 
SHI/SHIH 
A process in which when the majority of crops are 
ripe but not yet harvested representative plots are selected, 
unit production calculated and total output projected 
according to the characteristics of various crops. The 
figures thus obtained are reckoned to be closer to reality 
than preliminary estimates since output is basically fixed 
at time of 'investigation. Investigation is carried out by 
the commune and teams in some areas; in others, the 
department above commune level takes over. In some 
areas a ranking according to estimated unit production 
is obtained and mechanical sampling is employed to 
choose representative units. Above commune level, these 
can be chosen by grouping and class mark selection. 
[Sun Shih-cheng, 'On agricultural-<mtput investigations', 
CCYC 9 (1963), p.25] 
~ 
shi 
~11E:1.Dl:!Mc normal grazing 
shidu fdngmu 
~~ atJ!Mc1ii~IJm proper grazing use 
shiddng de mucao 
liyong 
Maintenance of adequate cover. 
~~ atl.1::1::$Elllt& optimum ratio curve 















see also: llim*:si~ yunyong quanyi 




®:~Vl a shroff, a cashier 
shouy{ngyuan 
or: ®:'*~ shouzhangzh~ 
income, earnings, returns 
shounl 
Incomes in China generally refer to remuneration in the 
socialist sector in cash and in kind, and income from 
private product enterprises. It should be noted that 
private plots and free markets have been periodically 
banned in China and therefore data on farmers' incomes 
should be treated with care. Incomes in Soviet agriculture 
generally refer to income from both private and socialized 
sectors of farming. The 1972 Soviet Statistical Yearbook 
gives a percentage breakdown for an average kolkhoz 
family income. [See Narodnoe Khozyaistvo SSSR v 1972 
(Moscow, 1973) pp. 563 and 388; for China see Nai-ruenn 




Personal incomes are calculated out of gross iricome 
after making deductions for the reserve and welfare funds. 
In 1964, the average payment received by peasants in 13 
cominunes was 388.5 yuan [S.J. Burki,A Study of Chinese 
Communes 1965 (1969), p.28]. In China the moriey 
value of the agricultural wage depends on prices at 
which distributed grains are valued. However, there is a 
difference in the price the state pays to production Units 
for their product and what it charges the communes. 
Valuation of agricultural wages at these two prices can 
lead to over- or under-estimation. Further danger arises 
out of the fact that in trying to calculate what a farm 
labourer would receive as actual cash income, transfer 
payments have to be taken into account. Provincial 
statistics vary: some include transfer payments in their 
final figures, some do not. Calculations of income which 
arrive at a figure simply by dividing total distributed 
income by the number of able-bodied workers will not 
be accurate. (See 'How Chaoli production team dis-
tributes its income', China Reconstructs 21.9 (1972), 
26-29.] 
see also: ~~®::R~=m: n6ngjiiishouzh[didocha 










revenue and expenditure, 
receipts and disbursements 
to balance receipts and pay-
ments 
yield, crop, harvest 




The actual amount of crops harvested in the fields 
before any losses due to flood, pests or on the way to 
the barn. 
see also: ~~~- shengwu ch'Onliiing, 






rate of harvest 
The volume of crops harvested from each unit of area, 
a term synonymous with yield per mu [Handbook for 
Agricultural Statistical Work, p.18] 
J.&tt §;.¥Ji t~~ 
shouhuo du6zhong 
zhfshu 
harvest diversity index (HDI) 
Calculated in the same way as the cro~ diversity index 
( 1"1=~ §;.¥Ji :t~~ zuowu duozhong zh1shu q. v.) except 
that the value of each harvest is used rather than each 
crop. Thus, if three rice crops are harvested in a year 
the CDI will be 1.0, while the HDI will be 3.0 (assuming 




The period between gathering in one crop and planting 






to take delivery 
Collection of produce from farms for wholesale markets. 
i&J£1mJ5 
shoucheng didnhu 







procurement price, . 
purchasing price 
The prices set for agreed sales by peasants to the State. 
[Collected Laws and Regulations of the People's Re-


















J.&£kl£::<$:5t*n benefit-cost analysis 
shouyi chengben fenxi 
SHOU 
Analysis designed to ascertain if a certain programme 
or plan should be carried out by evaluation of various 
costs and benefits to society as a result of an investment. 
J.&tilil;f rent collection court 
shouziiyuan 
A feature of the countryside in pre-communist China. 
.:f. 
shOu 
.:f.mt manuals, handbooks 
shouce 






.:f..I~ handicrafts industry 
shougongye 
This refers mainly to handicraft cooperatives organized 
on the basis of individual craftsmen. A handicraft co-
operative is: (1) an industrial organization of a mass 
nature; (2) a local commodities promotion centre; ·or 
(3) a local enterprise based on indigenous methods. [Shao 
Yen, 'Explanation of several problems concerning handi-
craft cooperatives', Ta Kung Pao, 17 Sept. 1963] 




.:f..I~.IA handicraft worker 
shOugongye gongren 
.:f..I~1'F:ljj handicrafts workshop 
shOugongye zuofrlng 
SHOU 
=f:. I~ .g. t'F 1.t. 
shougongye hezuohud 







=f:.I~~~~.A. · specialized handicraft brigade 
shougongye zhuiinye 
dul 
see: ~~~.A. zhuiingyedul 
=f:.~R~1Eitl openwork. hand-made lace 
shOuzhlkonghuiibiiin 
=F tt tm tTI:m 
shoufu tuoliijf 
hand-guided tractors 






~.1mAin:flU1~ employee compensation 











In September 1962, the State Council issued a directive 
setting out conservation measures for wild animal reserves. 
['Talk on the problem of the development of the 
hunting industry in nationality areas', Min-tsu Tuan-chieh · 










































storing vegetables in piles 
iii~EE1j'i3]005'~ storing vegetables in the 
shiicdi tianjian·zhucang_ field 
Usually only a temporary measure. 
vegetable oil 
shiiy6u 





~A i.!f RJ i..iE 
shiiro x'iik~zheng 
import trade, importation 
import licence 




export trade, exportation 
tf,j 1±1 m:l:m:&:JM: export market development 
shiichii shich'Ong [iizh'On 










It has long been a widely held view that it was Marx's 
influence which delayed by decades the development of 
mathematical economics in the economic systems of 
socialist countries, which in turn, it is said, has adversely 
affected the efficiency with which they operate. From 
1930 to 1960 the use of advanced mathematical methods 
in economic research and planning was banned in the 
USSR and so far as we know are still banned in China 
as being anti-Marxist. Mathematical tools used were 
limited to the four arithmetical operations, percentages 
and the arithmetic (but not geometric) mean listed in Das 
Kapital: 'When drawing the plan for the national economy 
... only the four arithmetical operations are utilized.' 
[V.V. Novozhilov, Comment in Trudy nauchnogo sovesh-
chania o primenii matematicheskikh metodov v ekono-
micheskikh issledovaniakh i planirovanii, vol. 1 (Moscow, 
1961), p.103] 
This widely held view has recently been questioned by 
Leon Smolinski ['Karl Marx and Mathematical Eco-
nomics', Journal Political Economy 81.5 (1973), pp.1189-
1204] who suggests Marx was neither ignorant nor op-
posed to mathematical methods, nor was he interested 
primarily in non-quantifiable qualitative problems. Past 
problems in the SoYiet economy stemmed from the fear 
that model builders might interfere with their monopoly 
on goal setting. China's fear is a mixture of this with the 


















a dye plant (S. China) 
seed potatoes 
taro [Colocasia esculenta L.] 
Chinese yam [Dioscorea 
apposita Thunb.] 

















sweet potato flour 
millet [Panicum miliaceum] 
skilled worker 
disused land, 
long fallow land 
Szechwan products 
jowar 
grain sorghum [Sorghum vulgare 
Pers. var. nervosum Forb. et 
Hemsl.] 
SHU ANG 
The literal meaning is 'millet from Szechwan' (the 
character shuJObeing the ancient name for Szechwan). 
The original Japanese name was morokoshi-kibe ('millet 
from China'), later abbreviated to morokoshi. 




















jjl;[;j ft mg ft 
shuiingduishu htinshu 
two-tier· price system 
double cropping area 
double cropping rice 
double arithmetic function 
double arithmetic form 
double logarithmic form 
double logarithmic function 
jJl~51Jlt!I'~ two-wheeled two-shared plough 
shuiinglun shuiinghutili 
This was popular in the 1950s, but is now no longer pro-
moted since it requires too much iron to produce. 
shul 
*~. shuiqin 
also: If~ qfncdi 
SHUI 
Chinese celery (with circular 











cinale R. Br.] 
or: · *i~~ shuihancdi also: iffl~~ xlyangcdi 
*~ y• 
shu1li 
*~ . y ' shu1ping 
water chestnut [Trapa natans L.] 
duckweed [ Spirodela polyrhiza 
Schleid.] 







lowland rice, wet rice, 
paddy· 
paddy borer [Schoenobius 
incertellas Walker] 
to cover the land with paddy 
fields; to change over to wet 
rice cultivation 
This is really a reference to the inflexibility of cadres in 
some areas who, without reference to local conditions, 
urge peasants in a pseudo-scientific way to irrigate 
traditional dryland areas. 
7kffi it!! i$ 
shutddo diddi 
7kffi Jkfi'i 1* 
shutddo shuizh{bo 
rice region 
direct seeding of paddy 
7k~;ct.g.;.+ horizontal integration 
· shutpfngshihebing 
or: 7k~~t;S shutpinglitinjie 
7k~JXI.~ 
shuthdn fengziii 
flood, drought and wind damage 
7kftE liquid manure 
shulfei 









Used in the production of mats, screens, etc. 
SHUI 
7k~:sl water rights 
shutquan 
These consist of riparian rights acquired by appropriation 
and prescription. Riparian rights are those rights to use 
and control by virtue of ownership of the bank. Appro-
priated rights are those acquired by an individual to the 
exclusive use of water, based strictly on priority of 
appropriation and application of the water to beneficial 
use and without limitation of the place of use to riparian 
land. Prescribed rights are those to which legal title 






a hard yellow persimmon 
irrigated land 
This definition, after 195 8, includes all wetlands as well 
as artificially watered fields. 
see: i¥tif!iiii'R gutingtii milin/i 
71'.!:f:::. 
shutniu 
water buffalo [Buba/us bubalis] 
There are an estimated 100 million domesticated buffalo 
in the world and China is thought to have about one-
quarter of this number. It is an essential draft animal, 
meat and milk producer, as well as an important supplier 
of manure. Every part of this animal is utilized down 
to the bones, horns, hoofs, hide and hair. [See W.R. 






a dyke, bund 
reservoir 
In the last 25 years China has built more than 2,000 
large and medium-sized reservoirs and set up pumping 
stations with a total of 30 million units of hp. [NCNA, 15 
Oct. 1974; reported in Current Scene 12/12 (1974), 
p.21] 








There are four major sources of water supply in China: 
(1) precipitation, (2) rivers and streams, (3) surface 
storage and reservoirs, and (4) underground water (wells). 
262 
SHUI 
Little use has been made of desalination since costs of 
this sort of technology are prohibitive for agricultural 
purposes. Rivers and streams are a very important source 
of water in China. Water from this source is generally led 
to the fields through diversion dams and channels by 
gravity or by pumps. Diversion dams are usually built of 
earth and rocks and the channels are simply dug out of 
the earth and are unlined. The conveyance loss through 
seepage in earth irrigation can be as high as 40% in areas 
with permeable soils. Surface reservoirs were few and far 
between prior to 1949. Following 1950 several major 
projects have been undertaken in different parts of the 
country and each individual commune has been encouraged 
to build surface reservoirs and mud dams to conserve 
rainfall. Small storage reservoirs have been most impor-· 
tant: The storage capacity of these small reservoirs is 
usually between 25,000-50,000 gallons, sufficient to 
irrigate 10-15 acres of cropland or a production brigade's 
area. Some reservoirs in poorer areas have sufficient 
water only to irrigate one production team's fields. The 
materials used in construction are mostly old iron bars, 
gravel and sand, and anything the brigade can find in the 
form of solid rubbish, cement being supplied from the 
commune, whilst labour is contributed by the peasants 
themselves. 
see also: :tt!!"T* dixitishut underground water 
The main types of rock that yield substantial supplies 
of underground water are sandstone, gravel, chalk and 
limestone. 
*~)ij~ 











water conservancy department 




*;flJ1¥:f,lf water conservation 
shulli Moch{ 





water conservancy cadre 
water conservancy corps 
Groups of cadres responsible for taking over irrigation 





shutli' ;hi n6ngye de 
mingmai 
'Water conservancy is the 
lifeblood of agriculture. 
DA/TA 
DA/TA 







water and soil conservation 
water and soil conservation 
committee (a brigade organi-
zation) 
7.k;J;lj::fp,~j(;J;ljffl water use efficiency 
sh'Uiliyouxiao liyong 
. Crop production per unit of water used, irrespective of 
water source, expressed in units of weight per unit of 
water depth per unit area. The concept of use applies 







tax system, taxation 
Until 1949 a triangular system of revenue collection 
existed in China consisting of 'taxes', 'levies' and 'rents' or 
'dues'. Broadly, taxes were traditionally paid to the 
government by the gentry. Levies, though originally 
military in nature, were raised from farmers in the form 
of grain, whilst rents were collected by landlords from 
tenants. (See R.K. Diao, Taxation System of Communist 
China (Hongkong, 1966) [in Chinese].] 




also: Y!i1t fu 












*~ leek [Allium po17Um L.] 
dasuan 
see: ~i®: jiucong 
"7':.'if.Jf.~ garlic [A. sativum L.] 
dasuant6u 





Welsh onion [A. fistulosum L.; 
Ger. Welsche] 
rhubarb [Rheum rhaponticum L.] 




hemp [Cannabis sativus L.] 
hemp seed 
soybean [Glycine max Merill] 
also: iliR hutingdou, 8 R btiidou, 
=£:.fl mtiodou, and ~.H. zhidou 












soybean oil cake 
soybean meal 
guinea grass [Panicum maximum 
Jacq.] 
Bambusa beecheyana 




an edible fungi [Hirneola poly-
tricha, Fr. Schroet (Auricularia 
Auricula- .hdae, Schroct )] 
DA/TA 
Considerable use is made of fungii as food. Commercial 
production also includes: Agaricus bisporus F. albida, 
Lentinus Shiitake and Volvaria violaces. 
*7J.!il. 
cJadii~dou 
sword bean [Canavalia ensiformis 
(L.) D.C.] 
* E3 ~ Chinese cabbage [ Brassica 
dabtiicdi chinensis] 
also: J;'ii3f:~ hutingyticdi 
*:1f ~ 
daiiectli 
pickled leaf mustard cabbage 
[Brassica juncea var. Rugosa 
Bailey] 
When pickled and stored it ·is called fiil<:.~~xitinsuiincdi 
(Canton). 
*!! !i!f trP-T 
damoptin shiz 
millstone persimmon 
A large variety grown in northern China and which 





barley [Hordeum vulgare] 
barley beef 
Stock fed on barley concentrate. 
large livestock 







main spring-sown crops 
Crops sown in spring and harvested in the autumn. 
*tJ(fl=~ 
daq iii zuo wU 
late autumn crop 



















*~ ~~- itr large-scale units 








large farm, estate 
mass production (with nation-
wide emulation) 






ddlidng shengchOn j{ 
gufm6 









economies of mass production 
and scale 
the movement to encourage 
high yields on large tracts of 
land 
a rich harvest over a large area 
large-scale farming 
Large-scale farming in the form of Sovkhozy and Kolk-
hozy was introduced from USSR when the first state 
farms were established. At that time Russia sent experts 
and farms were equipped with Soviet farm machinery. 
Russian methods of management and remuneration' were 
adopted and several papers were written advising Soviet 












large commune [Hung Ch'i, 
15 July 1958] 
DA/TA 
see: :II*.g.iii± litinheshe 
dtidui 
production brigade 











Tachai (great) brigade 
Tachai is located in the T'ai-hang mountains some 65 
miles southeast of T'ai-yuan, the capital of Shansi pro-
vince in northern China. The village became nationally 
known after the emulation campaign (1964): 'In agri-
culture learn from Tachai.'.Tachai is a village of 80 house-
holds. The average elevation of this section of the 
mountains is 3,000-4,000 feet from hillcrest to valley 
floor. The region lies on the eastern edge of the loess lands 
of the Fen river and the middle drainage of the Huang 
Ho. Tachai gets 15 inches of rainfall and subsists on 
rainfall farming on unstable terraces and cleared but 
unterraced flanks of the hills. In good times yields 
approximate one-half to three-fifths of the average 
yields of the north China plain. In bad times floods 
devastate the terraces, or drought reigns. In 1946, three 
years before the communist takeover, Tachai established 
a mutual aid team and by 1948 full-scale land reform 
had been carried out by the villagers. Tachai developed 
through the 1950s with a focus on increasing yields per 
ha through better allocation of tools and labour, as well 
as through increased use of fertilizers. Tachai gained 
national acclaim in 1963 when a flood devastated 97% 
of its housing and terraces. The whole system was reported 
to have been rebuilt in eighteen months, without state 
assistance. [H.W. Hsin & F.N. Chao, Tachai, Standard 








A national agricultural exhibition held in Peking on 1 
Nov. 1965 featured the achievements of the Tachai 
brigade. After this date any agricultural production unit 





*• dtiqing Taching 
DA/TA 
Taching (lit. 'great celebration') is the name of an oil 
field in northern China, the exact location of which at 
the present time has never been disclosed. It symbolizes 
the integration of agriculture and industry, resolves the 
difference between rural and urban areas and factory 
work and farm work, and is presented as a model for 
industry in the same way as Tachai in agric,!llture. 
[China Pictorial 7 (1966), p.8; 'A new type of industrial 





Great Leap Forward 
A phrase used to describe economic development trends 
in the period 1956-58. In 1958 the Great Leap Forward 
(GLF) was conceived to resolve China's basic economic 
problems in one heroic effort. Together with the rural 
people's communes, the GLF was designed to sweep 
nineteenth century China into the mid-twentieth century, 
i.e. into a modern industrial state. Mao's address at the 
2nd National Water and Soil Conservation Conference 
(Peking, 1958) is commonly thought to have been the 
place where he resurrected his shelved national agri~ 
cultural development programme, thereby starting off the 
sequence of events leading to the GLF. [See Teng 
Tzu-hui, 'Report of the Second National Water and Soil 
Conservancy ·conference', Chinese Water Conservancy, 
Peking 11 (14 Jan. 1958), p.7 .] Mao's personal con-
tention was that a combination of ideolo~cal incentives, 
human willpower and improved cadre organization could 
surmount any problem. It was commonly accepted among 
economists in the West until recently that bcith the 
communes and the GLF were failures [H.J. Lethbridge, 
The Peasant and the Communes (Hongkong, 1973)]. 
But many now regard Mao's ideas as basically sound, 
some of which should not have been too easily over-
looked. Developing economies need a breakthrough and 
need to be thrust forward arid to be propelled at a fast 
rate. [See, for instance, A.O. Hirshmann, The Strategy 
of Economic Development (1958), p.5.] This type of 
determination and 'breakthrough' concept was the basis 
of the GLF. However, not all Chinese have agreed· with 
the principles behind the GLF. Teng T'o, writing in 
People's Daily, 18 May 1966, p.3 wrote: 'The Great 
Leap Forward was a fraud and ended in disaster; it 
destroyed the wealth of the people and left them with 
only boiled water -to drink. We have emerged from the 
Great Leap with bloody noses ... The communes are 
the product of subjective wishes; lack of respect for the 
free will of the masses; coercion and commandism.' An 
article in Yang Ch'eng Wan Pao, Canton, 19 June 1966, 
thought the GLF was 'mess': 'it brought us suffering 
and misfortune'. Again, in another article by Kang Paci 
(ibid., 7 July 1966) a slower pace of development was 
called for: 'If we want to have some sort of balance 





















A form of extension. Popularization in the Chinese 
sense means a 'dialogue', a dialogue between the masses 
and the experts, the untrained and the well-informed; 
between those who are already committed to a new 
technique and those who are not. Popularization of 
methods cannot be done merely by demonstration or 
formal instruction but by public participation. To suggest 
that popularization is synonymous with 'simplification' 
is misleading. Popularization is precise and difficult, but 
because its object is to involve the masses in disciplines 
of thought and enquiry, as well as application of new 
techniques which may have taken experts years to 
acquire, then the experts must do all they can to remove 
ambiguity and present the innovation in both language 
and application the local peasant can understand. In this 







lit. 'large collective, 
small freedom' 
The exact meaning of this phrase implies that individual 
freedom is only possible within the collective. 
*~·*~· 
~* • 5R~ 
ddchl, ddhe, piizhiing 
ldngfei 
'big eating, big drinking and 
display of waste' 
A reference to the need to keep weddings, funerals and 
even festivals on a modest scale .. 
*~*:ID!: 
ddmtng ddfdng 











a coarse cloth 
Made from mulberry bark, and also used in paper 
manufacture. 
also: ~:;(fi" tdbu 
TA/T'A 
ta 
l!Jll!i~~ Chinese flat cabbage [Brassica 
tdkecdi chinensis var. rosularis] 






















t'CmA retailer(State commission agent) 
daixiiioren 










The primary purpose of loans in China is given as: 'to 
assist poor peasants and lower middle peasants in im-
proving their economic position by providing them with 
funds' [Ta Kung Pao, 12 Sept. 1963, edit.]. Any enter-
prise seeking capital from the Peoples Bank is generally 
subject to the following conditions: (1) it should be 
state approved; (2) it must be an independent economic 
accounting unit; and (3) it should also have self-owned 
liquid funds proscribed by law. [Li Cheng-jui and Tso 
Chun-tai, Socialist Banking Works (Peking, 1964), p.93] 
NB: In most generally planned economies, bank loans 
are a form of planned redistribution of funds by the state. 
It is an important means of, supervising each sector 
of the economy. In China the Peoples Bank is the centre 
of all loans. The three sources of loan funds are: (1) 
deposits; (2) the bank's own funds; and (3) currency 
issue. Deposits consist of state financial deposits, state 
commercial and industrial enterprises, rural commune 
funds, and private individuals. In China it is strictly 
prohibited to provide commercial credit between enter-
prises. Those in need of short-term funds must go through 
the Peoples Bank. [See A. Donnithorne, China's Economic 
System (1967), p.418 et seq.] 





A category of persons, usually the subject of purges or 
intellectuals displaced as a result of re-education and 





horizontal bar chart 
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::*::"'i!i~ flat cabbage [Brassica 
taiguctii chinensis var. rosu laris l 





Single crop cultivation, as in some Asian countries with 
dee. 
also: •-*1H'F diinytgengzuo 
--~ diiny1qidn 
mono-money 
For instance, to take up farming alone, giving up side-




(1) an item of produce; (2) a measure of weight, volume 
or distance; (3) a group, a small work-force. 
•irrttlfii11t~~ unit-livestock price method 
diinwei shengchu 
iitigeffi 
A method of valuation in which the inventoried stock 
consists of livestock multiplied by average unit costs of 






















~-T ( JM\. ) 
diingan(feng) 
yield per unit of area 
(unit area yields) 
farm labour earnings per man 
work unit 
unit price 
unit value index 
'going it alone' (tendency) 
This means to neglect the collective and tend one's own 
plot, and to unsurp collective land for private use. It was 
condemned during the socialist education campaign (Oct. 
1962 to May 1963). Hence below: 
•-T.:&JS individual peasant household 
diingan nonghu ('going it alone') 
The term is also synonymous with 1'-1*~ ~ (geti 
nongmfn) and refers to those peasants who initially 
refused to join the cooperative and which now tends 
to have a more folk usage. 




'a simple business point of 
view' 
A reference to those peasants who_ lose sight of col-
lective interest as a whole, caring only for their own 














simple regression model 
modular 
laying hens 





































'masters of the house' 
This term first appeared in the Chinese press in 1964 
and was ·used to refer to peasant control, or more 
precisely it was_ an acknowledgement of the contribution 
to rural development by the poor and lower middle 
peasants. [JMJP, 12 Nov. 1964] 
~-~ffl1i1! 
diingnitin bizh { 
~ ~{3-i.t. ift 
dangnian giij{ diinwei 
current prices 
estimated unit production 






















or: -~ t- tangluobo 
tang 
:lt;Ult: pond mud fertilizer 
tangni 




[Chrysanthemum coronarium L.] 
A delicacy in south China. 





also: ~!a.. roudou 
DAO/TAO 
sword bean [ Canavalia ensiformis 







A system of long-term rotation; for example, mixed 
planting of wheat and lucerne in one season, luceme 
alone in the second season, followed by cotton, cowpeas, 
etc. in successive seasons. A decade later the rotation 





A production function which seeks to explain the con-
stant relationship between capital and labour in national 
income [American Economic Review (1928)]. 





The implication of this concept is that the peasant is not 
solely motivated by reward and personal welfare but 
seeks individually to maximize the collective good. This 
is in contrast to 'material incentives' where the peasant 
works solely for reward in the form of a wage, added 
bonuses or premiums of any kind in cash, goods or 
services. Also: *1!Jjjiljlil!IJ~ jmgshen cif[ 

















Rice was first domesticated in the area between north 
India and the Pacific coast adjoining-Vietnam and China. 
Land preparation, transplanting, and irrigation were 
largely developed in the Yellow-Han River basins, spreading 
later to Southeast Asia. As rice. culture expanded from 













Tall and semidwarf rices Tall rices 
TYPES OF RICE 
Floating 
rices 
DIFFERENT RICE TYPES CLASSIFIED BY WATER REGIMES 
Source: International Rice Research Institute 
Figure 12 
water was deep or the soil was mesic, human and natural 
selection greatly accelerated the development of specialized 
types such as floating and upland rices. Recognizable 
races of rice resulted from man's extension of its culture 
and persistent selection within a geographic region, but 
rapid changes in predominant varieties occurred within 
an area due to extensive contacts among the peoples. 
Such exchanges also resulted in population increases, 
changes in diet, and predominance of specific draft 
animals and associated farm tools. While rice cultivars 
lost their primitive characteristics and acquired wider 
adaptation, sterility barriers developed and some dupli-
cate loci disappeared. A thrifty and productive plant-type 
evolved. [See: Chang T .T. 'The rice cultures' Phil. Trans. 
R. Soc. London (1976), B275 143-157.] 
ffi:*= 
ddomt 
rice [ Oryza sativa] 
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Sown area is about 34 million ha., yielding 100-110 
million tons of grain annually. Breeding of varieties 
began about 1956. IR-8 arrived in China ca. 1967. All 
other IRRI seed, including later IR-34 have been tested 
under local conditions. Crossing with indigenous varieties 
is common. Multiple cropping needs quick maturing 




A field surrounded by irrigation channels and under 
water for part of the crop year. It refers not only to rice 
fields but also to fields used for the cultivation of aquatic 
plants. (Handbook for Agricultural Statistical Work, p.8.] 
ffi~ 
daogri 





Used for paper-making, matting, thatch, fertilizer, cattle 







peach [Pn.mus persica Batsch] 
peach sap or gum (used in 
medicine) 




















During the slack season or on account of shortage of 
feed, it had long been the practice of poorer farmers in 
China to stall their livestock, especially pigs, with a richer 
neighbour. The accumulated manure was usually taken as 







The movement of funds from one investment to another 
in order to obtain the maximum interest. 
~11= companion crop, catch crop 
taozuo 




The cultivation of two or more crops on the same area 
















Property originally belonging to husband or wife prior 
to marriage. 
*¥JlH1=~ special crop 
teyong zuawu 
*l~IJWit preferred stock 
tebieiU 







special drawing rights 















unit of account 
~T:iE fsll lit. 'lantern pepper', 
denglongjiiio capsicum, green pepper 
[Capsicum annuum var. grossum] 













Planting on the contour line and crosswise to the slope 
line. 





A curve showing combinations of two inputs which are 
required to produce a commodity. 
~::&mfiB~ 
dengxiiioyong quxidn 
iso utility curve 
see also: :lG~B:ll;x wuyiquxiiin 
DI/TI 
This refers to an equal amount of labour for an equal 
amount of products, i.e. payment in goods and services. 
~fW:m-;m parity price 
aengzh{ jiiige 




flUR~:r.tlY-J:&~ elementary producer cooperative 
·~d1=U 
d[Ji xlngshide nongye 
hezuoshe 
abbrev. to: ~~Rtt d[Jtshe 
In the elementary cooperative a unified management 
structure was implemented for the first time and a share 
of the harvest was paid out as a dividend on the basis 
of the amount of land pooled with the rest being paid as 
part of one's labour contribution. This dividend was 
progressively reduced so that payments were finally 
made for labour contribution only. [Model Ref:l;'lations 
for Agricultural Producers' Cooperatives-adopted at 33rd 
meeting of the Standing Council of the National People's 
Congress, 17 March 1956(Peking,1956).] 













low income farms 
low income areas 
low yielding 
low yield fields 
~f.t.M:m 
aenghuii fushui 




exchange by equal value, ~~QS: 
exchange at corresponding prices dli:h!Jnqii 
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low yield crop . 
low paid workers 
low interest loan 
poorly productiYe land 
poorly productive farms, 
marginal farms 
low level equilibrium trap 
(Liebenstein) 
A situation where farming technology and infrastructure 
are at such a low level that it is extremely difficult to 
break out. Farmers are, therefore, unwilling to invest to 











basic points (labour points) 
The fixed norm for various jobs first set out in 1956 
advanced the notion that each day's norm should be 
expressed in 'points' earned. After 1960 further elements 
were introduced which fixed points according to: (1) 
a person's political convictions and standing within the 
Party; (2) the individual's attitude towards work; and 
(3) what is described as 'working technique and physical 
strength'. [A. Nathan, 'China's work-point system: a 





also: 11f~ fiinshu 
sweet potatoes [Ipomoea 
batatas L.] 
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sweet potato leaf 
(utilized as a pig feed) 
!$.H. ~M: potato (coll.) [Solanum 
didou, or didiin tuberosum L.] 





The colloquial for Stachys affinis Bunge, S. tubifera, 
S. Sieboldii. 
also: ~~~caoshiclin, "Ti'wanlu6, 








~ tfij ytingmei 
farm deed, land contract 
land poll tax 
Formerly the Chinese fiscal system included two main 
forms of _tax: (1) it!!M (difu)-the land tax; and (2) 
T• (dingfu)--the poll tax. The latter was assessed at 
10-20% of the amount of land tax. 
it!!fll 
di~ii 
ground rent, land rent 
In socialist terms ground rent is seen as a specific 
temporary economic category which reflects the degree of 
development in capitalist society. Absolute ground rent 
does not exist under socialism. Within ·the production 
process differences in individual values accrue to farm 
products produced under various conditions, labour 
expended creates extra production and net income 
which is taken as the material basis of differential rent 
I. The 'extra over-production' arises from the additional 
inputs of labour and means of production in land as a 
result of more intensive farming which is the basis for 
differential rent II. Marx and Engels, who did not ac-
knowledge the existence of consumer goods under 
socialism, did not admit to the existence of ground 
rent either. Marx's view of ground rent was that the factor 
determining the social value of farm production was 
labour. [See, for example, V. Vacha, 'K pojed pozemkove 
renty za kapitalismu a za socialismu' (The theory of 
ground rent under capitalism and socialism), Sbornik 
Vysoke Skoly Zemedelske v Praze Fakulty Provozne 
ekonomicke v Ceskyeh Budejovicich 9.2 (1971) 3-13· 
also Wei Hsing-hwa, 'Some problems concerni~g th~ 











land assessment tax 
'acreage'; also, used non-
specifically, 'the land' 
a parcel ofland, a plot 
Land used mainly for comparative studies and in tests, 














cadastre, land registration 
land administration, 
local government 
a political agent 
After 1932 this was changed to:!;; T xiangding 
itl!::E 
dizhU 





In Tibet it means 'a region'. 
ill! :n ::E 5<. 
difiingzhUyi 
localism, provincialism 
After land reform in 1950, there was some resistance in 
some areas between the central government and local 
authorities. This intensified in Canton province and 
polarized as the 'north-south conflict'. Initially it was a 
powerful force against rural social change; later it de-
generated into an emotional reaction against land reform 
measures among the better-off peasants which lingered 




A local surtax on land tax. 
also called: itl!/Jffl difangshui land tax 
itl!/JIE~~~ 
difiing gu6y{ng qiye 




State-<Jwned enterprises under control of the local corn· 
mune. 





ill! :n El )'(;! 
dlfang zizhi 
local state-operated farm 
decentralization 
local self-government 
[pre-mod. Jap. chiho jiji) 
This term was borrowed from the Japanese where it was 
first used in the local administrative system devised by 
Yamagata Aritomo in the 1880s. Yamagata simply took 
the term from German usage, where it had been used by 
Rudolf Gneist with reference to the English system of 
local honorary posts (Justice of the Peace, etc.). Gneist 
simply used the term 'self-government', not translating 
it into German (Selbstverwaltung). Reference to it in 
China was first found in an essay by K'ang Yu-wei in 
Hsin-min Ts'ung-pao, vol.I (1902), and thereafter it 
became the subject of growing literature. The meaning 
varies according to who is using it, but a basic definition 
should include administrative councils at county and 
provincial levels. The various systems promulgated since 
the late Ch'ing onwards generally remained on paper or 
were used by local dignitaries to legitimize their existing 
rural power. 'Local self-government' was an integral part 
of Sun Yat-sen's 'Outline of National Reconstruction' 
(1924), and it was later adopted by th_e National Govern-
ment in 1929 but was abolished in anti-communist 
campaigns. It later appeared in 1946 as the theoretical 
basis for local authorities until the advent of the 
communes in 1958. 
itl!/Jfii& local administration 
difang xingzheng 
itl!IR an area, a region, 
a;'qu a prefecture 
±1!! IR~~~;;:\'.: regional supply patterns 
diqUgongjl xfngshi 
itl!IR:Hll~ area sampling 
diql; chouydng 
±1!! IR ~ff!~;;:\'.: regional trading patterns 
diqu gouxiiio xfngshi 
ill! IR 'i1o ~l.t regional accounting 
diquxing kudiii 
ill! IR tt ~Hi: regional development 
diquxing fiizhiln 
ill! IR 11oi.t :!GU regional planning 
diquxing iihud 
DI/Tl 
also: :i:t!!:b.il<it :lGU diyu i11zua [From Ger. Landes-
plannung; Jap. chi-iki keikaku] 
it!! I& I~ ~ lii.ItlJ 
~ff:*~ 






. :i:t!!""F7k subterranean water 
db:idshu{ 




di; fu, fen, hudi, you 













landlords, rich peasants, counter 
revolutionaries, bad elements 
and rightists (the five bad ele-
ments) 
to buy grain 
to buy rice 
TIAO/T'IAO 
a bund 




to increase production 
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t£7kili~ 
tfsh ui gudngdi 
manual irrigation 
DI/TI 
Manual irrigation by carrying water to the fields in 
buckets or cans or other methods in a continuous chain. 
There are various other methods: 
(1) Carrying bucket ( :f!!7km diinshuftong) 
This is still the basic means of irrigation in many 
parts of China and S.E. Asia but is estimated to have 
the highest costs in terms of labour. 
(2) Counterpoise ( ~iSJ~ p{ngjiinfe) or "well sweep" 
This device consists of a long wooden pole which is 
pivoted as a lever from a crossbar or other means of 
support. A weight, usually a large stone, is fixed to 
one end of the level and on the other a water 
bucket is hung on a rope. It lifts water at an average 
speed of 500-600 gallons per hour from wells 
20-25 ft. deep. Depreciation and other costs are 
negligible and the equivalent labour cost for an 
acre-inch of water is fairly low. 
(3) Swing bucket ( :t£ii:f.Jm yaodongtong) 
A small ·wooden bucket to which four ropes are 
attached. The men, facing each other and each 
holding two of the ropes, swing the bucket between 
them. The height to which water is lifted is limited 
and can seldom exceed 2-3 ft. At this height two 
men can shift about 500 gallons an hour, with an 
equivalent labour cost for an acre-inch of water of 
about double the counterpoise method. 
(4) Wa~er ladder ( 7k~ shuttf). or (ft~$ l6ngguche) 
This consists of a series of small wooden boards and 
ranges in length from 10-20 ft. depending on height 
and distance to which water is to be lifted. But the 
depth is also limited and seldom exceeds 4 ft. The 
ladder can move 1,500 gallons of water an hour and 
compares favourably with the counterpoise method. 
(5) Various types of pumps can be made to operate to 
achieve a maximum capacity of up to 6,500 gallons 
per hour. This is a much more efficient method 





also: tF1ii niucao 
TI 
terraced fields 
timothy grass (hedgegrass) 






The response of demand to price changes between two 
-similar goods whereby the rise in price of one causes an 











food flavouring manufacture 
adjustment 
The 1961-65 guideline of adjustment, consolidation and 
filling out and raising standards with the chief emphasis 
on adjustment.' The central link of this policy was the 
rehabilitation of agricultural production, and to win a 
better harvest in agriculture. The policy of ·adjustment 
was modified during the Cultural Revolution with em-
phasis being placed on the great production brigade 
rather than planning and income distribution being in 
the hands of teams. (Kuang Chun, 'Understand correctly 
the character guideline with chief emphasis given to 




These censuses are not oomparable with western practice, 
put are policy--0rientated surveys carried out by cadres to: 
(1) realize the mass line, and (2) to reflect the basic level 
conditions to higher authority [Hung Yen-liu, Survey 
Research and Evaluation of Work (Peking, 1956), p.26]. 
There ru:e three types of · sui:vey: (1) Data collection 
for policy formation by direct investigation and intensive 
case studies, rather than indirect extensive surveys. (2) 
Models ( ,!;14~ dianxing), used in order to classify 
totality into different categories similar to Weber's con-
cept of the ideal type. But it should be noted that 
Chinese practice sets up both advanced and backward 
models so that positive and negative experiences may be 
evaluated. Reports of 'typical' models with positive 
characteristics are then channelled up to higher authority 
and selected by policy-makers as trend-setters suitable for 
nationwide emulation. (3) Policy evaluation. These are 
reports presented to higher levels which are based on 
thorough investigation and frequent inspections and 
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TIE/T'IEH 





a11f!J!l11J~ir-=Jtl1.~ organization for redistributing 
tUioji wuzr de jlgou material 
When in 1958 the shortage of raw materials became 
acute, a nationwide search for materials and substitutes 
was organized, especially so that surpluses in one area 












row crop, i.e. beans, beets, 
maize 
strip cropping 
~iffti*lH'F strip farming 
tUio.dtli gengzuo 
Protecting field crops by ploughing on the contour to 
avoid erosion. 











to sell grain 






Colloquial name for tractor. 









Planting, weeding and application of fertilizer by in-







careful application of 
fertilizer 
class mark selection method 







a model, typical; current usage--
'represen tative' 
survey by models 
.:ftll~~lt chouydng didocha 
survey by sample 
The latter has a statistical meaning. The former is the 
usual method of party propaganda machinery which sets 
up the models to be imitated. These models are exceptions 
which produced outstanding achievements and are said to 
to be 'typical'. They are used for representative sampling 
but any results should be interpreted with care if 








dianxf ng shiydn 







R.i: iii ti5 .g. ' 
i:J. R.\ i$ iii 
dianmidnjiehe, 
to combine small plots with larger diiln 
areas and to combine work on key-
· ytdianddimidn 
points with work in other areas fm-iS< a sharecropper 
i.e. to promote production in all areas, drawing on the 














to mortgage one's land 
interest on land given as 
security on a loan 
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didnn6ng 



































E§-7-15(. '.!'-f*"'"~*1T electronic data processing 
diiinziyizliiiio fenxi 
E§-T'.!'-f *"'"~:imm computer 
diiinzT zliiao ch"Uzijr 






The use of straw or sawdust mixed with lime to a depth 
of 6 inches to catch poultry droppings. The material is 
usually removed once a year. It is also a thick (6 inch 









also: :;R~!j:t~ tiiinran muchQng 
;R ~f. .11\ ( ~f. .11\) 
tians{guii (stguii) 
also: ::R!& tianluo 





















peasant, landless labourer 
school holidays 





also: EEi~ tiiin!Ong 
EE15~~fUi 
tiiingou gudngdi 
held boundary, hedgerow 
a pathway between the fields 
an irrigation ditch between 
fields 
check irrigation 
A method by which the irrigated area is surrounded by 




a field shelter 
A simple portable construction for rearing poultry in 
field conditions, consisting of a roof and sides with 
perches. An apex construction. 










value of farmland 
farmland, arable farms 
farm wages 
TIAN/T'IEN 
EB:l:~ii:'.~at.!*'J' size of fann business 
titinchOng qtye de 
daxmo 





A small area of arable land suitable for family or part-time 
labour, producing a cash crop or subsistence, or both. 
The character Bit (qz) means a field of less than 
50 mu, a parcel of garden. It is not usually a specialist 
enterprise in· Asia but sometimes is in the West. Distin-
guish from private plot in centrally planned economies. 
The amount of land a smallholder can use is largely 
detennined by population density and the system of land 
tenure, government policy and the price the farmer 
can get for his produce. Insecurity of tenure is the most 
acute problem. Amongst Sarawak Chinese, for instance, 
this has led to militancy with farmers aligning with_ 
terrorists or forming closely knit farmers' associations 
with political undertones. 
EBI± farm house, 
tidnzhuiing homestead (US) 
EB.i""" field produce, 
titinchan farm product 
wig; secondary crops which were not 
tidnd{ included in the rental 
EBl1!il field 
tidnpu 
EB~ field shape 
titinxfng 
wmm~ field size 
tidnmidnji 
EBw a green manure crop grown 
tianqmg annually to improve alkali soil 
EB¥ 
tidnsh'U 
Chinese yam [Dioscorea opposita, 
·also: Ill¥ shiinshU, 
EB~ 
tidnj{ 
D. batatas Decaisne] 
Ill !tJ shiinyao 
'paddy chicken '--edible 
bullfrog (S. China) 
Colloquial name for bullfrog [Rana catesbeiaha], edible 
frog (Taiwan). Introduced into Taiwan from USA by 
Joint Commission for Rural Reconstruction in the late 
1950s. South Taiwan is an ideal spot since this species 
of frog does not have to go into hibernation in winter. 





land title, deed 
land tax, tax in kind, 
or grain payment 








also: ~:l:f!!If"'F shidigongzuo 






EB f~ f"'F~t/L-1t. mechanization of field jobs 




















Shen Nung (the god of agri-
culture) 
a deed tax on land and houses 
bell pepper, pimiento, 
paprika, sweet pepper 
[Capsicum annuum var. grossum] 
melon, cantaloupe 
[Cucumis melo L.] 








or: lllt~ tiOncai 
sugar beet [Beta vulgaris] 
lllf~llf beet crops (a livestock feed) 
tiOncaiye 
or: lllt~~ ti0ncait6u 
lllt~~ 
tiOngiioliang 
sweet sorghum [S01ghum vulgare 
var. saccharatum B oerl.] 
A forage crop for hay or silage, similar to grain sorghum 
but having sweet juicy stems and leafier. Mainly summer 
annuals seeded in rows like corn. Varieties of this species 
have grown in Asia since pre-historic times. 
lllt~~ 
tiOnyumai 
sweet corn [Zea mays L.] 



















a dam, a ditch 
catch crops 
DING/TING 
norm, specified amount, 
standard [Jap. Kanji--teigaku] 
working time norm 
The amount of labour input specified by the state plan 
and not the actual amount of labour expended on a 
given task. 
see also: U'*&·~l¥.l*ii11H'1"IaJ 






Funds embodied in materials, repairs, spare .parts, fuel 
and goods in production. The term originated from the 
fact that each part of such funds has its own 'norm' set. 
~ im'.W ii1Jif :im· 
$111*: . 




fixed norm labour management 
system · 
fixed points of supply 
Contracts made more or less outside state channels 
between local industry and agriculture. [Weng Chan, 
The problem of developing permanent cooperation and 
fJXed points of supply in local industry', CCYC 4 
(1965), p.1] 
see also: 'ElT-$1Jllf: baogan zhidu 










(fixed rate of interest) 
So long as an enterprise was jointly managed by public 
and private partnership, private partners drew 'fixed 
profit'. This means that the state guaranteed a periodic 

















coefficients of determination 




fixed parcels of land 
This term refers to experimental fields and not to the 
private plots of brigade members. 
TING/T'ING 










deferred yield property 
~${mm sharecropping 
dingla ditinzu 















a hand harrow 
TING/T'ING 
a field marker, 








In current communist terminology this means multiple 
undertakings in rural areas, i.e. a diversified economy. [See 
NFJP, 9 Oct. 1964, p.l.] 
DUO/TO 
also: ~;pti~~ duozhlmg nonzye 






to diversify the economy and 
ensure all-round (national) 
development 
non-homogeneous 
~Mi~~~§:i multiple variable function 

































coefficient of multiple 
determination 
perennial crops 
~®::~'* high-yielding varieties 
·duoshou plnzhong 
see: ~..Dlo ~'* gailiting plnzhong, 




see: ll~~~m kudguogongsi 










This usually possesses 4 0 standard units and is responsible 
for 100,000 mu of land. In 1963 the cost of one 
standard unit tractor plus accessories was 15,000 yuan. 
In a sample area of seven tractor stations taken at this 
time, the time requiied to p\lffkase sufficient tractors 
ranged from 7-34 years! An average of 20 years was 
taken if 1 % of commune reserve funds was put aside 
each year for this purpose. This clearly demonstrates that 
if reliance was placed solely on accumulated funds in 
the actual collective economy for the · purchase of 
large-scale machinery, then the rate of mechanization 
would be painfully slow. Yang Pei-hsin ·stressed that 
it was the state's job to provide the necessary funds in. 
order to speed up the process of mechanization. Mao 
felt the possession of large-scale machinery by the 
production teams, in 1963 the b.asic accounting unit, 
too inefficient as they could not make proper use 
of such machinery. [Yang Pei-hsin, 'The problem of 
capital in the modernization of our agriculture', CCYC 
6 (1963), 11-16] 
~ttm I f"F~.A. 
tuoliijigongzuodui 
tractor work team 









tuo zhi nffi 










'nothing on the market' 
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DOU/TOU 
i.e. out of stock, supply does not meet demand . 
. mt~1:.F ( mtF ) 'divorced from production' 
tui5ti shengchOn 
(tuochOn) 
A reference to cadres who do not take part in farming 
tasks for official reasons. This should not exceed 1% of 
the rural population in any commune. [JMJP, 11 July 
1960] 






In China this is currently used instead of the term 
'unemployed' ( $l;;:~ shiye). [JMJP, 22 Dec. 1968, p.1] 
mt¥.i""Fm 
tuoxie xitltifm 
to take off one's shoes and go 
into the fields 





a grain measure 
(10 catties of rice). One Chinese bushel = 10 litres or 









a daily grain ration (a payment 
in kind) 
to open up steep slopes for 
cultivation 
.R.~ 1"1=~ ( .R.~ ) pulses 
doutei zuowu (douteiJ 
.R.7 
douz 






string beans [Vigna sesquipeda/is :Mt.A. 




yam bean [Pachyrhizus erosus 
(L.) Urban] 













bean cake--a cattle feed 
soybean oil 
bean curd 
dried bean curd 
watercress 




A form of voting in rural areas where there is a high 
degree of illiteracy. Beans are used instead of written 
forms or ballot papers to protect individuals' rights and 
secrecy. Candidates for election usually sit with their 
backs to the audience when voting takes place. Bowls are 
th.en placed in front of each candidate. The candidate who 
receives the greatest number of beans in his bowl is 








head of the family, entrepreneur, 
businessman 
S.E. Asia usage-'towkay' (Hok.). 
tou 
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or: :Mt1i!!! t6ush[ :Mt.A.:11: t6uniliiing 
Goods and services utilized in the production process. 
:Mt.A.~f"'" commissioned for production 
tOUrU shengch'!tn 




Evaluation of the changes in volume and price of output 
following changes in investment, use of labour or ferti-
lizers. 
also: :Mt1i!!!f"'" 1±1 t6ush[ ch'!tnchii 
1:Mt.A.f"'" l±l 7tifi" input-output analysis 
t6uru ch'!tnchii fenxl 
Input-output analysis in capitalist economies can be 
applied to: (1) analysis of economic structure: (2) for-
mulation of operational plans; and (3) futures forecasting. 
The input-output tables prepared by Leontief in the 
thirties showed strong influences of the Soviet's chess-
board type of product balance sheet used in its early 
stage of planning. These influences stem from (a) the 
input-output tables, which are just external forms of the 
chessboard type tables of departmental product cir-
culation; and (b) Leontiefs personal interpretation of 
social product, which is quite different from the tra-
ditional capitalist concept of economics since it emphasizes 
the importance of double-count~ng of the objects o( 
labour in gross social product ( ~ iJi±~ f"'" ~ z6ngshehui 
chanpfn). [W.W. Leontief, The Quantitative Input-Output 
Relationships in the American Economic System (1930); 
Wu Chia-pei, 'Criticism and evaluation of input-output 
analyses', CCYC6 (1963), 57-72.] 
In socialist countries, Marxist-Leninist theory of re-
production is used as the foundation of a unified statistical 
data for the entire national economy, characterized by 
inter-departmental balance sheets as formulated by the 
National Economic Plan. Although mathematical models 
and computer techniques are considered useful, distri-
bution of products and labour among various departments 
is determined not only in accordance with economic 
theory of technological development but also by politics. 




:Mt.A.f"'" 1±1=* ~ input-output relations 
t6urn ch'!tnchii guanxl 
:Mt.A.f"'" 1±1 ~ft input-output coefficients 
t6urn ch'!tnchii xishu 
:Mtm iffi A speculating merchants (those 





Buying low and selling high on different markets. 









a buyer (at an auction) 
investment, to invest 
[Jap. Kanji--toshzl 
Very often in current terminology this means the 









The quantity of cash required for investment purposes. 
~~Tm~itB~ 
t6uzl xiiydo qiixidn 
investment demand curve 
A curve illustrating the amount of investment cash in 







The relationship between investment and changes in 




The amount of capital flowing into different investments 
over a given period of time. 





Reductions in tax liabilities as a result of necessary capital 




-where the ·amount of investment made exceeds the 










investment by contract 
(investment responsibility) 
This term refers to the use of funds in capital construction 
projects. It originated in a decree from the State Council 
in 195 8 designed to facilitate greater flexibility in the use 
of capital, and allowing production units more freedom 
· in investment planning; for instance permitting them to 
economize on some projects and retain the surplus 
providing it was used to increase the total amount of 
capital construction. [Meng Kuei-yiian, 'Some points on 
the experience of Hanyang hsien in carrying out the 
responsibility system in capital construction', CCYC 2 
(1960), 32-39; Ku To-ching, 'Investment by contract is 
an important system in capital construction for adjusting 
production relations to promote the development of 
production forces', CCYC 3 (1960), 9-14] 














investment tax credit 
investment analysis 
return on investment 
rate of return on investment 
investment income 
capital intensive 
t6uzl xiiydo ddlitlng zl]lii 
Projects requiring a high degree of investment. 
~~IY-.1~*f.ii!1i!i 
t6uzl de anjiyugii 
survey of seasonal investment 
plans 
Commune review of seasonal problems often required in 
the light of new developments, such as natural calamities 
or weather. 
~~it :Jtlj~ ::i!:f survey of investment plans 
t6uzhljihut1 ditlochO 
Commune review of production problems in the light 







Urban areas are centres of 2,000 or more inhabitants and 
where a municipal council or a people's council (xian) is 
established. Half the population is usually employed in 
non-agricultural employment. Towns of between 1,000 
and 20,000. population are also classified as urban if 
they are industrial or commercial centres, centres of 
education and research, or key areas of transportation, 
and where 75% of the population is empl,oyed outside of 
agriculture. A further category of urban area is any 
locality devoted to large hospitals and sanatoriums in 
which patients make up over half the population. All 
other areas in China are considered rural. These criteria 
also apply to suburban areas which are agricultural if the 
main part of the population is engaged in agricultural 




urb aniza ti on 
China's urbanization policy is based on the strategy of 
developing small towns in rural areas rather than allowing 
cities to expand any further. In a recent article in JMJP, 
the policy of urbanization was set out thus: 'If cities are 
small, there are few people, and it is relatively easy to 
cope with pollutants created by industrial production and 
everyday life.' The best way was to 'merge city and 





ifBmA~~U urban communes 
diishlrenmfn gongshe 



















bobby beef (veal) 
Veal from calves slaughtered at less than six weeks old, 






to slaughter (livestock) 
slaughter ratio 




Since 1950, all non-domestic slaughter cattle have been 
subject to a 10% rate of rax, reduced in 1957 to 8%, per 
animal calculated by 'on hook' carcass weight and valued 
at state retail prices. (See Provisional Regulations on the 
Slaughter Tax, approved at the 63rd Meeting of the 
Government Administrative Council, 15 Dec. 1950, and 
promulgated on 19 Dec. 1950, in: Collection of Laws 
and Regulations Concerning the Tax Affairs of Central 




Slaughter.houses in China have a capacity for slaughtering 
from 5,000-10,000 thousand pigs daily. The Tientsin 
slaughterhouse, for instance, checks off 5,000 pigs (from 
30-120 kg in weight) daily (60% of which by a mechanized 
process). A meat combine in Wuhan has a capacity for 
10,000 pigs (70% mechanization) and it takes 45 minutes 
from the time the pig is brought in until it is placed cut 
in the refrigerator. There are 1,200 workers employed 
in slaughter production and great care is taken in cleanli-
ness. [S.Minajlovic, Veterinary Science in China, described 
in Veterinarski Glasnik 5 (1971), 381-83.] 
± 
ffl 




±a: tribes, aborigines, 
tumfn natives 
±m native customs 
tusu 
±Jn rustic products 
tuhuo 
±F farm produce 
tuchan 
±!M'f"" local speciality products 
tutechan 




short staple cotton 
±$: village methods 
t'UfQ 
i.e. to do things by traditional means. 






peanut; also north, coll. 
for potato 
also: ~ff shuzai, ~~¥ maltngshu (Cant.) 
±~~ native cattle 
tiljiiichU 
In 1945 total cattle (including Taiwan) was estimated 
to be 21 million head. The latest FAQ estimate suggests 
this had risen to about 70 million head by 1972. [H.V. 
Henle, Report on China's Agriculture (1974), p.118; D. 
Tretiak & B.H. Kang, 'An assessment of changes in the 
number of livestock in China 1952-1970', WAERSA 14.4 
(1972),p.3] 
also: ~ tj=. rouniu 
±$1* primitive (indigenous) lathes 
tuchechuang 
±'§-T a country bumpkin 
tubaoz 
±~~ indigenous experts 
t'Uzhuiinjiii 
Extension personnel selected from the poor and lower 
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middle peasants for training at the Agro-Technical 
Stations in the practical application of techniques. These 
'experts' integrate theory with practice and assist in the 
adoption of innovations from other areas to specific local 
conditions. [See 'Indigenous experts and the revolution in 









integration of modern and 
indigenous methods of p_ro-
duction 
simultaneous development of 
modern (i.e. foreign) and indi-
genous methods of production 
primitive local chemical ferti-
lizer (produced in villag~s) 
soil manure 
A mixture consisting of mud and waste farmyard material. 
±~~ indigenous farm chemicals 
t'Un6ngyao 
Locally produced pesticides and herbicides. 
±"*~ 







land, labour and capital 
local bosses, 'bullies' 
local bosses and bad gentry 
land reform 
During the land reform programme about 300 million 




land reform activist/guerilla 
Communist guerillas sent into pre-liberated areas to 
initiate land reform measures. 
±:!2 soil, earth 
tu rang 
±:!25itf~ soil erosion 
turang liushi 
also: !J;Jii biiosh{ and ±;itf ~ tuliushl 










The classification of areas of land according to type, 







land classification map 
land distribution 
land economics 
The branch of economics chiefly concerned· with land and 
resource management, as well as the study of the relation-
ship of human societies to the land. 
see also: ~~~~1f~ n6ngye jtngjixue 
±t:tl!~~1f:f1Jm economic land classification 
)}-~ 
tudljingji liyong fentei 
The first attempt to apply the basic principles of 
economic land classification in the Far East, developec;l 
at Cornell University, was made part of a rural economic 
study of the four central provinces of Honan, Anhwei, 
Hupeh and Kiangsi by Nanking University in 1936. [A. B. 
Lewis & Tsui Ruh-tsuin, Land Classification Study of 
the Four Provinces of Honan, Anhwei, Hupeh and Kiangsi 
(Nanking, 1936)] . Economic land classification now 
generally follows the examples of A.B. Lewis, and J. 
Lossing Buck [Land Utilization in China: a study of 
16, 786 farms in 168 localities and 38,256 farm families 
in twenty-two provinces, 1929-1933, 3 vols (Nanking, 
1937)]. China is divided agriculturally into four major 
regions leading to a total of 129 sub-regions. A break-
down of China into zones has also been attempted by 
T.R. Tregear [Economic Geography of China (London, 
1970)]: zone 1 (north) from 990-2,640 kg per ha; zone 
2 (central) 1,373-3,300 kg per ha; zone 3 (south) 
2,640-5 ,280 kg per ha. Donnithorne [China's Economic 
System] has pointed out that since 1960 the policy has 
been investment in 'areas of high stable yields' and 
these usually coincided with the better agricultural 
districts. [See also: A.B. Lewis, 'Economic land classi-
fication in the Far East', WAERSA, Oxford 11.l (1969),] 
1-22.] 





economic land use 












confiscation of land 
land confiscation 
pooling land (in return for 
share funds) 
When peasants first joined the mutual aid teams they 
were required to contribute land owned as share capital. 
The pooling of land in this way aimed to eradicate small, 
fragmented and uneconomic farms and pave the way for 
more efficient production and use of the basic resources. 
[Hsu Ti-hsin, An analysis of the National Economy of 
China during the Transition Period (Peking, 1957), 
pp.135-64] 
see also: 1lJl}J~.Il. huzhuzu 






land improvement law 
land reform law 
This comprised: (1) appropriation of land, draft livestock, 
farm implements, surplus grain and certain households 
belonging to landlords; (2) requisition of land belonging 
to shrines, temples, monasteries and churches, schools 
and other public bodies; and (3) nationalization of all 
forests, plantations, orchards, marginal land and fisheries. 
The main laws and regulations currently in operation 
are given in: 'The Land Reform Law of the Chinese 
People's Republic', 28 June 1950, Collection of Selected 
Laws of the Chinese People's Republic (Peking, 1957), 
pp.127-36; and 'Resolution concerning the Division of 
Rural Classes', 4 August 1950, ibid., pp.136-60. · 




land equalization law 
(agrarian legislation) 
provisional land law 
Adopted 30 May 1930 at the National Delegates from 
Soviet Areas Conference [see Hung Ch 'i, 4 June 1930, 
pp.2-3] . Land law in the People's Republic of China 
has had a long and complicated history and is contained 
in a series of documents and resolutions culminating in 
th~ Agrarian Reform Law, 195 O.' The provisional land 
law was so called because it was to operate only until 
the establishment of a central Soviet-type government 
in China. The central figure behind this provisional law 
was Li-san and the Li-san .line did not ·conform to 
Comintern policy at that time. For translations and 
annotations of the main documents, see T.L. Hsiao, 
TU/T'U 
The Land Revolution in China. 
land law, 
land legislation 
This is the land law first promulgated by the Chinese 
Revolutionary Military Council in 1930 and is attributed 




tudi/a cao 'an 
land legislation, land decree, 
land ordinance 
Draft Land Law 
This law, prepared by the Chinese Communist Party 
Central Committee, was presented to .the First National 
Soviet Congress held at Taichun, 7 Nov. 1931. [See T.L. 




the land revolution 
In China the land revolution is taken to refer to the 
period 1930-1934 when internal party relations and 
differences were fought out, and the influence of the 
Soviet experience was assembled and tested. ' 
±ttl!ii'i®=fgB 
&dlgeming g~nbu 
land revolution cadre 
Cadres sent out to newly liberated areas to carry out 
land reform: 
±it!! fl} :St~ 
tUdi zaifenpei 











equal distribution of land 
the land bank 
land development banks 
land mortgage banks 
land programme 




the eight great land programmes 
The eight programmes of the Kiangsi Declaration of the 
CCP (1928) comprised: (1) replacement of the old order 
by a peasant regime; (2) land confiscation and redistri-
bution; (3) redistribution of missionary and temple land; 
(4) ·public land reclamation; (5) cancellation of loans; 
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(6) destruction of title deeds; (7) state assistance to the 
peasant economy; and (8) replacement of existing taxa-
tion by a uniform agricultural progressive tax. ['The 
Land Programme of the CCP', reprinted in Red Docu-




±ttl!fi!if@ land valuation, 
tudiidizhf land appraisal 
also: ±ttl!i.lf'ffl"/ tUd{p{ngjid 
±ttl!~IJ,Eij land use, 
&di liyong land utilization 
or: ±ttl!tiem tudishfyong 
±ttl!~IJ m ~:rt 
&diliyong xfngshi 
±ttl!~IJ m ~:ltU 
&diliyong guihuti 
land use patterns 
land use planning 
'The drawing-up of long-term plans to make the best use 
of land and which will serve the long-term interests of 
the collective economy together with the formulation of 
ways and means of achieving such uses.' [Lu Hung-sheng 
& Han Tung-k'uei, 'A preliminary enquiry into the 
economic effects of land use planning', CCYC 2 (1965), 
20-24] 
also: ±ttl!~IJml.t:ltU tudiliyongiihuti 
±ttl!~IJ,Eij$ land utilization rate 
&diu'yongla 
±ttl!~IJm$:t=lii~ land utilization index (LUI) 
&di liyonglii zhlbiiio 
This is an important tool for indicating economic 
effects of land use planning. The following ..items are 
included: (1) the areas of land used for various purposes 
(agriculture, forestry, livestock, fisheries) as percentages cf 
total land area; (2) area of cultivated land as a percentage 
of total land area; (3) net increase in area of cultivated 
land which can be expressed by the increase in cultivated 
land, i.e. reclaimed and combined land, after the plan was 
put into effect, minus the area of cultivated land lost 
after the plan was put into practice (such as land used for 
building canals and roads); and (4) the multiple crop 
index for cultivated land. Sown acreage can be expressed 
as a percentage of the total area of cultivated land. 
[Ibid.] The LUI is equal to the number of days times 
100 of crops on land during the year divided by 365. 
±it!!~~ 
&didang'an 
land cultivation file 
A record held by cadres of an area's cropping patterns 





±it!!ffi!J~ agrarian system 
fUdizhidu 
±it!!JiJf =ff *:si land ownership 
tudi suoyouquan 
±itl!PJT :ff ilill land ownership system 
iudi suoyo~zhi 
±itl!OO:ff land nationalization (or 
fUdiguoyou below): 
±it!!OO :ff iliiJ state ownership of land 
fUdlguoyouzhi 
±it!!;fA:ffi!iIJ private ownership of land 




±it!!ffl~ land bonds 
fUdizhtiiqutin 
±ii!!** land relations 
iudi guanxi 
±it!!ffl land tax 
iudishui 
Distinguish from: ±ffl tushui(opium tax). 




±it!!m!l land consolidation 
tudichO•zheng 
also: ±it!!~:!GIJ iudichonghuti 
±it!! ~F ::tJ 
fUdi shengchanli 
land productivity 
±it!!~F::tJ ~ill: land productivity unit 
tudi sh engch'lznll danwei 




index of yield per unit area 
of land 
This reflects the degree of increase in yield per unit of 
area through land use planning, indicating the economic 
effects after the rate of land utilization has.been increased 
and production conditions improved (water, fertilizers, 
etc.). It may be expressed by the following items: 
(a) yield per unit of area of agriculturally used land 
(value of production) based on the sum of all farm, 
forest, livestock and subsidiary products per 100 mu 
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of land, thus reflecting the condition of utilization of 
entire land and condition of unit-area of production by 
different forms of utilization; (b) yield per unit of 
area of cultivated land based on sum of various pro-
ducts per 100 mu or each mu of cultivated land; and 
(c) total output of agricultural, forest, livestock, sub-
sidiary and fisheries production. [Handbook for Agri-
cultural Statistical Work, pp.7-8] 
±it!!IEJ~ 
fUdlwentf 
land problem [Jap. tochi 
mondai] 
Resolution adopted by the Presidium of the Action 
Committee, 18 Nov. 1930, Chi-an, Kiangsi. A discussion 
of conflicting land policies in liberated areas. [See T .L. 










purchase and sale of land 
land certificate 
land registration 
All land was required to be registered during agrarian 
reform to establish collective ownership and enable 
production plans to be drawn up. [See _'Regulat~ons for 
La~d Registration' ( ±it!!~ic~9!1J tudi dengji 
guize), issued by the Central Commissariat of Land 
Registration, n.d. in Collection of Red Bandit Reactionary 
Documents III, pp.1014-16 (Hsiao, p.75).] 
±:l:t!!~ic~w ~ land registration committee 













land and business tax 
land and property 
land surveys 
see: lm ~liff ~ diaocha yanjiii 
±it!!~~ 
tudidengxilin 
iso land curve 
A curve which shows the amount of land required to 




land development pilot projects 
iudi kiiituo sh{ytin 
jihuti 
±.fl. m !:f. ~ IY-.l 
~F.±X 
tUdou shiioniurou de 
gongchOnzhuyi 
'bean and beef communism' 
or 'goulash communism' 





















day labourers, or piece-work 
short-grained rice 
short-staple cotton 





This is synonymous with production credit ( 1=. _rc1~ ffl 
shengchan xtnyong), credit usually made available for 
cash payments for inputs of machinery and seed. The 
loan does not usually run longer than one year. [JMJP, 
11July1963,p.5] 
mwii?.t~131J~ short-term employment 
l.~it creation projects 
duanq{jiuye chutingztio 
shed 
Projects which have as one of their major objectives the 
creation of employment over a short period of time. Such 
projects are part of a wider strategy, such as increasing 
rural living standards, dampening down protest among 
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hostile peasant groups, activating the iocal peasantry, or 
training the unskilled. Some form of labour intensive 
programme is common, using underemployed rural labour, 
educated youth or ethnic minorities. [Chia Wen-Jin & 
Hsu En-po, 'Concerning certain problems of the seasonal 




A system of feeding slaughter cattle, or feeders, a heavy 









Analysis of statistical data relating to the same time 
period. 
see also: atf§J ~ ~IJ ~;fff shlfiiin shutitenxi time series 
ap.alysis 
WT~L~ weaner pigs 
dutinruzhii 
Pigs, 5-10 months old. 
wrw~ 
dutinqtnghui 
green crop cutting association 
















:X-;f :}!U¥.l ~ barter trade 
duihu(m maoyl 
also: ~~3'.<':::}l wUwU jiiiohu~n 










The formula which attempts to maintain a balance 
between the .Prices a farmer obtains for his produce and 
what he must pay for various· inputs. Calculated from 
a base year. 




The ·ratio of the index of prices received by farmers to 
the parity index. 
also: ~~.l:t$ tongdeng btlii 
:X'.t~i?i9~ 
duishu hanshu 





the law of unity of opposites 
external trade 
:X-;f 9~ m ~ ~iliiJ foreign trade control system 
duiwaimaoylguanzhi 
:x'.t1~m~~~ 
duiwdi mdoyi nichii 
trade deficit, unfavourable 
balance of trade 
:Xrj:_9~ m ~ Ji[OO~ trade surplus, favourable. 















to popularize, to advise 
or: :tt/1t-tu
0
1iruanghua ~m1t tongruhua 











extension centre (Taiwan) 
anew seed, 
improved varieties 
to propagate new experiences 
among the collective members, 
to spread new techniques 
The main extension bulletin published in China is: A 
Hundred Lectures on Knowledge of Agricultural Science, 
edited and published jointly by Hupeh Province Scientific 
and Technical Association and the Province Agricultural 
Department (June 1963), and sent to rural areas later 
that year. About. this time another bulletin was sent to 
most brigades, entitled Fundamental Knowledge of Agri-
culture, edited and published by the Shansi Provincial 








tu! de yinsu 
to popularize advanced tech-
niques among production units 
extension personnel 
promotion (in the marketing 
sense) 











return ofland (to peasants) 
[Comm.] land retirement 




'squatting at points', 
to squat on the spot 
This means to conduct prolonged field work, and is a 
reference to cadres going to work in the fields, or at basic 
levels, so as to get to know actual conditions. It is only by 
'squatting'. that cadres can: (1) succeed in collective 
labour: (2) succeed in practising the 'four togethers' 
(; l!9 Jii] s1t6ng); and (3) succeed in cultivating experimen-
tal plots. [See: Shi Ming-ch'ing, 'The key is revolutionizing 
thought', JMJP, 26 Aug. 1964; and Chou Chi-shun, 
'Without squatting at a point, one cannot dwell over a 
whole surface',JMJP, 26 Aug. 1964.) 
dUn 
to sell wholesale 
dUnpi 
also: j[~ d'Unmai or j[~ d'UrishOu 




or: j[ ~#lift aunshou wujid 
j[ ~#Jift:t=IH& index of wholesale prices 



































to store up grain (see also below) 




winter gourd [Benincasa 
hispida (Thunb.) Cogn; 
B. cerifera; Jap. togw(l] 
















This operates in the slack season to educate farmers and 
dependents who would not otherwise have the op-
portunity to gain basic education and literacy .. 
dong 
*1Jtl:ti!!:f:.ll:tn. 'East is Red' tractor 
dongftingh6ngtuoliijf 
TONG/T'UNG 
ii1J~~:lt1J5$: dynamic programming 
dongttii gulhuaf(z 
also: ii1J1J~i.t donglisheil 
ii1J~~~~i.t dynamic linear programming 
dongttii yunch6u sheii 
ii1J 1J *11:*~t1L 
dongligengyuniT 
ii111J ;1~m~ 





Equals 2.4 standard units and can thus be responsible for I ..,,J 
















the animal kingdom 
animal fats 
animal heal th 
movable property 
ii1J{'J:;faEl\jfaHi}f~· time and motion study 
dongzuo he sh{jwn 
yanjiii 




The analysis of economic systems through time as 
opposed to static systems; dynamic models are concerned 
with movement and change. 






~~ to eat together 
t6ngchl 
This refers to cadres eating, living and working together 
with the peasants. 
~J@:;l:t~ ( ~f::E ) the collective way oflife--
t6ngzhu gongcai living together and sharing 
(t6ngzhu) property and income 
~~ fellow countrymen 
t6ngxiiing 




Synonymous with huiguan ~ii [congregation (Fr) ~r 
Landsmannschaft (Ger.)]. After 1911 the term t6ng-
xiiinghui was more favoured outside Indo-China. [See Ho 
P'ing-ti, 'A discussion of the huiguans' (Taipei, 1966); 
quoted in D. Lary, Region and Nation: The Kwangsi 
CTique in Chinese Politics 1925-1937 (London, 1974), 




















iso resource line 
coefficient of correlation 
a general term for trees of the 
family Paulownia tomentosa 
'China wood' [Aleurites 
cordata] 
tung oil, wood oil 











li :bltl )El.Mi~ 
tonghuo wending 
gongneng 



















barnyard millet [Echinochloa 






;-Jfi.t ii statistical data 
tongjiiiting 




;-Jfi.t flif. processing of statistical 
tongjl zhenglt data 


















sta tis ti cal discrepancy 
statistical inconsistency 
statistical decision theory 
planned purchase and supply; 
unified purchase and unified 
sale (the latter refers only to 
cereals/ grain) 
The distribution of commodities under these regulations 
was laid down by the State Council in 1953. This affected 
not only the peasant producers but 3Iso the village 
consumers. It is the basic regulation covering marketing 
reform in rural areas, giving power to the state to buy 
and sell all grain and primary products. It was the biggest 
single movement since land reform and the regulations, 
when first promulgated, did not meet with universal 
popular approval since it marked the end of the tra-
ditional rural marketing organizations. The purchasing 
system applied to the marketing of important primary 
products, the three main items of which were: grain, 
vegetable oil and cotton. These were subject to a central 
government rationing control, while other commodities 
like pigs, and pig meat, sugar, fruit and vegetables and 
aquatic products, were placed under provincial control. 
[Collected Laws and Regulations of the Peoples Republic 
of China, vol. 6, pp.366-69] 
see also: .::. )E sanding 
;-ff~§~ 
tonggou biioxiiio 
planned purchase and contract 
sales 
ZA/TSA 
Under the direction of the Ministry of Trade (1950), 
specialized agencies were set up to purchase goods from 
the capitalist-run enterprises and establish state distri-
bution of these products. In July 1955 the Purchasing 
Ministry was set up. [Yang Po, 'Planned purchase and 
planned supply and national socialist construction', CCYC 
2 (1956), 40-47] 
m~~l®i 
tongch6u jiiingiJ 
thorough organization and 
management 
A traditional phrase meaning overall consideration and 
arrangements, now used in current terminology to refer 





unified guidance, subdivided 
management 
A reference to the need for central planning and 





unified guidance, decentralized 
management 
These two phrases indicate the need for greater flexi-





tongyl p{ngjiin fenpei 
tongyl guomin jlngji 
hesudn ifxi 
uniform national economic 
accounting system 










miscellaneous cereal crops 


































Good quality oil is usually not available in China, so 



















In China cultivated land refers to cropped land. It is 
divided into wet lands and dry land. [Handbook for 
Agricultural Statistical Work,- p.7] 
ZAI/TSAI 
see also: *ifit!! gengdl 


























loans (in the form of grain) 
to disaster areas 
canying capacity 
The amount of' livestock a given area of pasture can 







zdizhf gdnbU jiiioyu 
water-holding capacity 
in process of manufacture 










The cultivation of the same crop twice in any one year. 
~3.§m reconstituted milk 
zdizdonai 
or: ~iMm zdizhi'nifi 
~~F~i:~ 
zdishengchan lllun 
theory of reproduction 
According to basic Marxist theory, socialist reproduction 
consists of two basic forms: (1) simple reproduction; and 
(2) expanded reproduction. Marx classified changes of 
scale of production in the continuous flow of social 
production into simple reproduction and expanded re-
production. Simple· reproduction is 'reproduction pro-
ceeding in accordance with unchanged scales', and ex-
panded reproduction is 'reproduction with expanded 
scales' [Marx, Capital, vol. 2, p.632]. 
There are three stages: (a) material production; (b) distri-
bution and exchange; and (c) consumption. The substance 
of capitalist reproduction is thought to be reflected in the 
reproduction of social capital and thus measurements of 
changes in the scales of capitalist reproducti<~n are based 
on the growth of capital values. Whereas the object of 
socialist production is to satisfy the ever increasing 
'material and cultural wants' of society, hence products 
of use values play an important role in the socialist 
economy. Expanded reproduction then reflects the pro-
cess of 'expanded production of use values'. Accordingly, 
use values (output values computed on the basis of 
constant prices) must be used as the yardstick to measure 
changes in the scale of socialist reproduction. From the 
agricultural standpoint all this means that the natural 
forms of agricultural products must be used to reflect 
changes in production scale, to differentiate between 
simple reproduction and expanded reproduction and to 
measure the magnitude of expansion in agricultural pro-
duction. 
Accumulation is the only source of reproduction on an 
extended scale, and the surplus product is in turn the 
only source of accumulation. Capitalist principles of 
accumulation rely upon the acquisition in large amounts 
of other people's labour and wealth without com-
pensation, the export of commodities and capital, bor-
rowing at high rates of interest. By contrast, socialist 
accumulation in China is said to consist 'in the increase of 
production and constant practice of economy'. [Lu Hsun, 
ZAI/TSAI 
'On increasing production and practising economy', CCYC 
1 (1966), p.5; Kao Cheng-sheng, 'A study of Marx's 
theory of reproduction', Hung Ch 'i 15 (1963), 24-32] 
fll~F}E;r.t formula of reproduction 
zdishengchan dingshi 
The formula of reproduction considers only the means of 
increasing the number of workers to expand reproduction 
without considering the means of improving technology, 
increasing labour productivity and economizing the means 
of production. It also assume·s wage levels to be constant. 
This being the case, the formula does not take into 
consideration the compination of increased investment and 
changes in proportional relationship between the average 
wage of workers and labour productivity. For a discussion 
of China's interpretation, see Tung Fu-jeng. 'Proportiona-
lity in socialist reproduction under varying means of 
expanded reproduction', CCYC 11 (1963), 37-50. 
:fij$if:j 1±1 re-export 
zdi shiiqhii 
zai 
ff::F- lamb, fat lamb 
'{ , 
zazyang 
also: ~::F- giioyting 
ff~ suckling pig 
zaizhii 
also: ~L~ rnzhii 
ff tf. ~ bobby beef 
zainiurou 










finance, financial affairs, 




The aims of fiscal policy in China are to ( 1) redistribute 
income, (2) regulate capital, (3) protect labour, and (4) 
assist industry and agriculture. In the case of agriculture, 
progressive taxation is used to redistribute farmers' 
incomes. (People's Practical Economic Dictionary: Public 
Finances in China (Shanghai, 1953), p.31; cited in A. 
Donnithorne, China's Economic System, ch. 14. pp. 
365401] . 





All banks, insurance companies and credit institutions 
are under strict government control in China. 
~il&~fflX financial allocation 
ctiizheng yutinkuan 
~il&~tl5- financial reserves 
ctiizheng zhunbei 
~il&5~~ final financial statement 
ctiizheng juesudn 
This is the result of the state budget and a financial 
reflection of the development of the national economy. 
Also it is a preliminary summary of departments and 
units regarding the implementation of policies of both 
the Party and State during the past year. [Chang T'ing-
tung, 'Some thoughts on the problem of compiling and 



















finance and food department 
(commune) 
accoun ta bili ty 
financial ratio 
mathematics of finance 
finance-commerce system 
finance and accounting cadres 
property status 
asset income and payment 
accounting system 
CAI/TS' AI 
A form of 'double entry' bookkeeping, where entries in 
account books show.increases and decreases since 'in the 
course of production assets change their form'. By con-
centrating on increases and decreases in assets one can 
observe all economic changes and their cause and effect. 
However, this can overlook sources of capital and its use. 
[See: Yen Po-ch~en, 'A study of accounting systems', 







purchases, levy and purchase, 
commodity purchase 
The first, when used for grain, specifically refers to 
purchases exclusive of tax, while the second naturally 
includes tax. However, these first two terms are rarely 
used for farm products other than grain. In reference 
to farm output as a whole, the third term is the one most 
generally used. This concept. probably refers to all farm 
products entering marketing channels regardless of tax 
or purchase. With regard to the term 'purchase and 
commercial value of agricultural products', the Chinese 
theory is vague and the main Chinese manual on com-
mercial statistics 'does not include a tax in kind on the 
purchases of agricultural products. [Hsung Chen, 'Re-
view of Commodity Statistics', Ts'ai-ching Yen-chiu 
(Finance & Economic Research), Shanghai, 23 July 
1958, p.37]. Hsu Chien, on the other hand, writing in 
Lectures on Economic Statistics (1957), p.134, states 
that it included purchases of agricultural products both 
because it is 'an important source of supply of agri-
cultural products collected by the state and because it 
will be sold by commercial departments'. 
see also: fil~~~I f'F zhenggou fenpei gongzuo 
purchase and distribution work 
$R~13Uffi adoption of innovations 
caina chuangxin 
cai 
5R~ vegetable farmer 
cain6ng 











flowering Chinese cabbage (S. 
China); choi sam (Cant.) 
[Brassica parachinensis Bailey] 
snake gourd [Trichosanthes 
cucumerina] 
kidney bean [Phaseolus vulgaris] 
5R:{E cauliflower [Brassica oleracea 
caih uii var . b o try tis] 
also: 1E~5R huiiyecai or: ~5R ft: yecaihuii 




see also: 5m5R y6ucai 
















rape seed oil (colza) 
rape seed oil cake 
vegetable garden 










~~- greater yam [Dioscorea alata] 
ciinshU 







~ftfli!W$ parametric budgeting 
ciinshU yilsuiinfo 
can 
9£~ stubble fields 
canchiin 
also: 9£;f:;t cancai, 9i:tt canchd 
can 




~~m silk cocoon paper 
canjf/mzhl 










natural silk products 
jtzi .&liWU:n!R~ silk and jute textile industry 
cans[j{ mafong zh[ye 
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CANG/TS' ANG 
~li broad bean [Vicia faba], 
candou lima bean 











warehouse, storehouse [pre-mod. 
Jap. soko] 
barn yield 
The actual amount of grain put in store. Since 1960 this 
concept has beert adopted as the official basis for crop 
statistics. [Handbook for Agricultural Statistical Work, 
p.20] 
see: '*' ~ F :Ii chdngnitin chOnliiing 
actual annual production 



















section for management of 
granaries 
granary management personnel 
burweed [Xathium strumarium 





cangliting yum in 
storing food grains among the 
people, to be economical in the 
use of seed and feed 
This means that units should draw up plans for the use 
of raw materials in order to make efficient use of primary 
products and 'transform useless goods into useful ones'. 
Residues should not be discarded. Every bit of grain should 
be utilized. It is said that between 195 5 and 1964 
supply and marketing cooperatives alone retrieved waste 
amounting to Yuan (RMB) 8.8 billion. [Lu Hsun, 'On 


























broilers, table hens 
fattening/finishing 
to pickle meat, 
cured meat 




early maturing intermediate 
rice 
early harvest households 




















jujube seed, date stones 
(used in medicine) 
field preparations 
aff oresta.tion 






Synonymous with variable costs, i.e. costs which vary 
with the rate of output. Such costs include: labour, 
energy costs of various kinds, certain raw materials, and 
management expenses. [Collected Laws and Regulations, 
vol.10, pp.258~61; Yang Mei-lien, 'Discussions in Chinese 
economic circles on the problems of methods of cal-
culating costs of agricultural products', CCYC 9 (1964), 
57-61.] 
tif'F'.i1!~ operating capital 
ciiozuo z[Jm 
Capital necessary for purchasing inputs, repairs, packing 
and processing. 
tif'Fm~ operations research (OR) 
ciiozuo ydnjiu 
cao 
:lit*~~ (:!it*) herbs 
caoben zhi~u (caoben) 
CAO/TS' AO 
The importance of herbs to the economy is emphasized, 
especially following the Rural Health Campaign. Com-
munes are now urged to gather herbs whilst harvesting. 
'In famiiy wheatfields gather Pinellia tuberif era, in picking 
cotton gather dandelions.' Communes are also urged to 
plant medicinal herbs under the principle 'no squabbles 
with grain and cotton for land'. For instance, the 
Ch'ien-feng brigade, located on Chiang-han plains, Hupeh, 
have grown such varieties as Thumb Astratyris ovata, 
Ligusticum, Ginseng, root of Rehmannia glutinosa and 
Econommia ulmoides . . In all, this brigade planted 13. 3 
mu of Chinese medicinal herbs of 154 varieties to 
ensure the medicinal needs of members. Medicinal herbs 
are usually gathered on a loose work arrangement in most 
brigades. However, in Liaoning province a special state 
farm was established to grow medicinal herbs with a 
cultivated area of 700 xiang (1,650 acres). It is also 
interesting to note that animals are also used for health 
purposes. Such animals as stiffened silkworms and 
±•~ (tubiech6ng) are raised for medicinal 
purposes, as well as deer. [See 'The plains area can also 
produce Chinese medicinal herbs in a big way', JMJP, 
21Aug.1971, p.3.] 





grass and mud fertilizer 
A compost with a high proportion of pond mud mixed 
with barnyard manure. 
1itmt prairie 
caoyuan 











1j[J$'.~ planned rotational pasture 
caokiilun 
A form of basic meadow first tried by the Wenshenchao 
Commune (IMAR) in 1973. In: consists of establishing a 
piece of pasture which is then encircled by mud walls or 
willow fences or wire. The superior grass grown in this 
sealed space is conserved and progressively built up until 










Chinese mushroom [Volvaria 
esculenta] 
ithif difun 'earth fungus' 
water spinach [Ipomoea reptans] 
Commonly called ·'swamp cabbage'. 
See also: 7km5RlshUiw~ngcai 
1ii*~ 
caomuxi 
sweet clover, Leguminoseae 
[Melilotus suaveolens Ledeb.] 
Utilized as a pig feed and is mixed with husks of grain, 










Daghestan sweet clover 
[Medicago L.]-a green manure 
plant 
herbage seed, grass seed 
silos 
fennel [Foeniculum vulgare 
Mill.] 
strawberries [Fragaria chiloensis 
L.] 
also: 1j[~ caogu6 
wheat and green manure crop 
caomtiipeng 
A mixed field cultivation technique. 
coo 
m* ·- y caomz 
WiU& 
ciiolwng 
unpolished rice, brown rice 
coarse grains 
In China these include: millet, maize, kaoliang (sorghum), 
barley, buckwheat, oats, proso millet, pulses [Hand-





zeren personal responsibilities 
11.rffifil] 
. zerenzhi 
responsibility system (Russ . 
Edinochatie], unit of authority 
Each individual unit is held accountable for its pro-
duction to higher authority, but apart from this is allowed 
to operate freely. [H.F. Schurmann,Ideology and Organi-
zation in Communist China (1968), pp.242-5 3] 
see: "§T-ifil]~ biiogdn zhidu 
11.rffW responsibility fields 
zerentian 
Synonymous with private farming, i.e. fields whose 
responsibility belongs to individual households. 
ZENG/TSENG 
zeng 
:tjf!P to increase acreage under crops 
zengzhong . 
ijf~ffl; value added tax 
zengzhfshui 
:tti1m~.f'" ( :tj.f'" ) to increase production 
zengjiii shengcf{an 
(zengchOn) 
:tj {"- ~IJJY! 
zengchan ddodfng 
'production has already reached 
the limit' 
This phrase has been used to sum up the complacent 
attitud~ adopted by some peasants, especially towards 
campaigns designed to increase productivity. Some 
farmers apparently still believe that it is not possible to 




to increase production and 
practice economy 
See Lu Hsun, 'On increasing production and practising 
economy', CCYC 1 (1966), 1-11. 
see also: =;l';~ jieyue 
:tj {"- 'il' ;~ iE Id! 
zengchan jieyue 
yundong 
increase production and reduce 
waste campaign (1952) 
:tj .f'"f~ 
zengchOnzh{ 









f'FI manual labour of any kind 
zuogong 
a workshop 
{'!=~fill job groups 
zuoyezu 
Peasants organized for specific tasks of production 
below team level; comprising an undeterminate amount 
of labour but usually approximating to the old mutual aid 
team, i.e. below 20.households. [JMJP, 1Jan.1962] 
see also: Jj'~A xfaodui 
f'F~~*.IT activity analysis 
zuoye fenxi 
Synonymous to linear programming. Also: 






f'F JXl ~tit! 
zuofeng bUchUn 
operations research (OR) 
conversion training 
'impurity of basic level cadre 
working style' 
A euphemism meaning incompetence of managerial staffs. 
A term which followed in the wake of the rectification of 
the communes campaign. [JMJP, 11Jan.1963]. 






{'!=~~:!:~ arable farms 
zuowU n6ngch0ng 
{'1=~9.l* crop residue 
ZUOwU canyu 
That part of the crop which is left in the fields after 
harvest, usually for soil improvement. 
{'F~9.l*iffl:I crop residue management 
ZUOwU canyu guanll 





Cropping patterns used on a specific area of land 
and their interaction with farm resources, other enter-
prises and available technology which determines their 
make-up. A cropping pattern is the annual sequence of 
farm events and spatial arrangement of crops and fal-
low. 
3ee: f1=!#1J:ffi" f.i:i zuowzl Miu (opp.). 
{'F~~gr crop year 
zuowU nidndu 
The time between sowing and reaping of a crop, i.e. from 







The portion of cultivated area on a farm or production 
team land. 
see also: iJ!:lt!! ilii~.R gengdi mianjf 
{'F~0~li! crop hectarage 
zuowU gongqlng 
{'F~ffifj: crop acreage 
ZUOwU mushu 




{"!= !#11 I& {fl~ crop ecology 
zuowU qiiweixue 












The schematic arrangement where more than one crop is 
grown in any one year on the same area of land. 
{'F~~Mi~{'Fifil] crop rotation system 
zuowil lunzhong 
n6ngzuozhi 
{'J=~:;(ji!.ij crop arrangement 
zuowU buiu 
The principles of crop arrangement include crop adjust-
ment, determination of crop, rational structure (see 
below) and agricultural techniques and economic measures 
(fertilizers; plant protection, labour organization, etc.). 
When appraising the economic results of crop arrange-
ment the following criteria are used: (1) the amount of 
food and other crops harvested per unit of area (per 
mu or per 100 mu; a larger area is not ·suitable for 
comparison between brigades); (2) this is done for 
a period of one year, or for one complete crop rotation 
cycle; (3) the average amount of the various principal and 
secondary agricultural products per man unit per work 
day, respectively, in a year or a complete rotation cycle; 
(4) the average amount of farm commodity produced 
by each labour power per year; (5) the respective amount 
of the principal and secondary agricultural products 
produced by each expenditure unit (cost) in a year and 
in a complete crop rotation cycle. [Liu Pai-tao; 'A pre~ 
lirninary discussion of several problems relating to crop 




The integration of various factors and seasonal characte-
ristics to obtain the best use of land and yields. 
{'F ~ .g- J,1~*1;) 
zuowU hell jiegou 
rational crop structure 
The ratio between varieties (as, for instance, the ratio 
between food and economic crops). [Liu Pai-tao, op.cit., 
p.3] 
f'F~F~ crop yields 
ZUOwU chanliang 
Until 1960 China based calculations of crop yields on the. 
'biological' yield concept taken from Soviet usage. After 
that date, it adopted the. more widely used barn yield 
as its system of measurement. [Huang Chen-to, 'The 
major tasks in the agricultural statistical work programme 
for 1~60', CHYTC 2 (1960), p.18; see also LiChoh-ming, 
'Economic Development of Communist China (Berkeley, 
1959), chapter 8.] 
ZUO/TSO 
see also: ~!1-PJF:i!: shengwu ch1inlidng and 
bw;~Fil chtingnidn chlznlidng 
f'F!#J.l tp.~ :fliili crop diversity index 
zuowil duozhong zhtshu 
n n z 
Expressed as: 1/'J:, (Y j/'J:, Y j) i = 1, 2, 3, .. ., n where 
i=l i=l 
Yi = gross revenue of the ith commodity produced by a 







crop production process 
crop production function 
The mathematical relationship between the production 









** - y zumz 
@EEi 
ziitidn 






l.li fm*:si ;t;1J 
ziididn quanll 
crop classification 








to lease land and pay rent 















fill -g-1'< !1.j 
zuhe nongchang 
fill -g- :r.t l& iU.fJL 
zuheshi shougejt 
















cooperative farming, group 




full price without discount 
adequate supply 
clansman 
Any ad hoc grouping of lineage or family. [See: Marion 
J. Levy Jr., The Family Revolution in Modern China 
(1949).] 
see also: .::. -:;;i;: zong 
CU/TS'U 
A SUGGESTED CROP CLASSIFICATION 
based on the Handbook for Agricultural Statistical Work (Peking, 1956) 
I. CEREALS 
A. Rice (wetland/paddy) 




2. double cropped 
(a) early 
(b) late 
(c) early alternate planting 
(d) l~te alternate planting 
(e) floating rice (deep water rice) 





D. Coarse grains 
I. millet 
2. maize 




7. pro so-millet 
8. pulses 
(a) beans, small (grain) 
(b) beans, broad (grain) 
(c) peas 
(d) lentils, etc. 
E. Tubers 
I. potatoes, sweet 
2. potatoes, Irish 
3. yams, etc. 
II. SOY A BEANS 
A. yellow beans 
B. ·green beans 
C. black beans 
III. ECONOMIC CROPS/TECHNICAL CROPS 
A. Cotton 
I. fine staple (sea island) cotton 













2. flue cured 









9. others, e.g. eucalyptus 
E. Sugar crops 
I. cane 
(a) sugar cane 
(b) fruit cane 
2. beet 
F. Medicinal herbs 




I. Dye crops 
IV. OTHER CROPS 
A. Horticultural crops 
I. vegetables 
2. fruits 
3. ornamental horticulture 
4. fungi 
B. Fodder crops 
I. pasture crops 
2. green fodder crops 
3. mulberry leaves 
4. root crops 
C. Green manure crops (leguminous) 
D. Miscellaneous crops 
e.g. tree oil (Tung oil), tree nuts, palms, rattan, 


















coarse grains--foodgrains other 
than rice or wheat 
'fine food from rough 
materials' 









rye [Secale cereale] 




Farming which requires the minimum amount of labour 
and capital per production area, i.e. cattle ranching in 
north-west China. 
also: *.El.Ml:~~ ciifdng jingy{ng 
*1l.:1if!IX:l:.m extensive grazing 
cufdng much'Ong 
*1J.Jjft\{~ extensive cultivation 
cufdng ziiipei 




!f!.El~:fm short staple cotton, 
cur6ng mitin thick fibre cotton 
also called: i=11m: m ylndu mitin Indian cotton 
This is thought to have been originally introduced into 
China about the time of the T'ang dynasty, first into 
Sinkiang region via the Arab world. Later, during the 
Sung dynasty, it was shipped by sea from .India via 
Kwangtung and Yunnan. Under the Ming dynasty, it 
spread north of the Y angtse which is the main cotton 
producing area today. The main varieties currently are: 
~-*:fm fli-*tm AA-*llfl =*-*-~:fm 
dezimitin ' ddizimitin ' slZimitin ' guanzlylhdomitin 
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m~ crude tea 
cuchii 
Tea which has not been finely processed; commonly 
called 'farmers' tea' in some areas of China where it is 









also: ~~~ zhishiddng, or :6:-fi: zui]iil 
:6:~~~ 
zuishifenpei 










:6:~~i.f :!GIJ optimum plan 
zuishiddng jihud 
or: :iUlfi: IY-.J §:.f"'"i.t :!GIJ, zui]iii de shengchan jihud 














Those production resources not 'being used for re-
production (investment) and being used instead to satisfy 
the collective needs ·of society. 








Products used for consumption rather than as items for 
further production. 







:iii:kMfJ;.ltl'..iEfml maximum likelihood estimates 
zuida gaisi tu{dingzh{ 
:lt'J'=*5~ least squares method 
zuixiao erchengfo 
or: :1£,j,:zp. jj5~ zuixlao p{ngfiingffz 
A method of quantifying the average relationship between 
a set of variables. 
:U:,J,1H~ft least common multiple 
zuixllio gongbeishu 
least cost curve 
zuidf chengben qiixian 
or: :ltflfiiJ~~aB~ zuidfkede qiixian 
A curve which dissects the marginal rate of substitution 
between the factors of production in relation to the 
inverse ratio of their cost/price. 
:ltf~!t'iltli.I "iiJ~~ 
zuidfliangsi'kede 
least cost rations 
The cheapest combination of feed ingredients capable of 
feeding livestock to a given level of production. 
:lll~~f~ 51;: minimum critical path 
zuiduan lujingfo 








ff: 1lf stock, reserves, inventories 
cunhuo 
A list of land value, buildings, implements and stock. 








f?ID'T'.M: storage charges 
cunzhufei 
This usuaJly includes the cost of drying and handling 













. storage depot 
buffer-stock schemes 
village, hamlet, barrio 
villages, hamlets 
village congress of poor 
peasants 
a settlement, a rural village 
This term is used in overseas Chinese communities. It is, 
for instance, used on the Malay Peninsula where villages, 
mostly composed of small vegetable farmers, are organized 
together. The organizational form of such a settlement 
is based largely on an informal grouping of the community 
based on a leadership faction or clique with centres both 
around the wealthiest and most influential members of 
the community. [See W.H. Newell, Treacherous River: 









village head (elected) 
ciinzh'Ong 
Also: Hilt (ciinshou), or ;f;f:Yqcunt6u) which is a 













The unilateral kin group, based on patrilineal descent. The 
members claim descent from a common ancestor. The 
Chinese practise exogamy but also have close-knit socio-
economic ties of clan, especially amongst overseas Chinese. 
Lineage is the centre of the ancestrai cult. Membership 
gives a degree of continuity and security. Lineage is a 
cohesive force whereby villagers are bound together in 
a common structure and organization which provides a 
unifying force against the outside world. More important 
in the south than in the north, lineage organization has 
varied throughout China. [See M. Freedman, Lineage 
Organization in South-Eastern China (1958); id. Lineage 
and Society (1966); · and S .D. Gamble, North China 
Villages (1963).] 











see: mi~ pukuf 
of the same lineage or 





































aggregate economic variables 
comprehensive economic 
foundation 
In 1953 the Central Committee of the CCP promulgated 
its general line f6r the period of transition from capitalism 
to socialism. At that .time Yang Hsien-chen presented his 
so-called theory of 'comprehensive economic foundation' 
in order to oppose the party's general line. The basic idea 
of Yang's theory was a framework of various economic 
elements in the transition period which would 'develop 
evenly and conjunctively'; the superstructures of socialism 
during the transition period would serve the various 
elements 'without discrimination'. The theory did away 
with the essential distinction between socialist and non-
socialist economy and advocated that the various economic 
elements be 'merged into one, developing evenly on the 
basis of "co-existence" '. Yang's idea of the Chinese 
economy during the period of transition consisted of 
the following production-relationships: (1) socialist owner-
ship of the economy; (2) semi-socialist ownership of the 
cooperative economy; (3) private capitalist ownership; 
(4) individual peasant ownership; and (5) state capitalist 
ownership based on cooperation between state and 
individual. [For reference to main points of Yang Hsien-
chen's theory, see JMJP, 1 Nov. 1964, p.6. Also, Wu 
Kuang-hui, 'Refuting Comrade Yang Hsien-chen's theory 




~~ general manager 
z6ngg'Uan 









overall head of village 
association 
gross (farm) income 
gross profit 
gross tax rate 
The percentage of gross farm receipts paid out in farm 
property taxes. 
~~~~Fii total physical production 
zongshiwu shengchan-
liQng 
~1'<*~.®:J... gross farm receipts 
zongnongchang shoun1 
Includes sales of livestock, produce and miscellaneous 
items purchased or raised and held.primarily for resale, and 
capital gains or losses on sale or exchange of property 
used in farming. 
~ 1*~~1f$ macro-economics 
zongtf jmgji'xue 
~ 1**~Jf5lJI!~ total system concept 












aggregate production function 
total annual benefits 
total determination 
total revenue, total returns 
gross income 
Value of production (new value created by members of 
the collective) after deducting for materials consumed in 
production process, A large percentage of gross income is 
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ZONG/TSONG 
retained within production units. [Shih Ch'e, 'Accu-
mulation and consumption in the People's Agricultural. 
Communes', CCYC 3 (1965), p.47] 
~ ~~~F:::tJ total factor productivity 
zongymsU shengchOnll 
~ .g.4i-itJ:l~IH~ theory of general equilibrium 
zonghe p{ngheng lflun 





Investment resources or inventories in a given period, 
irrespective of whether or not these increase production 
capacity or merely replace depreciated fixed assets. 






total value of production, gross 
output, gross production 
[Russ. produkcija valovaja; 
Ger. Brnttoproduktion] 
This is a translation of the Russian term, taken from the 
German, and which does not strictly correspond to the 
English. In agriculture it is the total value of farm 
produce including own production (seed, feed, fertilizer) 
and any increase in stocks. It is better translated 
as =E;F• (md'?chang'e) or =E;F:ll: (mdochaniidng) 
since zongchanzhi does not convey the true meaning of 
mdo (gross) as opposed to jing ~~ (net). Economists 
can be confused 'because the use of fW: zh{ (value) 
implies that it clarifies the true value of a given product. 
In practice, zongchanzh{ expressed in constant prices 
does not indicate the value of products, only use value 
(quantity in monetary terms). In 1957; Sun Yeh-fang 
criticized the use of this term emphasizing value and 
profit as the prime objectives in planning, Total value of 
production can be· measured in two ways: (1) the value 
of all goods, including semi-manufactures, processed by a 
commune or industry, is deducted from the aggregate 
value of production of commune enterprises; or (2) deduct 
the value of the commune/industry's own consumption 
from the value of total production of a given branch of 
the national economy; this is sometimes referred to as 
the 'industry method of measurement'. [See 'Discussing 
beginning with gross output', Tung-chi Kung-tso 13 
(1957), 8-14. A fuller discussion of this term and Sun's 
criticism of it has been given by Wen-shun Chi: 'Sun Yeh-
fang and his revisionist economics', Asian Survey 12.10 
(1972), 887-900.] 
see also: ~~,~F1W: nongye z6ngch'finzhl, 
and: ~F1W: jingch'Onzh{ 
,~1'(~-
zongnongch'linliilng 
gross value of agricultural 
output 
. CONG/TS'UNG 
The monetary manifestation of total agricultural pro-
duction. [Handbook for Agricultural Statistical Work, 
p.39] 
~ f.ii!lJ ~i.t 
zong yusutin kuaiil 
~.U~'F"~ 
zongshehui chanptn 
general budget accounting 
gross social product [Russ. 
Sovokupnyi obshchestvennyi 
produkt] 
The output of all productive economic units both in 
industry and agriculture. This is not a 'value added' con-
cept but due to double-counting is always greater than 
national income. [Ho Chiang, 'An enquiry into the 









onion [A Ilium fistula sum] 
ad valorem tax 
Administered depending on the value of a product, and 
includes sales taxes, property taxes, etc. 
M.ill....tl&*IY-.I 'came out of the mountain' 
c6ngshiinshang quUiidi 
A euphemism for funds acquired with income derived 
from subsidiary occupations [Yang P'ei-hsin, 'The pro-
blem of capital in the modernization of our agriculture', 
CCYC 6 (1963), p.14]. 
Zl/TZU 
zi 
~'F" capital (property), 
zli:han inventory 








~ 'F" .& !}l, ffl 
zli:han j{ fuzhtii 




increases in inventory 
decreases in inventory 
assets and liabilities 
balance sheets 
A listing of both current and fixed assets and liabilities. 
It is, therefore, a statement of an enterprise's wealth. 
]jf 'F" !}l. ffl~ ~tFT balance sheet analysis 
zU:hanfuzhtiibiao fenxl 





~~~~ iso-resource curve 
zryudn aengxitin 
~~~ir.z~;l;_J resource providing contracts - ,.. ' 
ziyudn gongying qiyue 
~* 
zlben 
capital, funds [Jap. shihon] 
Capital in the general sense, i.e. all durable goods and 
non-durables used in production. 





capitalist [Jap. shihonka] 
capitalism [Jap. shihon shugi] 




capitalist economy-the rich 
peasant economy 







Operating privately for profit. More precisely it means 
upholding the spirit of free enterprise in rural and urban 
areas, opposing the collectivization of agriculture, buying 
and selling farm produce on the free market, extending 
private plots, practising usury, and fixing production 
quotas with individual peasant households. ['Six Anti-Liu 
Shao-ch 'i lectures for rural you th', Nung•ts 'un Ch 'ing-
nien 17 (1968), 1-14; 18 (1968), 15-29] 
~*~~ capital goods 
zlben wuzi 








'Das Kap ital' (capital) [Marx] 
capital stock 
capitalization 
The realization of current value of future net cash income. 





The acquisition of assets consisting of the value of the 
expenditure by enterprises and government on fixed 
assets such as land, buildings, equipment and machinery. 
also:~'.iE~;<$:~P.ltgUding zlben xfngcheng 
~*P.lt* cost of capital 
ziben chengben 
The cost of outlays in the production process, usually 









capital deepening process 
capital recovery period 
The period of time required for the net returns from 
outlay to equal investment. 
~*Jk'R 
zlben /eij[ 














This denotes the long-term source of assets and resources 




A production process using relatively more capital than 
any other factor of production. 
~*~~".J,.¥.li'. 
zfben j{yue Chengdu 
-~;<$:5111~ 
zlben xiaohdo 
capital in tensity rate 
capital consumption 












zlben chOnlidng bllil 
capital coefficient 
return to capital, 
return on investment 
capital mobility 
capital surplus 
working capital ratio 
capital-output ratio 
The increase in capital of an enterprise divided by· the 
increase in output over a given time scale. It in di ca tes the 
state of investment relative to production. 
~*~~fft~ supply price of capital 
zlben gongying jidge 
~;<$:~A.P.lt;<$: 
zlben t6uru chengben 
~*~~IY-J 
~*~WJ.: 
zlben t6uzi de 
jingzhudnkuan 
capital investment costs 







percentage earnings on capital 
investment 
~;;t;::;fimtt-Jfil!:€i organic composition of capital 
zlben youjt de zuhe 
The relation between constant and vari~ble capital. 
~:if;:~D~il"'°.flj net return to capital and manage-
zlb,en he guanll ji'ngli ment 
this does not include interest charges on investment and 
operating capital, taxes or any administrative overhead 
costs and such utilities, and office Supplies. 
also: ~;$::». ~:im!itiikl ztben j{ guanlt chungyl 
~;;f;:tt-Jillllir-~.$ marginal efficiency of capital 
zlben de biiinilxiaolil · 
Also termed 'the internal rate of return'. It shows at what 
particular rate of interest a project will make a profit or 
loss. 
~* tt-J Jalj~ ill ~ff-' 
~~$ 
zlben de di]ian biiinil 
xidolil 
declining marginal efficiency of 
capital 
~;;f;:tt-Jill~ff-.P.lt;;f;: marginal cost of capital 
zlben de bianj{chengben 
~;;t;:tt-Jm~.P.lt;;f;: opportunity cost of capital 
zlben de jlhui chenghen . 
~;;f;:tt-J~!UJ~.P.lt;;f;: invisible costs of capital 
zlben de wuxfng 
chengben 
These include financial services, fees, etc. 
~;;f;:..ttt-Jm~ililJ capital rationing 
zlbenshang de xidnzhi 
Denotes shortage of capital. 
j:jf~ 
zijin 
capital (in circulation). 
funds (Comm.) 
That portion of profit which is paid to social re-
production. The source of this capital is that part of 
surplus labour remaining after compensating for materials 
consumed in production and daily necessities. In China it 
has always been the practic!l to first pay fixed capital, 
liquid, ~aterial capital ( i 51iEi9.J!t~~ ~~- liudong 
wilzhi zijiin) and the wage fund in order to assure that 
all production units will receive their capital and consumer 
goods; only then will ~ocial products of various types be 
produced. [See Yang Chien-pai, 'The question of national 
economic balance and production price', CCYC 12 
(1963), 46; and Yang P'ei-hsin, 'The problem of capital 
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in the modernization of our agriculture', CCYC 6 (1963), 
10-19.] 





source of funds 
capital transformation 
A term synonymous with Marx's 'capital-turnover'. 
~~*1Jjjij$ 
z[Jin lirunlil 
capital profit rate 





This can be expressed by a formula as follows: capital 
productivity= commodity output value based on constant 
prices/ (original values of all fixed assets used in pro-
duction + average amount of circulating capital used). 
[W.C. Wang, N. Liu and Ho Chci, 'Certain problems of 








Related to cost accounting, both being different aspects of 
'evnterp_rise, economic accounting' ( ~~~~1f;fj:~ 
qiye jingji hesuan) performing different tasks to reflect 
the enterprise's economk results. Both are indispensable 
components of enterprise economic accounting. Both 
are related through the interwoven relationship of the 
'capital utilization process' ( ~~3.EJf.I z[Jin yunyong) 
and of the 'labour consumption process' ( '.»"~5~'f:E 
lliodong xidohao). · 
























~lJEl.i!!:t~*m information retrieval system 
zliiao cluixun xltong 






baby beef (veal) 
·Cattle with a carcass weight from 600-1,100 lbs on the 








y , : 
zzyunymg 
cow 
seaweed, laver [Porphyra 
tenera] 
gum tragacanth 
[A stragalus sinicus] 










zth uiiso ng 
eggplant, aubergine 
[Solanum melongena] 
red ck>ver [Trifolium pratense] 
perilla [Perrilla nankinensis 
Dene] 






In the case of China economic autarky may be defined as 
an unwillingness to enter wholly into foreign trade and 
. is a form of bilateralism. 
§~ self-sufficiency 
.• T z1ge1 
It is a central feature of current policy in China to 
establish regionally self-sufficient units at all levels from 
team through commune, province and up to state level. 
Each unit is encouraged to provide for its own inputs of 
labour, capital and technology. [See K. Nakagane, 'Notes 
on the Chinese model of development. Its impact on 
and influence from foreign economic systems'. Developing 
Economics, Tokyo 12/1 (1974),p.27.] 










see: ~ ff-~F shengcun nongchan 
§~tt.:f.I~ 
z_igeixing sh~ugongye 
handicrafts for home consumption 
§ ~ § ~~:!:~ subsistence farming 
zigef zigeng n6ngch0ng 
also:§ ..lE. 1M~~~~1f zizu xiaonong imcil 
see: ~ff.~ J5 shengcun nofzghu 
§:tJJ!~ 
zillgengsheng 
'regeneration through our own 
efforts' [CCYC 1 (1965), 1-9] 
§ 1J J!~~::E. self-aid, state assistance 
oo~~m~!iili 
zillgengsheng weizhu, 
guojiii zhryutin wei/u 
The state is unable to finance the modernization of the 
agricultural sector; therefore the state makes loans and 
grants aid for three purposes: (1) to assist communes 
in the purchase of equipment; (2) for capital con-
struction in agriculture; and (3) for relief of natural 
disasters. But aid of this sort must be carefully balanced 
in the annual budget, and communes are expected to 




A feature of community development which fosters 
participation with the accent on self-reliance. In China 
this spirit is exemplified by the Tachai Brigade. 




A reference to relief work and an admonition for the 
peasants to be taught to help themselves out of diffi-
culties, overcome hardships by frugality and mutual 
cooperation, government relief merely being a supple-











This term is an important feature of socialist agricultural 
economics. Its literal meaning is 'self-retained land'. This 
is because after land reform came the public ownership 
of land ( ±:1:!!!0~ tudigongyou) in which the peasant 
joined the cooperative, initially as a 'shareholder', retaining 
ownership of some of the means of production. With 
the arrival of advanced cooperative arrangements 
( ~~.g.f'FU gaojf hezuoshe), the farmer lost all 
the means of production as well. What remained was a 
small plot of land for grpw~g his own vegetables. This 
was called the:l3 {i:l:t!rCziliUdi). The size of the private plot 
varies from 5 to 7% of1arable land but usually never exceeds 
0.5 mu. Allocation is on a per person basis, so that a 
household's plot size depends on the number of the 
household. In two communes in Kiangsu in 1974 the 
allotment was 0.07 and 0.10 mu per person. A small 
tax is paid on private plots. [G.E. Brandow, Impressions 
of Chinese agriculture: viewing flowers from horseback 
in winter, (1974), p.5.] 
Peasants have tried to enlarge the plots at various times, 
bringing in livestcck and spending more and more time 
on their cultivation. The plots have generally been re-
garded as a barometer of political and economic stability 
in the countryside. As a peasant incentive the plots play 
an important role in the general economy, and attempts 
to eliminate them altogether have failed. Present policy 
neither encourages nor disparages the private plot. The 
importance of the private plot has been examined by K.R. 
Walker, Planning in Chinese Agriculture (1968). Its 
importance in Soviet agriculture is now a recognized 
feature of that economy, providing a valuable addition 








village watch, crop guards 
A traditional method of guarding ~rops, livestock and 
property. Either lineage mem}?ers or, in some cases, 
hired vigilantes outside the lineage are used, the latter 
being given land in return for security services. 




This fust operated in China in 1956, following the 
socialization of agriculture, and it may be compared to 
the kolkhoz market (kolkhoznyj rynok) in the USSR 
which permitted owners of individual subsidiary farms 
(licnoe podsobnoe khozyaistvo) to sell their produce 
direct to the public at 'free market prices'. It also per-
mitted the kolkhozy to sell off part of their production 
which was surplus to the planned procurement targets 
direct to the public, as weil as permitting consumer 
cooperatives to sell manufactures and consumer goods 
from their own supply network at state-controlled pri~s 
and handle products of kolkhozy and of owners of 
individual subsidiary farms on a commission basis. 
However, in China the prices of commodities sold under 
such transactions have always been strictly controlled 
by the State and any price increases have been absorbed 
by state subsidies (as compared to the level of state 
procurement prices). Price instability, such as that pre-
valent in USSR between 1930-40, has been prohibited. 
In any case, the position of private plots has never been 
formally accepted and their right to sell the fruits of 
their labours has been denied at various stages, notably 
during the Cultural Revolution. [Hsueh Mu-chiao, 'Pro-
blems to be discussed with regard to commercial prices 
in socialist society', CCYC 5 (1963), p.4] 
13 83"$:1:1.j~~tf free market economy 
ziy6u shi~hQng jlngj{ 
13 EB:it~ free enterprise 
ziy6u qfye 
13E13M~ free trade 
ziy6u mdoyi 
13 EB~ degrees of freedom (in 
ziy6udu variance analysis) 
13 EB~;$: non-monopoly capital 
ziybu zlben 
13 EB5°a* free competition 
ziy6u j{ngzheng 
13 83 /Dl: a:' laissez-faire 
ziy6u fdngren 
13~~~ spontaneous tendency 
zifii qii.shi 
ZI/TZU 
A reference to peasants who lend money for interest, or 
make profits from petty trading, especiallyprofit, accrued 
from private plots, i.e. spontaneous capitalism. It is 
generally thought that left to their own devices peasants 
will regress into this trend. During the Cultural Re-
volution-much was made of this. 







El liifS::~IJB'!l~ the policy of voluntary parti-
ziyuan huli de zhengce cipation and mutual benefit 
An early description of cooperative and collective arrange-
ments (see below). 




exchange with equity value on 
a voluntary and mutually 
profitable basis 
In the early stages of cooperation this meant help given 
by one brigade required compensation in kind. Equity 
value refers to labour, tools, etc. loaned and requires 
payment equal to that exchange value. [See JMJP, 21 













natural interest rates 
natural sciences 
natural villages 
During land reform the newly conceived administrative 
village ( rri&*1 xfngzhengciin) became the primary 
unit for land redistribution, and the administrative village, 





El fmjjf~Z.1*M= conservation of natural 
ziran zryuan zhfbaoch{ resources 













Irrigation by natural forces, as distinct from a pumped 
supply. 
El i9.J1.Ja*:si self-weighting 
zidong jiiiquan 
El i9.Jt'l~~~1f automatic stabilization 
zidong wending jlngji 
El i9.Ja9~~1ti voluntary extension association 
th~ 











A term taken from the Russian meaning 'circulating 
capital allotted by the administration'. ·[See Concise 
Dictionary of Economics (Peking, 1958), 122-23.] 
Elt&0iSl 
zibdo gongy;' 
individual reporting and public 
assessment of work-points 
A method of evaluating work-points by which each 
individual peasant was given the responsibility for saying 
how much he thought his day's work was worth. 
[M.K. Whyte. 'The Tachai Brigade and incentives for the 
Peasant', Current Scene 7/16 (1969), p.2.] This includes 
not only quantity, quality and degree of skill but also 
political attitude. The following approach is adopted in 
a Suchow commune: (1) division into groups for ap-
praisal of work and evaluation of points; (2) self-
assessment of one's own norm; (3) mutual appraisal; 
(4) sub-committees examine individual cases; (5) rati-
fication by mass meeting; and (6) publication. [Neville 
Maxwell, 'Learning from Tachai', World Development, 




I9.t_gongfen ~::El.If9.t mfnzhU p{ngfen 
i.~Ii.If9.t jfgong pfngJen • 







Chinese arrowhead [Sagittaria 
trifolia L. var. sinensis Mak.] 
An aquatic plant used·for livestock feed. 





















to dig out 
wa 
During land reform this took the meaning of 'to root out' 
landlords and rich peasants. 
t~ilf W to dig, inspect and take 
wO, chd, suan accounts [JMJP, 16 June 1959] 
:f~:tp"ttf\: digging, saving, searching and 
wa, jie, zhao, dai substituting [JMJP, 20 March 
t2 Wi ~ :t± Fil§:t.J 
wajue qidnzai nengli 
1964] 
'digging up latent energy', 
'to tap one's resources' 
A current phrase for an increase in labour productivity. 
also: ~tf:ii~~:t.J waju~qidnli 





arrowhead [Sagittaria sagittifolia; waibi 
foreign currency 
S. sinensis J 
also: 
An aquatic plant, the roots of which are eaten. The rest 
is used for fodder and fertilizer and fuel. See also (above): 









9H:i foreign aid 
waiyuan 
Currently China allocates 4-6% of the national budget to 
foreign aid. ['China's foreign aid in 1972', Current Scene 




According to Feng-hwa Mah [A Monograph of the Com-
mittee on the Economy of China of the Social Science 
Research Council (1971), p.180], as at mid-1965 China's 
foreign exchange and/or gold reserves. were estimated to 
be in the region of at least $150-200 million. In 1973 
other sources put the figure as high as $ 900 million. 
[G. Farkas, 'Factors and possibilities in Chinese trade'. 
Supplement to Vilriggazdasdg 5 (1973), 177 (in Hun-
garian).] 




Traditionally the Chinese have favoured the Swiss franc 
and sterling in dealings with western trading partners. 
However, China endeavours to use its own currency 
( l!l'Il yuan [dollar] or A~ ffi renm{nbi [RMB]where-
evei: possible to meet international payments. Chinese 
currency is non-convertible but its exchange rate is 
never declared. From time to time, however, in line with 
international monetary adjustments, China alters the 
rate of exchange for the RMB and China's balances held 
in the Bank of Tokyo can be converted into sterling. 
to a great extent upon a combination of the following: 
(1) internal population growth and the creation of 
surpluses; (2) the degree to which China can Widen the 
range of exportable produce; (3) credit agreements; 
and (4) export prices. [See Feng-hwa Mah, op. cit.]· 











Although China seeks to balance imports and exports a 
strict balance of payments policy has not been adhered to 
on a yearly basis. A bilateral balance with individual 
trading partners is, however, observed, but in' practice this 
seems. t~ \lave evolved as 'reciprocity' ( 1'[]!\f!l.J.'..iE 
huhui xieding) agreements. This means that in dealing 
with countries enjoying a trade surplus, China has tended 
to adopt the principle of 'reciprocity' as a form of export 
promotion. Future expansion of Chinese trade will depend 










Ministry of Foreign Affairs Staff Office for 





Ministry of Foreign Trade 
State Trading Corporations 
Peking 
Bi-annual Trade Fairs 
Customs 
People's Bank 
Bank of China 
China National Foreign 
Trade Transportation 
Corporation & Ship 
Broking Corporation 
Key: 1. China National Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs Import and Export Corporation 
2. China National Native Produce and Animal By-products Import and Export Corporation 
3. China National Textiles Import and Export Corporation · 






migrant population drifting 
from outside (the cities) 
This refers to the rural to urban migrants who gravitated 
to urban areas between 1958 and 1964. 
see also: §5.iffAD nilmgliu renkou 
















whole replacement value 
whole original value 
line of perfect forecasts 
barnyard manure 
Organic fertilizer, i.e. made on the farm. 
wlin 
HJ! i§ late crop, a second season 
wanzdo crop 
or: HJ!* wanhe, HJ!~ wanchti 
HJ! *iftifli late maturing varieties 
wanj/ptnzhOng 
also: llJ!~fli wanshuzhong 
or: llJ!~fti wanshengzhOng 
llJ!J.±~ late harvest 
wanzhuiingjia 
llJ!tkf'F~ late autumn crop 
wanqiii zuowu 
llJ!ffl late rice (autumn rice) 
wandao 
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late dryland rice 
late glutinous rice 
late non-glutinous rice 
late autumn HYV rice 
deferred marriage and birth 
control 
Two current population control policies in China are 
late marriage and birth control after marriage. 
see: AD il&Ui renkou zhengce 
wiin 
~.ii garden peas, field peas 
wiindou [Pisum sativum] 
also: filr:=-E heltindou(coll.) 
~E~ir-J~ 
m:~u~~~ 
wiindouchti de mdi, 
qfng ddojiii de ke 
'Wheat sown after peas brings 
sufficient grain to invite guests 
to dinner.' 









,'ffi lji;~ iW 
wdngwo ltiodong 
multi-purpose farm equipment 
all-purpose tractor 
selfless labour, strict 
devotion to production 
A slogan encouraging peasants to work longer hours for 









'net and points' method 
An extension technique involving the establishment of 
a network of successful farms, which are then linked 
with less advanced ones in a communication network 
and so on. An integral role in this system is played by 
the 'basic points' experimental stations of the provincial 
agricultural research institutes located in the brigades. 
Scientists, cadres and peasants rotate in experimental 
work to ensure local environmental needs are served. 
network analysis 
wanglu fenxi 
also: l#J:r.t5.HJT wangshifenxi, 
and: 1#.l:r.t~i.t~ wangshishejifo 
l#.l~OOW3'.~ network management technique 
wangzhuangtu guanlffo 
wting 




past actual unit production 
figures (see below) 
carry forward method 
Comparing actual output with an estimate for the previous 
year derived from the technical coefficients of an earlier 
year and the final demand of the previous year. 
.ttFotlJJ~ 
wanghoutui fiingffz 
carry backward method 
Comparing the actual output of an earlier year with an 
estimate derived from the technical coefficients of a later 





7:J :!¥! ®fitl EB to farm for the revolution 
weigeming zhongtitin 
This means to push up yields and productivity and lower 
costs. [Current Events, Peking 12 (1964), 38-39] 
wei 
f;& ~ii !i!Zf~ !JJ. ~ 
















local alkaline fertilizer 
materialism 
working solely for profit 
to maintain and repair 
maintenance and repair 
station 
vitamin 
More recently changed to: ;I~~ (weishengsu), 
;I .(wei) is maintained as the phonetic with ~~ 








pol de rs 
health and hygiene 
WEI 
The importance of health and hygiene has a long 
tradition in Chinese society. The Chou-Li first outlined 
a system of imperial medical welfare. Although there 
never was a systematic scheme in operation, variou's 
governments down to the present time have evoked the 
tenets of the Chou-Li to support the need for a wide-
spread medical service. The highest regard has always 
been paid to scholars practising medicine in the Confucian 
tradition of benevolence. But despite many achievements, 
such as an extensive pharmacopeia and.a detailed system 
of prescribed physical examination, healing took second 
place to textual reverence. The people were well served, 
however, with healers, priests, apothecaries, herbalists 
and pedlars of all kinds, all vaguely related to scholarly 
tradition. For the most part however superstition and 
religious healing methods co-existed with what has re-
cently come to be regarded in the West today as advanced 
medical practice, namely acupuncture and various heat 
treatments, and some of th.e worst forms of charlatanism. 
J1~il&~ health policy 
weisheng zhengce 
Current health policy in China is founded on Mao's 26 
June Directive, 1965, the main aim of which was to close 
the rural-urban health gap, reform institutions, and bring 
basic health to all sections of the community. The key 
points of this directive have been set out in 'Medical 
Education and Health Services', Red Medical Battle 
Bulletin, 18 Aug. 1967. [Translated in SCMP (suppl.), 
vol.198 (1967), p.30.] 
see also: ?ff.Jllill~~ chifiao ylsheng barefoot doctors 































a pen, a run 
feeding area 
'tailism' 


















. **a\jWJIY-Jfjj!)j!lj forecasting for future periods 





























SC 1-t i:1=i 'L' 
wenhutl zhongxin 
sc «: ~w I 1'1=:m 
wenhutl jitloyu 
gongzuobU 
















Wenchow orange (the sweet, 
seedless orange of S.E. China), 
mandarins LJap. satsuma; Citrus 
Nobilis var. unshui Swingle] 
illiteracy 
cultural centres 
cultural and education work 
department (commune-level 







SC«: $t ~ IY-1 
8'.tfaJ~J§ 



















ation' in Marxist terminology) 
The disruption or uprooting of cultural groups, such as 
among members of an agrarian society who migrate in 
large numbers to urban areas or when a rural society 
absorbs increasing quantities of city dwellers. [See, for 
instance, A. Simic, The Peasant Urbanities. A Study of 
Rural-Urban Mobility in Serbia (1973).] 
The Great Cultural Revolution 
wenhutl dtl geming 
Commonly abbreviated as: SC«:ifaliii wenhutl geming 
or: SC:¥: wenge 
Reference to the Cultural Revolution first appeared in 
1966. Though launched by Mao in Sept. 1965 at a 
meeting of the Party Central Committee as a result of an 
attack on a play by Wu Han and other literary figures, it 
developed more fully in 1966 as an all-out attack on all 
those in positions of authority w.ho were 'travelling 
the road to capitalism'. The effects of the Cultural 
Revolution on the countryside were varied, though the 
main activities took place in the cities. It did have 
important effects on rural education, health and farm 
management. [Hung Ch'i 8 (1966), edit. (reprinted 
JMJP, 11 June 1966, p.l; 'Chronology of events in the 
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution November 1965-
September 1968', Current.Background 863 (1968), 1-61; 
CCP Documents on the Great Proletarian Cultural Re-
volution 1966-1967 (Hongkong, 1968); and Decision of 
the Central Committee of the CCP concerning the Great 







cultural work group 
documen ta ti on 


















stable production and high 
yields 
A policy directive calling on production teams to protect 
farm fields in such a way that neither drought nor 
waterlogging would hamper agricultural production, 
further stressing the need to ensure normal production 
under adverse conditions. Efforts should also be exerted 
to expand the acreage of 'stable production and high 
yield' farmland. A production team which has attained 
both objectives is hailed as a 'stable production and high 
yield' unit. [Po Yi, 'Building up stable, high yield 











~~ squash, pumpkin [Cucurbita 
woguii spp.] 
see: ~* guiiguo 
~m hill cultivation 
wozh{ 
see: UJ:i:t!!.15(:1:1.J shiindlnongchang 
~~!k 
wowotou 
a type of hard, rough:bread 
made from coarse grains (maize), 
eaten by poorer peasants 
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WU 
In wheat producing regions the government has urged 
the use of this bread. [See Ta Kung Pao, 3 July 1959.] 
WO 
lettuce [Lactuca sativa Bisch.] __ , 
WO/U 





black beans [Glycine max. spp.; 
G. hispida var. Maench] 





also: ff~ yemdi 
barley [Hordeum spp.] 
wild oats [Avena fa tu a L.] 
water chestnut [Trapa bicomis 
Osbeck; T. bicomuta L.] 
also: ~tr:.! z{ngji~o water chestnut [T. natans L.] 










sewage water used for irrigation 


















7C ~fa] IY-J ~~ff 















curves of indifference 
the common fig [Ficus carica] 
currants 










[Jap. musan kaikyu] 
The standard term for 'proletariat'. Lenin defined the 
'proletarian' strata of the farming population as those 
sections which earned their living mainly or partly by 
hiring out their labour [Sochineniia III (4th ed . .Moscow, 
1941-50), p.392]. But he never defined adequately the 
real difference between the peasantry and the proletariat. 
His main idea was to distinguish between the interests 
of the two groups. 'The fundamental class interests of 
all who sell their labour power are alike', he said. This 
included 'all those who earn even a part of their liveli-
hood by hiring themselves out to others'. [V.I. Lenin, 
'The development of capitalism in Russia', Lenin o 





teams without livestock 
WU 
Poor production teams lacking draft animals. 
7C!¥&£l1*~M 
.ts] Jl!4 . . 
wUliting mutt fiijiao 
siliao 
wuqing 
fermented pig-feed with no 
cereals 
turnip [Brassica campestris] 






The coordinated development of agriculture, forestry, 
livestock production, sideline products and fisheries. 
It can also mean industry, agriculture, trade, education 
and military affairs. 
the five grains (rice, wheat, 
kaoliang, corn and millet) 
It was said that Confucious could not disJinguish the 
five kinds of grain. It is not surprising since the list varied 
a great deal with region and as the economic importance 





bumper cereal harvest 
the five poisons' 
This term has been associated with the five anti move-
ment ( li& w"Ufon). The five poisons traditionally were: 
snakes, scorpions, lizards, toads and centipedes. During 
the anti-corruption drive 1949-52 those guilty of anti-
social crimes were likened to the five poisonous creatures 




the 'five anti' movement 
This was a movement first initiated in the period 1949-52 
as part of a mass line in conjunction with land reform, 
social and political reforms. The five antis are: (1) 
bribery, (2) tax evasion, (3) theft of state property, 
(4) cheating on work and material, and (5) theft and 
WU 
leakage of government information. (JM.IP, 17 Jan. 






the 'five quicks' 
When the new Unified state management of grain supply 
repiaced the traditional system of grain management, 
this term appeared to instil a sense of urgency and 
keenness among all personnel involved in grain marketing. 
It is said to have evolved in a small market town in 
Shansi province as a result of a work study exercise. As 
a result of investigations the staff coined the phrase, 
which means speed in: (1) transporting grain to market, 
(2) distribution, (3) quality testing, ( 4) weighing, and 
(5) bidding. (JMJP, 5 Feb. 1955, p.2] 
1i 5ilili ~ the 'five satisfactions' 
v v : wumany1 
This term was coined as a result of the wukudi (Ii 't;R;,) 
movement and refers to 'consumer satisfaction' with the 
new marketing system: (1) surplus grain households were 
satisfied because they could sell their produce to the 
state; (2) grain deficit households were satisfied because 
they could obtain grain; (3) new marketing activities 
pleased everyone; ( 4) industry was satisfied because of 
the supply of raw materials; and (5) the state was able to 
dispose of surplus grain. (JMJP, 5 Feb. 1955, p.2] 
Ji1J\ 
wuxiOo 
the 'five small' (industries) 
The small industries referred to are: (1) iron and steel 
plants, (2) coal mines, (3) machine manufacturing, ( 4) 




'five to the fields' 
Informal arrangements to assist women .engaged in 
farming. The following services were brought to peasant 
women working in the fields: (1) daily meals, (2) tem-
porary nurseries, (3) literacy classes, (4) propaganda, 
and (5) big character posters. The idea was to free women 
from household chores and t!lus increase production. 
(JMJP, 14 Dec. 1958] 
1i;~ 
w'Ujf!m 
the 'five reductions' 
A mass campaign aimed at reducing: (1) shoddy work, 
(2) laziness, (3) feigning sickness, ( 4) giving up farming, 
and (5) looking for jobs elsewhere. 
Ji:j;;;}~y 
wudd jianshao 
the 'five big decreases' 
The five decreases were in: (1) the purchase and sale of 
land, (2) Vie number of households hoarding gfain, 
(3) the practice of employing hired labour, (4) the practice 
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of renting land, and (5) the number of land speculators. 
(JMJP, 8 Feb. 1955, p.2] 




the 'five goods' 
In agriculture this refers to the care of cattle in winter, 
i.e. (1) good feed (mixed grasses, fine grains, feeding 
small amount at each feed); (2) good drink (warm 
water); (3) good use (trained personnel to care for live-
stock, proper equipment and adequate rest for animals); 
(4) good shelter; and (5) good care (with special emphasis 
on old, weak, skk and pregnant livestock). (See Kao 
Ch'ao, 'The "five good" in taking care of livestock during 
winter',NYCS 12 (1963), 40-43.] 
1i'b3-A 
wuhaoren 
a 'five good' person 
The 'five good' movement, ascribed to Lin Piao, followed 
the PLA emulation drive in which the whole nation was 
asked to learn from the army. A 'five good' person is one 
who studies Mao's thought, has the 'three-eight' spirit, 
works well in his collective, protects public property and 
uses materials sparingly, and· looks after his own health. 
(JM.IP, 2 Feb. 1967] 
1i'b3-E:tt" 
wuhQ~funif 
a 'five good' woman 
A 'five good' woman will maintain good neighbourly 
relations, good family care, be hygienic, economic in the 
household, and of good political stature. 
15..~7.t-T 
w'Ulei tenz 
the five bad elements 
These are: landlords, rich peasants, counter-revolutionaries, 
rightists, and the criminal classes. 
1i1'~~ 
wuge luoshi 
the 'five implementations' 
In 1965 all central bureaux were urged to concentrate on 
spring work in the fields. Cadres were despatched sea-
sonally to see that this work was carried out and 
specifically to check that: (1) people prepared mentaUy, 
(2) production plans had been implemented, (3) the 
increase in production had been achieved, (4) seeds were 
ready, and (4) the labour force was adequate and ready. 
(JMJP, 12 June 1965] 
1i 1'-*¥:iBW:J the 'five same' campaign 
wuge y{yang yundong 
Cadres must: (1) eat same food and live under same roof, 
(2) labour in same manner, (3) have work assessed on same 
basis, ( 4) receive the same remuneration, and (5) families 
receive same treatment. (JMJP, 16 Nov. 1960] 
15..~-fiU!W:l 'five economizing, one saving' 
w'Uiie yi~hU huodong 
WU 
This means economy in the use of grain, coal, water, 
electricity, and controlling childbirth. [See 'Carrying 
out the great principle of developing the economy and 
insuring supplies', Hung Ch 'i 2 (1971), p.57.] 
1i1* 
wiJbao 
the 'five guarantees' 
The guarantees following land reform and cooperativi-
zation were: food, clothing, fuel, the right to bring up 
children, and burial. 
1i1*.P 
wiJbaohu 
five groups of guaranteed 
persons having a right to be 
supported by the commune 
This is a programme of social aid for people who: (1) 
have no children, (2) no parents. (3) no near relatives to 
take care of them, and who have ( 4) no means of support, 
and (5) no capacity to work. Those who are only tem-
porarily in such conditions as described and whose 
relatives are not in a condition completely to take care 
of their support may receive a combination of private 
and communal support. 
1it=f;f3( 
wuqlg~nxiao 
'May 7th' cadre schools (1967) 
The name is derived from the directive on ·educational 
reform issued by Mao Tse-tung on 7 May 1966 and 
commonly referred to as the 'May 7th Directive'. Among 
other things, such as the need to combat revisionism, 
dogmatism, ultra leftism, elitism and other problems 
confronting the party political leadership in China, it 
specifically stated that education in future should be 
orientated towards farming. The schools were basically 
farms where cadres, party personnel of all grades, com-
bined theory with practice by indulging in physical 
farm tasks and political indoctrination. Every male 
cadre under 60 and women under 55 are required to 
attend. The schools are a legacy of the Cultural Re-
volution. Cadres spend varying amounts of time at the 
schools and return at intervals. Two and a half of the 
six working days are spent on political studies, the rest 
being devoted to pure farming operations. [NCNA 
(English), 18 June 1961;JMJP, 18 June 1967] 
1it1J'!H 
wuqlXiaozu 
'May 7th' teams 
These were set up in 1969 to guide villages to more pro-
WU 




the five constituent parts 
of the economy 
These are: industry, agriculture, commerce, education 
and defence. This phrase was first used in 1958 to 
describe the general natnre of the commune and its 






the 'five histories' 
In 'this campaign the, five histories refer to class education 
conducted in the villages by comparing the past with the 
present and emphasizing the role of landlords. The five 
histories are: village history, commune history, factory 
history, family history of old workers, and family 
history of the poor and lower middle peasants. [Meng 
Teng-chin and Niu Hsin-fang, 'The epistemological signi-
ficance of "five history education" ', Che-hsueh Yen-chiu 
(Philosophical Research) 4 (1964), 13-21] 






labour points in absentia 
This refers to cadres who are too busy due to admini-
scrative tasks to do their quota of manual farm work, or 
peasants operating on tasks outside the team and, 
therefore, unable to perform normal farm tasks. 
ductive labour and improved technology. ~ 
lie& 
wiJgai 
the 'five improvements' 
(reforms) 
The five improvements were aimed at: (1) wells, to 
improve drinking water; (2) lavatories, to reduce disease; 
(3) manure heaps; (4) pig sties, to stop the spread of 
disease and crop damage; and (5) the erection of outside 
cattle stalls to remove cattle from inside living accom-
modation which has been a traditional feature of small 
farms in China as it has in parts of Europe. In 1971 several 






rent in kind 
commodity prices 
fft:Mi jitige and iHi 8'1lfft:Mi shiingpfn jilzge 
WU 
!ffJ.111'l'fafjtJi!IJ 
\VUjia he shuize 
prices and taxation 
!ffJ.l 11'l' tt-J 4i ;A)t ft price det'lators 
IVUiili de p{ngjianshu 
·!ffJ.11fi'jjf *4 price data 
wUjili ziiilio 
!ffJ.i11i'PJT~~ prices and incomes 
wUjili suode 
#Nfi'~~~ price commission 
wUjia weiyuanhui 





!ffJ.111i'«f~ price variation 
wujia dt'ting 
!ffJ.i11i'~*1T price analysis 
\VUjilifenxi 
!ffJ.i11i'5JtiW price fluctuations 
ivUiili bodong 
!ffJ.lfft\5~ soaring prices 
ivUiili feizhang 
!ffJ.111i'i!.f-ti!ilW$: price frozen inflation 




!ttlJiW~r!IJJ material aid 
ivUzh{buzhu 
Some farm jobs need special incentives to get done in 
time due to their perishable qualities or seasonal nature, 







A socialist term synonymous with: 
~~.¥*iW (guocheng /Oodong) past labour, and 
Ji 'f*'.WiW (ftltl ltiodong) embodied labour. 
!ffJ.if.t'.W.iWiiltft embodied labour consumption 












interflow of goods, materials 
exchange, commodity exchange 
materials exchange conference, 
commodities exchange fair 
(March 1959) 
Approved on 18 March 1959, these had the function of 
·combining exchanges between producers, suppliers and 
marketing organizations ['The cabinet approves and trans-
mits the report of the Ministry of Commerce demanding 
level-by-level convening of material exchange conferences', 
HKPYK 7 (1959)], or to carry out functions traditionally 
associated with the intermediate market town in ex-
changing products on a wholesale basis. [W.G. Skinner, 
'Marketing and social structure in rural China', Journal 
of Asian Studies. Ann Arbor, Mich., vol. 24 (1964/65): 
part I. 343; II, 195-228; and III. 363-99]. These markets 
are held bi-annually in spring to fix delivery and in autumn 
for checking delivery. This type of market functioned 
at provincial down to county level. 
!ffJ.ljjf1iif.§ material reserve 
wUzi chubei 
!ffJ.I jjf ifil ~ ~"1~ compensation for material loss 
ivUzi iUnsh ibuchang 













material consumption rate 
YA 
flax [Linum usitatissimum l 
linseed 




ill!ili~~ flax fibre 
yama xiiinwei 
ill!Tf.\i$ sub-tropical zone 
yaredai 
ill!Tf.\ifffif'l=!ffJ.I sub-tropical crops 
yaredai zuowu 
ill!feT~:l.JDWitf. Aberdeen Angus cattle 
yabodmgdngjiaslniu 
ill!~HB~~ Johnson grass [Sorghum hale-
yalab6 gaolulng pense Pers.] 











to pile up earth around the 
roots of a plant 
baler 

















,lj!Ej~ duck eggs 
yiidan 
ljl~JL~· Tientsin pear [Prunus pyrifolia] 
yiirl{ (yiil~ 
also: ~~ xuel{ snowy pear 
ljl~jf; orchard grass (a forage crop) 






down (for quilting) 
YANG 
a seed bed 






the nursery stage 
sprouts, shoots 
sheep 
Sheep are bred in 20 out of 26 provinces in the PRC. 
They are absent in the six southern and south-eastern 
rice producing provinces. Approximately 75% of China's 
total sheep population is found in the six pastoral pro-. 
vinces of north and north-west China, which comprise 
60% of the total area of the country but barely 20% of 
the population. Nearly one-third of the total is con-
centrated in Sinkiang, the remainder are distributed in 
14 north, north-east and central provinces. China's sheep 
population is planned to reach 167 million head by 1975. 








$~ a sheepfold 
yang/tin 
also: $.Im yangjudn, $® yangshe 
YANG 
$"jf; sheep fescue [Fescuca ovina] 
ydngmdo 
A bunch grass, cold and drought resistant, suitable for 
sandy northern regions and useful for spring grazing. 
$!3"e alpaca 
ydngtUo 
$!3"e=E alpaca wool 
yangtuomtio 
$=E~ wool waste 
ydngmaozhii 
Utilized as a ~low-acting N fertilizer. 
yang 







ambari. hemp [Hibiscus 
cannabinus] 
foreign type cotton (upland 
varieties) 




foreign mushrooms [Agaricus 
campestris] (English mushrooms) 
also called: B ii bdijun white mushrooms 
or: 5:¥:~ ydnggii 
agar agar 
ydngcai 





broccoli [Brassica oleracea 
var. italica Plenck] 
Malay apples [Eugenia malac-
censis L. Myrtaceae] 
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5:¥:jf:ifti parsley [Petroselinium crispum 
ytingytinxi Nym.] 
also: 5:¥:.jf:~ ytingyansui ~mt?:R yangyuancdi 
5:¥:1ft:¥ 
yangfdnsliu 
also: 5:¥: llJ ¥ 
ydngshiinyu 




5:¥:~"5R foreign spinach [Tetragonia 
yangbocizi expansa Murr.] 
or: !11.iffi==~"5R niiishlitin bocai 













New Zealand spinach [Tetragonia 
tetragonioides (Pall) 0. Kuntze] 
cabbage (coll.) [Brassica oleracea] 
Jerusalem artichoke [Helianthus 
tuberosum] 
Hrna beans [Phaseolus lunatus] 
burlap, hessian, sacking 
adopted livestock 
During slack seasons or when there was a shortage of feed, 
poorer peasants traditionally stalled their livestock, 
especially pigs, with a more fortunate neighbour. The 
accumulated manure was taken in payment. No change 
of ownership was involved. This has its counterparts in 
several parts of the world. In the Caribbean, for instance, 
it is called the 'caring' system and farmers lacking 
sufficient capital to buy their own stock will look after 
other farmers' animals on . the .understanding that they 
will receive a share of the proceeas from any sale. 
[See D. Watts, 'From sugar plantation to open range 
grazing. Changes in the land use of Nevis, West Indies 
1950-1970', Geography, Sheffield 258 (58 Pt.I), p.68.] 
~L:f=. cattle breeding 
y'fzngniu 
~L:f=.~ cattle breeding industry 
y'fzngniuye 
~L:f=.ott cattle breeder 
yangniuzhe 
YANG 
~:¥: to rear sheep 
yangyting 
~:¥:~ sheep breeding industry 
yangytingye 
~:¥:• sheep breeder 
yangytingzhe 
~· poultry breeding yangq{n 
~·~ poultry industry yangq{nye 
~-· poultry breeder, yangqfnzhe poultry man 
~~ to raise chickens (as opposed 
yang/{ to other poultry) 
~~~ chicken production, 
yangjlye broiler industry 
~~~ chicken breeder 
yangj[Jw 




~ji~ silk production 
yangctinye 
~ji~ silk producer, 
yangctiniw silkworm rearer 
~- apicul ture, beekeeping yangfeng 
Honey bees are not cared for in China to the same 
extent as in Europe or USA although apiculture has been 
a traditional village sideline production practice in Shansi, 
Shengsi, Kansu and Szechuan provinces. The Chinese 
bee is smaller than foreign varieties and its productivity 
correspondingly lower. 







Pig breeding has always been a major sideline amongst 
indigenous farmers, subsidiary to crop production. Most 
pigs were and still are free range and still share the 
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peasants' living quarters. Very little attention has been 
given to pig feeding; in fact, the pig is a notorious eater 
capable of turning an indifferent diet into fat. Pigs are 
important as a source of manure. Pigs tend now to be 
kept more and more indoors in pens built upon poor land 
otherwise unsuitable for intensive cropping and most 
farmers keep a pig as a sideline occupation on their 
private plot. Pigs are even kept in urban areas of Shanghai 
and Peking. [See H. Epstein, Domestic Animals of China 
(1969), pp.69-93; also 'Actively develop collective pig 
breeding, continue to encourage commune members to 
raise pigs', .IMJP, 20 Aug. 1969.] 
see also: m zhii 
~m:t~ pig farm 
yangzhiichang 
pig breeding industry 
yangzhiiye 
see: m~~ zhiirouye 
¥Fm,RnE 
yangzhii j[f ei 
to raise pigs for manure 
The amount of manure produced by one pig per year is 
estimated to average between 4 to 5 tons. The N and P 
content equals about 30-50 kg and total nutrient content 
is 10-15%. Agricultural economists in China·hitVe claimed 
·that with a pig population of ·roughly 200 million, this 
would represent a production potential of an extra 12 
million tons of fertilizer, equivalent to up to 80 kg per 
ha of farmland. [Chu Kuang-hsi. 'Concerning the spread 
of scientific technique amongst the masses', Hung Ch'i 
3 (1960), p.17] 
~m=-1'~~ ' 'In feeding pigs one may not 
__ @]g..;g;gEE make money but look behind 
yangzhii bu zhuanqidn, at your fields.' 
huit6u kOnkantitin 









fish pond culture 
cultivated fish production, 
fish farming 
land set aside to support 
parents 
land set aside for one's retire-
ment 
pension 
or: ~~~ ytinglao[ei 
YANG 





First established in 1958, this form of 'pioneer sample 
plots' was superseded in 1963 by t:tie yangbOntiOn (see 
below): 
~t&EB demonstration fields 
ydngbOntiOn 
These are an important form of experimentation and 
serve as models of efficient agriculture. First established 
in 1963, they were intended to supplement rather than 
re11lace the work of the experimental farms ( lit~ EB 
shiydntkin). According to a 1965 report, there were some 
5,000 demonstration field·s·, approximately 1,000 of 
which were officially sponsored ·by agricultural schools 
and employed one-quarter of all China'sagronomists. Some 
4,000 fields in 12 provinces were partially sponsored by 
the agro_!e~hnical ~xtension stations ( ~~:ti=* ttUr ~ 
n6ngye jishu tuiguangzhdn). In. addition there were a 
large number of mass sponsored organizations. [JMJP, 
23 March 1965, p.2] Later, it was planned to extend 
the land under the guidance of demonstration farms 
to 50 miJlion mu and allocate half the scientific staffs of 
agricultural science institutes to run them. [Chia Pei-hua, 
'Farm scientists run rural demonstration fields', Peking 
Review 27 (1965), p.16] 
There are sev~ral types of ydngbOntkin: 
(1) ~rn~~EB model demonstration plots 
shifdn ydngbantidn 
These were specially established for teams to emu-
late because of their organization and method of 
cultivation. 
(2) ~.F-~t&EB high-yielding tracts 
giiochtzn ydngb'lzntkin 
These were organized to demonstrate how to achieve 
high yields with specific crops. 
(3) )!;j .l:t~ t& EB contrasting plots 
dui'br ydngbantkin 
Established for comparative purposes to show the 
desirable from the undesirable trends in farming. 
[JMJP, 9 May 1964, p.5] 
~t&~.F-~.A model production brigade 
ydngbanshengchandui 
It is important to note that the general meaning is 'model 
farm' and, in this context, usually a larger scale farm of 
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up to 15,000 cadres or 123,000 mu (8,196 ha). Unlike 
experimental farms ( lit~ EB shlydntiOn). The Paoting 
special district model farm in Hopei province, for instance, 
employs 14,900 on cotton production on 8,196 ha. 
This type of model farm means more concentrated effort, 
closer sowing, better techniques, more investment. There 
are three grades of model farm. The farms are used 
to demonstrate close sowing to which there was a great 
deal of resistance among the peasants; for instance, the 
cultivation of 4,000-5,000 cotton plants on 1 mu of 
land was looked on with disdain. [Chia Pei-hua, 'Farm 
scientists run rural demonstration fields', Peking Review. 
27 (1965), p.16] 




strawberry tree [Myrica rubra, 
Set Z] 







sunny ditch (suitable for 
vegetable production) 
YAO 
critical path analysis 
A method of determining the least cost of an operation, 
usually in a planned consecutive set of tasks, each with 
allotted time intervals. The 'critical' path is the task 
taking the longest time to complete. 'Non-critical paths' 
are adjusted to reduce costs and the main effort is 
directed at reducing operational time of all tasks related 





critical path method 
critical path methodology 
YAO 
~~~11\jf~ ~:!'!~$: critical path scheduling 




Egyptian kidney bean [Lab/ab 
niger Medik] 
also: XWi .fi. biilndou, ~.fi. quedou 




celery [Apium graveolens] 
~mf'f:~ medicinal herb crops 
ydoyong zuowu 
~~(~) medicinal herbs 
ydocao (tei) 
~ft medical expenses 
ydofei 
In rural areas, under the cooperative medical service 
operating from 1968, each person must make a minimum 
contribution of 1 yuan each year into a specfal medical 
fund. The commune itself supplements this with a 
minimum of 10 fen per capita out of the common 
fund. A fee is also payable for each -visit for treatment 
at clinics. Medicines cost nothing. [ JMJP, 5 Dec. 1968 
and Peking Review, 17 Jan. 1969, pp.4-8: 'A cooperative 
medical service greatly welcomed by poor and lower 
middle peasants'] 
see: ~H..g.f'f;~:fJ n6ngciin hezuo yllido 







coconut palm [Cocos nucifera] 













Made from worms fed on the leaves of scrub oak Ching 
Kang [Quercus serrata]. 
If~ wild garlic [Allium tuberosum] 
yesudn 
ff~{i_j wild dog, dingo 
yegou 




ff.N barnyard grass [Echinochloa 
yebdi Crusgalli Beauv.] 
A weed which damages rice fields. 
ff~ wild, rough, uncultivated 
yesheng 
ff~~ wild life 
yeshengwu 
ff"§~ wild clover [Medicago falcata 
yemuxu L.] 




ff~too~ damage caused by wild animals 
yeshou iUnhdi 











wild cattle [Budorcas tibetanus] ~*~~ 
yeyu n6ngye 









· spare-time schooling · 




:ei:7f 1E 'the night opening flower' 
yekiiihuii calabash, bottle gourd [Lage-
naria siceraria (Mol.) Standl.] 
also: im:P' JlI.. hUluguii, :£JII..·maoguii 
:ei: fa] 1Dl: J& 
yejiiin fdngmu 
night grazing 
An enclosed pasture usually close to the farm where 




· ~::!:: 13 m 
jezh'U ziyong 








a leafy stalked plant, a kind of ±~ 
rhubarb [Rheum palmatum var. · 
tanguticum] 

































climbing r~ttan [Calamus 
rotang] ; also paper rriade from ' 
Calamus rotang 
salt monopoly administration 
salt tax 
salt pans 



















To submerge fields completely with a few inches of 
water as in rice production or for pest or weed control. 
























taxes on tobacco and spirits· 
tobacco industry 
oats [Avena spp.] 





llt~ifill~-ftf'FU cooperative bacon manufacturing IZ£j~~IU!i 









to castrate a boar 
leaftobacco [Nicotiana 
tabacum] 





factor comparison method 
. IZ£! ~ .l:l:i§U factor proportions 
ymsu bill 
IZ£l~tlHiiH~IJi net factor income 
ymsu bdoch6~ jing'e 
IZ£!Btifill'.§'. 
ymshf zhiy{ 




to do what is most appropriate 
for the season (see below) 
to apply policy flexibly to 
suit local conditions; fo make 
the best use of land 
The system by which production brigades are allowed 
to deal with the land as they see fit. It is based on triple 
grade ownership (Commune, Great Brigade, and Brigade) 
with the brigade as the basis of decision-making. Com-








Crops not usually cultivated in a specific area. 
yin 
~it silk thread; also a fine 
yinsi vermicelli 
Made from wheat finely rolled and frame dried in the sun. 







All Chinese banks are under strict state control. The role 
of banking in agriculture' is mainly concerned with the 
provision of credit and loans. This has revolved round 
various types of banks since 1949 [A. Donnithorne; 
China's Economic System, p.408 ff.]. Since 1963 the 
main responsibility for operating credit policy has been 
with the Agricultural Bank, which in turn is responsible 
directly to the State Council. [Ta Kung Pao, 13 Nov. 
1963, edit.] 
see also: ~~.g.{'F~IT n6ngye hezuo yfnhting, 
-Fam.g.f'FU xinyonghezuoshe, 
~~~fr n6ngmin yfnhting 
~IT1~Dl 
yinhting xinddi 
bank credit and loans 
~IT{~:Dl.l&:R bank loans and receipts 






A CR term meaning cadres and peasants who divert 









f:(J]Jt~1:.~J'~ Indian dwarf wheat 
yindu atsheng xiaomdi 
'( 
ym 












~~t the sweet cherry [Prunus 
yingtao avium L.] 








red pepper [Capsicum annuum] 
nutrition canteens 


















profit making, profiteering 
~~IJm:I:~ arbitrage 
y{ngli shichang 





y{ngyr'in weihu he 
zhthutin chengb~n 
ying 
tax on enterprises 




the poppy [Papaver somnif ernm] 
'jar seed'--so called because of 




Opium was in vogue in China in 15 50 but was not adopted 
as an article of commerce for smoking until 1666 AD 
[D.J. Macgowan, 'A note on Chinese opium', Trans. 
China Branch Roy. Asiatic Soc. 6 (1859), 41-47]. Its 
wide use, however, can be noted from the fact that 
poppy flour has traditionally been mixed with glutinous 
rice or wheat flour to make cakes, to which is added 
'bamboo drippings'. Poppy leaves are used as a saiaci. 
the stalks provide fuel and the roots 'enrich the soil'. 
Ground poppy seeds yield a nutritious meal, and oil; 
the capsules are used in medicine, and the leaves are 
utilized extensively to adulterate the poor man's tobacco. 
also: ~Jt yapiOn opium 
V-T~IH~ 
y{ngz[ y°oufen 
poppy seed oil_ meal 
A livestock feed consisting of the residue of the crushed 












hard currency (convertible 
currency) 
~ii.§ ( ~~ ) hardware (computer) 
yingshebei (yingpfnJ 
~~ durum wheat, hard wheat 
yingmai 
also: ~!f.ll1J'~ yingtixfaomdi 
and: ~~ ,J,~ yingzhixiaomdi 
iii!~ ti'*$: 
yingchti bozhong/Q 
hard soil sowing method 
Seed sown on untended soil due to lack of manpower and 
draught power. It usually yields 30-35 chin per mu less 
than on tended fields. [Chia Wen-lin and Hsu En-po, 
'Concerning certain problems of the seasonal nature of 









The volume of water required to cover 1 acre to a depth 
of 1 foot. 
~t~iffI~ 
y{ngde h6ngcha 
red (Indian) tea 



















measures of intensity 
Johnson grass [Sorghum 
halepense] 
This grass clif fers. from other species of sorghum in being 
a spreading perennial with vigorous roots. For this reason 
it is difficult to eradicate. However, in parts of China it 





Euler's theorem [L. Euler, 
1707-83] 
This theorem resolved difficulties in the theory of dis-
tribution by showing the assumptions inherent in pro-
duction functions and how these should be interpreted 
in order for the equality between factor incomes and 

















The demand for a factor of production, because the 
demand for inputs is determined by the demand for the 
final product. 












fats and oils, tallow industry 
oil and fats section 
oil cake 
fryer, frying chicken, 
broiler 
A term originating in the USA for table chickens suitable 
for quick frying. 
5dl:tfo] 
y6ut6ng 
oil tree [Aleurites fordii 
Hemsl.] 
also: .=.~:tf.l sannidnt6ng 
oils and fats 
y6ulei he zhlfang 
also: )di~~ y6uzhi 
5dlmr oil pressing mill 
y6uziioch'6ng 
5dllf£H'J=~ · oil crops 
y1'ulitio zuowu 
5dl*4~ oil seeds 
y6ulitlolei 
also: 5dl-T. y6uz 
)di~~ nectarines [Prunus persica L.] 
y6uttio 
)di~ rape [Brassica napus] 
y6ucdi 
5dl~-T rape seed 
y6ucaiz 
)di~~ turnip [Brassica campestris] 
y6ucdit6u 
you 
Jdl-T pummelo, shaddock [C grandis ~~ 
(L.) Osbeck] y6uzT 




~!IX~~ nomadism, migratory herding 
you mu shenghu6. 
A term often used to denote pastoralism and which 
implies both subsistence herding and wide spatial mobility, 











It has frequently bee it· pointed out that organic fertilizer 
accumulation is crucial to the agricultural economy: 
'Animal manure is decisive for improved yields and 
cannot be wholly replaced by chemical fertilizer.' The 
adverse effects on the soil by indiscriminate use of 
chemical fertilizer was emphasized pointing out that 
the best solution was increased livestock production 
since each animal was 'a small fertilizer factory'. ['Speed 
up the development of animal husbandry', JMJP, 23 
Feb. ·1959, ~dit:J In using draft livestock care shouid be 
taken ·to guard against loss of manure. Earth manure 
should be properly reduced. Cattle folds, pig sties etc. 
should be plaeed in fields and facilities should be made 
for accumulating and making manure by 'soaking and 
smoking in the fields'. ['Launch a large scale campaign 
for accumulating manure', JMJP, 27 Jan. 1959, edit. 
p.l) 'Manure is a great treasure, every bit of it must be 
delivered to the fields, and should not be wasted.' 
Peasants are therefore encouraged to pick up every bit 
dropped by livestock. Payment for manure according to 
quality has long been a feature of commune management. 
Those who collect livestock manure, or pond mud, are 
giveri· workpoints according to distance carried. Figures 
are calculated and published on the same· day for emu-








organic foods · 
useful labour 




In a regression model, multicollinearity is where· there is 
a significant correlation between independent variables. 
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:w~~m scale efficiencies 
youxido gulin6 












youjihuii j{ iinbll(/Qzhan de shehuizh'Uyijingjl 
planned and proportionate development of the 
socialist economy 
The law of planned and proportionate development of 
the socialist economy means 'the distribution of the means 
of production and labour forces rationally among various 
branches of the national economy and to handle correctly 
the inter-relationShips between ownership by the whole 
people and collective ownership and to handle correctly 
the inter-relationShips between the state, the collective 
and the individual'. [Hsu Ti-hsin, 'Concerning the planned 
and proportionate development of the socialist national 












'rushing into the city' 
A reference to rural-urban migration, particularly during 












yu taro [ Colocasia esculenta 
Schott] 
¥~ yellow vegetables 
yillei 
·¥~ ·taro (coll.) 
yilt6u 
also: ¥3 yilnai 
yu 
forecasting (Comm.) 
f.iil~ advanced purchase 
yilgou 
viz. 'futures market' and 'selling on call'. 
m~.g.l'iil advanced purchase contract 
yilgou het6ng 
In China this not only ensures delivery but also regulates 
production. Advanced purchase fixes the acreage and 
ensures the State will have enough of a particular crop to 
meet demand. In 1954, for instance, only 30-40% of 
the cotton crop subject to advance purchase was secured 
due to falsified books. In March 1955 the government 
instructed. th~t farmers be given an advance payment 
( ~~ dingjin) of 10%. In addition, farmers were due 
to an above-norm allowance of 10 catties of food and 
10 foot of cotton and some fertilizer. [iMJP, 23 March 
1955] 
see also: .g.l'ii] het6ng contracts 














m ll 5:Jc ll ilif J JI'. 
yusudn juesudn zhidu 





budget and financial statement 
system 
estimated output investigation 
An analysis of projected average production per mu 
and_ oyerall production. (gross production) for the harvest 
on the basis of growth, past experience and other agri-
cultural information ju&t before ripening of crops. The 
method adopted is a combination of point approach and 
area approach. The overall estimate is attained plot by 
plot for all crops harvested in that particular season. The 
basic method is to send production-estimating teams 
( fi5F1J'm glichOn xidozu), consisting of cadres, old 
peasants, technical personnel and young active elements, 
into the ·fields to make direct observation, checks, 
comparisons, appraisals and to listen to the opinions of 
the people. [Sun Shi-cheng, 'On agricultural-output in-





a priori knowledge 
a priori idealism 
Those who wish to apply every aspect of Marxist-Leninism 
without delay. China cannot afford a slow pace of develop-
ment such as has occurred in the sixties due to ideological 
purity. Some limits must be set on socio-political ob-








That amount of grain surplus to state, commune and 
household requirements which remains after compulsory 
· deliveries. It is usually set aside for food, feed and seed. 
**Q.P 
·yulidnghu 
food surplus households 
YU/YU 
Families producing over and above their share of the 














grain surplus areas 
residual method 
residual market 
residual sugar market 
feathers 
feather waste 
Used as a slow acting fertilizer. 
~~~.fl 
)lllshiindou 
blue pea [Lupinus hirsutus L.] 
A green manure crop and livestock feed. 
f:f:i7kEl3 
yushuftidn 
monsoon, rainy season 
rainwater 
rain fed fields 
grain given as a gift to the 
government; 






com, maize [Zea mays] 
In the United Kingdom, corn denotes whole grain cereals 
and as such includes ma1ze, wheat, oats, barley. In the 
. USA, however, coin is a synonym for maize. China has 
tended to follow US usage. 
also: ~*·· 3r.*; ~~ .. "@.~, "@.~, "@.1:t 
shumi yumi yumdi b'fzoyu b'fi~mdi btiog'U 
"@.~, ."@.p. ~~' ~~*' .~~*· ** 
b'fiolu6 baolu zhiishU zhengzhuini laoyumi ftinmi 
~ro~~:l:jj corn mill 
yushushumofting 
~*~ corn meal 
yr1m{fen 
~*:l:!!!i$ maize belt 
yUmf didai 
~i.!i pearl barley 
yr11{ 






corncob meal (a livestock feed) 
corn cob 
fish ponds 
Fish ponds are traditionally built in front of_ villages for 
fengshui ptirposes. Fish were' also reare~ in moats built 
around villages to protect against bandits. Commercial 
ponds only started around 1930. Fish farming is now 
recognised as a form of land use in poorly drained 
areas. 
also: fa fJ! ]llltting 
fa~ fishmeal 
)lllfen 
A traditional source of livestock protein among poultry 
producers in China. 






















fish reared in paddy fields 
Rather than in separate ponds as is the modern practice. 
fa~~f'F fish-rice rotation 
)'Uhe lunzuo 
Fish cultivation followed by rice production in a two-year 
cycle. 




yri!ei gutin tou 
fa~$1iK­










fish, meat and poultry 
·intra trade 




Fl fl] Et! ~m * monthly telegraphic reports 
yuekan ditinma btiogtio 
These were commenced in 1958 after the establishment 
of the communes, and concerned the accurate reporting 
of the harvest 'within one month of reaping' in each 
county. Telegraphic reports were sent to provincial head-
quarters setting out details of area sown, harvested, 
total output and crop yields. (Huang Chien-t'o, 'Agri-
cultural statistical work must cope with the new situation 
arising from the universal establishment of the Rural 
People's Communes', Chi-hua yii t'ung-chi 2 (1959), 
15-17] 
also called: ~*1.fii.Jf.!Mfi.t:f&* 









J1\ * guiiguo 
oriental pickling melon, 
Chinese white cucumber 
(Shanghai), or Chekiang 






seed cultivation (plant breeding) 7C 
yuzhong ytin Daphne genkwa 
1ffititb~ . 
yuzhong xiehui 
cattle breeding society ~~ 
ydnsilt 
coriander [Coriandrum sativum] 
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also: ;it~ ytinsui and ;fi'.iHjji5R sangxiicai 
jt;'lm Chinese parsley [Petroselinum 
ytinxr crispum (Mill.)], 'foreign' 
coriander 
also: 1ft:jt;~ fonytinsu{ 
yuan yuan (unit of currency; 
lap.yen) 
The official· rate at the time of publication was $0.50 
(£0.25). However, in 1974 a team of Yale economists 
estimated that in terms of urban food prices the. rate is 
more like $1.50 (£0.70). [L.G. Reynolds, 'China's eco-
nomy: a view from the grass roots', Challenge, New 






poulard wheat (Egyptian wheat) 
[Triticwn twgidum] -a live-
stock.feed 
yuan 











primitive accumulation: the 
backward economy 
According to Marx, this means the initial mechanism of 
capitalist expansion. The main characteristic is depicted 
as a wholesale expropriation of the peasantry. In agri-
cultural terms this means: (1) low productivity of farm 
labour and output; (2) reliance on food imports; and 
often (3) reliance on export monoculture. [K. Marx, 
Capital, vol.I, p.751; also E. Preobrazhensky, The New 
Economics (1965)] 








mt~~~ fibrous materials 
yutinlido xiiinwei 






A situation where large numbers ·of independent pro-




















horticultural and market 
garden systems 
horticultural crop guild, 
'plantation guild' (pre-mod. 
Chinese) 
Synonymous with the nineteenth century term: 15<lllil*± 









garden style farming 
small garden plot 
fruit and vegetable garden, 
allotment, garden plot 
'Aid Vietnam, resist U.S. grain' 










to weed rice 
Ruta graveolens 
* lE :bL vanilla 
yunntlii 
*!fl. kidney bean [Phaseolus vulgaris] 
yilndou 
also: .fflili bflzndou, ~!fl. yundou, ~.!fl. cdidou 
*IE rape [Brassica campestris] 
yilnttii 
also: 5m~ y6ucdi 
yun 
ii:WJU~ Yunnan red tea 
yunntin h6ngchii 














transloca ti on 
transport models 
'transportization' 
The switch from human labour in· transport to the use of 
vehicles, thus releasing labour for other farm tasks. [See 
'Transportization for progress in overall development of 
farm production',NYCHCS 5 (1966), 7-8] 
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3.E~i&m transportation policy 
yunshii zhengce 
The transport of agricultural produce in China is 
characterized by the following factors: (1) the large 
variety, quantity and scattered nature of operations, 
the large number of loading points and the low con-
centration of freight capacity; (2) the s~asQnal nature of 
farming; (3) the time element is strong in planting and 
harvesting; (4) the bulky nature but light weight means 
the tonnage utilization rate of farm transport is com-
paratively low; (5) the prices of farm products tend to 
be low and although transport costs are not high their 
proportion in total production costs are significant; and 
(6) short distance transportation is important. [Chang 
Wu-tung and Yang Kuan-hs'ung, 'The role of trans-
portation in the development of agricultural production', 
























transportation, storage and 
communications 
transport cooperative 






transportation and marketing 
costs 
marketing channels 
or: 3.Eii!f ~~~ yunxiiio tujing 




see also: !&iftl){ shouyiquan 
Phase I 
card index 
traditional and simplified forms 








Pinyin latinization added 
simplified characters to poly-
syllabic compounds 




reduction of entries to 9,000 
all-specialist terms 





Latin nomenclature to plant names 
stroke count added 
English index of main entries 
diagrams 
Phase IV 
Standard Telegraphic Codes (STC) 
to be added 
addition of new terms 
abstracting of most items 
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Accounting, 84, 297. See also Economic 
accounting; Double entry system. 
budget, 338 
capital, 312 
district budget, 60 








production brigade foundation, 247 
reckoning competition, 228 
Accumulation, 20 
gross, 309 
labour, 150, 200 
net, 44 
primitive, 341 
rate of, 20 
Accumulation and consumption, 20 
Acorns, 50 
Acreage, 172 
Acreage allotment, 172 
Acreage control, 169 
Acreage reserve, 5 5 
Activism of the masses, 62 




Administered prices, 252 
Administration fund, 131 . 
Administration, level to level, 70 
three levels of, 223 
Administrative village, 100 
Advanced producer cooperative, 118 
Advanced purchase, 338. See also Contracts. 
Advanced state capitalism, 144 
Advisory services, 140. See also Agro-technical 
extension station; Extension; 'Invitation 
and going-out method'; Popularization. 
Aftergrowth, 296 
Agar agar, 256 
Agrarian Cooperative Bank, 199. See also Banks; 
Credit; Loans.· 
Agrarian reform, see Land reform 
Agrarian Reform Law, 197 
Agrarian revolution, 288 
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Agrarianism, 287 
Agribusiness, 22, 181 
Agricultural attache, 180 
Agricultural botany, 179 
Agricultural charter, 199 
Agricultural development, 192 
Agricultural Development Divisions, 192 
Agricultural economics, 196 
Agricultural engineering, 197 
Agricultural front, 194 
Agricultural machine station, 198. See also 
Machine and tractor stations; Mechanization; 
Tractors. 
Agricultural net income, index of, 199 
Agricultural production, 194 
index of, 194 
Agricultural progressive tax, 196. See also Taxation. 
Agricultural socialism, 192 
Agricultural tax, 196 
Agriculture 
general, 17 8ff., 191 
socialist, 241 
Agro-industrial complexes, see Vertical integration 
Agro-technician, 179 
Agro-technical extension station, 198. See also 
Advisory services; Extension association; 
'Invitation and going-out method'; 
Popularization. 
Agro-technical station, 198 




Algorithms, 32, 87 
Allocation fees, 1 
Allotments, 218 
Almonds, 101 
Alternating teaching, 29. See also Circulating 
teaching. 
Amortization, 7, 69 
Analysis, 
activity, 87, 302 
a fortiori, 55 · 
balance sheet, 310 




cost-benefit, 68, 258 
cost, volume and profit, 12 
co-variance, 140 
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critical path, 330 
cross-section, 290 
equal cost, 217 






key result, 49 
marginal, 21 2 
marginal utility, 213 
market, 253 









shopping basket, 253 
spectral, 1 3 3 
time series, 252 
variance, 214 
Ancillary production, see Sideline production 
Angora, 1 
Animal husbandry, 53 






Granny Smiths, 2 
Malay, 328 
Apprenticeship system, 101 
Apricots, 101 
Arbitrage, 2 71 
Armed brawls, 90 
Arrowhead, 316 
Artel, 150 
Artichoke, Chinese, 273 
Jerusalem, 7, 59, 328 
Artificial insemination (AI), 109, 208 
Artificial means of production, 112 
Asparagus, 162, 164, 256 
. Assemblies, poor and lower middle peasants, 215 
Asset income system, 297 




Associations, poor and lower middle peasants, 254 
Attache, agricultural, 180 
commercial, 237 




Autumn division of labour, 47 
Autumn harvest, 47 
Autumn tribute, 47 
Average propensity to consume, 216 
Average propensity to save, 216 
Aviation, 68 
Axiology, 26 
Baby beef, 313. See also Barley beef; Bobby beef; 
Bull beef 
Bacon, 333 
Bacteria rooms, 88 
Balance method, 97 
Balance sheets, 3 10 
Balloting, 283 
Balsam, 91 
Bamboo, 51, 263 
chips, 51 
shoots, 33, 51. 
ware, 51 
water, 261 
Bananas, 9, 91, 116, 202 
Banking, 334 
Banks, 5 6. See also Credit; Loans. 
Agrarian cooperative, 199. See also Credit, 
cooperative farmers, 183 
Barefoot doctors, 38. See also Rural health; Rural 
cooperative medical service. 
Barefoot teachers, 38. See also Education. 
Barefoot veterinarians, 38 




pearl, 10, 339 
spring, 55 
Tibetan, 45 
Barley beef, 167, 264. See also Baby beef; Bobby 
beef. 
Barn feeding, 238. See also Grazing, zero . . 
Barn yield, 299 
Basic accounting unit, 14. See also Rural people's 
commune. 
Basic areas, 14 
Basic crops, 14 
Basic farm, 13 
Basic farmwork, 87 
Basic food, 14 
Basic hours, 14 
Basic keypoint area, 14 
Basic labour, 14 
Basic labour points, 150. See also Work-points. 
Basic level agricultural market, 181. See also 
Village market. 
Basic level commune, 15. See also Brigades; 
Communes; Rural peoples communes. 
Basic points, 14 
experimental stations, 14 
labour, 273 
Basic tillage system, 14 
Basic variable, 14 
Basic working day, 14. See also Basic hours. 
Basil, 161 
Battery systems, 154 
Beans, asparagus, 113 
black, 78, 322 
broad, 76, 160, 299 
emperor, 147 
fine thread, 147 
fragrant, 90 
French, 63 
golden wax, 177 
green string, 45 
kidney, 171, 298 
kidney (dwarf), 164 
kidney (Egyptian), 212 
kidney (narrow leafed), 235 




rolling pheasant, 134 
short white string, 1 
snap, 212 
string, 113 
sword, 264, 269 
Tientsin, 163 
white string, 207 
yam, 283 
Bean balloting, 283 
Bean cake, 283 
Bean curd, 283 
Beef, 177 
Bees, 24, 168, 329. See also Agriculture; 
Honey bees. 
Beet, fodder, 231 
royal, 61, 207 
sugar, 269, 280 
Beetroot, 61 
Benchmark, 15, 22 
Benchmark surveys, 22 
Benzene hexachloride (BHC), 162 
Bilberries (Whortleberries), 202 
Biological control, 244 
Biological yield, 244 
Birds' nests, 333 
Birth control, 30, 318. See also Marriage law; 
Marriage, deferred; Population policy. 
Birth rate, 53 
Bhi.ckcurrants, 78 
Blueberries (Huckleberries), 202 
Boars, 58 
Boats, transplanting; 4 
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Bobby beef, 285, 313. See also Barley beef; Baby 
beef. 
Bolls, 170 
Bonuses, see Premiums; Incentives 
Bookkeeping, see Accounting 
Boxthorn, Chinese, 126 
Brainstorming, 19, 21 
Bread, 157, 322 
Breadfruit, 207 
Breeder, 208 
Breeding, concentrated, 21 
livestock, 21 




corrective labour, 148 
extension, 57 
Great, 248 
labour re-education, 148 
lame, 61 
model production, 330 









Broccoli, 101, 328 
Broilers, 114, 300 
Buckwheat, 30, 130, 221 
Buffaloes, water, 262 
Bulbs, 47 
Bull beef, 128. See also Baby beef; Barley beef; 
Bobby beef. 
Bullfrogs, 45 






Canton white, 133 
celery, 238 
Chinese, 16, 264 
Chinese (white), 207 





swamp, 141, 301 




Cadres, 117, 129, 162, 325 
bone hard, 129 
district level, 60 
economic management, 43 
education, 296 
grain, 155 
land revolution, 288 
liberation of, 27 
middle rank, 57 
participation, 117, 282, 292 
supply, 141 
three old, 225 
village, 308 · 
water conservancy, 262 
working style, 302 
work-points, 325 
Cadre schools (May 7th), 325 
Calico, 207 
Calories, 23, 108 
Calving, 6 
Canals, irrigation, 60 
Cane fields, 8 
Capital, 31 Off. 
accumulated, 311 
agricultµral, 311 






fixed and circulating, 127 
goods, 311 
investment, 284 
invisible costs of, 312 
intensity, 311 
liquid material, 160 
marginal efficiency of, 312 
operating, 300 
opportunity co.st of, 312 
organic composition of, 312 
output ratio of, 311 
productive, 247 
productivity of, 312 
profit rate of, 312 
social, 240 
social aggregate, 240 
social overhead, 240 
socially idle, 242 
variable, 125 
working, 160 
Capital accounting, 312 
Capital accumulation, 311. See also Accumulation. 
Capital and management, net return, 312 
Capital construction, 14 
376 
farm, 179 
Capital construction fund, 14 
Capital consumption, 311 
Capital deepening process, 311 
Capital formation, 311 
Capital intensive, 284 
Capital investment, 14 
Capital productivity, 312 
Capital recovery period, 311 
Capital structure, 311 
Capital transformation, 312 
Capitalism, spontaneous, 310, 314 
Capitalization, 311 
Carcasses, 133, 259 
on-hook, 126 
Carrots, 39, 116 
Carry backward method, 319 
Carry forward method, 319 
Carrying capacity, 296 
Cash association, 34. See also Credit. 
Cash control, 96 
Cash flow, 96 
Cashews, 23 
Castor, 210 
Cassava (manioc), 173 
Catchment areas, 31 
Catering, 204 
Cattle, 76, l 76ff. 







Aberdeen Angus, 1, 337 
Ayrshire, 1 







Limousin, 15 3 
Main-Anjou, 167 
native, 286 
Peking black and white, 207 
Piedmont, 203 




South Devon, 174 
spotted highland, 204 
wild, 332 
Cattle population, 250 





Cemeteries, public, 13 9. See also Graves. · 
Censuses, 27 6 




Chambers of Agriculture, 193 
Cheese, 117 
processed, 23 
Chemical control, 81 




New Hampshire, 177 
White Leghorn, 208 
See also Broilers; Hens; Poultry; Pullets. 
Chicks, 52 
Chicory, 1 2 9 
Chives, Chinese, 13 3 
Chrysanthemum, 59, 269 
Cinnamon, 113, 133 
Circulating teaching, 103. See also Alternating 
teaching. 
Citizens, non-labouring, 282 
Citriculture, 11 6 
Citron, 90, 126 
Citronella oil, 91 
Citrus fruits, 11 6 
Clan system, 25 
Clansmen, 304 
Cleaning up, 46. See also Four clean ups. 
Climate, 22 
Close planting, 168. 
Closed class system, 71 
Clover, alsike, 38 
Daghestan sweet, 301 
red, 313 
sweet, 301 
toothed bur, 173 
wild, 331 
Cluster sampling, 62 
Coarse grains, 306 
Cobb-Douglas function, 269 
Cobweb theorem, 49 
Coconuts, 331 
Cocoons, 299 
Coefficient of correlation, 92 
Cold glass, 152 
Cold storage, 152 
Collective bargaining, 21 
Collective economy, 20 
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Collective education, 20 
Collective farm, 21 
Collective farmer, 20 
Collective grain, 16 
Collective management, 20 
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Collective ownership, 20. See also Ownership. 
Collective production, 21 
Collective spirit, 71 




Combine harvesters, 16 
Command farming, 171 
Commandism, 1 71 
Commerce, farmers', 184 
Commercial grain, 12 
Commodities, social, 241 
Commodity capital, 237 
Commodity circulation, volume of, 237 -
Commodities exchange fair, 326. See also Village 
markets. 
Commodity flow, 237 
Commodity grain, 237 
Commodity markets, 236 
Commodity price, 236 
Commodity production, 236 
Commodity purchasing, 298 
Commodity value, 236 
Common tillage group, 139 
Communes, 187. See also People's Communes; 
Rural People's Communes. 
agrarian, 193 
basic level, 15 
conference, 243 
congress, 242 




Communism, 'bean arid beef', 290 
Communist Labour College, 193 
Comparable price method, see Direct cost method 
Comparable prices, see Direct cost method 
Comparative advantage, law of, 210 
Comparative costs, 210 
Compensation, 326 
Complementarity, 219 
Complementary enterprises, 92, 218 
Complex labour, 74, 151 
Compost, 290. See also Fertilizers; Manure. 
Comprador, 165 
Comprehensive economic foundation, 308 
Concentrated breeding, 21 
Concentrates, 44, 200 
Congress of village masses, 91 
Conservation, forest, 206 
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land, 206 
soil, 206, 286 
water, 206 
Constant product prices, 5 
Construction, free, 43 
Consumer, 95 











Consumption fund, 95 
Contact curve, 22 
Continuous cropping, 16, 158 
Continuous grazing, 18 
Contracts, 79ff., 204ff. . 
advanced purchase, 338 
collective, 21 
combined, 30 
costing by, 205 
economic, 42 
labour, 150 
labour protection, 150 
land, 273 
livestock feeding, 205 
piecework, 1 
prices, 205 






Cooperatives, auction, 208 
advanced (higher level producer), 118 
dairy, 113 
elementary (lower level producer), 51, 272 
transport, 342 
Coordination, 16 
Core force, 77 
Coriander, 81, 91, 340 
Corn; see Maize 
Corncob meal, 339 
Cornflower, 252 
Correlation, inter-class, 62 
inter-group, 62 
Corvee, 148 
Cost accounting, 12. See also Capital 
accounting; Economic accounting. 
Cost-benefit, 68 
Cost-effectiveness, 12, 43, 68 
378 
Cost-profit rate, 12 
Cost-sensitivity, 68 
Cost structure, 1 2 
Cost utility, 68 
Costs 
agricultural production, index of, 194 
associated, 92 
comparative, 12, 210 









variable, 125, 213 
Cotton, l 69ff. 
fine staple, 88 
ginned, 210 
Indian, 306 
long staple, 7 
short staple, 286, 290, 306 
synthetic, 112 
thick fibre, 306 
Cotton cultivation, 226 
Cotton paper, 170 
Cotton yarn, 170 
Cottonseed oil, 170 
Countrymen's Association, 84, 293 
Courgettes, 316 
Cow day, 113 
Cowpeas, 27, 164, 177 
red, 86 
Cows, 113, 172. See also Cattle breeds; Heifers. 
Brahman, 218 
breeding, 58, 215 









supervised, 32, 259 
Credit policy, 100 
Crime, 65 
Critical path, minimum, 307. See also Analysis, 
critical path. 
Crop adjustment, 303 
Crop area, 303 
Crop arrangement, 303 
Crop classification, 304, 305 
Crop ecology, 303 
Crop failure, 102 
Crop guards, 117, 314 
Crop guilds, 341 
Crop insurance, 181 
Crop map, 181 
Crop plan, 58, 303 
Crop production function, 304 
Crop residue, 303 
Crop rotation, 163 
Crop structure, rational, 303 
Crop survey, 37 
Crop year, 296, 303 
Crop yields, 303 
























green manure, 163 
industrial, 135 
late autumn, 264 
main spring, 264 
miscellaneous, 295 
oil, 336 















warm season, 178 
wheat and green manure, 301 
winter, 90, 94, 292 
young, 45 · 
Cubicle system, 93 
Cucumbers, 81 
bitter, 129, 156 
Culling, 271 
Cultivated area, 58, 122 
Cultivation, wide row, 133 
Cultivation index, 122 
Cultivation permit, 122 
Cultivation ratio, 122 
Cultivators, flame, 86 
Cultural factors, 3 21 
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Cultural Revolution, 321. See also Great Socialist 
Cultural Revolution. 
Cultural transfer, 3 2 1 
Currants, 323 
Currency, 341. See also Monetary policy; Yuan. 
Currency control, 87 · 
Custom rates, 131 
Cycles, 48 
Dairy products, 113 
Data gathering, 253, 254 
Data processing, 84 
Date plum, 61, 300 
Death rate, 232 
Debt, 68 
Decentralization, 89, 90 
Decision maker, 61 
Decision theory, 61 
Decision tree, 61 
Deep litter, 278 
Deer, 163 
Deficit households, 8 
Deflation,294 
Degree of uniformity, 11 







Demand function, 102 
Democratic centralism, 170 
Democratic evaluation of workpoints, 171, 315 
Demonetize, 39 
Demonstration fields, 330 
Departmentalism, 69 
Dependent state capitalism, 105. See also State 
capitalism. 
Dependent variable, 72 
Depreciation, 8 
Depreciation fund, 8 
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Derivative income, 203 
Derived demand, 336 
Desalination, 59, 282 
Devaluation, 212 
Development, planned and proportionate, 337 
Development planning, 63 
Development programme (draft), 192 
Development theory, 63 
Dibbling, 277 
Differential rent, 19 
Diffusion, 27 
Diminishing returns, law of, 206 
Dimorphism, 32 
Direct agricultural production, 159 
Direct conversion method, 37 
Direct cost method, 37 
Direct investment, 37 
Direct linear guidance, 5 5 
Direct marketing, 37 
Discounted cash flow, 9 
Discriminative area, 57 
Discriminative construction, 57 
Discriminative observation, 57 
Diseases, 50, 127 
Disequilibrium, 220 
Dissaving, 64 
Distribution, commodities, 294 
income, 257 
Ditch lining, 126 
village, 77 
Diversification, 107, 281 
Diversified agriculture, 281 
Division of labour, 54, 68ff. 
Domestic livestock, 24, 25, 5 3 
Double cropping, 62, 106 










Ducklings, 52, 209 
Ducks, 203, 209 
Duckweed, 45, 261 
Dummy variable, 102 
Durable goods, 31 
Dykes, 202 
Dynamic models, 293 
Dynamic programming, 293 
Earnings, off-farm, 18 6 
Ecology, 244 
crop, 303 
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economic, 244 
Econology, 82, 244 
Econometrics, 19, 4_0, 260. See also Mathematical 
methods. 
Economic accounting, 42, 7 4. See also Double 
entry system. 
Economic construction, 42. See also Capital 
construction. 
Economic coordination, 41 
Economic development, 42 
Economic efficiency, 42 
Economic forecasting, 41 
Economic growth, 41 
Economic indicators, 42 
Economic lag, 41 
Economic man, 40 
Economic management cadre, 43. See also Cadres. 
Economic policy, 41 
Economic potential, 43 
Economic results, 42 
Economic structure, 41 
Economics, 18, 40 
agricultural, 19 6 
social, 239 
welfare, 41 




Economy, 1, 31, 40 
atomistic, 341 
closed, 220 
five parts of, 325 
static, 44 
subsistence, 244 
Education, 29, 203, 242. See also Socialist . 
education campaign; Teaching. 
agricultural, 193 
part-time, 123, 137 
rural, 190 
vocational, 36 
Education and productive labour, 29 
Education and training, 29 
Education policy, 29 
Efficiency, marginal, 213 
water use, 263 
Egg plant, see Aubergine 
Eggs, 16, 268 
preserved, 210 
Eight abundances, 202 
Eight great land programmes, 288 
Eight-point Charter for Agriculture, 199, 202 
Elasticities, 2 7 6 
Elasticity of demand, 102 
Electric fences, 278 
Elementary cooperative, 51 
Elementary state capitalism, 144. See also State 
capitalism. 
Elevators, grain, 129 
Employed personnel, 36 




Employment conception, 1 28 
Emulation, see Tachai brigade; Taching 
Enclosure, 60 
Endives, 60, 129, 166 
Engineering, agricultural, 197 
Enlarged reproduction, 195 
Enterprise accounting, 22. See also Accounting. 
Enterprises, state, 274 
Entomology, 134 
Environment, 82 
Environmental factors, 82 
Environmental health, 82. See also Hygiene. 
Environmental pollution, 83 
Equalism, 216 
Equi-marginal principle, 62 
Equilibrium theory, 60, 62, 309 
Equilibrium trap, high level, 119 
low level, 273 
Equipment, animal drawn, 53 
dusting, 70 
Error of specification, 10 
Estimated output investigation, 338 
Ewe, 173 
Ewe equipment, 173 
Exchange by equal value, 2 72 
Exchange with equity value, 315 




Expenses, commodity circulatfon, 237 
labour, 149 
military land reclamation, 61 
non-productive, 66 
production, 246 
Experimental farms, 196. See also Demonstration 
fields. 
Experimental plots, 254 
Experts, red, 86 
Exports, 53 
emergency, 39 
Extended reproduction, 246 
Extension, 46, 198, 291. See also Advisory 
services; Popularization. 
Extension association, 198. See also Agro-technical 
extension station. 
Extension Ct)ntre, 291 
Factories, commercially managed, 42 
381 
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Factors of production, 245 
Fairs, third class products, 224. See also Village 
markets: 





Families, non-farm, 66 
nuclear, 78 
poor, 134 
Family farm income, 24 
Family labour, 24 
Family planning, 19. See also Birth control; 
Population policy. 
Farm accounting, 184 
Farm accounts, 6 
Farm administration, 187 
Farm amalgamation, 184 
Farm appraisal, 184 
Farm capital construction, 179 
Farm development, 184 
Farm expenses, total, 186 
Farm implements, animal powered, 53 
Farm income, 186 
Farm inventory, 186 
Farm machine and tractor station, 198. See also 
Machine and tractor stations. 
Farm management, 186. See also Cadres. 
Farm management methods, 18 7 
Farm management surveys, 61 
Farm mirror, 186 
Farm organization, 184 
Farm planning, 184 
Farm prerequisites, 187 
Farm prices, 186 
Farm records, 184 
Farm size, 187 
Farm structure, 184 
Farm tool reform, 179 
Farm tool station, 179 
Farm tools, 179 
Farm widows, 188 
Farm women, 7 4 
Farmers, marginal, 212 
master, 203 
Farmers' attitudes, 184 
Farmers' bank, 183 
Farmers' behaviour, 184 
Farmers' commerce, 184 
Farmers' trade, 184 
Farming, command, 171 
contour, 272 
dryland, 77 
extensive, 123, 306 
fish, see Fish ponds 














transitional, 57, 141 
Farming systems, 19 5 
Farmland, sponge, 76 










experimental, 196. See also Demonstration 
fields; Brigades, model production. 
hill, 235 
initial taxation on, 51 
labour reform, 148 
low income, 272 
lowland, 272 
military reclamation, 61 
model, 172 
mountain, 235 
private, 230. See also Private plots. 
small, 93 
Soviet, 228 
specialized, 54. See _also Brigades, specialized. 
state, l 44ff. 
state, Soviet, 228 
upland, 235 
viable, 175 
Fat content, 76 
Fat test, 76 
Fatstock, 67 
Fattening, 67 
Feasibility studies, 337 
Feather waste, 339 
Federation of Communes, 157 










Feed balance, 231 
Feed conversion, 231 
Feed day, 231 
Feed grains, 129 
Feedlots, 21, 15 4 
Feedmix, 44, 85 
Feedmix ratio, 23 
Feed oats, 231 
Feed oil, 231 
Feed utilization, 231 
Feeder, 232 
Feeding, barn, 238 
controlled, 131 
short-term, 290 
Feeding station, 232 




Fertilizer, 67ff. See also Hu mate; Nightsoil; 
Manure; Pigs. 
bacteria, 88 






discarded bricks, 118 
dry, 116 
feather, waste, 339 
granulated, see Fertilizer, pellet 




local alkaline, 319 
marine, 76, 89 
mineral, 133 
mud, 133, 175, 269 
organic, 337 
peat, 175 
pellet, 125, 154, 175 
pond mud, see Fertilizer, mud 
primitive, 286 
shrimp, 89. See also Fertilizer, marine. 
village, 286 
waste, 2 
waste leather, 210 
Fertilizer application, 252 
Fertilizer distribution, 67 
Fertilizer effectiveness, 68 
Fertilizer efficiency, 68 
Fertilizer funds, 67 
Fertilizer response, 67 
Fertilizer trials, 67 
Fertilizer unit, 67 
Fertilizer use, 252 
Fertirrigation, 38, 67 
Festivals, 266 
Fibres, synthetic, 112 
Field shelter, 278 
Field work, 55, 292 
Fields, alluvial, 48 
average, 106 
demonstration, 330 
high yield, 119 
low yield, 272 
open, 162 
rain fed, 339 
Red Flag, 86 
salary, 36 
stubble, 299 





Financial institutions, 297 
Financial statements, final, 297 
Financing by contract, 205 
First difference method, 52 
Fiscal policy, 297 
Fishmeal, 339 
Fish ponds, 339 
Fish-rice rotation, 340 
Fish-scale terracing, 340 
Five antis, 323 
Five bad elements, 324 
Five big decreases, 324 
Five economies, 324 
Five goods, 324. See also Three goods. 
Five grains, 323 
Five guarantees, 325 
Five histories, 325 
Five implementations, 324 
Five improvements, 325 
Five occupations, 323 
Five parts of the economy, 325 
Five poisons, 323 
Five quicks, 324 
Five reductions, 324 
Five sames, 324 
Five satisfactions, 324 
Five smalls, 324 
Five to the fields, 324 
Fixed assets, 127 
Fixed points of supply, 280 
Fixed profit, 280 
Flax, 326 
Flood control, 37, 66 
Flood control army, 66 
383 
Flood dispersal channel, 38 
Flood plain, 63 
Floods, 86 
Flour, 117 
Fodder, 45, 52. See also Feed. 
Fodder beet, 52, 122, 231 









Food bounty, 120 
Food consumption, planned, 19 
Food industry, 255ff. 
Food marketing ordinance, 155 
Food production districts, 154 
Food stamps, 154 
Food supply certificates, 254 
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Food supply system, 127, 155. See also Living 
day system. 
Foods, three, 221 





Fore crop, 34 
Foreign exchange, 316 
Forest conservation, 206 
Forest economy, 158 
Forest food, 158 
Forest resources, 158. See also Timber production. 
Four audits, 233 
Four bad elements, 234 
Four cereals, 154 
Four classes, 232 
Four clean ups, 232 
Four diseases, 233 
Four fears, 233 
Four firsts, 232 
Four fixed, 233 
Four forms of behaviour, 234 
Four goods, 233. See also Three goods. 
Four improvements, 233 
Four intercropping, 234 
Four items for attention, 233 
Four main freedoms, 233. See also Three 
freedoms. 
Four modernizations, 234 
Four musts, 234 
Four olds, 233 
Four pests, 233 
Four priorities, 233 
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Four retentions, 232 
Four togethers, 233. See also Squatting at points. 
Four transformations, 233. See also Three 
transformations. 
Four wastes, 234. See also Three wastes. 
Fourism, 233 
Frame investigation, 133 
Frames, 3 
Free enterprise, 314 
Free markets, 314 
Free supply system, 140 
Freedom, individual, 266 
Freezing, air blast, 5 5 
brine, 332 
contact, 31 
Freezing, process, 30 
Frogs, 279 
Front-line production brigade, 249 
Fruit, dried, 117 
preserved, 117 
Fruit flies, 141 
Fruit production, 141 
Full attendance, 53 




social production, 239 
working, 160 




Game damage, 331 
Game laws, 259 
Game reserves, 157 
Game theory, 43, 217 
Gardens, 298 
Garlic, 45, 228 
wild, 331 
General equilibrium theory, 39 
General reser\re fund, 138 
Gherkins, 94 
Ginger, 27, 108 
Ginseng, 108 
Glory grain, 133 
Goats, 83, 235 
milking, 113 











commodity, 23 7 












Grain associations, 129. See also Cash associations. 
Grain banks, 129 
Grain branch, 155 
Grain bureaux, 155 
Grain cadre, 15 5 
Grain coupon, 154 
Grain deficit area, 61 
Grain deficit household, 61 
Grain depot, 154 
Grain distribution, 17 6 
Grain equivalent, 129 
Grain-fed, 126 
Grain levy, 1 2 
Grain management office, 15 5 
Grain prices, 154 
Grain purchasing, 12 
Grain ration, 126 
Grain rationing station, 15 5 
Grain reserve, 52 
Grain storage, centralized, 20 
Grain tax, 155 
Grains, five, 323 
Grapefruit, 336 
Grapes, 220 
Grass, barnyard, 3 31 
Bermuda, 208 
cow's tail, 1 77 
dehydrated, 282 
fleshy, 113, 166 
guinea, 15, 263 
Indigo (blue grass), 147 
Johnson, 327, 336 
lemon, 91 
Napier, 148 
orchard, 3 2 7 
pangola, 204 
Rhodes, 160 
sheep fescue, 328 
Timothy, 275 
Grasslands, l 73ff. 
Graves, 70. See also Cemeteries, public. 












zero, 45, 238 
Grazing distribution, 173 
Grazing unit, 174 
Grazing value, 65 
Great Leap Forward (GLF). See also New flying 
leap. 
Great Production Brigade, 248 
Great Socialist Cultural Revolution, 242 
Green belt, 163 
Green circle, 45 
Green Crop Association, 45, 290 
Green fruited fig, 45 




Gross accumulation, 309 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 143 
Gross farm receipts, 309 
Gross income, 309 
Gross National Product (GNP), 2, 142 
Gross output, 309 
Gross output value of industry and 
agriculture, 199 
Gross production, 309 
Gross social product, 310 
Gross tax rate, 309 
Gross value of agricultural output, 309 
Gross value of agricultural production, 199 
Groundnuts, 6, 81, 161 
cake, 81 
cultivation technique, 46 
meal, 81 
Groundwater, 44 
Groups, core, 215 
representative, 215 
Guano, 175 
Guavas, 64, 86 
Guild system, l 00 
Gum arabic, 1 
Habits and customs, 105 
Half-tilling, half-studying secondary professional 
schools, 204 
Handbooks, village, 191 
Handicrafts industry, 258 
385 
Hares, 331 
Harvest, 7, 338, 340 
investigation, 256 
period of, 258 
rate of, 258 
to guarantee, 205 
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Harvest Diversity Index (HDI), 258 
Harvest yield, 257 
Harvesting, careless, 306 
Harvesting teams, 15 9 
Hazlenuts, 10 
Headers, 124 
Health, 320. See also Rural health; Rural 
cooperative medical services; Barefoot 
doctors. 
Hedging, 96 
Heifers, 92, 172. See also Cows. 
Hemp, 160, 164 
abutilon, 164 
ambary, 56, 328 
mountain, 235 
Hens, 215. See also Chickens; Pullets. 
table, 114 






High Tide of Socialism, 191 
High-yielding varieties, 119. See also New high-
yielding varieties; Green Revolution. 
Hill cultivation, 47 
Hired farmhand union, 128 
Homestead, 55 
Honey, 71, 168, 329. See also Agriculture. 
Honey bees, 24, 329 
Horses, 164 
Ili, l 04 
Sanho,221 
Hours, basic, 14 
Household budgets, 58 
Household surveys, 187. 
Households, 206 
artisan, 28 
deficit, 8, 61 
direct supply to, 70 
native, 49 
socialization of, 25 
split, 9 
surplus, 338 
Hsia fang, see Resettlement; Decentralization 
Human ecology, 112 
Human factor, 112 
Human labour exchange, 109 
Humate, 72 
Huntirrg, 259. See also Game. 
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Husbandryman, 25 
Hybrid varieties, 25 
Hybridization, 213 
Hydroponics, 208 
Hygiene, 319. See also Rural health; Rural co-
operative medical services; Barefoot 
doctors; Five improvements. 
Idealism, a priori, 338 
Import substitution, 39 
Imports, 39 
emergency, 39 
Improved seed, 114 
Improved varieties, 99, 114. See also High-yielding 
varieties; Green Revolution. 
Incentive wage system, 28 
Incentives, 28. See also Premiums, reasonable; 
Remuneration; Wages; Work-points. 
investment, 284 













real, I 0 
subsidiary, 310 
Income distribution, 257 
Income effect, 227 
Increase production with economy, 302 
Increasing returns, law of, 207 
Index number, 35 
Indicative planning, 18, 35 
Indigenous cattle, 286 
Indigenous experts, 286 
Indigenous farm chemicals, 286 
Indigenous lathes, 286 
Indirect computation method, 32 
Indivisibility, 70, 219 
Industrialized agriculture, 197 
Industry, 135 
small-scale, 324 
Industry and agriculture, 265 









purchased, 12 6 
Inspections, 338. See also Five implementations. 
Institutional equation, 36 
Instruments of production, 246 




Intensive cultivation, 21 
Intensive farming, 21 
Intensive production, 21 
Intercropping, 31, 56. See also Four intercropping. 
Interest, imputed, 243 
Intermediate harvest, 32 
Intermediate income nations, 5 6 
Intermediate society, 56 
Intermediate technology, see Farming, transitional 
International organizations, 145 
Interregional competition, 59 
Inventories, 307 
farm, 186 
Investigations, estimated output, 338. See also 
Inspections. 
Investment, 284, 296. See also Simple repro-




Investment allowances, 284 
Investment capital, 284 
Investment demand, 284 
Investment function, 284 
Investment incentives, 284 
Investment rates, 284 
Invitation and going-out method, 46 
Irradiation, 8 
Irrigation, 131 ff. 



















Irrigation engineering, 132 
Iso-cost line, 62 
lso land curve, 289 
Isoquant, 272 
Job groups, 302 
Joint use coordination, see Economic coordination 
Jointly managed state-private undertakings, 139 
Jute, 25, 83, 164 
false, 25 
Kale, Chinese, 114, 207 
Kaoliang, 118 
Keypoints, 57 
Killing out, 169 
Kinship, 40 
Kohlrabi, 208 
Kolkhoz, see Collective farm 
Kongsi, 138 
Kudzu vine, 70 





coefficient of mechanization of, 150 
coerced, 28 
complex, 74, 151 
concrete, 48 





female whole, 207 
flexible use of, 175 
forced, 28 
hired, 3, 8, 128, 148 
instruments of, 151 
large armies of, 150, 175 
live, 87, 148 





monetary compensation for, 149 
necessary, 210 
non-productive, 66 
objects of, 150 
participation rate, 52 
past, 141 
planned distribution of, 151 
productive, 149, 249 
productivity of, 149 
relationship with capital, 152 
387 
seasonal, 17, 340 
selfless, 318 
semi-divorced from, 203 
short-term forced, 148 
simple, 32 
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skilled, 17. See also Labour, complex. 




surveillance of, 131 
temporary, 159 
unskilled, 32, 66 
useful, 337 
voluntary, 43, 105 
weak, 112 
Labour accumulation, 150 · 
Labour allocation, 166 
Labour battalions, 170. See also Labour, large 
armies of. 
Labour booklet, 151 
Labour bureau, 148 
Labour charges, 149 
Labour combined with rest, 152 
Labour consumption, 150 
Labour contracts, 79, 150, 205 
Labour cooperation, 150 
Labour coordination, see Economic coordination 
Labour day, 148. See also Basic hours; Work day; 
Work-points. 
Labour discipline, 151 
Labour emulation, 151. See also Tachai Brigade. 
Labourexchange,109, 213 
Labour expenses, 149 
Labour force, 149 
main, 49 
Labour grain, 149 
Labour groups, youth productive, 238 
special, 77 
Labour income, 149 
Labour insurance, 150 
Labour insurance fund, 150 
Labour intensive, 64, 151 
Labour intensity, 109, 151 
Labour legislation, 152 
Labour levy, 148 
Labour management, 150, 166 
Labour market, 151 
Labour migration, 150 
Labour mobility, 150, 175 
Labour model, 148 
Labour norm, 150 
Labour organization, 150 
Labour payment, 149. See also Incentives; 
Remuneration; Wages; Work-points. 
Labour plan, 151 
distribution of, 151 
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Labour points, see Work-points, basic 
Labour price theory, 151 
Labour process, 149 
Labour production quota, 149 
Labour productivity, 149 
index of, 197 
Labour protection contract, 15 0 
Labour protection system, 149 
Labour re-education, 148 
Labour reform, 148 
Labour registration, 151 
Labour regulations, 150 
Labour relations, 152 
Labour skill, see Complex labour 
Labour the.ory of value, 151 
Labour time, 150 
socially necessary, 240. See also Labour, 
socially necessary. 
Labour training, 148. See also 
Apprenticeship system. 
Labour tools, 150 
Labour unit, 149 
Labour viewpoint, 151 
Labourer, 148 
Lactation period, 168 
Lag models, 252 
Lagged variable, 252 
Laissez-faire, 65 
Lambs, 92, 118 





badly drained, 152 
black, 78 
black fallow, 47 






high yield, 72 
idle, 96 
index of yield per unit area, 289 
infertile, 3 0 
irrigated, 262 
long fallow, 260 
marginal, 212 
measurement, 6, 91, 172 
non-utilized, 161 
pooling of, 287 
reclaimed, 115 
slO"ping, 218 
State ownership of, 289 





Land acquisition, 287 
Land allotment; 62 
Land and business tax, 289 
Land appraisal, 288 
Land appropriation, 5 
Land Bank, 288 
Land certificate, 289 
Land classification, 287 
economic, 287 
Land consolidation, 289 
Land contract, 273. See also Contracts. 
Land courts, 289 
Land cultivation file, 288 
Land development pilot projects, 289 
Land distribution, 287 
Land dividends, 289 
Land economics, 287 
Land equaliiation law, 287 
Land hiding, 334 
Land improvement, 287 
Land investigation drive, 4 
Land law, 288ff. See also Land reform law. 
draft, 288 
provisional, 287 
. Land legislation, 288 
Land nationalization, 289 
Land ownership, 289 
Land preparation, 11 
Land prices, 288 
Land problem, 289 
Land productivity, 289 
Land productivity unit, 289 
Land programme, eight great, 288 
Land reclamation, 211 
Land redistribution, 69, 288 
Land reform, 286. See also Land revolution; 
Land-to-the-tiller programme. 
new (1965 ), 99 
Land reform activiSt, 286 
Land reform guerilla, 286 
Land reform law (1950), 287 
Land registration, 289 
Land registration committee, 289 
Land relations, 289 
Land rent, 273 
Land resources, 289 
Land revolution, 288 
Land revolution cadre, 288 
Land surveys, 4, 289 
Land tax, 154, 289 
Land titles, 214 
Land-to-the-tiller programme, 123 
Land use, 288 
Land use planning, 288 
Land utilization, index of, 288 
Land utilization rate, 288 
Land valuation, 288 
Landless labourer, 128, 278 
Landlords, 220, 274 
Landscaping, 163 
Large collective, small freedom, 266 
Lathes, primitive, 286 
Law, see Land law 
Law of demand, 102 
Law of value, 26 
Layering, 327 
Leading worker, 34, 35 
Learning, programmed, 281 
Least cost curve, 307 
Least cost rations, 307 
Least squares method, 307 
Leather, 210 
Leather waste, 210 
Leeks, 46 









Light industry, 44 
Lineage, 308 
Linear programming, 98 
variable dynamic, 219 
Linear relations, 37 
Linkage groups, 158 
Linseed, 326 
Liquid pig feed, 50 
Liquidation movement, 46 
Liquidity, 160 
Liquorice root, 116 
Literate society, 3 3 7 
Livestock, adopted, 271, 328 






Livestock and farm fool station, 251 
Livestock breeding, 25 
Livestock breeding station, 251 
Livestock combination, 250 
Livestock feed, 25 
Livestock management, 251 
Livestock population, 250 
Livestock production, 53, 250 
Livestock standard unit, 25, 251 
389 
Livestock technician, 53 
Livestock unit, 25, 250 
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Livestock unit conversion factor, 25 
Livestock unit month (LUM), 25 
Living day system, 245 






Local self-government, 274 
Localism, 274 
Location theory, 59 
Locusts, 84 
Loess, 83 
Longans, 133, 164 
Long-term rights of use, 6 
Long-term rotation, 6 
Loose barn system, 115 
Loquats, 211 
Lorenz curve, 161 
Low level equilibrium trap, 147, 273 
Low yield fields, 272 
Lower middle peasant, 89 
Lower peasant, 89 
Lychees, 15 3 
Lysine, 60, 15 3 
Machine, oil extracting, 2 
milking, 3, 19 
Machine and tractor stations (MTS), 15 
Machine industry, agricultural, 198. See also 
Mechanization; Struggle between two roads. 
Machinery pools, 16 · 
Macro-economics, 60 
Main labour force, 49 
Maintenance and repair station, 319 









Management Committee, 131. See also 
Revolutionary committee. 
Management consultants, 131 
Management information systems, 131 
Manager, general, 309 
Managerial landlord, 43 
Man-day, 109. See also Work-day. 
Man equivalent, 109 
Mango, 165 
Manioc, see Cassava 
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Manpower planning, 109 
Manure, barnyard, 4 7, 14 7, 1 77. See also 
Nightsoil. 
base, 273 




liquid, 108, 261 
pigs, 50. See also Fertilizers; Waste. 
soil, 286 
winter, 146 




Marginal contribution, 213 
Marginal propensity to consume, 213 
Market demand function, 254 
Market economy, 253 
Market machanism, 253 
Market price, 253 
Market production, 253 
Market towns, 10, 13 
Marketing, agricultural, 19 6 
roadside, 162 
Marketing margins, 96, 253 
Markets, 102. See also Materials exchange 




rural, 169, 190 
village, 19 0 
wide, 7 
Marriage, see Matrimony. 




Marriage Law, 85 
Marshland, 8 
Marxist-Leninism, 165 
Master-apprenticeship system, 251. See also 
Apprenticeship system; Labour training. 
Master farmers, 198, 203 
Material expenditure, 59 
Material redistribution, 276 
Materials exchange conference, 326 




Maximujll programming, 146 
Maximum likelihood method, 7 
May 7th cadre schools, 325 
Mean, arithmetic, 216 
390 
Means of production, 246 




Meat analogues, 113 
Meat meal, 113 
Mechanization, 16, 198 
Mechanization policy, 16. See also Struggle 
between two roads. 
Mechanized farming, 16 
Mechanized farms, 15 
Median, 56 




Mergers, cooperative, 216 
Mess halls, 38 -- --
Metayage, 6 
Meteorology, 23 
Method of constant prices, see Direct cost method 
Micro-economics, 123 
Middlemen, 147 
Middle schools, 19 3 
Migration, 34 
blind, 165 
rural-urban, 318, 337. See also Decentralization. 
seasonal, 1 7 
Military, 27 
Military assistance to villages, 27, 35. See also 
People's Liberation Army. 
Milk, condensed,_ 24 
cow, 3 











Milling, 1 71 
Minorities, 237 
Mint, 160, 217 
Miscellaneous service personnel, 40 
Mixed field cultivation, 301 
Mo bile funds, 16 
Mo bile teams, 16 
Mobility, horizontal, 77 
social, 241 
Model surveys, 172, 277 
Model workers, 148 
Molasses, 269 
Monetary policy, 87 
Money, 86ff, 341 
hot, 284 
'in command', 39 
quasi, 55 
Money illusion, 87 
Money supply, 87 
Monoculture, 267 
Mono-money, 267 
Monthly telegraphic reports, 340 
Moral incentive, 269 
Mortgages, 277 





Multigraphic description, 54 
Multinationals, 130 
Multiple crop index, 7 6 
Multiple cropping, 7 4 
Multiple regression, 7 6 
Multiplier, disposable income, 125 
Multiplier effect, 13 
Multiplier theory, 13 
Mushrooms, 90, 171 
Chinese, 301 
English, 207, 328 
white, 328 
Mustard, leaf, 114 
Mutton, 114 
Mutual aid teams, 81. See also Land, pooling of. 
Mutual work replacement, 92 
Mycology, 10 
National accounting, 142 
National assets, 142 
National communism, 143 
National economic development, 142 
National economic planning, 144 
National income, 142 
real, 256 
National income distributed, 143 
National income expendep, 143 
National income produced, 143 
National plan, 144 
National product, 142 
National wealth, 142 
Natural villages, 315 
Nectarines, 336 
Need; 124 
Negative income tax, 73 
Neighbourhood, 27 
Neighbourhood associations, 27 
Net accumulation, 44 
Net and points, 319 
Net farm receipts, 44 
391 
Net operating profit, 44 
Net output, 44 
Net residual value, 44 
Net tax rate, 44 
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Net value of agricultural production, 199 
New flying leap, 99 
New high-yielding varieties, 99. See also Green 
Revolution; Improved varieties; High-
yielding varieties. 
Newly developed area, 99 
Nightsoil, 70. See also Fertilizers; Manure. 
Nomadism, 337. See also Pastoralism. 
Normal annual production, 7 
Norms, 280. See also One-and-a-half day norm; 
Work points. 
Nurseries, 168 












Olives, Chinese, 116 
mountain, 235 
sweet, 116 
One-and-a-half day norm, 124 
One divides into two, 106 
One guides two, 107 
One red heart, two preparations, 107 
One skill, wide ability, 107 
One-tenth of a cent (spirit), 106 





Operating capital, 300 
Operating costs, 300 
Operating expenses, see Costs, variable 
Operations research (OR), 43 
Opium, 335. See also Poppies, 
Optimum, 306 
Orange juice, 116 
Oranges, 13; 48, 116 
cinnabar, 39 
kumquat, 38 
mandarin, 30, 168 
mountain, 235 
nutmeg, 232 





Orientated towards the village, 169 










Ownership, 227. See also Long-term rights of use. 
communal, 79. See also Public ownership. 
three-grade system of, 223 
Oxen, 40. See also Cattle; Cows, Bulls. 
Pacesetter, 211 
Paddy, 78. See also Rice. 
Paddy borer, 261 
Paddy field, 261, 270 
Palm oil, 308 
Papain, 64 
Papaya, 64, 17 3 
Paper, 35ff. 
Paragrass, 202 
Parametric models, 299 
Parasites, 16 
Parcels, 274, 280. See also Plots. 
Parity, 291 
Parity ratio, 291 
Parsley, 91, 328 
Chinese, 341 
Parsnips, 167, 207 
Part-farming, part studying, 203, 204 
Partial adjustment model, 219 
Partial regression co-efficient, 44 




Part-time farming, 203 
Part-time studies, 203, 242 
Past actual unit production, 319 
Pastoral tax, 65 
Pastoralism, 337. See also Nomadism. 
Pasture crop, 65 
Pasture management, 65 
Pasture rotation, 164, 301 
Pastures, alpine, 119 
permanent, 338 
summer, 90, 272 
temporary, 159, 298 
Patriotic grain, 1 
Patriotic labour brigade, 1 
392 
Pawpaws, see Papayas 
Pay, equal, 174 
Peaches, 39, 68, 98, 271 
Peanuts, see Groundnuts 
Pearl barley, 339 
Pears, honey, 168 




Peas, blue, 339 
field, 318 
garden, 318 
Peasant control, 268 
Peasant economy, 183 
Peasant income and expenditure survey, 187 
Peasant inertia; 115 
Peasant initiative, 62 
Peasant movements, 184 
Peasant population, 183 
Peasant workers, 184 
Peasantry, 18 2 
Peasants, 182. See also Poor and blank. 
association of poor, 254 
better off, 29, 7 3 
congress of poor, 307 
individual, 123, 268 
lower, 89 
lower middle, 89 
poor, 214ff., 254 
rich, 64, 73 
skilled, 202 
'turned-over', 65 
upper middle, 236 
Peasants corps, 184 
Pecans, 31 
Penetrating a point, 243 
People's Communes, 109, 110. See also Rural 
people's communes. 





Perilla, 112, 313 
Periodic fairs, 102 
Persimmons, 16 




Phillips curve, 66 
Piecewrok, 33. See also Work-done by-the-day 
system. 
Piecework contracts, 1 
Pig and cow mansions, 50 
Pig breeding, 329 
Pig bristles, 50 
Pig meat, see Pork 
Pigs, 49ff. 
breeding, 5 8 
full belly, 205 
marketing, 50 
slaughter, 3, 114 
suckling, 113 
Pine resin, 230 
Pineapple bran, 71 
Pineapples, 71, 217 
Pistachios, 1 
Planned and proportionate development, 19, 337 
Planned capitalism, 18 · 
Planned food consumption, 19 
Planned purchase and contract sales, 294 
Plant breeding, 37 
Plant diseases, 3 7 
Plant ecology, 37 
Plant protection, 37, 178, 286 
· Plantains, see Bananas 
Planting, close, 168 
Plants, dwarf, 1 




high yield, 72 
permanent, 280 
private, 314 





Ploughing and farming districts, 123 
Ploughing teams, 123 
Ploughs, reformed, 114 




Political economy, 11 
Pollution, 141 
Polyandry, 107 
Pomegranates, 1, 256 
Pongee, 32 
Poor and blank, 106 
Poor peasants' congress, 307 
Poor peasants' corps, 215 
Poppies, 335. See also Opium. 
Poppy seed meal, 335 
Popular management, public assistance, 171 
Popularization, 266. See also Advisory services; 
Agro-technical extension station; 
Extension. 
Population, 11 lff. 
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Population growth, 111 
Population policy, 111 
Population theory, 111 
Populationism, 111 
Pork, 50 
Portable sprayer, 45 
Potash, 328 
Potatoes, 164 
Irish, 2.35, 328 
seed, 260 
sweet, 64 
Poultry, domestic, 25 
free-range, 5 
Poultry breeding, 25 
Poultry feed, 25 
Poultry production, 25 
Prefecture, 2 7 4 
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Price regulating granaries, 7 
Price relations, 26 












Prickley pear, 20 
Primary commodities, 197 
Primary products, 49 
Prime costs, 12 
Primitive lathes, 286 
Private enterprise, 139, 230 
Private plots, 268, 314 
ownership of, 6 
Private use, 314. See also Ownership; Long-term 
rights of use. 
Procurement, 12 
Procurement prices, 182, 25 8 
Production, basic level, 51 
blind, 165, 249 
commodity, 236 
competitive, see Production sports meeting 
cooperative, 250 
direct agricultural, 159 
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divorced from, 282 
elasticity of, 250 
expenditure share fund, 249 
factors of, 245 
gross, 309 
gross value of, J 99 
index of, 194 
instruments of, 246 
livestock, 250 
market, 253 
means of, 246 
net value of, 199 







Production branches, 247 
Production brigade, 248 
Production brigade foundation account, 247 
Production coefficient, 247 
Production construction corps, 250 
Production contribution, 247 
Production coordination, see Economic 
coordination 
Production costs, 246 
Production credit, 246 
Production drive, 248 
Production expenditure fund, 5 
Production expenses, 246 
Production forces, 246 
Production for exchange, see Commodity 
production 
Production frontiers, 246 
Production function, 248. See also Cobb-Douglas 
Function. 
crop, 304 
Production location, 5 
Production management district, 248 
Production period, 246 
Production plan, 248 
Production possibility curve, 246 
Production price, 247 
Production price theory, 247 
Production rights, 246 
Production sports meeting, 249 
Production squad, 249 
Production study, 247 
Production subsidy, 247 
Production surface, 246 
Production teams, 248 
Productive capacity, 246 
cumulative, 246 
.Productive capital, 247 
Productive consumption, 249, 250 
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Productive contribution, 248 
Productive efficiency, 248 
Productive expenditure fund, 5 
Productive labour, 249 
Productive potential, 247 





marginal value of, 213 
peasant apathy, 302 
social, 240 
Productivity coefficient, 248 
Products, final, 307 
intermediate, 57, 204 
joint, 158 
marginal, 213 




Progeny testing, 80, 154 




quadratic, 21 7 
Project appraisal, 18 
Proletariat, 323 




Provincialism, 2 7 4 
Pruning, 33 
Public grain, 138 
Public health, 139 
Public ownership, 138. See also Ownership, 
communal. 
Pullets, 92. See also Chickens; Hens; Poultry. 
ready to lay, 6 
Pumellos, 49 
Pumpkins, 174 
Purchase, advanced, 338 
Purchases, 298 
Purchasing power, social, 239 
Purchasing price, 258 
Purchasing system, 294 
Pyrethrum, 207 
Quadratic equation, 62 
Quadratic function, 62 
Quadratic programming model, 62 
Quarantine, 32 
Radishes, 85, 146 
Chinese, 202 
oriental, 160 
Rainproof stores, 66 
Raisins, 220 
Ramie, 50 
Riimie meal, 5 0 
Rams, 128. See also Sheep. 
Random walk theory, 229 
Rape, 298, 336 
Raspberries, 76, 238 
Rate of production, 5 
Ration cards, 61 
Ration grain, 126 
Rational crop structure, 303 
Rationalization, 5 
Rationing, 155. See also Living day system; 
Planned food consumption. 
Rations, least cost, 307 
starter, 337 
Rattan, 332 
Raw materials, 136 
Real disposable income, 10 
Reasonable premiums, 79 
Receipts, gross farm, 309 
net, 44 
Reception centres, 31 
Reclamation, 229 
Rectification Campaign, 11 
Red personnel (three), 86 
Reform, supervised, 32 
Refuse utilization, 2. See also waste. 
Region, 274 
(Tibet), 274 
Regional planning, 59 
Regionalization, 69 
Relief, self-help, 46 
Remuneration, 2, 103, 174. See also Incentives; 
Premiums; Wages; Work-points. 
Rent, 304 
cash crop, 129 
differential, 19 
land, 273, 304 
rice, 304 
scarcity, 88 
Rentability, 153. See also Profitability. 
Replacement stock, 218 
Replacement value, 58 
Replication, 58 
Reporting system, 207 
Reproduction, expanded, 146 
theory, 296ff. 
Requisition, 11 
Requisition of farm produce, 182 
Research, agricultural, 200 





Resettle (in the countryside), 1, 161 
Resettlement, 4, 89, 214, 236, 238. See also 
Decentralization; Returned to the villages. 
Resettlement bureau, 1 
Resettlement expenses, 1 
Responsibility fields, 302 
Responsibility system, 205, 302 
Retail sales, value of, 239 
Returned to the villages, 84 
Revenue, marginal, 213 
Revolution, to farm for the, 319 
Revolutionary committee, 120 
Revolving credit associations, 34 
Rhubarb, 263 




coarse grain, 3 8 
deep water, 243 
direct seeding, 261 
early, 300 
glutinous, 176, 178 
'golden queen', 39 
ground, 229 
late, 269, 318 
late dryland, 318 
late glutinous, 318 
late non-glutinous, 318 
long-grain, 7, 12 3 
'long-grain, glutinous, 7 
lowland, 261 
miracle, 243 
non-glutinous, 98, 318 
red, 86 
rough, 270, 306 
semi-late, 56 
short-grain, 290 
upland, 86, 162 




Rice and flour, 46 
Rice boats, 4 
Rice bond, 168 
Rice certificates, 168 
Rice flour, 168 
Rice in lieu of rent, 304 
Rice in the paddy, 228 
Rice region, 261 
Rice wheat, 168 
Rich peasant, 73 
Ritual, 212 
River basins, 27 
Rivers, 27 
Roosting birds, 88 
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Rotation, 222 
crop, 163, 318 





seven field, 23 
short-term, 94, 290 
strip, 27 6 
Rubber, 92 
crude, 244 
Rural amalgamation, 106 
Rural areas, 187 
Rural construction, 191, 194 
Rural cooperative medical service, 188. 
See also Hygiene; Medical 
expenses; Rural health. 
Rural economic policy, 188 
Rural education, 190 
Rural health, 188 
Rural investigation, 188 
Rural markets, 169 
Rural people's communes, 187. See 
also Communes; People's 
communes. 
Rural population, 187 
Rural settlement, 191 
Rural sociology, 18 8 
Rural trade fairs, 20. See also Village markets. 
Rural-urban migration, 318, 337 
Rural-urban relations, 10, 13, 91 
Rush harvest, 28 






Sample surveys, 48, 277 
Sampling, random, 229 
Savings, forced, 28 
over, 52 
Scallions, 46 
Scatter diagrams, 69 
School holidays, 2 7 8 
Schools, 242. See also Education. 
agricultural, 193 
part-time, 203 
secondary agrarian, 57 
winter, 293 
Scissors, differential, 33 
Seeds, 58 
Selective breeding, 102 
Self-government, local, 274 
Self-owned money, 315 
Self-sufficiency, 313 
396 
Semi-divorced from labour, 203 
Semi-labour power, 203 
Semi-logarithmic function, 204 
Sending down, 89ff. 
Sequential decision theory, 51 
Serial correlation, 102 · 
Sericulture, 299 
Settlement, 34, 191, 307 
Sesame, 34, 36, 81 
Sesame oil, 36, 90 
Seven field rotation, 23 
Seven guarantees, 23 
Shallots, 11 7 
Sharecropping, 69 
Share funds, 128 
Shares, 128 




South Devon, 175 
Shelter, field, 278 
Shelterbelts, 66 
Shepherd, 173 
Shifting classroom teaching, 164 
Shifting cultivation, 33, 238 
Shortages, 276 
Short-stemmed variety, 1 
Sliort white string bean, 1 
Shrimp meal, 89 
Sideline production, 24, 73, 179, 190 
Silage, 45 
vacuum, 37 
SjJ.k, i:_aw, 230. See also Sericulture. 
synthetic, Ll 2 
wild, 331 
Silkworm, 24 
Silo, bunker, 45 
Silos, 45 
tower, 45, 266 
trench, 45 
underground, 231 
Simple arithmetic mean, 32 
Simple expansion method, 32 
Simple reproduction, 32, 194 
Simple unbiased estimates, 32 
Simplex method, 32 
Simplex tableau, 32 
Simulation, 172 
Monte-Carlo, 168 
Single cropping, 106 
Situation education, 100 
Six domestic animals, 162 
Six fird system, 162 
Six goods, 162 
Six highs, 162 
Six theories, 162 
Slaughter ratio, 285 
Slaughter tax, 285 
Slaughtering, cooperatives, 296 
Small autumn harvest, 93 
Small collective, 9 3 
Small commodities, 93 
Small domestic livestock, 94 
Small dairy pilot farm, 94 
Small farm tools, 94 
Small freedoms, 93 
Small groups, 302 
Smallholdings, 93 
Small local products, 93 
Small-scale farming, 94 
Small-scale water conservancy projects, 94 
Small specialized groups, 94 
Social accounting, 241 
Social aggregate capital, 240 
Social anthropology, 239 
Social base map, 239 
Social capital, 240 
Social change, 241 
Social ·commodities, 241 
Social costs, 240 
Social fallows, 239 
Social mobility, 241 
Social opportunity cost rate, 240 
Social overhead capital, 240 
Social product, 239 
gross, 310 
Social production, 239 
Social production, funds, 240 
Social productivity, 240 
Social Public Order Commands, 239 
Social pur_chasing power, 239 
Social reproduction, expanded, 146 
Social status, 12 
Social stratification, 23 9 
Social value, 240 
Social welfare function, 241 
Socialism, 241 
agricultural, 192 
Socialist accumulation, see Accumulation 
Socialist construction, 242 
Socialist economic enterprises, 241 
Socialist education campaign, 242 
Socialist pr9duction price, see Production price 
theory 
Socialist transformation, 192, 241 
Socialization, 242 
household, 25 

















Soviet areas, 227 
Sown area, 217 
Sows, 172. See also Pigs. 
Soybeans, 83, 166, 263 
Spatial equilibrium, 141 
Spearmint, 90 
Specialization, 54 





Spot testing, 254 
Spraying, aerial, 68 
Sprouts of perdition, 203 
Squads, 249 
Square root, 115 
Square root function, 62 
Squash, 64 
Squatting at points, 292 
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Standard cow equivalent (SCE), 177, 211 
Staple food, 49 
Starter ration, 51 
State aid, 313 
State budget, 143 
State capitalism, 144 
State construction, see Capital construction 
State enterprises, locally administered, 274 
State farms, 144ff. 
State food market, 143 
State monopoly capitalism, 144 
State plan, index of fulfillment of, 144 
State planning committee, 144 
State Political Security Bureau (SPSB), 144 
State socialism, 144 
Stationary Markov chains, 44 
Statistical models, 294 
Statistics, 294ff. 
Statistics of distributed products, 70 
Status, 243 
Steers, 92, 128 





Storage charges, 307 
Stratified random sample, 70 
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Strawberries, 273 
Strawberry tree, 330 




Subsidiary crop acreage, 72 
Subsidiary production, see Sideline production 
Subsistence economy, 244 
Subsistence farmer, 244 
Subsistence production, 244 
Subsistence urbanization, 244 
Substitution, marginal rate of, 213 
Sugar, 269ff. 
Sugar beet, 280 
Sugar cane, 116 
Sunflowers, 134 
Superstition, objects of, 168 
Superstructure, 236 . 
Supplementary benefits, 218 
Supplementary enterprises, 92, 219 
Supply, fixed, 127 
flexible, 130 
Supply functions, 140. 
Supply and demand, 140ff. 
Supply and Marketing Cooperatives (SMCs), 140, 
208, 230. See also Supply, flexible. 
Support agriculture centres, 35 
Surplus value, 257 
Surveys, farm management, 61, 276. See also 
Monthly telegraphic reports; Sample 
surveys; Teams, production estimating. 
Swiss chard, 61. See also White sweet vegetable. 
Sweat shops, 103 
Sweet corn, 116, 280 
Sweet potatoes, 64, 85 
flour, 260 
Systems analysis, 36 









ad valorem, 31 0 
agricultural, 196 
agricultural progressive, 196 
consignment, 13 
excise, 142 
farm property, 181 
grain, 155 
gross rate of, 309 
income, 227 
398 
land, 154, 196, 274, 289 
land assessment, 274 
opium, 289 
pastoral, 65 · 
salt, 332 
slaughter, 285 
value added, 302 
Tax collection, 12 







red (Indian), 342 




Teaching, 29, 164. See also Education; Schools. 
alternate, 29 
programmed, 212 
Teams, backward, 4, 161 
circuit investigation, 103 
cultural, 191 
district cadre, 60 
impoverished, 47 
intermediate, 248 
labour exchange, 213ff. 
leading, 35 
'May 7th', 235 
mobile, 16 
old peasants' counselling, 152 
poor, 323 
production, 94, 248 
production estimating, 12 7 
tailoring, 71 
temporary harvesting, 159 
tractor, 282 
Teasers, 254 
Technical coordination, see Economic 
coordination 
Technical crop combine, 18 
Technical crops, 18 
Technical guidance, 18 
Technical innovation, 18 
Technical transformation, 18 
Technician, 1 7 
Technological change, 18 
Technological inertia, 18 
Technology gap, 18 
Technology, intermediate, 57 
Technology transfer, 17 
Temple fairs, 169. 
Temple goods, 169 
Ten big increases, 255 
Ten great relationships, 255 
Tenancy, mixed, 85 
Tenant, 304 
Tent method, 209 
Tenure, 304 
Terracing, 51 
Textbooks, peasant, 91 
Third head, doctrine of the, 224 
Thousand catty, 33 
Thousand catty mu, 33 
Thousand catty xian, 33 
Three aids, 226 
Three all, 225 
Three antis, 106, 223 
Three audits, 222 
Three autumns, 221 
Three bigs, 223 
Three bitter years, 13 0 
Three cereals, 2 21 
Three changes, 226 
Three check ups, 222 
Three controls, 226 
Three deep, 221 
Three demands, 223 
Three dependences, 225 
Three differences, 225 
Three diligences, 225 
Three don'ts, 224 
Three-eight working style, 222 
Three equals, 221 
Three family village, 226 
Three field rotation, 222 
Three fixed, 226. See also Planned purchase 
and supply. 
Three fowls, 221 
Three freedoms, 222. See also Four main freedoms. 
Three funds, 223 
Three goods, 225 
Three guarantees, 222 
Three histories, 225 
Three honesties, 225 
Three loyalties, 224 
Three main rules of discipline, 226 
Three olds, 225 
Three passes, 224 
Three precious things, 224 
Three promotions, 226 
Three quotas, 221 
Three red personnel, 86 
Three reflections, 224 
Three reforms, 226 
Three retained foods, 2 21 
Three rules (for women), 224 
Three selfs, 222 
Three smalls, 223 
Three stoopings, 224 
Three strongs, 225 
399 
Three summers, 224 
Three-three system, 221 
Three transformations, 225 
Three too many, 224 
Three unifications, 223 
Three-way alliance, 226 
Three-way tabulation, 223 
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Three wastes, 221. See also Four wastes. 
Thrift, 238, 244, 300 
Tillage groups, 139 
Tilling squads, 123 
Timber production, 173. See also Forest resources. 
Time series, 252 
Time series data, 176 
Tithing, 9 
Tobacco, leaf, 333 
flue cured, 120 
Tomatoes, 64 
Top dressing, 54 
Topsoil, 87 
Towns, 10 
Tractor Stations, 15, 198, 282. See also Machine 
and tractor stations (MTS). 
Tractors, 293 
all purpose, 318 
hand-guided, 259 




foreign, 21 2 
frontier, 212 
intermediate, 5 6 
unilateral, 268 
wholesale, 211 
Trade control system, 237 
Trade premiums, 237 
Trade warehouses, 167 
Trade Unions, 135 
Trading establishments, network of, 237 
Transcultura tion, 3 21 
Transformation function, 213 
Transformation work, 213 
Transformation work squad, 214 
Transhumance, 17 
Transplanters, rice, 4 
Transportation policy, 342 
Transportization, 342 
Triple cropping, 106 
Triticale, 93 
Tube wells, 131 
Turkeys, 23, 86 
Turnips, 122, 165, 207, 323 
Twelve articles, 255 
Two decentralizations, three unifications and one 
guarantee, 15 6 
Two-five system, 63 
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Two-in-one system, 62 
Two participations, one reform and three 
unifications, 15 6 
Two-stage stratified systematic random sample, 6 
Two utilizations, 62 
Underemployment, 47, 220, 255 
Unemployed, see Citizens, non-labouring 
Unemployment, disguised, 25 
frictional, 1 71 
Unified guidance, 295 
Unified purchase and unified sale, 294 
Unions, hired farmhand, 128 
Unit coordination, see Economic coordination 
Unit-livest6ck price method, 267 
Unit of area, 172 
Units, 267 
Red Flag, 86 
Unity of opposites, law of, 291. 
Universities, agricultural, 19 3 
Up-cradlingi. 39 
Urban and rural capitalism, 13 
Urban areas, 285 
Urbanization, 285 
subsistence, 244 
Usufruct, 257, 342 
Usury, 119 
Utility, final, 307 
Utility value, 252 
Utilized starch equivalent (USE), 15 3 
Vagrants, 337 




Value added, 72 
Value analysis, 26 
Value theory, 26 
Value transformation, 26 
Vanilla, 342 
Variance, 214 
Veal, 285, 313 




Verified output, 5 
Vertical integration, 37, 55. See also Agribusiness. 
Vetch, 331 
Veterinary services, 259. See also Barefoot 
veterinarians. 
Village administrator, 43 
Villag~ colleges, 107 
Village combine, 157 
Village congress of poor peasants, 307 , 
Village fair trading, 20. See also Village markets. 
400 
Village headman, 27, 55 
Village markets, 190. See also Materials exchange; 
Periodic fairs; Fairs, third class products; 
Village fair trading. 
Village watch, 314 
Villages, 54, 169, 187 
backward, 161. See also One guides two. 
incorporated, 212 
military assistance to, 35 
natural, 24 
rural, 307 
Vitamins, 31 9 
Voluntary participation, 315 
Voting, 283 
Wages, 136. See also Labour payment;Incentives, 





profit rate, 13 6 
structur~, 13 6 
Walk, random, 229 
Walking on two legs, 156 
Warehouse, trade, 167 







Water, ground, 275 
subterranean, 275 
Water buffaloes, 262 
Water chestnuts, 159 
Water conservancy corps, 262 
Water conservation, 262 
Watercress, 29, 88, 261 
Water pump, 164 
Water resources, 262 
Water rights, 262 
Watersheds, 31, 69 
management, 69 
planning, 69 
Water use efficiency, 263 
Weaners, 153, 290 
Weather, see Climate 
Weeding, row, 56 
Welfare fields, 334 
Welfare fund, 74, 138 
Well field system, 44 
Wells, artesian, 315 
chatity, 105 




Wheat, 93, 267 
dwarf, 1 
Egyptian, 341 






White·sweet vegetable, 207 
Wholesaler, primary, 14 7 
secondary, 10 
Wholesaling, 211 
Wildlife, 157, 331. See also Game; Hunting. 
Wild oats, 132 
Windbreaks, 71 
Women, see Brigades 
Wool waste, 328 
Work-day, 136 
Work directive, 136 
Work-done-by-the-day system, 166 
· Work exchange, 213 · 
Work-points, 135, 166, 273, 315. See also 
Cleaning up; Incentives; Labour payment; 
Remuneration; Wages. 
evaluation, democracy of, 171, 315 
fixed rates, 232 
in absentia, 325 
pace setter, 211 
public assessment, 315 
record card, 17 
401 
recorder of, 17 
reduction, 127 
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supplementary, see Supplementary benefits 
Work Sheets, 11 
Work study, 135, 150 
Work-year, 136 
Worker patrols, 135 
Worker-peasant rapid middle schools, 137 
Worker-peasant run schools, 137 
Workers, see Labour 
Workers as well as peasants, 107 
Xiafang, see Resettlement; Decentralization 










Youth, 45, 84. See also Decentralization; Resettle-
ment; Returned to villages. 
educated, 34 
Youth centres, 34 
Youth reception centres, 31 
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Acacia senegal (L.) Willd., 1 
Agaricus sp., 90 
campestris L., 171, 207, 328 
Aleurites cordata, 294 
fordii Hemsl., 336 
Allium spp., 207 
ascalonicum L., 117, 207 
cepa, 328 
chinense G. Don (A. Bakeri), 30 
fistulosum L., 263, 310 
macrostemon, 306 
porrum L., 263 
ramosum L., 46 
sativum L., 45, 263 
tul:ierosum Rattler, 46, 133, 331 
Amaranthus gangeticus L., 96, 217 
Anacardium occidentale L., 23 
Ananas comosus (L) Merr., 71, 217 
Apis mellifica, 24 
Apium graveolens, 331 
var. dulce D.C., 40, 88, 209 
Arachis hypogaea L., 6, 81, 161 
Areca cathecu L., 216 
Artocarpus hypargyraea Hance, 207 
Asparagus officinalis L., 162, 164, 256 
Astragalus sinicus, 313 
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nuda L., 161 
Bambusa arundinacea, 51 
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vulgaris var. humilis, 177 
Phleum pratense L., 275 
Pistachia vera L.,. 1 
Pisum sativum, 79, 318 
Plantago major L., 9 
Porphyra tenera, 313 
Portulaca oleracea L., 130 
Prunus sp., 152, 167 
armeniaca L., 101 
avium L.; 334 
domestica, 101 
dulcis (Mill.), 101 
mume S. et Z., 101 
persica Batsch, 271 
persica L., 98, 336 
pyrifolia, 103, 327 
simonii Carr., 101 
tomentosa Thumb., 235 
Psidium guajava L., 64 
Pueraria phaseoloides Benth, 70 
Punica granatum, 1, 25 6 
Pyrus pyrifolia, 90, 168 
serotina Rehd var. Culta Rehd, 234 
sinensis, 15 3 
spectabilis, 7 6 
ussuriensis, 207 
Raphanus sativus L., 85, 207, 313 
sativus L. var .. longipinnatus, 160, 202 
Rheum palmatum var. tanguticum, 332 
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Ribes spp., 78 
Ricinus communis L., 210 
Ru bus idaeus L., 210 
tokkura Stels, 76 
Ruta graveolens, 342 
Saccharum officinarum L., 116 
Sagittaria trifolia L. var. sinensis Mak., 316 
Schoenobius incertellas Walker, 261 
Scorzonera hispanica, 218 
Secale cereale, 78, 306 
Sechium edule Jacq., 130 
Sesamum indicum L., 34, 81 
Setaria italica Beauv., 126, 228 
Solanum melongena L., 161, 177, 313 
melongena L. var. esculentum Nees, 31 
tuberosum L., 164, 235, 273, 328 
Sorghum halepense Pers., 327, 336 
vulgare, 15 4, 220 
vulgare Pers. var. nervosum Forb. et Hemsl., 
260 
vulgare var. saccharatum Boerl., 162, 280 
Spinacia oleracea, 217 
Spirodela polyrhiza Schleid, 45, 261 
Strobilathes flaccidifolius, 147 
Tetragonia expansa Murr., 328 
tetragonioides (Pall) 0. Kuntze, 328 
Trachycarpus excelsus, 308 
Trapa bicornis Osbeck, 322 
bicornuta L., 322 
natans L., 261, 322 
Trema orientalis Bl., 235 
Trichosanthes cucumerina L., 130, 298 
Trifolium hybridum L., 295 
pratense, 313 
Triticum sp., 93, 167 
turgidum, 341 
Vaccinum spp., 202 
Valerianel1a olitoria L., 91 
Vicia spp., 163 
faba L., 76, 77, 81, 147, 160, 299 
sativa L., 331 
Vigna radiata, 163 
sesquipedalis Wright, 283 
sinensis L. Endl., 27 
sinensis (Torner) Savi, 86 
sinensis var. sesquipedalis, 45 
umbellata, 168 
unguiculata L. spp. sinensis, 164, 177 
Vitis vinifera, 220 
Volvaria esculenta, 301 
Xanthium strumarium L., 299 
Zanthoxylum bungei, 81 
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Zea mays L., 10, 49, 64, 116, 146, 152, 204, 
280,339 
Zingiber mioga Rose., 108 
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offieinale Rose., 27 
Zizania aquatiea L., 29 
Zizyphus vulgaris, 300 
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